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A Note on Sources

This study makes extensive use of official documents obtained from the 
Historical Archives of the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Turk-
ish Republican Archives. The published minutes of the Turkish Grand 
National Assembly are also utilized all throughout. The documents obtained 
from the Archives of the Foreign Ministry are found in folios (fakeloi) that 
contain documents ranging in size from a few pages to hundreds. These 
folios are named according to the subject matter and assigned a letter and 
number that indicate the specific section of the ministry (e.g., A, 〈, and 
Γ stand for political section) with which each folio is related. The folios 
especially in ] and 〈 groups contain a wide range of classified documents 
such as the official correspondence to and from various Greek consulates, 
ministries and army divisions, individual reports, blueprints of League of 
Nations documents, secret reports of various Greek agents, newspaper clip-
pings, translations of articles published in Europe, the United States and 
Turkey, the minutes of the official sessions of refugee-related institutions, 
the Council of the League of Nations and the League of Nations Higher 
Court of Justice, etc. In referring to these folios only pertaining numbers 
are quoted throughout the book. Individual document citations are given in 
quotations. Each quotation contains information on the persons involved 
and/or the title of the report as well as the date on which the document was 
originally written, not the date on which it was received by the Ministry. 
The folio number succeeds the closing quotation mark. Some of the docu-
ments whose authors are not identified are referred to as anonymous. 

As for the Turkish sources, the great majority of the documents were 
obtained from the Republican Archives where the classification process is 
still under way. Classified documents have been assigned official numbers 
that indicate the institution from which they originated or the subject matter 
they address. In endnotes, these numbers are given at the end of citations in 



brackets. Most of these documents also have attachments, to which sepa-
rate numbers have been assigned. Unclassified documents, mostly govern-
ment resolutions, and their attachments are cited only with their original 
number of issuance. The minutes of the Turkish Grand National Assembly 
are available in print and they are cited according to the information on 
the cover page of each volume. This information consists of the ‘assembly 
term’ (devre), the conveying year of this assembly (içtima senesi), the vol-
ume number (cilt) and the dates covered by the volume; the dates that are 
quoted in endnote citations throughout the book are those that are indi-
cated on the front cover of each volume.
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A Note on Dates

The sources used throughout this book are dated according to various cal-
endar systems. Greek official documents that were obtained from the His-
torical Archives of the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the pre-1923 
period carry the dates written according to the ‘old’ (Julian) and ‘new’ 
(Gregorian) systems.1 The Julian calendar is 13 days behind the Gregorian 
one. With the exception of a few important documents, only Gregorian 
dates are given in footnote citations throughout the book. As for the Otto-
man and Turkish sources of this study, they are dated mostly according to 
the fiscal (Rumi) calendar and to a lesser extent the Islamic (Hijri) calen-
dar.2 Some of the published material is also dated according to the Islamic 
calendar. For all practical purposes, the Islamic and fiscal dates are almost 
always given together with the corresponding dates in the Gregorian system 
in brackets in endnote citations throughout the book.3
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Introduction

On the first Sunday of September 1922, the male residents of Kozbeğli 
(Κκαηίiρζβ), a small village located on a hilltop commanding the Ali Ağa 
Bay on the road to Yeni Foça (Νiα Φκεiα) gathered for the last time in the 
cozy village church in order to discuss plans for evacuating their village for 
the port of Izmir. While the women and children stayed at home to pack up 
their few remaining possessions, the village men carried on their meeting 
for a few hours and concluded with the final sermon by village priest. Once 
the meeting was over, one of them carved the date of their last mass on the 
left-hand side of the entry gate to make the moment memorable. The carv-
ing, which still reads today as ‘XXI.8.1922’1 marked the total evacuation of 
Kozbeğli as well as the placement of the village residents’ fate at the mercy 
of the neighboring village communities. The oral evidence suggests that dur-
ing their twenty-mile-long march, the residents of Kozbeğli were subject to 
constant attacks by bandits who stripped them of what little they were car-
rying. The few old men and women, left behind in the village, suffered death 
at the hands of bandits from the neighboring villages, who were on the ram-
page for ‘pılıçka’ (from the Greek word ‘πζδαkjδεκ’ which means pillage). 
The surviving witnesses anonymously reiterate the story of an old Greek 
woman, left in the village, who was savagely put to death by looters.2

In the early days of December 1923, one year after the aforemen-
tioned event, Tevfik Ahmed Efendi, one of the leading Muslim landowners 
in the Greek town of Florina, bordering Albania, received the first official 
notification from the local authorities to evacuate the town and join his 
extended family of thirteen members in the stream of refugees who had 
been in motion for the last several months. While negotiations at Lausanne 
over the fate of minority populations were still in progress, the Greek gov-
ernment ordered the evacuation of Muslim populations from its territories 
with a view to resettling in their stead the incoming Greek refugees from 



Asia Minor and eastern Thrace. After having used up all available options 
to prevent it from happening, the Muslim populations of Greece became 
aware of their prospects and accordingly began to liquidate their proper-
ties. In a very short period of time, many large landowners sold off their 
lands to seasonal laborers or other locals at prices well below their market 
value. Those who could find purchasers were considered fortunate for most 
of them failed to do so. As incoming Greek refugees from Asia Minor were 
granted some of those lands without any legal warning, and many local 
Greeks illegally came to occupy them, local Muslim landowners were rush-
ing off to cash in their holdings.

Tevfik Ahmed Efendi was one of the lucky few who could sell at least 
a small portion of his holdings and convert the money into gold. When the 
final notification was delivered on the last week of July 1924, the extended 
family of Tevfik Efendi completed their preparations for departure from 
Florina to the port of Salonica. Gold coins were carefully placed in large 
shawls and tied around the bellies of the small children, who were thought 
to be the least likely to be searched by Greek officials and possibly high-
way robbers. Tevfik Efendi also hid a small bag of gold coins to be used 
for daily expenses inside his umbrella. Despite all kinds of harassment by 
soldiers and incoming refugees, the family managed to reach the port of 
Salonica and after a two-week wait, finally boarded a boat destined for 
Turkey. Having spent money on accommodation and boarding in Salonica 
and boat tickets, little remained for the members of the family to start a 
new life in their destination. After their arrival, the family had to resettle 
several times within a year. The family, having refused the option of tem-
poral settlement (iskan-ı adi), had to waive all the rights granted by the 
Exchange Convention in order to obtain the right to free settlement. The 
difficulties the family of Tevfik Efendi faced in such a short period of time 
quickly exhausted what was left in the chest and they had to start life anew 
wherever they went. One of the remaining two members of the family bit-
terly remembers the pain and suffering the whole family experienced during 
the first years after their arrival in Turkey.3

These two stories are reconstructed on the basis of data collected 
during my long journey into the history of Turkish and Greek refugees. 
They concern perhaps the most dramatic event of the history of modern 
Turkey and Greece, namely the exchange of populations between the two 
countries. Following the bloody encounter of Turkish and Greek armies in 
Anatolia, both sides were summoned by the Allied States, namely Great 
Britain, France and Italy, to an international peace conference at Lausanne 
on November 13, 1922. The conference, which opened on November 20, 
1922, lasted with disruptions until the middle of the following year. The first 
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phase of the conference concluded with the signing of a convention on Janu-
ary 30, 1923, which stipulated the exchange of Muslims of Greek nation-
ality (excluding the Muslim populations of Western Thrace) established in 
Greece for the Greek Orthodox of Turkish nationality (excluding the Greeks 
of Constantinople) established in Turkey. Nearly one year after the conclu-
sion of the Lausanne meetings, approximately 700,000 people were removed 
by virtue of the Exchange Convention from their native soil and made refu-
gees, and this agreement also confirmed the refugee status of an additional 
more than one million people, displaced since the Balkan Wars, especially in 
the later stages of the Turco-Greek War of 1920–1922. The implementation 
of the Exchange Convention took nearly a full decade to complete, in the 
course of which it brought about a multitude of social, economic, cultural 
and political constraints not only upon Greece, as the conventional view of 
this event suggests, but also upon Turkey. For both countries, the decade 
of 1923–1933 was a period of national reconstruction at the center of 
which stood thousands of homeless, jobless, and hungry refugees. Adopting 
a notion of the Exchange as a pervasive and complex process that loomed 
equally large in the modern histories of Turkey and Greece, the current study 
maps outs out the progression of this event from the diplomatic negotiations 
behind the making of the Exchange Convention at Lausanne in 1922–1923 
to the official conclusion of the implementation process after laborious nego-
tiations in Athens and Ankara in the later months of 1933.

MINORITY INTO REFUGEES: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The process that turned minorities into refugees in southeastern Europe 
originated during the late nineteenth century and gathered momentum dur-
ing the Balkan Wars, when the Ottoman presence in the region was further 
debased by Greek, Serbian, Bulgarian, and Albanian nationalists.4 The de-
Ottomanization of former Ottoman territories by the Balkan nationalists 
and the growing nationalist fervor of the ruling party, namely, the Com-
mittee of Union and Progress (from now on CUP), in the Ottoman Empire 
took their toll on the local minorities. This was particularly true with 
regard to the fate of two major minorities, namely the Muslim population 
in the Ottoman territories (principally Salonica, Kavala, and Florina) newly 
captured by Greece and that of the Greek population in Ottoman Anato-
lia. As the last minority groups akin in race, language, or religion to the 
neighboring state, both communities entered a long period of uncertainty 
characterized by frequent migrations and deportations. It was not until the 
elimination of these minorities that the Greek and Turkish nationalisms 
retreated to their home bases.
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In the immediate aftermath of the Balkan Wars, the ruling elite in 
the Ottoman Empire decided to embark on “on a new policy of eradica-
tion, with the object of creating an ethnically homogeneous State.”5 At the 
ideological level, this development marked the shift from Ottomanism to 
Turkish nationalism, which found its best expression in the sloganish for-
mula, “A Turkish Empire for the Turks and by the Turks.”6 This procla-
mation then metamorphozed into another public catchword, “Turkey for 
the Turks,” which was later inherited by the Republican leaders. Earlier 
attempts to define a broad Ottoman identity embracing all the populations 
of the Empire had been ineffectual, and Ottomanism as a state policy was 
a failure.7 This became obvious as early as the turn of the century when the 
fine lines between the Ottomanist and Turkist traits of the Young Turk ide-
ology nearly disappeared.8 In the background of a multi-ethnic and multi-
confessional Parliament9, the CUP’s move to a more nationalistic platform 
during and after the Balkan Wars marked the final twist in the Young Turk 
ideology. From this point on, the leading members of the CUP openly pro-
moted nationalist policies at home and abroad. The immediate aftermath 
of the Balkan Wars saw increasing complaints especially by Greek mem-
bers of the Ottoman Parliament about the local incidents perpetuated by 
the growing nationalist fervor (boycotts, etc.).10 Where the security of the 
Greek communities was concerned, both Greek Members of Parliament as 
well as the Patriarchate often intervened on their behalf and petitioned the 
Ministry of Justice, thereby generating further controversy with leading 
contemporary intellectuals affiliated with the CUP.11

In the same vein, the annexation of former Ottoman territories by 
the Greeks witnessed nullification of long-standing policies towards ethnic 
minorities in these regions. A large majority of these areas’ Muslim popula-
tions, now reduced to minorities, shared the fate of other minority groups 
such as the Bulgarians.12 They were subjected to a wide range of discrimi-
native policies, especially regarding property rights. All kinds of property 
transactions by the Muslim populations were prohibited and the hith-
erto deserted estates were confiscated with the aim of redistributing them 
among the local Greek populations. Many Muslim landowners who had 
been living in towns as absentee landowners and using sharecroppers to till 
their çiftlik (large estates) lands were threatened with the redistribution of 
their agricultural lands to the share-croppers if they did not return.13 In the 
early stages of the Balkan Wars, the Greek entry into Salonica was marked 
by the formulation and application of strict rules regarding primarily the 
Bulgarian and Muslim populations of the city.14 The ensuing developments 
proved that the Greek nationalists acted the same way as their Turkish 
counterparts in terms of their plans for ethnic homogeneity at the expense 
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of the local minorities. Under the provocative leadership of Venizelos, the 
Greek aspirations of ‘Greater Greece’ were remolded into a new vision of 
Greek society where a homogeneous population was considered as the only 
viable means of statehood.

It is at this political conjuncture, dominated by the activities of Greek 
and Turkish nationalists, that the fates of minorities in the remaining terri-
tories of the Ottoman Empire and within the expanding borders of Greece 
were determined. Against this background, the triumvirate of Enver, Cemal, 
and Talat Pashas, having already made a deal with the Bulgarians for a vol-
untary exchange of minorities, now approached the Greeks with an offer 
of a formal exchange of populations which would involve the populations 
of the Greek villages in Thrace and in the district of Izmir in return for the 
Turkish-Muslim populations of Macedonia and Epirus. The idea of popula-
tion exchange was not novel to the history of the region, but this time the 
form of exchange implicated in this discussion was not simply the old form 
of wholesale expulsion still being implemented with the Armenians.15 It 
involved certain guarantees that would provide for the disposal of immov-
able property and the liquidation of estates abandoned by the emigrants. 
The option of partial or complete removal of the minorities along these 
lines was welcomed by the governments of the adversary states concerned. 
The triumvirate, which had already signed an accord to this effect with 
Bulgaria in 1913,16 signed another one with Greece the following year,17 
stipulating a geographically limited and “voluntary-based” exchange of 
populations. Since negotiations on both of these exchange plans were con-
ducted on an informal basis, there is little evidence as to the details of the 
agreement process and much scholarly controversy ensued concerning their 
formulation and the degree of application. Alexander Pallis, who points to 
Venizelos as the initiator of the exchange project, records the following on 
the Turco-Greek exchange:

An exchange of populations between Greece and Turkey was first 
suggested by M. Venizelos in 1914 as a way of solving the difficul-
ties which had arisen at the beginning of that year between the two 
countries. Relations had become strained owing to the refusal of Tur-
key to recognize the Greek annexation of the Aegean Islands opposite 
the Anatolian coast. In order to put pressure on the Greek government, 
the Turks proceeded to expel the Greek inhabitants of a large number 
of towns and villages in Eastern Thrace and on the Western Anatolian 
littoral, installing in their place Moslem emigrants from Macedonia. 
These Greeks, amounting to 270.000 were forced to take refuge in 
Greece.
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It was useless to expect that these refugees would ever be allowed to 
return, and even if the Turkish Government had given its consent, it is 
more than doubtful whether they could ever have been reinstalled in 
their homes, seeing that these had already been occupied by Moslem 
emigrants. The only solution was therefore to accept the fait accom-
pli and to regularize the situation by an agreement which would have 
enabled the property abandoned on both sides to be properly liqui-
dated, and also isolated communities which had remained behind, and 
were in danger of annihilation by the surrounding population, to be 
removed under proper safeguards.18

As early as June 1914, the Greeks began to flee under duress in 
massive numbers from such coastal settlements as Çesme and Urla.19 In 
response to a petition by leaders of local Greek communities, a commis-
sion made up of representatives from foreign embassies in Istanbul came to 
inspect the situation in locus and hear the complaints. The Mixed Commis-
sion, which had been established according to the Athens Accord for the 
Exchange of Populations, was assigned to look into the matter. At the end 
of June in 1914, two Greek and two Turkish members of the Commission 
under a neutral arbiter from a European state met in Izmir. In the presence 
of members of the Commission, the local Greeks complained that the Turk-
ish populace had stopped shopping in their stores in accordance with a 
systematic boycott plan. They also noted that Muslim day laborers were no 
longer tending their fields due presumably to low wages. Thus, according 
to the testimonies of local Greeks, many fellow Greeks who had lost their 
economic bases were compelled to move out of these areas. During the 
interviews, local Turks vehemently argued that those Greeks who had left 
should never be allowed to return. The Greeks, on the other hand, insisted 
that people should be left to make their own decisions. Having heard both 
sides of the story, the members of the Commission returned to Istanbul 
to discuss the terms of a wholesale liquidation of the abandoned proper-
ties. Certain arrangements were eventually made to complete this process.20 
Such plans, however, were not realized due to the outbreak of WWI and 
the Athens Accord for a voluntary exchange of populations between Greece 
and the Ottoman Empire turned out to be abortive.

During the 1915–1918 period, wartime conditions facilitated further 
escalation of pressure by the nationalists on the respective Greek21 and Mus-
lim populations and uncertainty concerning the fate of these populations 
was further increased. While the Greeks in Anatolia came to build hopes on 
the discourse of “redemption” promoted by their elected representatives22 
as well as the Greek politicians in Greece, the Muslim populations of Greece 



waited patiently for the recapture of their lands by the Ottoman army. As 
the pressure from governmental channels and by brigands mounted, many 
Greeks took refuge in the mountains of Anatolia where they were to stay 
for years23 while some Muslims gave into the suppressive policies of the 
Venizelist government by emigration to Anatolia.

Ever since the last decades of the nineteenth century, such sporadic 
migratory movements had been all too familiar to Ottoman Anatolia and, 
to this effect, many offices specializing in refugee affairs had already been 
created both in the center and outlying provinces of the Ottoman Empire.24 
Although these institutions functioned ineffectively, the refugees who came 
in small groups fended for themselves by producing their own solutions to 
the problem of resettlement sometimes by way of seizing the abandoned 
properties of the Armenians and Greeks who had departed or been expelled 
from the country. In Greece, the territorial claims, entrenched in the project 
of ‘Great Idea’ (Μiΰαζβ Ιhiα),25 barred massive migrations from the Otto-
man Anatolia, especially from the Aegean coast. Although certain govern-
mental offices were established to deal with refugee affairs, their functions 
were limited for the most part to provisioning the incoming refugees and 
providing them with sanitary services.

Later on, these developments were to have major effects on the gov-
ernments of both Greece and Turkey. The immense influx of refugees from 
the Anatolian hinterland during the Turco-Greek War of 1920–22 caught 
the Greeks unprepared as far as resettling and accommodating a massive 
number of refugees were concerned. In Turkey, the Ottoman institutions in 
charge of refugee affairs were to be adopted unchanged by the new State, 
but their services would soon prove to be ineffectual due to the size of the 
incoming population and the inefficient regimentation and supervision of 
the resettlement process by the government.

The conflict between the Ottoman Empire and Greece, which had 
entered an unsteady phase of development after the outbreak of WWI, con-
tingent on the military and diplomatic conjuncture, lasted until the Greek 
occupation of the Vilayet (Province) of Aydın in 1919. The Greek annexa-
tion of the region intensified the national sentiments against a perceived 
anti-Turkish conspiracy. Many public demonstrations were organized in 
Istanbul as well as in other major cities throughout Anatolia.26 Having 
gained momentum after the annexation of the Aydın region, Greek irre-
dentist aggression, formerly embedded in the rationale of “redeeming the 
unredeemed brethren,” took on an expansionist character towards the 
Anatolian interior. This development in turn brought the Greek nationalists 
up against their Turkish counterparts, who were struggling to attain territo-
rial and ideological consolidation of the alternate state in the making. The 
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conflict between Turkish and Greek nationalists in Anatolia came to an end 
with the military defeat of the latter, which led to a general flight of Greek 
inhabitants from Anatolia to Greece during the latter part of 1922. The 
wholesale uprooting of the Greek population from Anatolia was mirrored 
by that of their Muslim counterparts in Greece. Almost a decade later than 
the abortive exchange plan and the two abortive diplomatic steps taken in 
Paris in 1919 and in Sèvres in 1920 and initiated principally by the Greek 
statesmen (primarily by Venizelos himself), the ruling elite in Turkey and 
Greece which anonymously saw respective minorities as a major source 
of friction finally found a legitimate platform upon which to renegotiate 
and ultimately adopt, albeit on a compulsory basis, the earlier project of 
1914. Thus, under the patronage of the Allied states, the ruling classes of 
Turkey and Greece proceeded with the forceful removal of the minorities, 
silhouettes of the Ottoman past, in order to consolidate the formation of 
their respective states. Accordingly, in the early stages of the peace negotia-
tions at Lausanne, the two sides reached a quick agreement on an agenda 
to exchange the majority of their minorities and signed, to this effect, the 
Convention Concerning the Exchange of Greek and Turkish Populations 
on January 30, 1923.

The rush that characterized discussions between Turks and Greeks 
at Lausanne on the issue of minorities emanated as much from the pres-
sure of the representatives of the Allied States in the conference as from the 
concerns of both parties to return to the domestic scene, which had long 
been plagued by political and economic instability and to which was added 
another major challenge of great magnitude, namely, the refugee problem. 
After having been moved on to a formal platform, the latter now found 
itself a safe place at the top of both countries’ agendas due to its highly 
complicated nature in the character of which were manifested all the politi-
cal, social and economic problems of both countries accumulated since the 
Balkan wars. Seen from this angle, it would not be too far-fetched to con-
clude that the Treaty of Lausanne not only confirmed the refugee problem 
but also formalized and enlarged it.

The Convention concerning the Exchange of Greek and Turkish Pop-
ulations as the first annex of the Lausanne Treaty laid down the principles 
for the transfer, resettlement and rehabilitation of the Greek and Muslim 
refugees in their destined countries. The application of the most prelimi-
nary provisions of the Convention proved at the outset that the task was 
more sophisticated and challenging than either of the parties had enter-
tained. The provisions of the Convention were far from providing an effec-
tive solution to the immediate practical concerns of the refugees such as 
their shelter, health, food and clothing. More difficulties sprang from the 



language of the Convention, which left considerable room for interpreta-
tion. First and foremost, the Convention was very confusing in terms of its 
designation of the people to be covered, and thus both Turkish and Greek 
political leadership tried to entangle the “unwanted” minorities (Albanians 
and Roma in Greece, the remaining Armenians and Assyrians in Turkey) in 
their countries with the exchange. Moreover, many people who had volun-
tarily emigrated or were forcefully uprooted from their homes before and/or 
after WWI, despite the fact that they were not being treated as equal part-
ners in this process, forcefully included themselves. In this chaotic environ-
ment, many other groups took advantage of the vacuum. While in Greece, 
the native populations, be they local elite (tsorbadjidhes) or poor peasants, 
occupied the properties of the departed Muslims, in Turkey, the refugees of 
the Balkan Wars (Balkan harbi muhacirleri) and the ‘eastern refugees’ (Αark 
muhacirleri) together with the members of native populations seized, at the 
outset, most of the abandoned movable and immovable properties (emval 
ve emlak-i metruke) that had been earmarked for the incoming refugees. 
In Turkey, many soldiers and local governmental officials also participated 
in this “property rush.” Accordingly, the refugee problem, which now sur-
faced due to the formal agreement, came to secure itself a safe seat in the 
general public opinion as well as in the agendas of governments in Greece 
and Turkey, and with its multi-faceted nature promised to play a major role 
in the reconstruction of the two countries in the years to come.

WHY STUDY THE EXCHANGE?

Only one year after the conclusion of the Lausanne meetings, the British 
diplomatic historian H. W. V. Temperley asserted that “the Treaty of Laus-
anne with its Annexes, seemed destined, in all human probability, to inau-
gurate a more lasting settlement, not only than the Treaty of Sèvres but 
than the Treaty of Versailles, St. Germain, Trianon, and Neuilly.”27 The 
assumption that the settlement at Lausanne––a freely negotiated and not an 
imposed treaty unlike the other five post-WWI treaties––represented a suc-
cess story from the viewpoint of international politics and diplomacy has 
provided the chief leitmotiv to the study of this event by later scholarship. 
Many diplomatic historians treated this settlement with a view to clarify-
ing the growth and maturation of a distinctive international state-system 
against the background of the Eastern Question and Great Power rivalry in 
the region.28 When they concerned themselves with the domestic repercus-
sions of this event upon the countries primarily concerned, namely Greece 
and Turkey, they devoted their efforts largely to appraising the role of this 
covenant in consolidating the territorial limits and national sovereignty of 
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their states, and in laying down the foundations of a peaceful coexistence 
between them. In all these efforts, the accent was placed manifestly upon 
the performance of diplomats during the decision-making process.29

Thus, the copious literature in diplomatic history, with its strict adher-
ence to reported fact, brought the diplomatic and political aspects of this 
event, not to mention the virtues of the peacemakers, to the forefront of his-
torical analysis. Obviously, this emergent scholarly attitude dwarfed certain 
dimensions of this historic agreement, such as the Exchange Convention, 
which had enormous impact upon the domestic conditions of Greece and 
Turkey. The Exchange entered the agenda of this scholarship only to the 
extent that it presented opportunities to these countries in terms of homog-
enizing their ethnic and national outlooks, and providing them with territo-
rial security while the many social and economic constraints it generated for 
them were pushed to the background. Perhaps even more importantly for 
the purpose of this study, the above attitude tended to relegate enormous 
suffering, including the loss of homes and livelihoods and the disruption of 
social, cultural and economic ties that the Lausanne settlement inflicted on 
minority populations on both sides by turning most of them into refugees.

The depiction of the Turco-Greek Exchange of Populations as an 
autonomous historical event in scholarly literature dates from the inter-war 
era when an international scholarship flourished in Europe and the United 
States to explain and produce resolutions to the then ameliorating prob-
lem of minorities. Operating largely within the boundaries of the nation-
state as the primary unit of analysis, this scholarship, represented by such 
scholars as Stephen P. Ladas,30 Sir John H. Simpson,31 C. A. Macartney,32 
and Joseph B. Schechtman,33 among many others, was collated by a ten-
dency to integrate the Exchange dimension of the Lausanne settlement into 
the study of the then newly formed League of Nations system of minority 
protection. These scholars considered in unanimity the reciprocal exchange 
of minorities between Turkey and Greece as the first organized transfer 
of large ethno-religious groups by means of which minorities were forc-

ibly uprooted under the aegis of international law to contribute, in turn, 
to the reconstitution of ethnically ‘pure’ homogenous states. Against the 
background of rising prospects in Europe for the adoption of similar prac-
tices, the pattern of Turco-Greek Exchange was presented as an operational 
device to be pursued in the settlement of minority problems, that is to say, 
in support of local actors to create ‘pure’ national homelands.

Moreover, this scholarship tended to portray Great Power involve-
ment in the formulation and execution of the Turco-Greek Exchange 
scheme merely as a ‘humanitarian’ endeavor. To this effect, many schol-
ars studied the execution of the Exchange Convention exclusively with 



respect to Greece, the only side of the event in which the League of Nations 
had directly intervened on behalf of the Great Powers to orchestrate the 
resettlement of refugees through the medium of an autonomous institution, 
namely the Refugee Settlement Commission. Although certain students of 
the subject, such as Stephen Ladas and C. A. Macartney, referred to various 
impediments that arose during the implementation of the Exchange Con-
vention,34 the traditional scholarship, clearly biased towards the Greek side, 
judged the success of this settlement on the basis of its written provisions 
and general outcome. Accordingly, it hastened to consider the scheme of the 
Turco-Greek Exchange to be on the whole a success story. As a specialist 
would put it later “the success achieved by this solution to the Greco-Turk-
ish dispute allowed the concept [Exchange] to take root in international 
relations theory as a mechanism for solving international disputes and set-
tling minority problems.”35

The scholarly attempts that attached a success paradigm to the Turco-
Greek Exchange of Populations made their imprints momentarily on the 
international arena as they inspired putative policy-makers in Europe and 
elsewhere in the world to adapt the Turco-Greek scheme to their authentic 
situations. By the mid-1930s, several totalitarian governments in Europe, 
more particularly the Nazi regime in Germany, had already launched their 
nationalist programs, which had significant ramifications upon minorities, 
to the extent of persecution and then genocide in the case of Jews. The con-
tents and consequences of these programs, especially their implications for 
the Jewish minorities, have been the subject of numerous publications, but 
they are outside the scope of this study.36

What is important for the purpose of the current discussion is the 
extent to which the exchange of populations was used as part of population 
transfer programs to address the question of minorities. After the breakup 
of the Austro-Hungarian and Russian Empires, many minority groups (e.g., 
Germans, Poles, Slovaks, Magyars, etc.) in the existent or newly established 
nation-states (e.g., Germany, Austria, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Finland, etc.) had been granted the status of ‘national’ 
through a series of treaties in 1919 and 1920 under the auspices of the 
League of Nations. These groups had opted to stay in their homelands 
instead of moving into the territory of another state with which they were 
akin in race and language. The triumph of fascism in Germany and Italy 
in the 1930s went hand-in-hand with the ethnic purification of these geog-
raphies (i.e., the creation of Lebensraum). In disputed regions where the 
prospects for the assimilation of minorities or the application of frontier 
revision were null, and the practicality of international law had already 
been rendered impossible, the exchange appeared to the policy-makers as 
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one of the methods to address the question of minorities. The most concrete 
example was the German-Italian agreement on the transfer of the German 
minority from South Tyrol on June 23, 1939, which marked the beginning 
of the far-reaching transfer program of the Third Reich. This arrangement 
was modeled in terms of its compulsory character and accompanying pro-
cedures explicitly after the Turco-Greek example.37

The case of South Tyrol portended the population exchanges of vari-
ous scales that were to take place during the1939–1941 period. Several pop-
ulation exchanges were conducted between Germany and the Soviet Union, 
whereby many Germans living in the Soviet-occupied territories such as Esto-
nia, Latvia, Wolhynia, Bessarabia, Lithuania etc. were transferred to Ger-
many through terms similar to the Turco-Greek agreement. At the end of the 
war, when the peacemakers at Postdam decided to apply the national prin-
ciple in all its simplistic power in formerly German-occupied areas such as 
Czechoslovakia, Romania, Poland, Hungary, and Yugoslavia, the exchange 
also appeared as a workable solution to certain territorial disputes.38 The 
exchange agreement between Poland and the Soviet Union in 1944 and the 
exchange of populations between Czechoslovakia and Hungary in 1946 
were all fashioned after the Turco-Greek model.39 Thus nearly two decades 
after its introduction to the agenda of world history, the exchange of popu-
lations was appropriated by policy-makers as one form of population trans-
fer to pattern the map of Europe according to prevalent ideologies.

The information gleaned from the available literature suggests that 
various official and independent research attempts undertaken at the time 
to investigate the situation involved scholars whose names were recounted 
above and who were quite familiar with the Turco-Greek case. It should be 
mentioned that these scholars were among those who presented the Turco-
Greek pattern as an “instructive” precedent and success story in their gen-
eral studies on the population transfers and the refugee phenomena. Given 
the institutions under the patronage of which these scholars conducted their 
research and published their books, the policy implications of such research 
efforts were all too obvious especially when the political climate of the era 
is taken into consideration. As a matter of fact, the policy-oriented nature 
of this scholarship is often acknowledged by the authors themselves as in 
the case of John H. Simpson who remarks on the very first page of his oft-
quoted survey, “it was hoped that the facts disclosed by the survey might be 
helpful to those with whom these decisions rest.”40

Elsewhere in the world, two separate occasions of exchange are spotted 
where the decision-makers had at their disposal the available literature on 
the Turco-Greek Exchange of Populations. The pattern of the Turco-Greek 
Exchange was quoted in 1937 by the British Royal Commission on Palestine 



(i.e., the Peel Commission) as a model to be integrated to the partition 
package that was then drawn up to resolve the Arab-Jewish conflict over 
Palestine.41 The Commission recommended “in view of the manifest 
advantage for both nations of ‘reducing the opportunities of future friction 
to the utmost,’ the Arab and Jewish leaders ‘might show the same high 
statesmanship as that of the Turks and the Greeks and make the same bold 
decision for the sake of peace.’”42 Although the British Government, which 
held the League of Nations Mandate over Palestine, adopted a favorable 
position on the idea of a compulsory exchange of populations, it pulled 
back later in recognition of the great disturbances it was bound to create 
amongst the Arab populations of the region. The idea had also been 
concurrently taken up by the principal Zionist organization, namely, the 
Jewish Agency, which formed various research committees to investigate 
the feasibility of such a project and even dispatched some of its members to 
Greece to gather further information about the Greek experience.43 But the 
Zionist project also proved inconclusive due to the belated realization of 
geographical and demographic obstacles before the implementation of such 
a project, the anticipation of a concerted Arab opposition to such an idea, 
and perhaps more concretely due to the British Government’s retreat from 
the idea of exchange.

The second case, where the decision-makers cast their eyes back to 
the Turco-Greek Exchange as an instructive precedent, was the exchange 
of populations between India and Pakistan in 1947, which was to register 
in history pages as the largest exchange of populations ever by involving 
more than 11 million Hindus and Muslims.44 The available information 
suggests that the leaders of the respective states often alluded to the Turco-
Greek case while formulating their ideas about the demographic dimension 
of the partition process. Mr. Neogi, Minister for Relief and Rehabilitation 
in India, had the following to say on the Turco-Greek experimentation: 
“In the case of Greece and Turkey––which were the first in modern times 
to have a similar experience of mass movements of population––the time 
taken for rehabilitation of a fraction of the population with which we are 
concerned today was five years, and they seem to take pride that it was 
accomplished in that period (my emphasis). . . . Greece took five years: 
we have not had as many months in India.”45

These two cases suffice to conclude that owing largely to the scholarly 
literature of the inter-war period, the Turco-Greek Exchange of Populations 
as a ‘precedent-setting event’ was turned into a catchword whenever inter-
ethnic or inter-religious conflicts, forced migrations and refugee phenom-
ena came to threaten peace at national, regional or international levels. The 
best-known student of the Turco-Greek Exchange, Dimitri Pentzopoulos, 
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who were concerned with Greece’s worsening relations with Yugoslavia 
and Turkey at the time, would explain the objective of his Princeton dis-
sertation in the early 1960s as follows: “National minorities still exist and 
refugees still plague the world and stigmatize the Twentieth Century civili-
zation. Moreover their repercussions and the danger they present acquire 
ominous dimension in the context of the present day “cold war.” In the 
light of the Greek-Turkish experiment, can this method, the exchange of 
minorities, be used to minimize some of the perils and, if so, what are the 
necessary prerequisites for its successful application?”46

When during the Cold War era, the ideological bipolarization 
unleashed open warfare to generate further refugees in different corners of 
the world from Vietnam to Afghanistan, push and pull factors were also in 
full operation to spawn further displaced populations around the globe.47 
However, the word ‘exchange’ does not seem to have been pronounced by 
scholars or circumspect by decision-makers48 as anticipated by Pentzopou-
los. It is only over the past few decades in parallel to the escalation of ethnic 
conflicts and forced migrations in various parts of the world, more particu-
larly in the Balkans, due to the demise of the Cold War and the collapse of 
Yugoslavia, and in the Middle East due to the growing conflict between the 
Jews and Arabs that the term “exchange” and thus the Turco-Greek experi-
ence has begun to appear frequently in scholarly publications as well as in 
political rhetoric.49

A group of scholars, who are interested in explaining and producing 
strategies to resolve current conflicts in the Balkans and the Middle East, 
looked up the conditions that configured in the Turco-Greek Exchange. 
Dressed up with the conceptual elegance of ‘engineered ethnic unmixing,’ 
the Turco-Greek Exchange of Populations was referred to in this literature 
as an ample illustration of ethnic unmixing caused by ethnic cleansing.50 
Alluding to the Turco-Greek example, scholars argued that in the absence 
of an opportunity to carve out a new state (partition) for the minorities 
under threat, the reciprocal transfer of minority populations on both sides 
could be resorted in order to provide security to these groups, on the one 
hand, and to eliminate the potential for the two parties to engage in large-
scale military conflicts in the long run, on the other. Thus similar to its 
interwar antecedent, this scholarship pondered the idea of eliminating ‘eth-
nic’ minorities from national or nationalizing states via an exchange, con-
sidering it as a justifiable option should there be a need.

With their varying orientations, all the scholarly strands recounted 
above had their unique contributions to the study of the Turco-Greek 
Exchange of Populations and its integration to the general framework of 
world history. Common to all these studies was, however, a tendency to 



stick to ‘reported fact’ and neglect the actual effects of such an arrange-
ment on people’s lives. On a more specific level, the two most obvious 
shortcomings are noted especially in the studies in which the causes and 
consequences of the Exchange are treated with some detail. Firstly, they 
pass over centuries of generally peaceful coexistence between the Greeks 
and Turks under the Ottoman rule and assume that all the Greeks in Ana-
tolia and the Muslim Turks in Greece, subjected to the Exchange Con-
vention, were constantly involved in the perpetration of ethnic violence 
against one another. It is true that frictions between the two communi-
ties were of common occurrence in the aftermath of the Balkan Wars and 
some individuals and groups amongst these communities gave direct sup-
port to the respective nationalist elites. However, the great majority of the 
people whose fate was sealed definitely with the Exchange Convention 
were far from being involved. As the first part of this book on the diplo-
matic process shows, the decision for a compulsory exchange was taken 
by the nationalist cadres without any pretense of consulting the popu-
lations concerned51 and without any anticipation of the problems that 
such a decision was bound to generate. Secondly, it is generally assumed 
that the implementation of the provisions of the Exchange Convention, 
including the questions of property liquidation and refugee compensation 
(e.g., indemnification) took place as stipulated by the Exchange Conven-
tion. This presumptuous opinion is placed in the center of the second part 
of this book, where it is contended on the grounds that both Greek and 
Turkish refugees suffered from numerous predicaments generated by the 
discrepancies between the formula and the reality during the application 
of the Exchange Convention. It is our contention that all these problems, 
especially those encountered in the recently flourishing scholarly litera-
ture, are closely related to the fact that these scholars, not having read 
Turkish and Greek histories, take for granted all the findings, and some-
times even the arguments, of the traditional scholarship on the subject and 
simply regenerate them, with all their flaws and deficiencies, under the 
mantle of a new terminology.

More recently, several scholars, affiliated with the newly emergent 
field of refugee studies,52 have concerned themselves with the human 
dimension of population transfers, more particularly, refugees, who bore 
the brunt of the staggering cost entailed by this settlement.53 These scholars 
treated the Turco-Greek Exchange legitimately as emblematic of minority 
rights violations and forced migrations throughout history. In this history, 
which harkens back to the Middle Ages, if not to Biblical times, the Turco-
Greek case holds a special place since it illustrates “the formation of a new 
type of refugee, stemming from the organization of a largely involuntary 
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unmixing of people under the aegis of international law.”54 Accordingly, 
they placed the undertaking of the Turco-Greek Exchange, with its causes 
and consequences, within the long history of refugee movements as a back-
ground to the emergence of an international regime for refugees.55 In this 
context, they focused on the particular policies that the states adopted in 
compliance with this regime and the linkages between the processes govern-
ing the formation of refugees and international politics.

It is obviously beyond the scope of this study to assess the bulky lit-
erature on the refugees. Suffice it to say that when the refugees appeared in 
these studies, they were treated as subservient to the practices of the nation-
state as they had been in the traditional scholarship of various sorts, a criti-
cism raised by some scholars of post-modern inclinations from within the 
same field.56 Critics have argued that refugees have been portrayed in the 
traditional scholarship as people who constituted a commonly recognized 
problem in the context of the sovereign territorial state, an approach that 
made them a dependent variable, more acted upon than actors.57 In other 
words, where refugees figured in the picture, they were studied not on their 
behalf but due to the importance of their activities to the cause of the politi-
cal agency, namely the nation-state. However, as two well-known students 
of refugee studies would state in the preface of a collected volume, “the 
refugee is as real as the nation-state is real.”58

The approach of attributing agency to the refugees was most con-
cretely applied to the refugees of the Turco-Greek Exchange of Populations 
by Renée Hirschon.59 The author presented a totally different ‘history’ of 
the Greek refugees whose lives were characterized, upon their arrival in 
Greece, by constraints ranging from educational and economic disadvan-
tages to spatial segregation, which combined to make them a Greek minor-
ity (‘strangers at home’) within the larger Greek society. Hirschon’s study, 
which will be frequently referred to in this book, certainly brought a new 
spirit to the study of the Exchange, at least for its Greek side, by chal-
lenging some of the established paradigms such as that of “the twin myths 
of ethnic and national homogeneity”60 which has long crippled the study 
of the subject. Nevertheless, the anthropologically grounded approach, 
including that of Hirschon, runs the risk of reducing in importance the role 
of the political and diplomatic process that led to the making of the refu-
gees. Therefore, like all the other strands of scholarship, it suffers from the 
chronic partiality that has dominated the representation of the Exchange in 
scholarly literature.

Nowhere has the representation of the Turco-Greek Exchange of 
Populations been more problematic than in the official histories of Greece 
and Turkey. Written from the vantage point of the nationalistic ideological 



concerns of the ruling elite, the official histories in both countries appropri-
ated the historical setting of this event from the very beginning and molded 
along the way the local ramifications of the Lausanne Treaty as a whole 
into the master narratives of their respective nations. Whereas Greek offi-
cial historiography looked upon the events which led to and were associ-
ated with Lausanne as a collective tragedy and sanctioned them under the 
rubric of the Asia Minor Catastrophe, Turkish scholarship viewed these 
events as a triumphant recreation and epitomized them as the National War 
of Independence. These two attitudes engendered, in turn, two discernible 
and diametrically opposed patterns in the representation of the Exchange, 
pointing at best to the use of history as an instrument of manipulating col-
lective memory. An eminent historian has noted this function of history to 
be in the service of dominant social groups in order to attain such objec-
tives since the beginning of the age of nationalism and nation-states. He 
stated: “Collective memory has been an important issue in the struggle for 
power among social forces. To make themselves the master of memory and 
forgetfulness is one of the great preoccupations of the classes, groups, and 
individuals who have dominated and continue to dominate historical soci-
eties. The things forgotten or not mentioned by history reveal the mecha-
nisms for the manipulation of collective memory.”61

In Greece, the remembrance of the Asia Minor Catastrophe consti-
tuted the backbone of political rhetoric on the past, present and future of 
Greek nation-state, not to mention Greek national identity.62 This event, 
having derailed the entire course of Greek history by ending the hopes for 
a Greater Greece and therefore closely linked with the fate of Hellenism, 
secured for itself from inception a distinguished, if not autonomous, place 
in the early historiography of modern Greece.63 Many politicians and histo-
rians set out to read this traumatic event into the existing biography of the 
Greek nation in the 1920s. The Exchange and more particularly the refu-
gees as the most concrete manifestation of this national disaster provided 
politicians and historians alike with “a forceful tool with which to decry the 
persecutions of Greeks in general”64 and were conveniently incorporated 
into this discourse as reminders of the defeat, humiliation and victimization 
inflicted by Turks.65 These people also sought to illustrate, often through 
selective quotation, the quality of Greek statecraft in absorbing over a mil-
lion displaced individuals as well as the contributions of the latter to the 
economic and cultural development of Greece. This double-edged tendency 
to fit the Exchange within the neatly woven pattern of nationalist narra-
tive became a permanent feature of Greek historical writings and domi-
nated the studies of various Greek scholars, established in Greece or living 
in the Diaspora.66 Their indispensable contributions to the documentation 
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and reconstruction of the Exchange for Greece notwithstanding, these stan-
dard accounts have not only rendered the Turkish side of the story nearly 
obsolete but have also reduced the whole discussion, through an utterly 
nationalistic discourse, to a one-sided appraisal for Greece. On the whole, 
these studies tend to overlook the problems of the refugees with the native 
populations and assume that since the incoming refugees were ethnically of 
a common origin, they were immediately accommodated into the existing 
social and national framework. More than eighty years after the Exchange, 
this traditional tendency among historians, especially within the Greek aca-
demic establishment, remains in effect, albeit to a lesser extent.67

As for Turkey, the nationalists, who emerged triumphant from the 
struggle for independence, adopted an opposing tendency and subordinated 
specific occurrences such as the Exchange to the success story of the War 
of Independence and the making of the Turkish nation-state. The emer-
gent attitude in the Turkish nationalist historiography tended to portray the 
Turco-Greek War as an event that marked the unification and independence 
of the Turkish nation while viewing all the rest as trivia. But even the trivia 
were considered inseparable from the success story and thus were molded, 
preserved, and defended. Thus, during the formative as well as the later 
phases of Turkish national history, the Turco-Greek Population Exchange 
among many other topics of the period was overshadowed by the preor-
dained literature of “the Turkish Revolution” and eventually marginalized 
to the historical narrative of the nation. 68 If the Exchange was ever spelled 
out in this narrative, it was either portrayed as identical to the expulsion 
of the enemy from a homeland that was not there before or has been sub-
jected to false generalizations. In this context, some scholars even got the 
date wrong, and there has been some understandable confusion about the 
exact number of people involved in the Exchange.69 This was not at all 
surprising since what is called the Early Republican period has from the 
very beginning fared embarrassingly poorly at the hands of professional 
historians.70 Thus, it can be argued that inasmuch as Greek historiography 
embraced “remembrance” as the essence of its pursuit, Turkish mainstream 
historiography adopted “forgetting” as the guiding line in appropriating 
such occurrences as the Exchange while tailoring a brand new history for 
the Turkish nation.

By and large, both Greek and Turkish mainstream historians invari-
ably entangled all the historical events of the 1920s with the affairs of their 
respective nationalisms and engendered from the beginning a body of schol-
arship bound up principally with the dominant political discourse. Accord-
ingly, the episode of nearly two million people, who were subjected to the 
provisions of the Exchange Convention annexed to the Lausanne Treaty, 



was either remembered or forgotten in a manner pertinent to the ideologi-
cal goals of the political leadership. Whereas Greek historians from the very 
outset remembered the Exchange as a turning point in the consolidation 
of the country’s ethnic and national homogeneity, their Turkish counter-
parts, carried away by the foundation of the new state, tended to forget by 
treating it as hardly more than a footnote—despite its immediately visible 
effects on the social, economic, and political conditions of the country—in 
the master saga of the Turkish nationalist struggle and the quest for state-
hood. Therefore, it was not necessarily the relative impact, whether quanti-
tative or qualitative, of the Exchange upon the countries concerned, though 
it might have been, but rather the relative specificities and historical contin-
gencies of the political discourse that conditioned the representation of this 
topic in Greek and Turkish mainstream historiographies.

In contrast to earlier ones, the recent anniversaries of the Lausanne 
Treaty coincided with the rise of new scholarly voices, mostly of a “revi-
sionist” tone, in Greece and Turkey as well as abroad. This new trend origi-
nated largely from amongst Greek and Turkish scholars disenchanted with 
the nation-state paradigm and the explanations of political history, a uni-
versal trend in social sciences in this era of global revolutions. This “revi-
sionist” tendency is characterized by its critical approach to the recent past 
and its overt emphasis on the role of social and cultural factors in historical 
analysis. Thus, the Lausanne Treaty, which has been epitomized as a major 
watershed in the recent history of Turkey and Greece,71 is now exposed 
to a critical reading and reassessment by social scientists,72 who have tra-
ditionally been reluctant to undertake such attempts owing to the strong 
grip of the state on the writing of history. Accordingly, hitherto neglected 
effects of the Treaty, such as the social and cultural ramifications of the 
Exchange Convention on the modern history of Greece and Turkey, have 
recently begun to receive their due scholarly attention in both countries as 
well as abroad. Our current level of knowledge on the consequences of the 
Lausanne settlement, and more particularly of the Exchange, which suffers 
a great deal from a state-centric perspective operating on the premises of a 
nationalist historiography, promises to undergo substantial revisions in the 
light of new sources and approaches.

The deficiencies in the traditional interpretations of the Exchange men-
tioned above have provided the departure point for the recent approaches 
to the subject. On the Greek side of the event, scholars coming from the 
disciplines of anthropology and sociology produced, on the basis of oral 
history material, pioneering studies regarding the cultural, social and eco-
nomic aspects of the Exchange. Under the leadership of such prominent fig-
ures as Michael Herzfeld73, Renée Hirschon,74 Maria Vergeti,75 and more 
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recently Anastasia Karakasidou,76 the anthropological approach to the 
relations between the refugees and Greek nationalism has modified quite 
a few of the widely-held opinions on the subject and brought attention to 
the voice of refugees.77 These studies have unpinned the multiple ramifi-
cations of the refugee identity and demonstrated that from the beginning 
Greek nationalist ideology has played a vital role in the suppression of the 
distinct identity represented by these people. In the same critical tradition, a 
few political scientists and economic historians have concerned themselves 
respectively with the participation of the refugees in mass politics and their 
integration with economic life.78 They tracked the impediments experienced 
by the refugees in political and economic realms and their continued griev-
ances of social and economic nature with the native populations during the 
first years of arrival. These studies have been particularly critical in order 
to debunk a set of scholarly attitudes such as the “twin myths of ethnic 
and national homogeneity” that had been promoted through the combined 
efforts of politicians and scholars during the post-Lausanne era with a view 
to playing down the effects of the military defeat in Asia Minor.

As for Turkey, in the 1990s, critical trends in the social sciences, espe-
cially in regard to the role of the nation-state, were combined with political 
developments unfolding in the Balkans79 and rising critical voices in Tur-
key and abroad over the issues of democratization, minority rights and the 
larger question of human rights80 to wield significant bearings on many 
scholars established in Turkey or abroad and who are specialized in the 
Early Republican Period of Turkish history. In this context, many scholars 
and journalists produced a large body of publications on a selective list of 
topics concerning the institutions and policies of the Early Turkish Repub-
lic, largely as a background “to understand the present situation.”81 The 
discovery of the Exchange as a proper subject of historical research took 
place as part of these revolutionary trends when the power of the nation-
state began to be questioned in Turkey. Then several studies cropped up to 
explore the foundations of the Republic with reference to specific occur-
rences such as the Exchange in order to highlight the process of the making 
of the Turkish state. However, while the plethora of publications in Greek 
historiography has begun to challenge various theses of nationalistic histo-
riography concerning the Exchange from all directions, Turkish domestic 
historiography, perhaps due to the fact that it had just discovered the sub-
ject, has become home to two contradictory tendencies. On the one hand, 
a group of scholars undertook original archival research with a view to 
fitting the Exchange into the master saga of the Turkish Revolution.82 On 
the other hand, several scholars attempted to reread the existing secondary 
sources with the objective of portraying the Exchange as an independent 



event with all its opportunities and constraints upon Turkey, paying due 
attention to the predicaments experienced by the refugees.83

The former tendency is of a piece with the state-centric approach that 
has long crippled Greek national historiography on the role of Exchange 
and the refugees in Greek history. This view can be summarized as such: 
While the state benefited greatly from the Exchange in terms of providing 
the ethnic homogeneity of the country and the nationalization of the coun-
try’s physical and human geographies, not to mention the economy, on the 
one hand, the incoming refugees came to contribute a great deal to the eco-
nomic and cultural development of the country on the other. It is possible 
to argue in this sense that the first category of recently developing Turkish 
scholarship on the Exchange represents a mode of thinking that has long 
been phased out or marginalized in Greek scholarship.

As for the latter trend, it is represented by scholars who are well 
grounded in the most recent scholarly currents and methodologies in social 
sciences, and who are aware of the ongoing scholarly research with revi-
sionist overtones on the subject in Greece and abroad. Unlike those rep-
resenting the first mode of scholarship, the scholars in this category tend 
to adopt a critical approach to the formation of the nation-state in Tur-
key, underpinning the social, cultural and economic consequences of the 
Exchange for the country as a whole. In this context, the significance of 
the Exchange is attributed not so much to its role in the eradication of an 
allegedly potentially dangerous minority, thus the homogenization of the 
country’s population, as to its transformative impact upon the physical and 
human geography of the country by restructuring its property map as well 
as by reshaping its composition of the human capital and class structure 
(e.g., the formation of a Muslim-Turkish bourgeoisie, etc.). These issues 
are treated in detail throughout this book with due attention paid to the 
relevant bibliography. Suffice it to point out here that regardless of their 
orientations, both these scholarly trends should be appraised for having 
played an important role in bringing the topic of the Exchange to public 
attention in Turkey.

Against this historiographical background to the study of the 
Exchange, the present study has a twofold purpose. Firstly, it aims to con-
tribute to the recently flourishing critical scholarship on the Early Repub-
lican Period of Turkish history by introducing the Turco-Greek Exchange 
as a proper research topic to the agenda of modern Turkish historiography. 
In this regard, it documents and investigates, in juxtaposition to the well-
documented Greek side of the event, the manifold dynamics of this event as 
unfolded in Turkey. Secondly, it aims to contribute to the general literature 
on the Exchange by incorporating aptly the Turkish dimension of the event, 
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more particularly the Turkish side of the decision-making process and the 
episode of the Muslim refugees that have been left outside the scope of the 
research agenda, to the broader picture, thereby, breaking up the estab-
lished notion of the Exchange skewed to the Greek side. By doing so, this 
book aims to provide a comprehensive, relatively balanced, and factually 
grounded narrative of the Turco-Greek Exchange of Populations as a his-
torical event that has been the subject of much distortion in the historio-
graphical traditions of nationalist lore in Greece and Turkey and scholarly 
publications of various sorts at an international level over the span of more 
than eighty years.

SOURCES, METHODOLOGY, AND THEMES

As discussed above, the status ascribed to the Exchange in both Greek and 
Turkish national histories is embedded in the historicist presuppositions of 
the nationalistic-minded historiography, which have been inseparably asso-
ciated with the ideological tenets of the ruling elite. Accordingly, most of 
the historical developments which led to and were associated with Laus-
anne have been the subject of much distortion in the national historiogra-
phies of Turkey and Greece. Therefore, their documentation presents major 
hurdles to the researchers. Under these conditions, establishing the facts and 
the chronology of the Exchange necessitated the use of original material 
scattered throughout a wide and varied range of sources. In the absence of 
authentic sources on the Turkish refugees, the greater portion of the infor-
mation concerning the public attitude towards the population exchange 
and particularly towards the problems of the refugees was gleaned from 
newspaper reports of the period. The current study also made extensive 
use of the official sources obtained from the documentary collections of 
the Historical Archives of the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Ιjkκλδεκ 
]λξiδκ kκυ Τπκυλΰiδκυ 《ιπkiλδεπθ kβμ 《ζζαhαμ) in Athens and the Republi-
can Archives of the Turkish Prime Ministry (Cumhuriyet ArΒivi) located in 
Ankara. The author was fortunate to be given permission to consult and 
use freely the archival collections of the Foreign Ministry in Greece. This 
material is used to trace some of the developments concerning the refugee 
policies of the Greek State prior to and during the Lausanne negotiations 
and to shed light on various aspects of the ensuing refugee problem.

The Republican Archives is the most valuable repository for sources 
on the early history of the Turkish Republic. It provided the resolutions of 
the government on many aspects of the Exchange and the problems faced 
by incoming refugees. Many sources available at this repository are still in 
the process of being classified, therefore could not be utilized. However 



the author was granted the privilege of seeing some of these uncatalogued 
documents, which will certainly become the most vital sources from which 
to study the social and economic history of the Early Republican period 
in the near future. As for the archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
in Ankara, this institution permits only a select few researchers to consult 
these collections. Therefore, only the published documents from this repos-
itory were used in this study.

In addition to the collections at the above-mentioned repositories, the 
Turkish Military Chief of Staff Archives (Askeri Tarih ve Stratejik Etüdler 
BaΒkanlığı, abbreviated as ATASE) contains many documents on the mili-
tary affairs in the region, especially during the Balkan Wars and WWI, but 
fewer for the post-WWI period. Since the decade of the 1910s falls outside 
the scope of this study, very limited use of this material was made. Several 
documents from this location were especially helpful in tracing the frequent 
migratory movements between the Western shores of Anatolia and the 
islands as well as some of the early policies concerning the expulsion of the 
Greeks towards the interior of Anatolia. Finally, the Library of the Turkish 
Grand Assembly (Türkiye Büyük Millet Meclisi Kütüphanesi) furnished the 
author with copies of some of the booklets that had been prepared by the 
Ottoman government to regulate refugee affairs after the Balkan Wars. The 
same institution donated to the present institution of the author a set of 
the proceedings of the Turkish Grand Assembly that covers the 1920–1928 
period. They were used extensively to trace the development of the refu-
gee problem in Turkey. The picture is admittedly incomplete. The lack of 
data or the unreliability of available material is responsible for most of the 
gaps.

In addition to written historical sources, oral sources were also 
researched for this study. A recent study reminds us that “oral history is 
simply one among several primary sources. It is no worse than written doc-
uments.”84 Such sources have only recently begun to receive their long over-
due respect in the study of modern Turkish and Greek histories. The current 
study makes a very preliminary attempt to utilize these sources. The Cen-
ter for Asia Minor Studies archives in Athens remains the repository with 
the most valuable collections on the experiences of Greek refugees before 
and after the Exchange. Unfortunately, the experiences of Turkish refugees 
remain for the most part unrecorded, and attempts to locate the surviv-
ing refugees were not successful, with the exception of a few cases. These 
cases certainly offer a different perspective to the study of the subject, but 
one only wishes that more survivors could have been located. Therefore, in 
terms of its empirical sources, the current study is based primarily on offi-
cial sources, which usually present very clear images of how the situation 
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unfolded. The very few oral accounts that were found are used to fill in the 
gaps of the picture.

Needless to say, the author’s investigations have by no means 
exhausted the stock of material lying in the various archival collections in 
Greece, Turkey and elsewhere. Due to financial constraints and the limited 
scope of the study, many sources were not used directly in this study. But as 
will be obvious in the following pages, the research conducted by other stu-
dents on the subject and the material collected in these archives have bene-
fited the present work in a variety of ways. Among the major collections in 
the League of Nations’ archives located in Geneva, the documents concern-
ing the Lausanne Conference have been widely used by scholars and proven 
to be of particular value.85 Leading scholars of the Exchange, such as Ste-
phen Ladas and Dimitri Pentzopoulos, have based their accounts primarily 
on these sources. But perhaps more important are the archival collections 
located in various cities of Greece and Turkey, especially the documen-
tary collections of the General State Archives (Γiθδεκ ]λξiδκ kκυ Κλαkκυμ)in 
Athens, which includes, among others, the archives of the Refugee Settle-
ment Commission. Furthermore, repositories like the National Institute of 
Research (《γθδεκ Ιhλυηα 《λiυθπθ) in Athens, hold manuscript collections of 
historical figures such as Alexander Pallis, who was officially involved in 
the Exchange. In the same way, the private archives of Venizelou located in 
the Bennaki Museum (Σηβηα Ιjkκλδεπθ εαδ Χiδλκΰλαφπθ)in Athens is known 
to house many documents relevant to the topic of this study. The Historical 
Archives of Macedonia located in Salonica contains the material of the Gen-
eral Administration of Macedonia (]λξiδκ Γiθδεβμ 〉δκδεβjβμ Μαεihκθδαμ), 
and has been used mainly by the Salonica-based scholars. As for Turkey, the 
only locations with material relevant to the subject are the archival collec-
tions of the Provincial Bureaus of Village Affairs (Köy Hizmetleri Müdür-
lükleri) and the archives of the Turkish Red Crescent (Kızılay ArΒivi) which 
have recently come to the attention of scholars in Turkey.86 With the effi-
cient use of these local Greek and Turkish archives, which have started to 
be exploited by some Ph.D. students in recent years, the lacuna in the study 
of the Exchange will hopefully be minimized in the near future.

In terms of its methodological concerns, the current study adopts a 
narrative approach in covering the diplomatic process behind the formu-
lation of the Exchange Convention, and tracing comparatively the devel-
opment of the refugee problem in Turkey and Greece from its genesis to 
the turn of the decade. However, it should be remarked at the outset that 
by studying the Exchange, the current study aims to open up a previously 
neglected area in the historiography of Turkey and to show its importance 
for the history of the country as whole. As it was briefly mentioned above, 



the topic remains to date much like many other topics of history, another 
terra incognita in modern Turkish historiography, which unfortunately 
unlike its Greek counterpart, has not had the luxury of developing along 
multiple directions. Thus, the slightly lopsided orientation of this approach 
towards the Turkish side stems more from a historiographical necessity 
than the chronic parochialism characterizing the field. Even then, the cur-
rent study offers some novel insights into the Greek side of the Exchange 
by placing the whole event within its broader historical context. It is the 
author’s genuine commitment to the latter goal that should make the pres-
ent book of some interest to Turkish and Greek scholars alike. Furthermore, 
although present day decision-makers are more circumspect in advocating 
the exchange of populations than their predecessors at Lausanne (Paris 
and Postdam as well, for that matter), the attraction of the exchange as 
an instrument to putative peacemakers and ardent nationalists remains 
fully intact.87 Therefore, a more thoroughly told story of the Turco-Greek 
Exchange of Populations should offer some lessons to decision makers.

With the aim of reconstructing the broader picture, the current study 
proceeds through two levels of inquiry. The first part, which is an attempt at 
rereading the Lausanne discussions with special reference to the Exchange, 
focuses on the Lausanne meetings and maps out the dynamics of the nego-
tiation process. This part traces for each side the formation of the idea of 
exchange with all its fluctuations. There is specific reference to the develop-
ments that took place away from Lausanne in Greece and Turkey and had 
a particular impact on the course of discussions during the negotiation pro-
cess. While surveying some of the political developments in both countries, 
this section also looks at some of the other issues of debate at Lausanne 
(e.g., the issue of the Patriarchate) in relation to the ongoing discussions 
surrounding the Exchange.

In general, the principal arguments of this part can be recapped as 
follows: the diplomatic teams of both states were determined to pursue an 
argument for a compulsory exchange of populations upon their arrival in 
Lausanne. The only exceptions to their anticipated plans were the Greeks 
of Constantinople for the Greek delegation and the Karamanlı Greeks of 
central Anatolia for the Turks. The Turks considered the Greeks of Con-
stantinople to be subjected unconditionally to the Exchange while viewing 
the question of Turkish Muslim population in Western Thrace as a territo-
rial matter in line with the principles of the National Pact (Misak-ı Milli). 
A plebiscite was the best they hoped for. For the accomplishment of these 
goals, both diplomatic teams had strict instructions from Ankara and Ath-
ens to follow, but their positions wavered greatly during the negotiations 
depending upon the maneuvers of the other side. The entanglement of the 
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Exchange with other issues (e.g., the Armenian question, the status of Patri-
archate, etc.) during the negotiations modified the plans of the two sides and 
the drafted plan came to include the Karamanlides in the exchange scheme 
while leaving out the Greeks of Constantinople. The Turkish claims over 
Western Thrace were met with an orchestrated opposition of the confer-
ence and the whole question was ultimately resolved by the full annexation 
of this region to Greece, as the Turkish Muslim population of the region 
was exempted from the Exchange in return for the Greeks of Constanti-
nople. Since the conference focused a major part of its work concerning the 
Exchange on these issues, the decision-makers paid little attention to the 
formulation of the rules and regulations that would govern the regimenta-
tion and implementation of the Exchange.

Having examined the diplomatic underpinnings of the decision for the 
Exchange on both sides, the current study moves on to trace the unfolding 
of the exchange from the conclusion of the negotiation process to the aboli-
tion of the international and local institutions in charge of its execution in 
both countries. It has been claimed all along, perhaps rightfully so, that 
the Lausanne Treaty radically solved the most persistent questions between 
Turkey and Greece, such as territorial and minority issues.88 Where Greece 
is concerned, it is also established that the treaty gave rise to a domestic 
problem of immense proportions in the character of refugees during the 
first decade of the Exchange. Thus, the refugee problem as a subject of 
study has retained a special place in Greek historiography. By arguing that 
the refugees suffered numerous predicaments and came to pose as much of 
a challenge to Turkey as they were to Greece during this period, the pres-
ent study introduces the refugees as a novel social category to the field of 
Modern Turkish studies.

Accordingly, the second part of the book focuses primarily on the ref-
ugee problem. The three consecutive chapters (5–6–7) examine the process 
from the implementation of the provisions of the Lausanne Convention to 
the Ankara Convention of 1930, which transferred the ownership of all the 
sequestered property into the hands of the two national governments and 
thus bypassed the refugees’ claims completely. Chapter Eight adopts a mul-
tiple view of the refugee problem with emphasis on the laborious efforts of 
Turkey and Greece to cope with the Exchange. While surveying the devel-
opment of the refugee problem in Turkey, this section pays particular atten-
tion to some of the key issues with regards to the implementation of the 
Convention’s terms, such as compensation for the property losses of the 
refugees. Those who filed charges against the Turkish state in the immedi-
ate aftermath of the Athens Agreement of 1926 are a good case in point. 
On the basis of the scanty evidence obtained from the Historical Archives 



of the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Republican Archives in 
Ankara, it will be shown that the majority of the charges filed against the 
Turkish state were dismissed outright due to insufficient documentation 
or some unknown reason. Chapter Eight also looks at the institutional 
mechanisms and policies of the Turkish and Greek governments regard-
ing the minority-turned-refugees. The principal argument here is that the 
institutions and practices envisaged by the Exchange Convention proved 
to be too unrealistic to address the complexities of the transfer, resettle-
ment, and rehabilitation of the refugees. The Mixed Commission, which 
had been instituted to oversee the implementation of the Convention, more 
particularly its terms concerning the liquidation and proper indemnifica-
tion of the refugees, became mired in such questions as the status of établis 
and neglected to address its principal obligations. In the same vein, both 
in Greece and Turkey, local institutions devised by the respective govern-
ments proved ineffectual in providing for the resettlement of the refugees. 
The Greek case registered some degree of success—using the language of 
the Greek revisionist scholarship, ‘ambiguous success’—at the outset due 
to the very fact that an autonomous institution, namely, the Refugee Set-
tlement Commission, handled not only the resettlement but also most of 
the exchange-related issues. The Commission, using its bargaining power 
underscored by the schemes of foreign loans under the aegis of the League 
of Nations, managed to resettle most of the Greek refugees. But the resettle-
ment scheme focused largely on the physical accommodation of the refu-
gees, failing to address adequately the social and economic needs of these 
people. Where Turkey was concerned, the establishment of a highly bureau-
cratic body, namely the Ministry of the Exchange, Reconstruction and 
Resettlement (Mübadele, İmar ve İskan Vekaleti), to deal with the exchange 
as well as the absence of necessary funds prolonged the attempts to address 
the problems of the refugees. The Ministry, which had inherited most of its 
institutional apparatus from the Ottoman State, failed in most of its poli-
cies concerning the resettlement of refugees. Thus, it was soon abolished 
and all its functions were transferred to other governmental offices, creat-
ing a major havoc in the handling of refugee affairs. In the final analysis, 
the minority-turned-refugees on both sides shouldered the heavy burdens of 
an ineffectual agenda put forward by the Exchange Convention.

Part Two also rewinds the narrative and turns to early developments. 
Chapter Seven provides an overview of the developments from the trans-
portation of the refugees to their settlement and economic integration. 
It examines various socio-economic aspects of the refugee problem with 
emphasis on the difficulties encountered by the refugees during their inte-
gration to the respective countries. Although the study does not specifically 
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address the question of refugee identity, it suggests certain explanations 
about its formative process. In this respect, the conclusion (Chapter Nine) 
looks at the political participation of the refugees in their respective coun-
tries. This process offers a piecemeal explanation as to why Greek refugees 
came to have a permanent refugee identity, while Turkish refugees gave up 
their cultural bearings right away and became absorbed into the existing 
cultural framework.

In this study, the author is situated, of necessity, in modern Turkish 
historiography. In his seminal work, “The Identity of France,” Fernand 
Braudel remarked that “the historian can really be on an equal footing only 
with the history of his own country; he understands almost instinctively 
its twists and turns, its complexities, its originalities and its weakness.”89 
The assumption that native scholars have some inherent knowledge about 
their own culture is not without its critics. However, the present author has 
the firm conviction, after his long engagement with historical research, that 
this assumption should be credited for its great merits. Speaking only for 
Turkish history, the everyday implications of a highly ideologized and falsi-
fied history are learnt by living, using Karakasidou’s words, through “the 
intimacy of childhood socialisation and native enculturation.”90 In other 
words, most of the peculiar behaviors of the state raised and criticized 
throughout the following pages were not learnt by reading or simple obser-
vation. Braudel had also stated, perhaps referring to himself, that “what 
we need is for someone to bring our history out from behind the walls, or 
rather ramparts, in which so many other people have enclosed it.”91 Given 
the richness of the diverse historiographical traditions behind the writing of 
French history, it can be assumed that Turkish history requires battalions of 
historians to fulfill the same mission, to reconstruct and explicate histori-
cal reality freed from the oppression of myths. To the ordinary citizens of 
Turkey, the past has now become largely, using David Lowenthal’s famous 
dictum, “a foreign country”92 colonized from within, and imaginations and 
myths continue to fill in the lacunae where the historical reality remains 
under the prerogative of the select few. Not forgetting that the historical 
reality or “Truth always remains beyond our grasp, and we can only arrive 
at some approximation to it,”93 this book will not have failed its purpose 
should it provide the reader with some sense of this approximation.
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Chapter One

Introduction

Turkey, her treasury fattened with rubles, her forces accoutred with 
French, Italian and Bolshevist arms, has conquered Greece and will 
appear, paradoxically, at Lausanne in the role of a victor, although she 
was cast for the part of a vanquished nation treating with her conquer-
ors. An ambitious and unscrupulous clique at Angora, having defied 
the great European powers, having overridden the religious and politi-
cal authority of the Sultan, is aflame with arrogance and greed.1

Lausanne provided the venue for the peace conference that was designed to 
negotiate the outcome of the Turco-Greek war and to settle the grievances of 
the Allies—namely Great Britain, France, and Italy—with Turkey. Although 
the Ankara government insisted on hosting the conference in its own terri-
tory, preferably in Izmir, the Allies, abandoning their earlier plans for Ven-
ice, eventually designated Lausanne as a neutral site for holding the peace 
negotiations.2 In the meantime, the Allies convened with the representatives 
of the Ankara government and the Greek delegates in the Turkish town of 
Mudanya to officially declare the end of the Turco-Greek war with an armi-
stice. Despite the serious objections of the Greeks, the Armistice was signed 
between the Allied commanders and Turkish military representatives on 
October 11, 1922, and it was accepted by the Greeks three days later. Thus, 
the Armistice paved the way to the peace conference, which was originally 
scheduled to open on November 13, 1922 but was able to meet a week later.

UPON ARRIVAL

The Turkish delegates came to Lausanne in a very conspicuous position. Not 
only were they considered a “band of marauders” and an “unscrupulous 
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clique”3 by the leading figures of world diplomacy, but they were also in a 
precarious situation due to the mounting dissension within Turkey over the 
nature of the new regime.4 While Bolshevik support and recent agreements 
with France and Italy had brought home the victory, they had hardly settled 
the other grievances with these countries.5 Moreover, the most recent Chanak 
crisis added yet another moment to the history of Anglo-Turkish tension. 
When the official sessions convened at the Conference, the Turkish delegation 
found the Allies united6 and the situation back at home approaching a political 
schism between Istanbul (still under Allied occupation) and Ankara.7 Thus, 
the Conference proved to be a double-edged sword for the newly developing 
state, in that the Ankara government had to use the platform cast by the 
victory as an occasion to impose itself upon the international public on one 
hand, and to cultivate public confidence at home, on the other.

On the side of the “vanquished,” the Greek delegates arrived at Châ-
teau d’Ouchy, where the conference was held, with concerns more or less 
similar to those of their Turkish counterparts on international and national 
affairs. Greece was as internationally isolated as Turkey, and “since Decem-
ber 1920, all Allied help had been withdrawn and official and public opinion 
in Britain and France had been totally estranged by the restoration of King 
Constantine because of his anti-Entente politics during the World War.”8 
On the domestic front, the newly empowered military government, not rec-
ognized by the Allies, was in search of ways to settle the accounts with 
the alleged culprits of the Asia Minor Disaster, while the schism between 
Royalists and Venizelists (《γθδεκμ 〉δξαjηκμ) with its profound repercussions 
continued to plague the country’s politics.9 Much like their Turkish con-
tenders, the Greek delegation came to Lausanne against the backdrop of a 
precarious political scene at home. The head of the Greek diplomatic team, 
Eleftheros Venizelos, who had represented Greece in all the major diplo-
matic meetings over the past decade, was perhaps Greece’s sole advantage 
at the Lausanne Conference. Although in the eyes of European diplomats, 
his country’s economic and political credentials were at their lowest ebb,10 
the experienced politician still maintained on the eve of the Conference his 
distinct reputation among the European diplomatic elite.11 As some schol-
ars keenly argued later, Venizelos was in fact equipped with all the diplo-
matic skills to turn the military defeat into a diplomatic victory and then 
perhaps translate it into a strong come-back in Greek political life.12

THE OPENING

The Turkish side made its case at the Conference when the head of the 
Turkish delegates, İsmet PaΒa, took the floor as the third speaker after the 



President of the Swiss Confederation M. Habb, and the British Foreign 
Minister Lord Curzon. With what Curzon later called, “some very partisan 
and rather truculent remarks,”13 İsmet PaΒa proceeded to outline the his-
tory of the Turkish war for independence with frequent references to the 
Turkey’s war-torn population. Against the backdrop of the principles of the 
National Pact (Misak-ı Milli) of January 28, 1920, İsmet PaΒa centered his 
“off-the agenda” speech around two major issues; territorial consolidation 
of the new state in the making and the defiance of all the capitulary agree-
ments of the Ottoman Empire. Both conditions were vital to the definition 
of the sovereign state, which İsmet PaΒa later described in one of his politi-
cal speeches: “a homogeneous, unified homeland; within it, freedom from 
the obligations imposed by foreigners and from privileges of a nature cre-
ating a state within a state; freedom from imposed financial obligations; a 
free, rich homeland with a recognized absolute right of self-defense.”14 It is 
upon this basis that İsmet PaΒa demanded complete equality of representa-
tion with all the participating countries in the Conference before the “star 
chamber proceedings” and “steamroller methods” of Lord Curzon could 
come to dominate the course of negotiations.15

The National Pact had become the canon of Turkish foreign policy 
since the beginning of the decade. After the litmus test of the Mudanya 
Armistice, which declared the end of the Turco-Greek war, the principles of 
the Pact now came to govern the Turkish position at the Conference.16 This 
became firmly established during the second day when the work of vari-
ous commissions was underway. In the first session of the Territorial and 
Military Commission, the efforts of which were devoted fully to Thrace, 
İsmet PaΒa, claiming all the pre-war Thracian territory, brought up the issue 
of a plebiscite in Western Thrace.17 The third article of the National Pact 
clearly stated that “the juridical status of Western Thrace, which has been 
dependent on the Turkish peace, shall be effected in accordance with a free 
plebiscite.”18

İsmet PaΒa’s adamant remarks, which were intended for the protec-
tion of the large Muslim population living in that area and for the secu-
rity of eastern Thrace, sparked off a duel with Lord Curzon, a frequent 
occurrence throughout the Conference. The latter confronted him immedi-
ately and asked for quantitative evidence in support of his arguments and 
clarification of some of the geographical issues he had referred to in his 
presentation.19 In reply, İsmet PaΒa said he would have to consult with his 
advisers, which he did immediately by wiring Ankara.20 Following the reply 
of Hüseyin Rauf on behalf of the government,21 İsmet PaΒa persisted in his 
position and a commission was established by the Conference to look into 
this matter.22 It was obvious from the beginning that İsmet PaΒa and the 
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other members of the Turkish diplomatic team were determined to pursue 
negotiating from strength as the victors in order to dictate the conditions of 
the peace despite the fact that the Allies viewed them as the losers of WWI 
and therefore felt they should be conciliatory.23 To this effect, the Turkish 
plenipotentiaries observed very closely the guidelines listed by the govern-
ment in Ankara.24

The Greek side found the occasion to make its case on the program 
of the Conference immediately after İsmet PaΒa’s speech. Venizelos, the 
head of the Greek diplomatic team, stood up to respond to İsmet PaΒa’s 
long list of allegations and demands. Refraining from any personal polem-
ics with his opponent, Venizelos crafted a speech that was on the whole 
an unruffled evaluation of the historical developments that brought Greece 
to Lausanne.25 Two major themes ran through his discourse. The first one 
was, though only by implication, the abortive nature of the Greco-Entente 
alliance, which he described as follows,

The Greek government had asked for eastern Thrace, for Smyrna and 
its hinterland, because it was convinced that its claims were in con-
formity with the principles for which the allies fought. . . . Greece 
only entered the war in order to keep her promise towards her allies 
and in order to defend the principles upheld by the Allies, and entirely 
approved by himself.26

Venizelos’ carefully crafted statements included no open criticisms of 
the Entente politics before his defeat in the elections of November 1920, 
but emphasized the developments after the breaking point when the Greco-
Entente friendship was disrupted by the accession of the King Constan-
tine to power. To him, it was from this very point onwards that the Greek 
advance into Asia Minor, which had been carried out “in the name of the 
Entente” turned into a duel between Greece and Turkey, eventually result-
ing in the loss of Asia Minor to the latter.27 With these remarks, in which 
there was no criticism of the Allies for leaving Greece alone during the war 
with Turkish nationalists, Venizelos, in fact, gave the first major message in 
the conference that “the Greece of Venizelos was different from that of the 
King,” a particular reference to the unfolding conflict over the nature of the 
regime as well as a confidence building message to the Allies for Greece’s 
future relations with them.

The second theme was the state of the refugees in Greece, a subject 
that in fact enveloped all the other issues raised in his speech. According to 
Venizelos, the demand of İsmet PaΒa to secede further portions of Western 
Thrace beyond the west of Maritsa from Greece was inconceivable due the 



very fact that this would cause the uprooting of many more Greeks settled 
in this region.28 And Greece was not in a position to shelter and feed more 
refugees than those who were already present in the country. The decision 
for such an arrangement would drag Greece into an unprecedented situa-
tion of great social, political and economic repercussions, an argument he 
was to pursue for the Greeks of Constantinople in the later stages of the 
conference. Thus, any consideration of territorial concession on the part of 
Greece was not only unacceptable but also unfeasible.29

Venizelos, having started his speech with the remark that “it was not 
Greece who started the war which was just finished, although she might 
have been driven to such a step by the desire to realise her national unity”30 
concluded it by saying “Greece had already paid for her faults and no more 
could be asked of her.”31 Thus, the national project of the Great Idea (Μiΰαζβ 
Ιhiα) that had governed both the internal and the foreign policies of Greece 
under the leadership of Venizelos himself over the entire last decade was for-
mally denounced first hand at the very outset of the Conference. With this 
position, Venizelos assured the conference participants that his side would 
adopt, in complete contrast to his opponent, a constructive approach dur-
ing the negotiations. Perhaps more important than its impact on the confer-
ence was the far-reaching implication of this declaration on Greek political 
life. The official denunciation of the Great Idea, which had become the 
chief column of Greek politics since the turn of the century, would turn the 
Greek political life “largely to the sterile attribution of blame and the cynical 
maneuvers of personal followings for office and patronage.”32

THE CONFERENCE AGENDA

The peace conference was designed as two settlements in one. For the Allies 
it was held with the aim of restoring and formulating the terms of peace 
in the geographical areas, which had been under Ottoman rule for many 
centuries. These areas had been in turmoil since WWI and the first com-
prehensive diplomatic settlement, namely Sèvres, had been aborted by the 
resistance of Turkish nationalists. As for the Greeks and Turks, the confer-
ence was viewed as a way to settle their own conflict.

The settlement of the grievances of the Allied countries with Turkey 
was of vital importance to the fulfillment of the goals of the Conference. 
Although some countries, such as India, Spain, and Denmark had applied to 
participate in the Conference, the official list came to include, besides Turkey 
and Greece, Great Britain, France, Italy, Japan, Romania, and the Kingdom 
of the Serbs, Croats and Slovens. On the status of the Straits, the Soviets 
were to participate in the conference at a later date. With the exception of 
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Japan, each of these countries, in fact, had its own specific set of issues to 
settle with Turkey. The major parties, principally concerned with fostering 
their own interests, took different attitudes during the negotiations. Lord 
Curzon deemed three issues as significant to his country’s position. These 
were the internationalization of the Straits, the Mosul question, and the 
future of the newly formed alliance between Ankara and Moscow. Unless 
these issues were effectively handled, there would be no reason to claim 
success.33

Of the major parties, France and Italy had, in addition to their com-
mon concerns over the Straits, unique interests at stake, for which they 
were to argue vehemently throughout the Conference. While the former 
sought to restore its capitulary privileges in Turkey, the latter was primar-
ily concerned with the re-endorsement of its complete suzerainty over the 
Dodecanese,34 islands off the coast of Asia Minor. The United States, which 
was not officially part of the Conference at the beginning,35 had determined 
its position long before. As early as October 5, 1922, Admiral Bristol, the 
American High Commissioner in Istanbul had wired the Secretary of State 
(Hughes) that “as the United States is one of the capitulatory powers with 
extensive vested interests in Turkey, we can not afford to remain inactive 
while the Allies give their consent to important changes in the capitulatory 
regime.”36 Whether the Americans were interested in becoming a major 
player in the Aegean area is hard to say. But it was certain that they cared 
about the oil reserves in the Mosul district, whose status was yet to be 
decided. It should also be emphasized that the preservation of the juridical 
privileges of American citizens and institutions, whether cultural or eco-
nomic, in Turkey, which had been guaranteed under the capitulations, was 
also among the primary goals of the American mission at Lausanne.37

Minor parties, such as Bulgaria, did not lag behind France, Italy, 
Great Britain and the United States. Thus, the Bulgarian representatives 
were involved intensively in all discussions pertaining to territorial issues 
between Turkey and Greece. As early as the second day of the meetings, the 
head of the Bulgarian delegation, Stamboulisky, presented the Conference 
with his country’s position over the Thracian problem, thereby making the 
discussions even more complicated.38 Bulgaria was determined to regain an 
outlet to the Mediterranean by any means possible, including the decla-
ration of Western Thrace as an autonomous zone under Allied control, a 
solution considered by the Turks as well.39 Therefore, from the beginning, 
the Conference was pregnant with many diplomatic and political twists on 
the part of all the major and minor parties involved in the process.

During the plenary sessions, the heads of the Turkish and Greek del-
egations presented the foundations of their arguments in the Conference 



with special references to their governments’ concerns over current domes-
tic and foreign affairs. But, in none of their speeches was there any men-
tion of the word “Exchange.” Only in the third meeting (November 23, 
1922) was the name of Dr. Nansen spelled out by Venizelos to support 
some of his earlier points concerning the size of the refugee population in 
Greece.40 This name was by then synonymous with refugees.41 Otherwise, 
despite their frequent references to the prevailing refugee problem in their 
countries, both Turkish and Greek delegates remained silent on the fate 
of the people caught up in the uncertainty of the post-war environment. 
In their stead, the head of the Bulgarian delegation, Stamboulisky, urged 
the Conference participants to find an immediate solution to the mounting 
refugee problem on both sides of the Thracian border.42 Nevertheless, other 
items of the Conference agenda, overloaded with many controversial issues 
of the past decade, came to dominate the course of discussions during the 
initial sessions.

The issues on the Conference agenda were referred to various com-
missions and sub-commissions for examination. As a subject that cut across 
much of the conference agenda, the topic of an exchange was first raised in 
a meeting of the Territorial and Military Commission, the chief commission 
of the Conference, on December 1, 1922. It decided to establish a sub-com-
mission on the Exchange of Prisoners and Populations. The issue was made 
a concomitant part of the agenda of the sub-commission of the Minorities, 
which brought the results of its work to the Territorial and Military Com-
mission on December 14, 1922. The sub-commission of the Exchange of 
Prisoners and Populations concentrated its activities around the topic of the 
exchange and presented its report before the chief commission on January 
9, 1923.

METHOD AND SOURCES

It is certainly beyond the scope of the present chapter to survey each and 
every one of the issues that was raised at the negotiation table by all these 
commissions at the Conference. Such a task has been fulfilled by many 
scholarly publications, and many studies on various aspects of the Con-
ference continue to appear.43 The existing literature, however, is character-
ized predominantly by the study of the issues that were important to the 
major parties. In this respect, such issues as the status of the Straits, the 
Mosul question, and capitulations received wider attention at the expense 
of some others, such as the Thracian question, the minority problem, or 
the population exchange, the implications of which were limited exclu-
sively to the minor parties. Thus, the author of the most widely quoted 
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study on the Lausanne Conference, Briton C. Busch, considered the whole 
diplomatic process with respect only to the settlement of Britain’s ‘East-
ern Policy’ while Harry N. Howard treated the Lausanne negotiations only 
within the context of American interests in the question of the Straits.44 In 
his extensive coverage of the Conference issues, Busch made only a pass-
ing remark about the Exchange, while the rest of his treatment is devoted 
to the examination of the issue of capitulations and the Mosul question.45 
Whereas Howard neglected to mention the subject, the late Roderic Davi-
son, in probably the best essay on the diplomatic history of the early Turk-
ish Republic, adopted an indifferent attitude to the subject in favor of the 
aforementioned issues.46

The representation of the Exchange as marginal to the general agenda 
of the Conference has emanated as much from the scholarly orientation 
as from the nature of available sources. The memoirs of British, French 
and American diplomats coupled with the Official Journal and other offi-
cial publications of the League of Nations have practically drawn scholars 
into their orbit. The later-time tendency of the general scholarship to crown 
the proceedings of the conference and the newly-opened French or British 
archives as the canonical sources of the subject was shared by local scholars 
in Turkey and Greece. As discussed briefly in the Introduction, the two emi-
nent scholars of the Exchange, namely Stephen P. Ladas and Dimitri Pent-
zopoulos, based their coverage of the making of the Exchange agreement 
almost completely on the European sources, whether primary or secondary, 
with very limited utilization of the available Greek sources and virtually no 
use of the Turkish sources.

The difficulties involved in the study of the decision-making process 
behind the Exchange are compounded by the general trends in the national 
historiography of the “minor” parties. Again, as discussed briefly in the 
Introduction of this study, Turkish national historiography has remained 
indifferent to the subject owing to a variety of historiographical and histor-
ical factors (e.g., poor documentation, the State factor, the relative impact 
of the Exchange). In the absence of a commensurate counterpart, Greek 
scholarship has taken the liberty of usurping the Exchange for its own rea-
sons, as a unique component of Greek national historiography, and has 
laid claim to the representation of the other side of the story, as well. This 
trend has not only made the Turkish viewpoint nearly obsolete but has also 
turned the topic of the Exchange into a subject of redundant discussion.

Against this background, the present chapter juxtaposes the Greek 
and Turkish cases with a view to providing a more complete picture of 
the negotiation process by which the Exchange Convention was made. To 
this effect, it brings to the fore some of the hitherto neglected objective 



conditions of the Exchange, often treated as “accomplished facts,” which 
had direct bearing on the stance of both sides on the issue. Where Greece 
is concerned, these conditions ranged from the emergency of the social and 
economic problems associated with the refugees to the relief and evacuation 
efforts of the Greek government, which were conducted in a way that made 
the prospect of repatriation an unattainable task from the very outset. 
As for Turkey, the firm commitment to the ideals of national sovereignty 
as the basis of newly-emerging nation-state encouraged the adoption of 
certain radical measures, among which the ethnic homogenization of the 
population ranked as one of the priorities. These conditions, some of 
which had been laid down irreversibly, provide insights into the genesis and 
development of the views of both sides on the Exchange. In light of these 
facts, the current chapter proceeds to argue that both Greeks and Turks 
had come to Lausanne intending to realize a compulsory exchange, and 
the Conference became merely a setting to negotiate their reservations on 
the nature of the project. It is owing to their restless entanglement with 
the latter instead of the particulars of the exchange process (the issues 
of property liquidation, refugee indemnification, etc.) that the resulting 
agreement would prove ineffectual in terms of accommodating the situation 
of the refugees, as reflected in the ensuing difficulties during the application 
phase of the Convention. This argument is developed more fully in Part 
Two of the present book.

In arriving at peace settlements, it is generally recognized that the 
negotiations outside are as important as discussions in a conference hall. 
The Lausanne Conference was no exception. Accordingly, the current 
study makes extensive use of information drawn from intensive caucus in 
the hotel corridors, rooms, and lobbies at the conference site. İsmet PaΒa’s 
meetings with Poincaré, Mussolini, and Tchitcherin as well as Venizelos’ 
meetings with Lord Curzon and the same figures were conducted infor-
mally. It was during İsmet PaΒa’s meeting with Poincaré (the Turkish and 
French delegations were staying in the same hotel) that the latter assured 
his colleague of the settlement of the Exchange to the satisfaction of the 
Turkish side.47 Again it was in İsmet PaΒa’s conversation with Lord Curzon 
that the unyielding position of the Allies on the issue of the Patriarchate 
first became pronounced.48 Thus, a significant portion of the informal con-
versations of the Greek and Turkish delegates with their colleagues on the 
subject of the Exchange has remained off-the-record, making their way into 
the personal accounts of the diplomats or the telegrams.

The existing two wire lines at the conference site were used intensively 
by the members of the Greek and Turkish delegations in order to exchange 
views with their governments on the details of the Exchange plan.49 Where 
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the minutes of the official sessions fail to provide a full explanation of 
the maneuvers on both sides concerning such issues as minorities and the 
Exchange, the facts emerging in these sources contribute to the completion 
of the jigsaw puzzle. These facts also help us understand how many adjust-
ments and accommodations on the part of the Greeks and Turks during the 
preparation, discussion and endorsement stages of the Exchange Conven-
tion were affected by the developments outside the conference room, which 
have been neglected by the literature. Insofar as the study of the subject 
has been bound strictly to the contents of the conference proceedings and 
foreign sources, the formulation of the Exchange Convention remains par-
tially explained, carelessly treated, or passed unnoticed. It is no coincidence 
that the most basic question as to who initiated the idea of an exchange 
continues to be an enigmatic question.

THE NANSEN DEBATE

The name Dr. Nansen is almost always identified with the Turco-Greek 
population exchange. Many Greek historians studying the Exchange in its 
immediate aftermath credited Dr. Nansen as the originator of the idea.50 
Even during the Lausanne discussions, Venizelos and İsmet PaΒa, having 
accused each other of being the first to propose the Exchange, had eventu-
ally named Nansen, ironically in his absence, as the initiator of the idea.51 
In the very limited existing literature on the Turkish side of the subject, 
the Norwegeian samaritan also emerges as the principal figure behind the 
idea.52 It is also known, however, that Nansen declined to see himself as the 
first to bring up this option and held the Turks and Greeks responsible.53

As a matter of fact, the previous decade had several times seen 
the plan for an exchange become a subject of diplomatic negotiations. 
The first attempt was in 1913 when the Ottoman government signed a 
convention with the Bulgarian government as a follow-up to the Treaty of 
Constantinople of September 29, 1913. The two sides signed a “Convention 
concerning the exchange of populations” at Edirne on November 15, 1913. 
With this agreement, some 48,570 Muslims from the Bulgarian territory 
were exchanged for 46,764 Bulgarians from eastern Thrace (e.g., Kırk Kilise 
and Edirne). Shortly after, a similar agreement was reached between the 
Ottoman and Greek governments for the Muslims in Macedonia and Greek 
Epirus in return for the Greeks in the Vilayet of Aydın. The implementation 
of this plan, which had in fact been adopted to sanction the official process 
for a de facto situation, was aborted due to the outbreak of WWI. The 
importance of these two agreements consists in the fact that they laid down 
the institutional foundations (e.g., the creation of a Mixed Commission for 



the appraisal of the people and property subject to the Exchange) for similar 
arrangements at Neuilly and Lausanne. During the same decade, the idea 
of an exchange was brought up twice in 1915 and 1918 by Venizelos, first 
for the exchange of Greeks and Bulgarians, which failed due to the refusal 
of the King,54 and the second time again for the Greeks and Bulgarians 
before the Paris Peace Conference, which was integrated in the form of 
a separate “Convention for the Reciprocal and Voluntary Emigration of 
National Minorities between Bulgaria and Greece” to the Treaty of Neuilly 
of November 27, 1919.55 Article 143 of the Treaty of Sèvres, the application 
of which was aborted due to the outbreak of hostilities in Anatolia, also 
included, if only by implication, a provision for the exchange “of the Greek 
and Turkish populations in the territories which were ceded to Greece or 
remained in Ottoman possession respectively.”56

As for the formulation of a plan for an exchange of Greek and Turk-
ish populations after the Turco-Greek War, the basic story begins with the 
appointment of Fridtjof Nansen57 by the League of Nations to look into the 
matter of the refugees in the region in the immediate aftermath of this war. 
Having been charged with a mission “to reach an agreement with regard to 
an exchange of populations between the Greek and Turkish governments,” 
he entered into negotiations at various levels with the two governments in 
order to arrange an immediate solution for the refugees.58 The impression 
among the European diplomats at the time was that due to the urgency of 
the situation after the Izmir events, Greece and Turkey would convene to 
negotiate an immediate exchange independent of all the other issues pend-
ing settlement between the two sides. The evidence suggests that as early as 
October 13, Venizelos was prepared to come to the negotiation table with 
the Turks.59 However, the circumstances under which the Mudanya Armi-
stice was signed diminished the prospects for a forum that would bring the 
two sides together. Therefore, the subject was placed on the table at the 
Lausanne Conference.60

In line with the view circulating among the Turkish population that 
“the cure for the Greek populations of the coastal regions is the exchange 
and for those in the interior is [the establishment of] an Anatolian Patri-
archate” (sahil Rumlarının ilacı mübadele, dahil Rumlarının ilacı Anadolu 
Patrikliğidir),61 the then Minister of Foreign Affairs, Yusuf Kemal Bey, had 
brought up the issue of a Turco-Greek population exchange in his meet-
ing with Lord Curzon as early as March 1922.62 The latter had considered 
the project as insufficient to solve the minority problems in the region and 
persisted in the opinion that a minorities treaty would still be needed to 
address the issue in a more comprehensive and effective manner.63 The idea 
of an exchange heretofore remained part of the Turkish public opinion and 
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the local newspapers and the Istanbul press continued to bring it up now 
and then.64 The end of the war with Greece partially accommodated the 
Turkish public opinion by uprooting a great majority of Greek populations 
in Anatolia. However, the fates of the Greeks who were concentrated in the 
Anatolia littoral and those in the interior who had been unaffected by the 
war were still uncertain. It was not until Nansen’s visit to Istanbul that the 
idea of an exchange met with more popular acceptance. In contrast to the 
general scholarly view that there is much uncertainty as to Nansen’s visit to 
Turkey, Nansen’s activities in Istanbul received much coverage in almost all 
the major newspapers throughout the country.

Nansen came to Istanbul for the first time on October 5, 1922 accom-
panied by Philip Noel-Baker, the High Commissioner of the League of 
Nations. He sought to arrange a meeting with Mustafa Kemal in Bursa and 
then to travel to Izmir.65 While waiting for a response from Mustafa Kemal, 
he visited several refugee camps in Istanbul in the company of Hamdi Bey, 
the General Director of Refugee Affairs.66 The Administrative Representa-
tive of the Ankara government in Istanbul, Hamid Bey, tried to persuade 
Nansen in the meantime to find a solution to the problems of the Russian 
refugees, and possibly provide their quick transfer to Bulgaria. On October 
15, he met, upon invitation, with the High Commissioners of France, Great 
Britain, Italy and Japan in Istanbul, where he was asked “to take all pos-
sible steps to endeavor to reach an agreement with regard to an exchange 
of populations between the Greek and Turkish governments as soon as pos-
sible, independent[ly] of the peace negotiations.”67

On October 16, having been turned down by Mustafa Kemal, he 
decided to travel to Bulgaria and Romania and return at a later date to 
Istanbul.68 On October 22, Istanbul newspapers wrote that the Greeks had 
agreed to an exchange of Muslim and Greek populations, and Dr. Nansen, 
in Athens at the time, was on his way to Mudanya in order to resume nego-
tiations.69 He arrived in Istanbul on October 23, and met with Hamid Bey 
and repeated his request to see Mustafa Kemal.70 After apparently several 
inconclusive meetings with the former,71 Nansen actually met with Re’fet 
[Bele] PaΒa, the governor of Thrace, for the second time on October 29. 
In a communication to the Prime Minister Rauf [Orbay] Bey, Re’fet PaΒa 
states “I saw Nansen for the second time today. I told him my opinion 
that such an exchange especially for Western Thrace is out of question. He 
would like to discuss the issue with ‘BaΒkumandan PaΒa’ [Mustafa Kemal] 
and also with the central government. He is disappointed about not having 
received any reply from Hamid Bey to his communication. I believe that 
we should respond to him immediately and inform him of our positive or 
negative decision within four hours.”72 The answer to this communication 



came the next day. Hamid Bey informed Nansen that “his instructions only 
permitted him to negotiate on the basis of a total and enforced popula-
tion exchange, from which the population of Constantinople would not be 
excepted.”73 Only five days later, on November 4, Nansen made another 
attempt and presented Hamid Bey with a draft treaty based on the for-
mer Greco-Bulgarian exchange of populations.74 Having not received any 
response, he left Turkey empty-handed.

It was not until the proposal of Nansen was presented at the confer-
ence, and Lord Curzon remarked that “good offices of the League be used 
in settling the issue of minorities” that the Turkish side made any official 
public announcement on its position concerning the Exchange. Thus, the 
first reaction to the proposal came from İsmet PaΒa, who opposed it on 
the ground that since Turkey was not a member of the League, it would 
be inappropriate at that stage to consider using the League’s machinery.75 
İsmet PaΒa concluded his speech with the remark that “Dr. Nansen’s state-
ment is emanating from a private person. It was because of the private 
character attributed to Dr. Nansen’s activities that it had proved impossible 
to carry his negotiations with Turkish officials beyond a certain point.”76 
Lord Curzon challenged İsmet PaΒa once again that “this point was unim-
portant. The real importance of the question lay in the fact that it vitally 
affected the interests of Greece and Turkey, no matter who brought it for-
ward.”77 This debate between İsmet PaΒa and Lord Curzon unleashed the 
negotiation phase of the Exchange at Lausanne.

Thus, the idea of a population exchange, which had been raised here 
and there by the Greeks and Turks since the Balkan wars, finally came to the 
brink of being materialized through the mediation of Nansen. The exchange 
negotiations, characterized by the maneuverings of both Turks and Greeks, 
lasted on multiple fronts until the signing of the Convention on January 30, 
1923. Accordingly, legal analysis of the draft convention and other offi-
cial procedures were carried out in haste and the Convention was finalized 
within a matter of weeks with a view to its taking effect on May 1, 1923.
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Chapter Two

The Greek Case

The Greek delegation came to Lausanne with the idea of an exchange of 
populations in their agenda. However, they refrained from bringing it to 
the negotiation table until the presentation of the Nansen report at the con-
ference on December 1, 1922.1 The head of the Turkish delegation, İsmet 
PaΒa, notwithstanding his reservations on the role of Nansen and the use of 
the League’s machinery, commented that “in any case, if an exchange were 
effected, the Greek population of the whole of Turkey, including Smyrna 
and Contantinople, would be included.”2 Venizelos, who had anticipated 
this view earlier and conducted all his pre-conference negotiations to this 
effect, was unmoved by his opponent’s comment. Except that the Greeks of 
Constantinople were included within the Turkish demand, he had no rea-
son to oppose the idea of a compulsory exchange implied by İsmet PaΒa’s 
statement. According to John Petropoulos, İsmet PaΒa’s comment, in fact, 
constituted the essence of Venizelos’ very presence in the conference.3 Since 
Venizelos, as the head of the Greek delegation, “welcomed a compulsory 
exchange for his own reasons and wished for domestic and international 
political reasons, to have it appear that such a brutal process was forced 
upon him by the Turks.”4 Be that as it may, such an assumption, though it 
has its merits, fails to acknowledge the urgencies of the post-war situation 
manifested in the refugee reality, and discounts the position of the contend-
ing party to the extent of rendering it obsolete. It is the objective of the 
present chapter to highlight the background against which the Greek com-
mitment to the idea of a compulsory exchange was formulated.

PRE-CONFERENCE DEVELOPMENTS

Venizelos’ presence in Lausanne as the head of the Greek diplomatic team 
had been arranged upon the invitation of the newly instituted military 
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government. On September 27, 1922, Venizelos, who had retired and gone 
into a self-imposed exile after being hurled from power by the elections 
of 1920, received a telegram from the Greek government saying that the 
“Revolution declares its absolute confidence and trust in you to deal with 
the conduct of foreign matters and asks for your immediate help.”5 Such an 
invitation was also supported by the Allies, as Venizelos would state during 
one of his earlier speeches at conference.6 Having been furnished with full 
powers to deal with the foreign affairs of Greece, Venizelos launched his 
diplomatic campaign for the peace conference as of late September.

Upon his return, Venizelos became the diplomatic representative of 
the Greek government as part of the Hellenic Legation in London. From 
this point on, evidence in the form of intense wire communication between 
Venizelos and the government until the beginning of the peace negotiations 
suggests that he acted as the de facto Minister of Foreign Affairs.7

In his new mission, Venizelos underwent an immediate litmus test 
during the negotiations of the Mudanya Armistice, which he commanded 
from afar. Prior to the Armistice, he cultivated his old friendship with 
Lord Curzon with a view to appeasing the Turkish government in its harsh 
demands concerning the swift evacuation of eastern Thrace. He asked that 
the Turkish forces take over the administration of the region after the peace 
conference (Lausanne), thereby giving the Greek populations enough time 
to safely evacuate the area. Much to his dismay, his appeals were met with 
an indifferent attitude on the part of Lord Curzon. Despite the objections 
of the Greek generals, the Mudanya Armistice was signed by the military 
representatives of the Allied powers on October 11, 1922. In a follow-up 
to his earlier communication Venizelos wrote to Lord Curzon on October 
13, 1922:

Allow me to assure you that it is with greatest misgiving that I have 
read the protocol of [the] Armistice that has been signed. It would seem 
that the terms of this document are not in accordance with the request 
I made to you recently and which, from our last conversation in Paris, I 
thought had been granted. I had asked that the Turkish administration 
and gendermarie be established in Thrace one month after the evacu-
ation of that province by the Greek Army. This would give, to those 
of the unfortunate Christian populations who wanted to leave, time 
to do so. Instead of this, it appears that the Turkish authorities are to 
be restored immediately after the withdrawal of the Greek troops and 
that the whole transference of the Province to the Turks is to be accom-
plished in a month . . . I would be guilty of a lack of sincerity, my 
Lord, if I neglected to state that the Greek Nation feels that in this hour 



of its misfortune, it has not been supported in its legitimate claims, to 
the extent it was justified in expecting support from those of its former 
allies with whom it shared the common sacrifices of lives, in order that 
the liberty of the world might be safeguarded.8

Venizelos informed the acting minister of the coup government Nicholas 
Politis of the position of Curzon and asked him to persuade the army to 
comply with the requirements of the Armistice.9 The persuasion of General 
Mazarakis and Colonel Plastiras was considered a sine qua non by Veni-
zelos to pursue his pre-conference negotiations, and finally the stronghold 
of the Greek army in eastern Thrace was relinquished through the interven-
tion of Athens.10

The situation of eastern Thrace was important in several respects. 
Harry Psomiades argues that by accepting the terms of the Mudanya Armi-
stice, Greece waived the last opportunity “to halt or modify the massive 
movement toward the population exchange.”11 Based on the assumption 
that the compulsory nature of the population exchange was imposed on 
Greece at Lausanne, Psomiades postulates that “a firm stand on the east-
ern Thrace question by Greece during the Mudanya Armistice or at least 
a refusal to evacuate the region until after the Lausanne peace conference, 
would have undoubtedly strengthened the Greek position during the peace 
negotiations.”12

Venizelos’ persistent call to comply with the Armistice was motivated 
as much by the safe evacuation of the Greek populations from eastern 
Thrace as by his concern to improve the image of Greece in the upcoming 
peace negotiations at Lausanne. Since the early days of October, the British 
and French legations in Athens had been receiving reports from the region 
with details of the brutal treatment of the Muslim populations in the area. 
For example, a memorandum sent by the British Legation to the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs stated that “Reports received from the Kırk Kilise district 
accuse the Greek troops of the worst excesses and allege that twenty-eight 
villages have been destroyed and the inhabitants driven away.”13 Venizelos 
was well aware that the continuing presence of Greek troops in the region 
would mean a potential renewal of war with Turkey or, at worst, the delay 
or full abandonment of the peace negotiations. Also Venizelos’ consideration 
of the premises against which the Armistice was held might have played a 
role in his assent to the terms of this settlement. Turkey had earlier agreed 
that the minorities would be granted protection in the case of Greek evacu-
ation of eastern Thrace, a point which would give Venizelos some ammuni-
tion to counter-argue the Turkish demands on the question of minorities.14 
Thus, to the extent of threatening the government with resignation from his 
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duty to represent Greece abroad, Venizelos insisted on the withdrawal of 
the Greek army according to the terms of the Armistice. While the evacu-
ation was underway, the British and French Legations in Athens sent sepa-
rate notes-verbaux to inform the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs that 
“the installation of the Turkish administration in Gallipoli has been post-
poned until the 26th instant [November],” which gave the Greek troops 
and populations a safe passage for evacuation.15 Accordingly and in line 
with the early agreement between Venizelos and the Foreign Ministry, the 
withdrawal of Greek troops was completed, a development that provided 
the Greek side with some leverage to counter-argue the Turkish position on 
a variety of issues, the most important of which being a plebiscite for an 
autonomous administration in Western Thrace. Since the majority of the 
population from eastern Thrace had been transferred to Western Thrace, it 
would be beyond comprehension to consider the removal of these people, 
an argument that Venizelos, with the backing of Lord Curzon, would devise 
at the outset of the negotiations on the Exchange.16

Prior to the Conference, Venizelos had to sort out another point of dis-
agreement with the Greek government, which comes out in his correspon-
dence with Nansen. This was related to the nature of a possible exchange. 
On October 10 and 11, Venizelos received two consecutive telegrams from 
Nansen asking him to mediate in his negotiations with the Greek govern-
ment on the settlement of the refugee problem.17 In his letter dated October 
10, Nansen wrote:

Everyone appears to agree that it is hopeless to expect either the Turks 
will agree to receive them again in Asia Minor, or that the refugees 
themselves would agree to go even if they were received. They must 
therefore be settled elsewhere and I presume that it will be the pur-
pose of the Greek government either as a result of the Treaty for the 
exchange of populations with the Turkish government or without such 
a Treaty to settle them in the vacant lands of Macedonia on Western 
Thrace.18

In his reply to this letter on October 13, Venizelos, prompted by 
the verdict of the Mudanya Armistice, informed Nansen that the “Minis-
ter of the Interior of the Ankara government declared a fortnight ago that 
the Turks had decided not to allow further presence of Greeks on Turk-
ish soil and would propose at the forthcoming conference the compulsory 
exchange of populations.”19 The letter continued, “I take the liberty of 
requesting that you endeavor to arrange that the transfer of the popula-
tions begin before the signature of peace.” Thus, the housing problem of 



the refugees already present in Greece would be alleviated by the departure 
of some 350,000 Muslim Turks in Greece.20 On October 17, in a follow up 
to this communication, Venizelos also mentioned that “perhaps if reasons 
of a higher order fail to persuade Mustafa Kemal, it will be possible to 
point out to him that if he does not concur in his migration of the Turks in 
Greece, the Greek government, under the pressure of unavoidable neces-
sity, will be very probably compelled to impose this migration on the Turks 
living in the Greek soil.”21 Before he came to Istanbul for the second time 
on October 23, Nansen went to Athens to meet with Greek government 
officials on the subject. There he got confirmation that he could proceed 
with his mission “to establish an agreement on the subject of the exchange 
of population.”22

Stephen Ladas, taking his cue from Nansen’s meetings with the Gov-
ernment and communication with Venizelos, had tentatively argued that 
the Greek view on the subject implied a compulsory exchange of popu-
lations. This argument was later rejected by Dimitri Pentzopoulos on the 
very poor grounds that this ran contrary to the general policy of the Greek 
state as manifested during the conference, which had favored a voluntary 
exchange from the beginning.23 The confusion is caused mainly by Nansen’s 
separate negotiations with Venizelos and government officials in Athens. 
Unlike Venizelos, who seemed to entertain the idea of a complete popula-
tion exchange including the Greeks of Constantinople and the Muslims of 
Western Thrace, the government in Athens, which had been conducting its 
evacuation of refugees from Asia Minor and eastern Thrace in a decisive 
manner, vehemently opposed the idea that the Greeks of Constantinople 
would be included in a such a project. Also, the Turkish view, based on 
the exclusion of the Muslims of Western Thrace and the inclusion of the 
Constantinople Greeks in the exchange, had only recently surfaced in Nan-
sen’s negotiations with Turkish government authorities. On November 4, 
Nansen sent a telegram to Venizelos indicating that the Greek government 
“could not contemplate taking into Greece the enormous Greek population 
of Constantinople or admit the principle that the Turks should expel it.”24 
It is very likely that at this moment in time Venizelos and Nicholas Politis 
reached a consensus on the terms of the exchange project, which included 
a provision for the exemption of the Greeks of Constantinople. They mobi-
lized thenceforward all available means to find an optimum solution to the 
issue before the Turkish authorities declared their take-over of the city from 
the Allied administration. The issue remained pending until the Lausanne 
Conference, which had been scheduled to begin its work on November 13, 
but “due to a number of considerations arising out of the political situ-
ation [vis-à-vis Turkish authorities] in Constantinople”25 the Conference 
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was postponed till the latter part of the month. This delay gave Venizelos 
more time to work out his conference strategy for the settlement of other 
grievances (e.g., Western Thrace, war reparations) which Greece had with 
Turkey, among which the population exchange was undoubtedly the most 
urgent. In the meantime, he sorted out his further differences with the gov-
ernment in Athens on the nature of the Exchange, and eventually attached 
the provision on the Greeks of Constantinople to his conference strategy.

“THE REFUGEE GREECE”

Venizelos’ commitment to a compulsory exchange was prompted by factors 
that were manifest in the social, economic and political life of Greece. First 
and foremost, the mounting public pressure in Greece on the settlement 
of the refugee problem, which had culminated in the last few months due 
the continuous influx of Greek and non-Greek refugees from Asia Minor, 
was instrumental in the Greek government’s consideration of the popula-
tion exchange as a primary issue to be settled quickly. Secondly and per-
haps more importantly, the immediate aftermath of the Smryna disaster 
had shown, from the very beginning, that the Greek government had orga-
nized its efforts to evacuate the Greeks from Asia Minor in such a way that 
rendered repatriation an unattainable task. Thus, it was important to take 
the issue to the negotiation table before the de facto situation became the 
norm.

Reciprocating the above situation were the immediate developments 
in the territories deserted by the Greek populations in Turkey. The seizure 
of abandoned Greek properties and intensive looting in these areas by the 
local populations or, as in the case of Smyrna and its environs, their con-
fiscation by the Turkish authorities, preceded the quick Turkification of 
these areas.26 A great number of debates in the Turkish Grand Assembly in 
Ankara were concerned with measures to prevent such incidents from hap-
pening, but the majority of the looters were either local officials or soldiers. 
Thus any systematic plan, such as the establishment of “Independence 
Tribunals” (İstiklal Mahkemeleri)27 throughout these areas, to discourage 
looting was doomed to failure from its inception.28 Moreover, the govern-
ment issued a resolution on October 1, 1922 concerning the movable and 
immovable properties abandoned (emval ve emlak-ı metruke) by the Greek 
residents of the city. Local governmental authorities in collaboration with 
the newly established Committees (fen heyetleri) were asked to prepare 
inventories of these properties (including those of the Greek nationals) with 
the aim that the Government could use them as security against the repara-
tions to be demanded from Greece in the upcoming peace conference.29



The refugee problem, with its multi-faceted nature, had already 
secured for itself a firm place in the social, economic and political life of 
Greece since the Balkan Wars. Long before Venizelos discovered in the 
character of the refugees the dismal end of the Great Idea, the romantic 
tag attached to the rhetoric of the “unredeemed brethren” had been aban-
doned in favor of a more realistic and sometimes hostile attitude towards 
the former populations of Asia Minor. Several major power cliques of Anti-
venizelist orientation, some of which were associated with Royalism and 
others with the nascent Socialist Party, drew attention to the less popular 
aspects of the refugee phenomenon. Mavrogordatos gives utterance to the 
Antivenizelist–represented largely in the People’s Party–attitude towards 
the refugees:

Antivenizelism not only appeared indifferent to the plight of the refu-
gees but actually became the vehicle for native hostility and aggression, 
even systematically exploited and manipulated such hostility, using the 
refugees as a conventional scapegoat. Throughout the first decade of 
the refugee presence in Greece after 1922, Antivenizelism was not only 
absent, or excluded, from the great task of refugee relief and settle-
ment, but actually attacked it and often explicitly promised to reverse, 
once in power.30

This hostility was manifested in the discourse of certain intellectuals (e.g., 
G. Vlachos, N. Kroniotakes). On more than one occasion, the deputies 
of Thrace, having expressed concern over the Greek populations in Asia 
Minor, were met with the hostile stance of the royalist deputies in the 
Parliament.31

As the royalists declined to pay respect to the refugees for their own 
reasons, the socialists had better reasons to approach the refugees. The quick 
organization after WWI of the socialist movement in Greece under the ban-
ner of the Socialist Labor Party of Greece (κjδαζδjkδεκθ 《λΰαkδεκθ Κκµµα 
kβμ 《ζζαhκμ) had high hopes built on the urban labor populations among 
which the refugees occupied a significant portion.32 Before the Smyrna 
disaster, the Greek Communists had drawn attention to the Greek state’s 
submission to the imperialist ambitions of the European states as well as 
to the social and economic impact on Greece of the Asia Minor campaign. 
The Communists, preoccupied by their internal problems and still carried 
away with the idea of a Balkanic Federation, failed to find much support 
for their anti-bourgeois discourse among the refugees in Greece but gained 
some ground among the Greek soldiers in Asia Minor, who had been in 
the battlefield for nearly the entirety of the previous decade.33 Against the 
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mounting economic and social problems of the country, their messages cir-
culated widely in the later stages of the Asia Minor campaign. In the view 
of Communists, the campaign had begun to drain the sources of the country 
and curb economic development,34 a fact that struck the Greek soldiers and 
the refugees immediately upon their arrival in Greece. Not only did they 
encounter a devaluated drachma but also they had to compete against each 
other over the few existing jobs. All these facts combined to constitute a 
cultivable environment for the Communists as well as a major potential for 
popular unrest with profound repercussions. Thus, on November 22, 1922, 
the Greek Minister of Foreign Affairs, Nicholas Politis, reminded Venizelos 
that the increasing number of refugees (referring specifically to the incom-
ing Greeks from Constantinople) as sources of social cleavage “would pro-
vide excellent ammunition for the Communist organizations in Greece.”35

The military coup d’état, which ousted King Constantine in favor of 
his son George in late September, was as much a response to the military 
defeat in Asia Minor as to the worsening political and social situation in 
the country. It might have failed to cause a major change in Greek political 
life36 but it was effective in bringing a major social problem, namely the 
plight of the refugees, into the forefront of public opinion, if not among the 
intellectuals. The early political agenda of the new government remained 
limited, for the most part, to diverting public attention away from the army 
for the Asia Minor Disaster. Meanwhile, it undertook “a series of drastic 
and bold measures for the relief and settlement of the refugees,”37 as well 
as for the appeasement of the public reaction. While the Lausanne negotia-
tions were in progress, the trial of those held responsible for the defeat in 
Asia Minor concluded with the severe punishment of the six alleged cul-
prits.38 This dramatic event is considered as “the settling of accounts with 
Antivenizelism”39 and the triumph of Venizelism throughout the country. 
The military government, by cultivating public confidence,40 created the 
conditions for the effective return of Venizelos to the political scene, a fact 
that was confirmed by the appointment of Venizelos as the head of the 
Greek delegation to the “mission impossible” at Lausanne.

THE MYTH OF REPATRIATION

The principal explanation offered for the adoption of the Exchange at Lau-
sanne as the only solution to settle the minorities question between Greece 
and Turkey is that it “was a result of the declaration of Turkey that it would 
refuse to allow the repatriation of over a million Greeks who were driven 
from or left Turkey between 1912 and 1922.”41 At a more specific level, 
Alexander Pallis argues that “if a repatriation would have been worked out 



immediately after the Smyrna disaster, the Exchange would not have been 
necessary. [Since] the Greek government had no interest in getting rid of the 
Moslems of Macedonia.”42 Such a view fails to take into account not only 
the developments summarized in the previous section but also the efforts 
of the Greek government, in collaboration with several international relief 
agencies, to provide for the quick removal of the thousands of refugees 
throughout the Anatolia littoral, who had been subjected to various forms 
of violence by the local populations as well as the members of the Turkish 
para-military groups.

The political and social conjuncture in Greece prompted a quick 
settlement of the refugee problem through government mobilization of all 
available resources for the evacuation, relief, and settlement of the refugees. 
Early on, the relief efforts of the government were organized in such a way 
that they rendered the refugees’ hope for repatriation to Asia Minor far 
from realistic. In addition to the establishment of a Refugee Relief Fund, 
the government worked in cooperation with several international relief 
organizations, and its own agencies throughout Asia Minor and the Islands 
off the cost of Asia Minor. It organized a very effective network of infor-
mation through its various consulates as well with the offices of the Greek 
Patriarchate. Especially in the immediate aftermath of the military defeat, 
the Patriarchate in Constantinople played a vital role in reporting to Athens 
the situation of the Greek populations throughout Asia Minor. The local 
church officials, on the other hand, compiled information on the people 
gathered in various ports of Asia Minor. Many reports were transmitted 
from Constantinople concerning the number of refugees gathering along the 
shores of the Black Sea and the Aegean Sea as well as on the Islands, where 
the preparations for the safe removal of the refugees who had moved from 
Asia Minor had been underway.43 The government processed this informa-
tion to mobilize its navy to certain ports. The military forces in eastern 
Thrace reported to the headquarters of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 
Athens the number of refugees shipped to various Greek ports, primarily 
Salonica.44

Once the implementation of the Mudanya Armistice began in mid-
October, the uprooting of the Greek populations gained an irreversible 
character in Anatolia and eastern Thrace. The relief efforts of the Greek 
government were not limited only to the Greeks but also included the 
scattered groups of Armenians and the other Christian groups, which 
were trying to make their way out of Anatolia proper. Wherever the gov-
ernment was unwilling to do so, it faced the pressure of the Allies. The 
international relief organizations depended for the most part on the orga-
nizational efforts of the Greek government to evacuate all the Christian 
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groups. The evacuation of the Armenian orphans from an orphanage in 
Istanbul was realized by the Greek authorities in early November, and they 
were transferred temporarily to Corfu, where they “were housed in bar-
racks and that every facility has been offered” by the Armenian Refugees 
Lord Mayor’s Fund.45 At the peak of the negotiations at Lausanne, Greek 
ships were still transporting the Greek and Armenian refugees from the 
shores of the Black Sea.46

Early in September, the frenzied situation in Anatolia caused many 
Christians to depopulate their settlements. In this environment, there was 
actually no discrimination as to the creed. Christians of all sects constituted 
the refugee crowd, which was directed to certain urban centers along the 
Anatolian coast. For example, a group of 30,000 Greek refugees who had 
gathered in Edremid were not allowed by the Turkish authorities to embark 
on the Greek ships. There was much rumor that they were to be sent to the 
interior to be used as security against the Greek demands in the upcom-
ing peace conference.47 In mid-October 1922, the mutasarrıf of Antalya 
informed the Italian consulate in the city, who in turn passed the informa-
tion on to the Greek consulate in Rhodes that “nearly 5,000 women and 
children of Christian faith who had come from [I]sparta and Burdur were 
awaiting their fate in the port of Antalya.”48 During the same period, repre-
sentatives of the Italian government in the area informed the Greek consul-
ate in Larnaca that the number of Greeks, Armenians and other Christians 
reached great numbers and that certain measures had to be taken before 
their lives were further threatened. The Italian consulate was also remind-
ing its Larnaca office that “they [refugees coming from Asia Minor] should 
not be allowed to travel between Alexandretta and Aleppo for the reason 
that there are many robber bands in action.”49 To make it brief, the great 
majority of Greek populations of Anatolia as well as eastern Thrace had 
already been removed from their lands under the most appalling conditions 
and there was no way of reversing the situation and repatriating them.

The exchange reality made its presence felt in another area. Given 
the economic state of the country, the Greek government, from the begin-
ning, mobilized all its mechanisms at home and abroad to raise funds to 
finance its relief efforts for the refugees. Greek ambassadors, consuls, and 
philhellenes throughout the world launched a systematic fund-raising cam-
paign, whereby they sought assistance from the countries with large Greek 
populations. A small sum of 15,000 Francs was raised in Switzerland.50 
In a letter sent to the Orthodox archbishop of Lausanne, the ambassadors 
appealed for help for an estimated 700,000 refugees.51 The systematic 
nature of those efforts owed much to the formation of many committees in 
these countries. These committees aimed not only to raise money but also, 



as in the case of the committee of Damascus, to provide temporary shelter 
for the refugees who were arriving from the eastern half of Asia Minor.52 
The Greek government sought to obtain as much assistance as possible 
from the international public.53 In the meantime, many foreign countries 
donated funds to various agencies to be spent on the refugees. The call for 
aid went as far as Brazil. The Brazilian government donated 1,000 English 
pounds, while the Japanese government contributed 26,000 Swiss Francs to 
the Dr. Nansen Fund to be used for the relief of the Asia Minor Refugees.54 
High ranking bureaucrats and diplomats continued to make public fund-
raising speeches in major European capitals. They emotionally conveyed to 
their audiences hourly accounts, based fully on the newspaper reports, of 
the Turkish capture of Smyrna.

In cases where unsolicited help was concerned, the Greek govern-
ment responded cautiously and did not hasten to accept it blindly. A The-
odoros Portoli of Smyrna, an Italian citizen, asked the assistance of the 
Italian Embassy in Washington, D.C. to persuade certain South Ameri-
can countries (Brazil, Argentina, Chile etc.) to allow Greek refugees from 
Smyrna, who had been temporarily settled on various Aegean Sea islands, 
to emigrate to these countries. Many refugees of Christian and Muslim 
faiths had already found their way to South American soil for better eco-
nomic conditions during the previous few decades, and Greeks and Arme-
nian constituted large communities in major capitals of South America. 
When his intent was brought to the attention of the Greek government 
authorities, it was interpreted as an Italian conspiracy to reduce the size 
of Greek population on the islands and to create room for Italian settlers. 
The Italians had already begun to replace the Greeks in Smyrna and the 
islands of the Aegean Sea, where the Italian authority had already been 
established.55

The refugee reality was nowhere more apparent than in the landscape 
of Greece. Since their arrival, the refugees invaded schools, theatres, town 
halls, exposition buildings. In a report, it is said that “The ancient Royal 
Palace of Athens as well as those of Princes George and Nicholas have 
been occupied. It is impossible to shelter at least for the moment all the 
refugees in Athens.”56 Those who failed to find space in urban areas moved 
to the countryside, where they “maintained a fox-like existence in tents, 
wooden barracks, shelters of twigs, or of turf, even in caves.”57 In the cities, 
the refugees not only halted the functions of the public services but also 
took over industrial buildings, which looked convenient for settlement.58 
Various factories in districts of Athens were occupied by refugees, a 
development which sometimes led their proprietors to appeal to the Greek 
government for assistance in their evacuation as in the case of a citizen of 
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Czechoslovakia whose factory in Patissia-Podonifte employed 500 workers 
and was occupied by refugees.59

All the circumstances recounted above point to the fact the exchange 
had already gained an irreversible character on the eve of the Lausanne 
Conference and any project based on the repatriation of the refugees and the 
restoration of status quo anti was unrealistic. As Alexander Pallis remarks, 
“it was inevitable in these circumstances that M. Venizelos should revert 
to the old idea of an exchange of populations.”60 Whether Venizelos was 
as far-sighted as John Petropoulos claims, that the Greek statesman had 
long-term plans for using the refugees as a cause to secure foreign loans and 
use this financial assistance for the economic reconstruction of the country, 
is another matter, but it was certain that all the aforementioned facts had 
played a portentous role in persuading the Greek government and Veni-
zelos to make their bid on the swift settlement of the refugee problem—the 
source of many other problems to be covered in the second part of this 
book—instead of prolonging the negotiations by diplomatic wrangling for 
an uncertain ending.

BACK TO LAUSANNE

Venizelos came to Lausanne equipped with all this information, and he con-
tinued to receive regular reports on the unfolding developments from the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He integrated the emerging facts into his argu-
ments and acted single-handedly on the settlement of the exchange. A cur-
sory reading of the Conference minutes reveals that he sailed liberally from 
one extreme position to another on the issue of the exchange. He started 
with an ambiguous position of acceptance of the conditions outlined in the 
Nansen report and was prepared to discuss both compulsory and voluntary 
exchange.61 However, he favored the idea of a voluntary exchange since 
“he did not wish to oblige the Turkish population to leave Greece,” and “it 
would be best to settle this question in a definite and humane manner.”62 
Then he agreed to a compulsory exchange “under the stress,”63 a position 
from which he decided to withdraw multiple times in favor of a voluntary 
exchange for different reasons.64 At some point, he decided that he wanted 
the full repatriation of all those who had been forced to leave Turkey.65

Venizelos, who participated in the sessions of the Sub-commission 
on Minorities, pursued his unique style of diplomatic conduct during the 
negotiations on the general principles and details of the Exchange with 
little or no intervention from Athens. With his “calm and cool evalua-
tion of certain facts,”66 he stood firm on his commitment to a compulsory 
exchange. In this regard, he maneuvered freely according to the arguments 



of his chief opponent, namely İsmet PaΒa, who turned out to be stiffer and 
“deafer” than all the other parties had envisaged prior to the negotiations. 
The only stumbling block before his realization of the swift settlement of 
the Exchange was his government’s provision concerning the exclusion of 
the Greek population of Constantinople from this project, which he soon 
adopted as one of his own.

Venizelos’ early positive stance on the Exchange was bolstered by 
recent military and political developments. Since the problem of eastern 
Thrace had been settled and the region had been handed over to the Turkish 
forces on November 30, 1922, enough houses were created for the Turk-
ish refugees from Greece. Should the Turkish side agree to the transfer of 
the Muslims from Greece, the transfer of remaining populations could be 
started immediately. There were also economic considerations facilitating 
the quick settlement of the issue. As Nansen had stated in his report “many 
fields are already ploughed and many only waiting their animal cultivation. 
It is vitally in the interest of both Turkey and Greece that in the coming sum-
mer they should have the maximum possible production.”67 Additionally 
there was already a well-formulated and executed plan for an exchange that 
was provided by the Greco-Bulgarian agreement at Neuilly.68 By second-
ing the Nansen proposal, Venizelos did show his intent to resolve the prob-
lem in a quick manner since the removal of the nearly 400,000 Muslims 
would provide a quick solution to the refugee problem, which had begun 
to become a multi-faceted challenge.69 Thus, at the outset of the conference, 
his lip-service to the idea that the exchange should take place on a voluntary 
basis, and the Greek government had no intention of expelling the Muslim 
population outside Greece seems to be only a diplomatic tactic.

Venizelos’ position turned ambiguous once again when the Turkish 
side declared its firm commitment to the idea of the complete removal 
of the Greek population from Constantinople. Although İsmet PaΒa had 
openly announced that his government would not take any action on the 
Greeks of the Anatolian interior, there was no reservation as to the removal 
of the Greeks from the City. Earlier in the conference, major friction had 
arisen over the proposal of a plebiscite, which the Turks insisted was the 
only solution to the problem in Western Thrace. The fate of some 124,000 
Muslims in the region had been complicated by the Bulgarian arguments 
and the problem had been forwarded to a sub-commission. On December 
12, Curzon combined the two problems to propose that “the Greek 
government is prepared to leave alone [the Muslims of Western Thrace] if 
the Greek population of Constantinople is also left undisturbed . . . If no 
such arrangement can be arrived at, then they also will be turned out, and 
there will be no Turkish population in Western Thrace for whom provision 
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will be required.”70 Venizelos seconded Curzon’s proposal without any 
hesitation.71 The Turkish delegation, which had vehemently argued for 
the complete uprooting of the Greeks from Constantinople, adopted 
thenceforward a more reconciling attitude. As to be discussed in the 
following chapter, the twist on the part of the Turks had much to do with 
their unexpected entanglement with the larger question of the minorities, 
which started with İsmet PaΒa’s long speech describing the Turkish policy 
on the minorities.72

Both Curzon and Venizelos played a considerable role in pushing 
the Turkish side up against the wall on the question of minorities. Their 
most effective weapons in confronting the Turkish demands became the 
very weapons of the contending party. That was the provision of the 
National Pact (Misak-ı Milli) concerning the minorities and the pre-con-
ditions of the Mudanya Armistice.73 Both boldly stated that the rights of 
the minorities would be recognized upon their declaration of allegiance 
to the Turkish state. 74 The wise move of Lord Curzon to bring into play 
the provision of the Mudanya agreement that “the secession of eastern 
Thrace to Turkey was granted on the condition that the latter would 
honor its earlier commitments concerning the minorities” sparked off a 
concerted opposition of the conference participants to the stiff Turkish 
position regarding the Greeks of Constantinople and a “Home” for the 
Armenians.75 Under the pressure of the conference participants and espe-
cially of the Americans, the following day İsmet PaΒa reframed his tasks 
and wrote them to Ankara:

The unconditional rejection of an [Armenian] Home and the [demands 
for] the exemption of the minorities from military service; the secu-
rity of travel and property [rights] to be mentioned; the exchange of 
Greek[s] to be insisted on; special conditions for the exemption of the 
Greeks of Istanbul to be set forth; the refusal of the Minority Law to 
be abandoned in favor of the acceptance of the Law [concerning the 
minorities] written in the National Pact (Misak-ı Milli).76

This subject will be examined in the following chapter; it suffices to point 
out here that the Turkish agreement to the exemption of the Greeks of 
Constantinople constituted a turning point in the negotiations. The confer-
ence thenceforward witnessed lame discussions over the other points of the 
exchange such as the status of the Patriarchate, the issue of cemeteries, etc. 
A limited discussion on the situation of the abandoned properties also took 
place. But this issue was unresolved and presented a potential for further 
conflict between the two sides in the post-Lausanne era.



Venizelos made his last speech before the Territorial Commission on 
January 27, 1923, in which he stated that “the obligatory character of the 
exchange of populations between Turkey and Greece has been received by 
his government and the Hellenic delegation with particular antipathy. And 
he was prepared to dismiss the obligatory exchange in favor of voluntary 
exchange,” which was opposed by the Turkish side.77 As Ladas points out, 
the speech was intended more “to satisfy the Greek public than with a seri-
ous view to its consideration by the Commission.”78 On January 30 1923, 
the agreement on the Exchange was signed by the Greek and Turkish del-
egations. Kaklamanos informed Athens of the signature of the convention 
on the compulsory exchange of populations at 17:45 on 30/1/1923, which 
was received in Athens at 21:50 of the same day.79

The Lausanne negotiations give the impression that the Greek posi-
tion on the exchange, despite Venizelos’ maneuvers, did not undergo major 
revisions. Although the latter was determined to go for a swift settlement 
to avoid any further prolongation of the refugee problem, his plans were 
halted temporarily by the Turkish demands. The situation of the Constan-
tinople Greeks complicated the course of negotiations as Turks accepted no 
arguments on the subject until mid-December. Through the intervention of 
the Allied representatives and the wise tactics of Venizelos, which made the 
Turkish position more difficult to defend, the stalemate was resolved and 
the exchange negotiations moved onto a more reasonable platform, where 
both sides even found reciprocal interests such as the exemption of anti-gov-
ernment figures from the Amnesty. Perhaps the only group of people that 
was victimized by this shift in negotiations was the Greeks of the Anatolian 
interior, namely, the Karamanlides, whom the Turks seemed not to consider 
for inclusion in the Exchange at the outset.80 After the unyielding attitude 
of the Turkish side towards the Greek reservations on the Exchange was 
somewhat overcome, Venizelos’ maneuvering was bolstered to make the 
best of the negotiations in order to solve the details of the Exchange, such 
as the status of Patriarchate, in favor of Greece.
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Chapter Three

The Turkish Case

When they arrived at the venue of the conference neither İsmet PaΒa nor the 
other members of the Turkish delegation were equipped with full author-
ity to conduct negotiations as they wished.1 Nor did they have experience 
in diplomacy commensurate with their rivals.2 Due to his military back-
ground, İsmet PaΒa, the head of the Turkish delegation, adopted a very stiff 
attitude throughout the negotiations and remained in constant telegraphic 
communication with Ankara.3 As for the second Turkish plenipotentiary, 
Rıza Nur, who was the Minister of Health in the cabinet, he remained, 
several instances notwithstanding, bound to the commands of the former. 
He headed the Turkish delegation in the sub-commissions on the minori-
ties and then the exchange of war prisoners and populations.4 The Turkish 
delegation presumed that the question of minorities and thus the exchange 
would come to the negotiation table after territorial and capitulary mat-
ters.5 However, the early stages of the conference showed that the contend-
ing party deemed the settlement of the minorities problem as a priority. 
Thus the topic of population exchange as a workable solution to this prob-
lem came up with the effective intervention of Lord Curzon, to the negotia-
tion table earlier than the Turkish delegation had anticipated. Having failed 
to dominate the course of the negotiations at the outset, the Turkish delega-
tion faltered in retracting the direction of exchange discussions according 
to their plan.

STRATEGY FOR THE EXCHANGE

Prior to Lausanne, the Turks had given signs that they would seek an 
unconditional exchange of populations at the conference. Although Nan-
sen’s communication with the Turkish officials in Istanbul had been incon-
clusive, Mustafa Kemal himself had given his consent to the proposal and 
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supported the idea that the issue of the exchange be taken up at the upcom-
ing peace conference. As Nansen acknowledges in his report, he had “made 
some progress in [his] negotiations with the representatives of Angora” 
after having received the reassurance of the Greek government in a series 
of official documents.6 His four meetings with the governmental authorities 
in Turkey sufficed for Nansen to announce in the conference that “all the 
governments here represented are in favour of what I proposed.”7

Although the Turkish side agreed in principle with the Nansen pro-
posal, it had its reservations, as well. The early Lausanne telegrams demon-
strate that the original plan of the Turkish side targeted an unconditional 
exchange of the Greeks of Asia Minor, with the exception of those of the 
Anatolian interior, namely the Karamanlides, and conceived no special 
consideration for the Greeks of Constantinople. The Turks also seemed to 
nourish the hope that the status of Western Thrace would be determined 
by a plebiscite and the fate of the Muslim populations in the region would 
not become a matter of negotiation for the exchange.8 The telegrams reveal 
in addition that the government was still pursuing its war time policy of 
displacing Christian populations, this time, towards the coast. Many Chris-
tians were being gathered in various port cities (e.g., Trabzon, Mersin, and 
Antalya) to be deported, much to the dissatisfaction of İsmet PaΒa. The 
latter warned the government numerous times to refrain from deportations 
and displacements (tehcir ve teb’id yapılmamasını suret-i katiyyede istid’a 
ederim) as they would “harm and create anti-opinion towards our current 
position.”9 Before the issue of the exchange came to the negotiation table, 
İsmet PaΒa informed Ankara that, “with the participation of the Ameri-
cans in the discussions on such issues as minorities (ekalliyetler) and Chris-
tians (Hıristiyanlar), I guess, we will face great difficulties.”10 Here the term 
“Christians” should be read as referring specifically to the remaining Arme-
nian groups and perhaps Karamanlı Greeks in the interior of Anatolia, who 
had not yet been displaced. By considering the Karamanlides as ‘Turks,’ the 
Turkish government showed its intention to keep them, at least, as minori-
ties. As for the Armenians (mainly those in Istanbul), the government was 
determined to expel them and had no willingness to accord them the sta-
tus of a minority. The telegrams, though they contain rich information on 
the concerns of the government and İsmet PaΒa, hardly offer any system-
atic information on the strategy that the Turkish delegation was to devise 
in pursuit of their formidable goals. Some valuable insights, however, are 
gained from the list of instructions (talimatname) that had been drafted in a 
cabinet meeting in Ankara.

The document provides certain clues as to the steps in achieving 
these goals.11 The content of the document, embedded essentially within 



the framework of the National Pact, consists of 14 principles listed accord-
ing to their relative importance and relation to one another. Each principle 
suggests, besides the main goal, an alternate solution or recommends com-
plete withdrawal from the conference. In line with the raison d’être of the 
National Pact, almost all the principles had been drawn with a view to 
consolidating the territorial borders of the new state, and abolishing the 
economic concessions granted under the capitulatory regime. On the ques-
tion of minorities, which ranks ninth in the list, the exchange is offered as 
the principal goal (esas mübadeledir) to be adopted in solving the prob-
lem without any alternate proposition. However, the problem itself was far 
from being clearly defined. If the understanding of minority was based on 
religious criterion, which was certainly the case on the part of the Turks, 
the larger question of minorities involved not only the Greeks but also 
the other non-Muslim groups like the Armenians, Jews, Nestorians and 
Assyrians. By looking at the relative place of the issue within the broad 
framework of the document, which follows the article concerning the capit-
ulations, it seems plausible that the Turkish delegation had the intention of 
devising an economic argument. Justifying the exchange with special refer-
ence to the “destructive role” of minorities in the country’s economy over 
the past decades, however, would hardly suffice to justify the expulsion of 
the Greeks alone. Nor would such an argument find any sympathy among 
the conference participants, who had their own interests at stake.

The performance of İsmet PaΒa, who seemed to be very concerned about 
the international opinion, remained to be seen. If he pursued an argument 
along the above line, it was obvious that the discussion of the exchange was 
from the beginning bound to the raising of two, among other, major issues: 
the situation of the relatively large group of other minorities, mainly Arme-
nians, and the judicial status of foreigners associated with the capitulary 
enterprises. Unlike the directive on the minorities, the instructions concern-
ing the last two issues suggested complete withdrawal from the conference. 
Should there be any discussion of “an Armenian Homeland,” considered 
an exclusively territorial matter, or any demand for the reinstatement of 
the capitulary privileges, the Turkish delegation could withdraw from the 
conference without informing Ankara.12 Seeing the Armenian issue merely 
from a security perspective also conflicted with their arguments on the sta-
tus of the Muslim minority in Western Thrace, for which they have been 
promoting a plebiscite. Thus, in opposing any demand to solve the minor-
ity question based on territorial claims, they would have to reassess their 
case against the Greek view concerning the Muslims in Western Thrace. 
The ambiguity of the Turkish policy, coupled with other reservations, pre-
sented major potential for further complications, which would lead them 
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either to withdraw from the negotiations or revise their commitment to the 
unconditional exchange of all the minorities, except perhaps the ‘Turkish 
Orthodox’ (Karamanlides). The later negotiations showed that İsmet PaΒa 
had opted for the latter.

Against this background, the success of the Turkish case, from the 
very outset, hinged on İsmet PaΒa’s ability to make an exchange argument 
for the Greeks alone without entangling the other minorities in the discus-
sion. As he states in one of his earlier telegrams, “I think it is not possible 
to justify to the world the expulsion of the Armenians. We may rightfully 
speak of the exchange of the Greeks. To mention the expulsion of the Turk-
ish Orthodox is not acceptable. I am looking forward to your approval of 
my points of view, and sitting next to the telegraph machine. Without any 
interference from outside, I have to conduct negotiations with the Ameri-
can representatives and the Armenian delegation on this ground, and [try] 
to isolate the Greeks [from the other minorities].”13 In a follow-up to this 
message, he informed Ankara that “he will follow the principle of exchang-
ing the Greeks and keeping the other minorities by exposing them to the 
minority rights in Romania14 and similar examples” (Fakat Rumları müb-
adele, diğerlerini muhafaza ve bu halde Romanya ve saire kavaidine tabi’ 
tutmak esasını ta’kib edeceğim).15

DOMESTIC BACKGROUND

The Turkish case on the exchange was pursued against the background of 
a parliamentary consensus on the expulsion of all the non-Muslim popula-
tions of the country. Prior to and during the Lausanne discussions, the mem-
bers of the Turkish parliament often argued that the population exchange 
must include not only the Greeks and Armenians of Istanbul and Anatolia 
but also the Jewish populations of these regions.16 Their rhetoric focused 
mainly on the political developments of the past decade with an emphasis 
on the role of the non-Muslims in the demise of the Ottoman Empire.

A different concern was voiced by the deputies of immigrant or refu-
gee background with their personal interests at stake. They made passionate 
speeches with reference to the “atrocities” and other inhuman practices, to 
which their brethren had been exposed in the former Ottoman territories.17 
In their view, the remaining non-Muslims in the country did not deserve a 
less harsh treatment from the Turks. Similar ideas found much room for 
circulation among the Turkish public. Increasing public pressure, mani-
fested in the press and major rallies, contributed greatly to the reinforce-
ment of the idea of exchange as a form of punishment to the non-Muslims 
for “their past mistakes.”18



The public pressure for a swift settlement of the minority question 
in the form of an exchange was reflected in the telegrams of Prime Min-
ister Hüseyin Rauf to İsmet PaΒa. In addition to the public reaction, Rauf 
[Bey] often presented İsmet PaΒa with his personal opinion as “our obliga-
tion to the wretched peoples of Islam” (milel-i mazlume-i İslamiye’ye karΒı 
vazifemiz) in the Greek-held territories.19 He also transmitted details of the 
Greek military activities in the Western Thrace and Rumelia (Macedonia), 
as well as eastern Thrace, where the skirmishes between the Turkish forces 
and the Greek army were continuing.20

Since mid-September, similar information had been transmitted to 
the headquarters of the Greek Foreign Ministry by the foreign legations 
in Greece.21 During the peak of the Asia Minor campaign, the systematic 
efforts of the Greek government to arrest the local Muslims with relatives 
in Turkish paramilitary nationalist forces (Kuvay-i Milliye) had somewhat 
reciprocated the Turkish efforts to purge the local Greeks on account of 
security measures. After the declaration of the Mudanya Armistice, the 
Greek irregulars joined by Circassian bands under the aegis of the Greek 
government continued to create great havoc in various parts of eastern 
Thrace. These groups remained in situ for a few more years after the con-
ference, and they were later accompanied by the bands of refugees stationed 
on the Aegean Islands.22

As the Greek government appealed to the conference and the High 
Commissioner in Istanbul for the protection of the Christians and Greeks 
in Anatolia and Istanbul, so did the Ankara government try to intervene on 
behalf of the Muslim populations of Macedonia, Thrace, and Crete.23 Dur-
ing the Lausanne negotiations, further information was transmitted to the 
Turkish delegation about incidents where the Muslim community of Crete 
was exposed to the pressure of Greek bands.24 Included in the information 
transmitted to İsmet PaΒa, there was also news that involved the kidnap-
ping of Muslim girls and the execution of some local Muslim leaders.25 In 
the meantime, the protest letters of the local populations in various parts of 
Greece were pouring into the conference. On December 23, 1922, the confer-
ence received a letter from the Turks, Vlachs, and Bulgarians of Florina who 
protested the Greek government for its policies against their communities.26

The situation of the Muslims in various parts of Greece, especially 
in Western Thrace, furnished the Turkish public with a claim to Western 
Thrace on one hand, and a reason to press for the wholesale expulsion 
of all the remaining “Christians” in Turkey, on the other. Having adopted 
this discourse, İsmet PaΒa himself often referred to these facts in order 
to support his arguments on the Turkish claims to Western Thrace or to 
refute Venizelos’ claims that Muslim populations in the area were in fact 
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peacefully giving up their homes or even hosting the incoming refugees.27 
However, the telegrams reveal that İsmet PaΒa did not nourish much hope 
for the feasibility of a plebiscite and accordingly included the populations of 
Western Thrace in a series of questions he posed to Ankara concerning the 
housing prospects for the would-be refugees from Greece.28 During the first 
week of December, the idea that the Muslim populations of Western Thrace 
be held against the Greeks of Constantinople surfaced in the negotiations.29 
Thenceforward, the situation of the Muslims of Western Thrace became a 
marginal concern to the Turkish viewpoint.

ECONOMIC ARGUMENT

During the 1910s, in line with the shift towards economic nationalism, 
in response to increasing German influence and the growing discontent 
with the French and the British, the government of the ruling Committee 
of Union and Progress had redefined the empire’s external economic rela-
tions in several areas. “First, it abrogated [after the outbreak of WWI] the 
capitulations and subjected foreign companies and individuals to Otto-
man laws.”30 Then it went on to declare a “moratorium on payments of 
the country’s large and crippling external debt, most of which was held 
by France, Germany, and Great Britain.”31 Many legislative measures were 
also taken to revive and expand domestic industry. Perhaps more impor-
tantly for the purpose of the present discussion, the assumption that the 
non-Muslim populations of the Ottoman Empire prospered at the expense 
of the majority populations and provided a channel by means of which 
foreign capital exploited the resources of the Ottoman territories became 
part of the political rhetoric on the eve of WWI. Correspondingly, the 
CUP government sought to embody a local bourgeoisie based on Muslim 
traders and artisans to the effect of which it openly favored the Muslim 
entrepreneurs over their non-Muslim counterparts, and created, for exam-
ple, eight new joint-stock companies with the participation of the Muslim 
entrepreneurs. At the social level, this tendency found expression in system-
atic boycotts and other forms of government-organized protests (under the 
aegis of the TeΒkilat-ı Mahsusa) against non-Muslim economic enterprises. 
Simultaneously, many Greeks along the Western coast of Asia Minor were 
forced to immigrate to nearby islands or mainland Greece, a development 
that had even led to the consideration of a limited exchange of populations 
between Greece and the Ottoman Empire. It was not until the placement of 
the Greek administration in the Vilayet of Aydın in 1919 that most of the 
Greek and Armenian entrepreneurs of this region operated their businesses 
outside Asia Minor.



The “economic nationalism” (milli iktisat) rhetoric of the Young Turk 
governments became fully adopted by the nascent Turkish state, which 
from the very outset tried to create a national economy within the bor-
ders of the National Pact (Misak-i Milli). Especially during the Turco-Greek 
War, the social machinery behind this policy resurfaced in an effective way. 
As Falih Rıfkı vocalized it “We will defeat the Greeks with bayonets in the 
field, and with our boycotts behind the war front. We will not allow any 
Turkish money to go to the citizens of the Greek army [Yunan ordusunun 
vatandaΒlarına].”32 In line with the CUP’s position on the capitulations, 
Turkish authorities were obsessed with the idea that “the economic, finan-
cial and judicial independence of the country must be assured and freed 
from restrictions.”33 This rationale often surfaced in the speeches of the 
deputies in the Grand National Assembly in Ankara and made its way into 
the discourses of İsmet PaΒa and Rıza Nur during the negotiations on the 
question of minorities and more specifically on the exchange of popula-
tions. Insofar as capitulations posed a threat to national sovereignty, so did 
the minorities.34 Thus, in line with the then dominant view on a world scale 
that “a national economy is possible only through ethnic uniformity,”35 
capitulations and minorities were intertwined to support the Turkish thesis 
on the exchange.

The economic policy of the new Turkish State, with its exclusionist 
character, received much criticism outside the conference. Thus, Dr. Caleb 
Gates, who was the President of Robert College, wrote “the Kemalists have 
been making economic mistakes. They have laid very heavy duties upon 
articles of import that can be manufactured in the country with a view to 
encouraging home industries. They do not realize that it takes generations 
to produce an artisan and commercial class. . . . . It will not be long, also, 
before the Turks will realize very keenly their need of the Christian popu-
lation, which has been driven out. The Christians were the producers and 
the Turks were the consumers, except for the Turkish peasantry, engaged in 
agriculture, and they are rather shiftless farmers.”36

At the conference, the Turkish delegates faced similar criticisms. The 
Allies and Venizelos emphasized the indispensable role of the non-Muslims 
in the Turkish economy, which İsmet PaΒa contradicted with simple expla-
nations. At a later point in the negotiations, when Curzon raised the issue 
of the economic role of the Greeks of Constantinople, İsmet PaΒa replied 
that “everyone knew that they formed a class of small traders (grocers, 
etc.), and that it would not be difficult to replace them.”37 In the face of 
harsh criticisms, İsmet PaΒa eventually stated “On looking into the question 
of the exchange of the Greek population, [there is] no need for regarding 
the economic difficulties which might arise for the country in consequence 
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as the only important factor. The transfer of any section of a population 
would naturally entail some disruption and change in the economic life of a 
country, but it was not fair to attribute superiority in a particular sphere to 
a certain element of the population on the strength of this fact.”38 Although 
İsmet PaΒa acknowledged the indispensable role of the non-Muslim ele-
ments in the country’s economy, he stuck to his military-driven position 
much like Young Turks (all the nationalist elites for that matter), who did 
not distinguish between political and economic.39 Any room for the devel-
opment of irredentist claims, as the Greek case proved, must be eliminated 
with a view to achieving complete national sovereignty, a point to be con-
stantly reiterated by Rıza Nur during the negotiations.40

THE QUESTION OF MINORITIES

The first time the issue of the population exchange had been brought up by 
the Nansen proposal on December 1, İsmet PaΒa stated in tandem with his 
instructions that “the question of the exchange of populations seemed to him 
to be bound up with the solution of the question of minorities in Turkey. If the 
conference recognized (as he hoped they would) the connection between the 
two problems—exchange of populations and minorities—the Turkish delega-
tion would expound their view at a subsequent meeting.”41 It was not until 
Lord Curzon’s fait accompli before the chief commission of the conference on 
December 12, 192242 that İsmet PaΒa took any steps in this direction. On this 
very day, he presented the conference with a historical survey—in accordance 
with his given instructions—in which he laid out the Turkish government’s 
view on the minorities and explained why the exchange should be considered 
within the larger problem of minorities. There were three major points:

1. That the amelioration of the lot of the minorities in Turkey depends 
above all on the exclusion of every kind of foreign intervention 
and of the possibility of provocation coming from outside.

2. That this purpose can only be affected by first of all proceeding to 
an exchange of the Turkish and Greek populations.

3. That the best guarantees for the security and development of the 
measures for reciprocal exchange would be those supplied by 
both the laws of the country and the liberal policy of Turkey with 
regard to all communities whose members have not deviated from 
their duty as Turkish citizens.43

The central message of İsmet PaΒa’s speech turned out to be the con-
cern that the minorities had become weapons in the hands of foreigners, 



capable of being utilized for subversive purposes, and the Turkish State 
could not afford to take any risks against its national sovereignty. Thus, the 
speech as a whole gave the impression that the Turkish side was in fact com-
mitted to a wholesale exchange of all the minorities, excepting, by implica-
tion, the non-Hellenic Greeks, namely the Karamanlides.44 Although some 
progress had already been made concerning the exemption of the Greeks of 
Constantinople from the exchange scheme in the sessions of the sub-com-
mission, İsmet PaΒa’s earlier speech had been prepared in advance,45 and 
he had failed to integrate the emerging facts of the conference into his text. 
As might be expected, the speech fuelled an orchestrated opposition on the 
part of the Allies and all the other members of the Commission, which cen-
tered mainly around İsmet PaΒa’s harsh remarks about the Armenians. In 
the face of a block reaction on this issue, prompted by Lord Curzon’s pro-
vocative remarks concerning the question of minorities, which paid lip-ser-
vice to the idea of “an Armenian national home,”46 the Turkish delegation, 
despite the strict instructions of Ankara, waived the option of withdrawal 
from the conference.

The next day, İsmet PaΒa’s speech was more carefully crafted, as he 
itemized the broad category of minorities. Having slightly modified his 
view on the Greeks of Constantinople as well as the Armenians, who “must 
have recognized the unavoidable necessity of living as good citizens,”47 he 
limited his exchange argument exclusively to the Greeks. But, where his 
commitment to the original plan was concerned, such a major maneuver 
was certainly not without its toll.

The three crucial variables that İsmet PaΒa’s earlier speech had intro-
duced would significantly affect the rigid stance of the Turkish side on the 
exchange. These—the League of Nations, the Americans, and the Arme-
nians—will be dealt with separately in the following pages; but it is impor-
tant to mention at the outset that the Turkish view of the exchange came to 
be dependent on the individual performance of each Turkish representative 
in playing out these three variables, on which Lord Curzon and Venizelos 
would keep pondering during the rest of the negotiations. İsmet PaΒa here-
tofore had been struggling to limit the discussions on the minorities only to 
the subject of the exchange while not alienating some of the parties (e.g., 
the Americans), which proved a piecemeal success. Accordingly, the firm 
commitment of the Turks to a compulsory exchange had to undergo certain 
revisions in the third week of the negotiations, which resulted in the exemp-
tion of the Greeks of Constantinople from the exchange.

Where the negotiations on the exchange were concerned, the settle-
ment of the issue of the Greeks of Constantinople, having provided tem-
porary relief to the Turkish delegation, turned out to be the key to the 
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conclusion of the negotiations. Since the early days of the conference, the 
delegations of the Allies had shown their resentment on this particular 
aspect of the exchange. Already in the major newspapers in England and 
United States, long editorials and news items criticizing the Turkish posi-
tion on the Greeks of Istanbul had appeared and there was enough public 
pressure in both countries to dismiss any counter-arguments by the Turks.48 
In line with the instructions of Ankara that kept reminding him that there 
would be no misgivings on the matter, İsmet PaΒa ignored the Allied pres-
sure and declined to make any concessions to his firm commitment.

Nevertheless, while he was vehemently arguing for the inclusion of 
the Constantinople Greeks in the exchange, he also carried a letter in his 
pocket dated December 7 sent by Rauf [Bey] saying “To include the Greeks 
of Istanbul in the exchange is in fact the principal goal. Despite the extraor-
dinary importance of the matter, if this is not possible, their stay may be 
acceptable on the condition that they would not demand any privileges.”49 
Keeping this option as his last resort, İsmet paid lip-service to the idea 
firstly in an addendum to his long speech of December 12 and the next day 
he announced, the exchange of the Greeks of Constantinople was a pain-
ful necessity, but logical—an operation which justice and equality required. 
It would also afford a means of housing the Moslems expelled from large 
Greek towns. Nevertheless, the humane feelings of Turkey led her to agree 
on the exclusion from the exchange, of the Greeks born in Constantino-
ple.”50 This announcement, which was based on İsmet PaΒa’s considerations 
on the following issues, saved the negotiations from a deadlock.

THE LEAGUE FACTOR

The three days of negotiations from December 12 to 14 helped the Turks 
and Greeks sort out their major differences on the exchange issue. The first 
session of the Territorial Commission on the question of minorities turned 
into a battleground where İsmet PaΒa and his team confronted a series of 
harsh criticisms for not cooperating with the Allied participants. The major 
emphasis was placed on the position of Turkey in regard to the role of the 
League of Nations. The reluctant position of the Turkish delegation con-
cerning the signature of a minority treaty with the League of Nations, which 
by implication would affect the direction of exchange negotiations, engen-
dered much controversy concerning the Turkish policies on minorities.

The major controversy sprang from the interpretation of the article 
regarding minorities in the National Pact. The fifth article of the National 
Pact stated that “the rights of the minorities will be confirmed [by us] on 
the same basis as is established in other countries by conventions hitherto 



concluded between the powers of the Entente, their adversaries and certain 
of their associates—in reliance on the belief that the Moslem minorities of 
other countries will benefit from similar guarantees.”51 The concepts of ‘sov-
ereignty’ (hakimiyet) and ‘independence’ (istiklal) were extracted from the 
National Pact to be analyzed against the background of the Turkish policy 
towards minorities. These two concepts had been formulated under war 
conditions and their adaptation to international law required certain adjust-
ments, one of which was undoubtedly related to the exclusive nature of these 
concepts, ‘whose sovereignty and independence and at what and whose 
expense?’ ‘Was the Turkish government willing to honor international agree-
ments as to the definition of these concepts?’ Perhaps more importantly, ‘was 
Turkey willing to sign a minorities treaty with the League of Nations?’

İsmet PaΒa was not in a position to refute any of the arguments that 
came up on these issues because of the fact that they implied a major ques-
tion, namely, ‘if the Turks were to take part in the League of Nations.’ İsmet 
PaΒa had earlier mentioned in passing remarks that Turkey wanted to join 
the League, but he had abstained from making any commitment. Given the 
urgencies of the situation, he gave in to the pressure and pronounced that 
his government fully complied with the principle of the National Pact on 
minorities, and wanted to join the League. The latter was interpreted by 
the foreign press to mean that Turkey was accepting the conditions of the 
League of Nations on the issue of minorities.52 If anything, this develop-
ment helped calm down the tension which was making things more and 
more difficult to handle. In İsmet PaΒa’s own view, this maneuver “put the 
question of minorities to rest.”53

Upon this announcement, İsmet PaΒa immediately contacted the gov-
ernment in Ankara and expressed his intention to issue a proclamation say-
ing “The Turkish government wants all the minorities to live in their homes 
and continue their engagements peacefully and safely under the protection 
of the State. Those who want to leave are not to be prevented. However, 
nobody will be forced to leave the country. For those who wish to leave, 
ships will be allowed to come to the Turkish ports for their transporta-
tion.”54 The government advised İsmet PaΒa that “although we agree to the 
content of such a proclamation in principle, you should take into consider-
ation that such an action would prevent many Greeks of Istanbul, who are 
currently in the process of moving, [from doing so].”55

THE AMERICAN FACTOR

As a diplomat, İsmet PaΒa was certainly not as gifted and foresighted as 
Venizelos. However, given the limited range of possibilities, he carefully 
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pondered the available opportunities in order to enhance his bargaining 
position over the exchange. Thus, from the early days of Lausanne, he 
tried not to alienate an influential, though “disinterested,” party from his 
cause. When the Americans publicized their intent to officially participate 
in the minority negotiations, he tended to cultivate the idea on various 
grounds.56 There was already the rumor that İsmet PaΒa was not in favor 
of the American participation in these sessions, a rumor that apparently 
originated from a news item published in an American newspaper.57 He 
tried to appease the American concerns through informal negotiations.58 
On November 24, 1922, the Americans informed the Turkish delegation 
that the American public was very concerned about the minorities, and the 
American institutions and nationalities in Turkey.59 The Americans wanted 
to learn what policy the Turkish government was to adopt regarding the 
situation of the Armenians and the Greeks in the Anatolian interior. Dur-
ing the last week of November, there were several instances when the 
American delegates contacted the Turks to get assurances about the future 
of American institutions in Turkey.60 İsmet PaΒa received a telegram from 
the government saying that “as long as the American institutions agreed to 
operate within the framework of Turkish laws, there was no intention to 
expel them.”61

The American interest in the question of minorities was initially 
prompted not so much by the plight of the Greeks as by that of the Arme-
nians. In his telegram to the government on November 25, 1922, İsmet 
PaΒa openly states that “the Americans and the British are trying to find 
out the conditions under which the Armenians are to be exchanged” and it 
would be difficult to justify to them the expulsion of the Armenians from 
the country.62 He is of the view that any action to be taken on this issue 
should be postponed.63 Thus, when Curzon presented İsmet PaΒa with the 
information that “the Ankara government had decided to expel all the 
remaining Christians and there were one million men displaced in addition 
to the continuous transfer of orphans to Italy,” he replied that “the decision 
about the expulsion of the Christians could not be true and one million 
men were using their right to freedom of travel.”64

İsmet PaΒa’s persistent warning to the governmental authorities at 
home that unwanted incidents concerning minorities should be avoided 
was in part motivated by his desire not to totally estrange the Americans 
from his side. The American public kept a close eye on this matter and the 
eye of the whole world was on Turkey.65 The Americans had been involved 
in relief efforts for the Greek refugees and had made substantial donations 
to this effect. Many relief organizations, such as the American Red Cross 



and the Near East Relief, were operating among the Aegean islands. 
American ships were also involved in the transportation of refugees. The 
Ankara government allowed access to Greek ships not flying the Greek 
flag, provided that they were accompanied by an American military ship, to 
pick up the Greeks along the Black Sea coast.66

On December 7, the Americans openly announced their position on 
the situation of the Greeks of Constantinople saying that “the American 
delegation is unable to approve the movement of the Greek population 
from Constantinople under conditions which will send an urban people 
used to artisanship and commerce to a rural district. We will not hesitate to 
express in pursuance of our legitimate humanitarian interest our protest at 
any such dislodgement of human beings.”67

The American position on the question of minorities was shared by 
Lord Curzon. Perhaps driven by the guilt of his indifferent attitude towards 
the Greeks during the Mudanya negotiations, Curzon was totally commit-
ted to the fulfillment of the Greek reservations on the exchange. Thus, he 
repeated the “demand for a cession of territory by Turkey as a refuge for 
minorities.”68 And where the American official view was concerned, such a 
zone was conceived not for any other group but the Armenians. The mem-
bers of the American delegation were constantly seeking to find out the 
position of Turkey on an Armenian Homeland. They took every opportu-
nity to exchange views with members of the Turkish delegation.69

Besides their short-term interests, the Turks had long-term inter-
ests in the Americans. Given their rigid attitude on the capitulations, the 
Turkish side was aware that they would not get much assistance from the 
Allies during the post-conference era. The possibility of getting financial 
assistance from a “disinterested” country for economic rehabilitation 
seemed appealing, thus they tended to appease the American demands. 
It would not be a far-fetched assumption that the Turkish delegates, by 
conceding to the case of the Constantinople Greeks and adopting a more 
conciliatory attitude towards the Armenians, were able to accommodate 
the American demands on the minorities. From this point on, American 
pressure for an Armenian Homeland gradually decreased. This would 
pay off for the Americans at a later stage of the conference, since “a fur-
ther play for American support” was made when on April 9 the Grand 
National Assembly ratified the Chester Concession, granted to the Otto-
man-American Development Company.70 Though American aid might be 
welcome in developing nationalist Turkey, ratification was undoubtedly 
a maneuver to win American support at Lausanne against European eco-
nomic claims.71
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THE ARMENIANS

The position of the Armenians at Lausanne was from the beginning very 
ambiguous for there were no Armenian representatives participating in the 
official sessions. The Armenian delegation headed by the ex-Ottoman min-
ister of Foreign Affairs, Noradunghian, visited İsmet PaΒa several times and 
repeated the demand for a buffer zone (no place specified) to resettle some 
700,000 Armenian refugees, some of whom were residing in Anatolia and 
some others were scattered throughout the Middle East.72 There were many 
American missionaries and representatives of various Armenian communities 
staying in hotels around the area where the official meetings were being con-
ducted. They were being involved in large-scale lobbying efforts. Concomi-
tantly, all the newspapers in England and the United States were publishing 
news on the movement of the Armenians.73 Moreover, many Armenians were 
sending letters and telegrams to the conference. For example, the Armenians 
of Salonica, who feared expulsion, telegraphed the Secretary General of the 
Conference on December 23, 1922 to state that they wanted to live as “les 
hommes sur leur territoire national.”74 In the face of the active lobby efforts 
of the Armenians and international pressure, the Turks refrained from rais-
ing the issue of the exchange during the negotiations.

İsmet PaΒa, who had been looking for an opportunity to settle the 
Armenian question through an exchange, wrote to Ankara “with whom 
shall I negotiate for the exchange of native Armenians with the Turks in 
Armenia?” (yerli Ermenilerin Ermenistan’daki Türklerle mübadelesini kim-
inle görüΒeyim?).75 On the other hand, as İsmet PaΒa himself acknowledges 
in the same telegram, any discussion of this problem with the Allied States 
is bound to bring up the question of the eastern borders and the clauses of 
the Treaty of Moscow. To discuss this problem with the Russians would 
lead to the discussion of some other issues as well as a possible review of 
the provisions of the same treaty. Therefore, İsmet PaΒa saw the restriction 
of the exchange to the Greeks only as a necessity.76 He warded off all kinds 
of arguments for an Armenian Homeland, considering the question as a 
threat against the Turkish national sovereignty.

Having failed to find a party to negotiate the issue, the Turkish delega-
tion continued to pursue its exchange policy against the Armenians outside 
the agenda of the conference and tried to negotiate with the Armenian gov-
ernment. On 28 November 1922, İsmet PaΒa received a note from Hüseyin 
Rauf stating that “The Council of Ministers took the decision to exchange 
the Armenians in Turkey with the Turks in Armenia and allow the Turkish 
Orthodox (Karamanlides) in Turkey to stay with the provision that they 
would claim no ‘privileged’ (mümtaz) position.”77



İsmet PaΒa’s success in limiting the situation of the Armenians to a 
territorial framework prevented the Armenian issue from being an obstacle 
before the fulfillment of his primary task. However, the Turkish commit-
ment to the expulsion of the Armenians remained unchanged. The evidence 
suggests that the earlier plan of reducing the size of the Armenian minority 
through gradual emigration over several years would be adopted, should 
İsmet PaΒa’s proposal of repatriation of the Armenians be taken seriously. 
However, İsmet PaΒa must have entertained the view that the conditions 
under which the Armenians left Turkey would certainly prevent them from 
considering the option of repatriation.

THE PATRIARCHATE

The removal of the Patriarchate from Istanbul was one of the principal 
goals of the Turkish delegation at Lausanne. Having failed to include the 
Greeks of Constantinople in the Exchange, the Turkish plenipotentiaries 
laid down the removal of the Greek Patriarch and all its institutions from 
Constantinople as the first condition for their consenting to allow the Greek 
population to stay in the city. This was in tandem with the recent policy of 
the Ankara government on the Patriarchate.

The Ankara government has long been trying to find out whether 
the institution of a new Patriarch within the structure of the state would 
be a solution to what they considered a long historical problem. Earlier 
it had researched the possibility of establishing an Anatolian Patriarchate 
(Anadolu Patrikliği). In a resolution dated 5 Kanun-i Sani 1337 [January 
1921], the Minister of Justice (Adliye Vekili), Celaleddin Arif Bey is asked 
to “look into the possibility of establishing an Anatolian Patriarch by means 
of which it would be possible to distance the Christians of Turkish descent 
in Anatolia from the orbit of the Patriarchate in Istanbul”78 The name Papa 
Eftim (Efthymios Karahissaridis), the metropolid of Keskin, was identified 
with an anti-Phanar movement and succeeded in gaining the support of the 
Turkish speaking Greeks in the interior of Anatolia. However, his move-
ment could not find support on a broader front, and the Phanar remained 
unchallenged in terms of its influence among the Greeks of Asia Minor, 
regardless of linguistic differences. For the Turkish government, Lausanne 
was the best occasion to bring up and finalize this issue.79

As the negotiations continued at Lausanne, İsmet PaΒa prompted 
the government to facilitate the establishment of the new Patriarchate. On 
December 10, 1922, İsmet PaΒa received a telegram from Ankara stating 
that the Turkish Orthodox Church had constituted a synod of the met-
ropolits and one of these Meltyos had been appointed as the archbishop 
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to Konya and Prokopius to Kayseri and Papa Konstantin to Ankara.80 In 
the course of the Lausanne discussions, İsmet PaΒa received several other 
notes in which the appointment procedure of the metropolits was clari-
fied.81 All these developments followed the line of Turkish diplomacy at 
Lausanne concerning the removal of the Patriarch from Istanbul, and the 
Greek populations of the city. Once the negotiations concerning these issues 
were retracted in favor of the Greek side, the issue of the Turkish Orthodox 
Patriarchate became marginalized in the agenda of the Turkish delegation at 
Lausanne as well as that of the Grand National Assembly.

One of the other options in regard to the fate of the Greek Patriarch in 
Istanbul was that it would be moved to Mount Athos (Aynaroz), an option 
about which Riza Nur writes in his memoirs. “If we expel the Patriarch, he 
will move to Mount Athos, from where he will continue to spill his wrath at 
his own volition and then it [the Patriarchate] may become more of a danger 
than what it already is.”82 The discussions in the Grand National Assembly 
were characterized by an utterly anti-Greek sentiment in that the deputies 
argued that the insistence of the Greeks in keeping the Patriarchate in Istanbul 
was prompted by a long-term plan to seize the leadership in the Orthodox 
world. Since the Russian Patriarchate, which had recently taken over this lead-
ership, was stripped of its power by the revolutionary government.83 Given all 
these concerns, the Turkish side insisted that the Patriarch must be removed 
from Istanbul no matter what, which was rejected by the conference on Janu-
ary 4, 1923. Only five days later, in the face of American and British pressure, 
the Turkish side, having made all the calculations, agreed that the Patriarch 
would continue to stay in Istanbul.84 Accordingly, İsmet PaΒa asked the gov-
ernment to stop taking any actions on the project of an Anatolian Patriarch 
since the Turkish position for the removal of the Patriarch had become no lon-
ger arguable. Furthermore, Venizelos ensured the Turkish delegation that the 
Patriarchate of Constantinople would stay as a spiritual institution and deal 
only with ceremonial needs of the Greek community.85 Following this remark, 
İsmet PaΒa seems to have withdrawn his early proposal. This shift affected the 
Turkish position on the situation of the Karamanlides, that is, the Turkish-
speaking Orthodox Greeks. These people were to be included in the coverage 
of the Exchange Convention. Ironically, in the aftermath of the Exchange, the 
Turkish government had to issue a special resolution to exempt the ex-Patri-
arch Papa Eftim and his family from the Exchange.86

END OF NEGOTIATIONS, BEGINNING OF REACTIONS

Once the thorny question of Constantinople Greeks was resolved, the 
conference changed gears to discuss the conditions for providing the safe 



removal of the remaining people as well as the formulation of principles to 
which the remaining minorities would be subject after the peace settlement. 
The top concern in this respect was the military obligations of the minori-
ties, whether or not, for example, exemption from military service in return 
for payment (bedel-i askeri) or complete exemption would continue to be 
practiced.87 Rıza Nur eventually imposed the Turkish position of manda-
tory military obligations on the remaining minorities.88

The Allies persistently asked for a “general amnesty” to be declared 
so that those who remained in Turkey could get out and those who had 
escaped could be repatriated. The Independence Tribunals (İstiklal Mahke-
meleri), which were aimed among other things at the punishment of those 
who cooperated with the Greeks and other occupying forces, constituted a 
stumbling block before the declaration of a general amnesty.89 On Decem-
ber 5, the Allies allowed the Turks to take over the passport control and 
thus relinquished all rights over Constantinopolitan Christians, whether 
Greeks or Armenians. The Turks demanded that every Ottoman subject 
who wished to leave Turkey had to obtain a Turkish passport.90 As the 
Turks continued to chase the people who had earlier cooperated with the 
Allies or the Greeks, similar activities were taking place in the Greek ter-
ritories as well. With the charges that “they are involved in practices and 
attempts against the security of the state,” twenty-two persons, of whom 
two were Greeks and one Bulgarian, the rest being Turks, were arrested by 
the Police force in Salonica on December 31, 1922.91 During the discussions 
over the declaration of a general amnesty in Turkey, as mentioned earlier, 
the Greek side expressed concern as to the exemption of pro-Gounaris per-
sons and those of anti-government sentiment, to which the Turkish side 
responded with a similar concern that those who were against the national 
movement in Turkey should also be exempted from this amnesty.92 The list 
of the Turkish side included many Circassians who had cooperated with the 
Greeks during the war and also the individuals with obvious attachment to 
the Sultanate.

In addition, the properties of the Greeks of Istanbul in Anatolia were 
to be expropriated in return for their assessed values. The issue of the Greek 
cemeteries was also resolved and it was decided that the proprietorship of 
these areas was to be transferred to the Turkish state.93 Having agreed on 
the general contours of the exchange, the Turkish side pointed out that the 
properties and lands of the Turks in Greece had been confiscated by the 
Greek government and this issue must be taken into consideration in the 
elaboration of the details.94 They expressed concern over the Greek mis-
management of the situation in regard to the assessment of the values of 
the properties left behind by the Turks in Greece.95 The Turkish side also 
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expressed concern over the application of the Greek “istimlak” (expropria-
tion) laws on the Muslim property in Greece after 1912.

In Turkey, on the other hand, the Turkish government had already 
established an ad hoc commission, made up of finance and cadastre offi-
cials, and police agents. This commission was charged with the registration 
of the abandoned movable and immovable properties of the Greeks and 
the assessment of their values. The commission seized not only the proper-
ties abandoned by the Greeks but also those which had been transferred to 
foreigners.96 The Greek representative in Istanbul tried through the Span-
ish Embassy in the city to stop the Turkish measures of confiscation but it 
failed. The French and Italian authorities in Istanbul refused to mediate on 
the issue while the British openly indicated that they did not want to get 
involved in a conflict with the Turks on any matter. The Greek representative 
who sought the intervention of these countries in stopping the confiscation 
attempt admitted that it could not be prevented.97 This issue was harshly 
criticized by the Greek delegates and remained uncertain but the other issues 
were resolved during the forthcoming sessions. The news reached Ankara 
on January 25, 1923 that both sides had reached agreement on the exchange 
and there were only a few slight details regarding the situation of the prison-
ers, which needed to be cleared up before it could be signed.98

As the exchange negotiations came to an end, the emerging agreement 
created great repercussions in Turkey and Greece. Major settlements along 
the shores of the Black Sea witnessed the quick evacuation of the remain-
ing Greek populations. Both Greeks and Armenians, who had already been 
driven from the interior cities of GümüΒhane, Amasya and Tokat, were 
gathered in harbors to be picked up by ships. Since the beginning of Janu-
ary, the Greek government had announced that its local offices in charge 
of refugee affairs were “no longer able to cope with the situation owing 
to the lack of funds and accommodation.”99 The Turkish authorities, on 
the other hand, turned a deaf ear to such calls and continued to send the 
refugees in bulk numbers to Istanbul. Alexander Pallis, who was a mem-
ber of the Hellenic Delegation in Istanbul, informed the acting British High 
Commissioner Henderson that “The Turkish local authorities are sending 
refugees by the thousands to Constantinople, mostly by Turkish Govern-
ment ships, forcing the refugees to pay for their passage. According to the 
credible information, these ships are sometimes boarded, between Trebi-
zond (Trabzon) and Kerasun (Giresun), by the notorious Osman Agha, 
who robs the refugees of their last farthing.”100 The early days of February 
saw many Turkish newspapers publishing notices ordering all the Greeks to 
leave within a fortnight. As in the case of Trebizond, for example, the local 
paper İstikbal had such a notice on January 2 and the next day all the local 



officials including the Governor of the city were forcing the inhabitants 
of Trebizond to leave, in many cases without even allowing them to take 
their personal effects.101 In the face of local banditry and mounting public 
pressure, some Greeks of the Anatolian interior had in fact begun depopu-
lating their settlements earlier.

In Greece, the Turkish populations presented a mixed reaction to 
the exchange agreement. While there were those who asked the Greek 
government to grant them enough time so that they could sell their 
properties for a fair price, there were also many others who persistently 
appealed to the Greek government to be allowed to stay.102 The Greek 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs received many letters and petitions from the 
Moslem Muftis of northern Greece requesting that they be granted per-
mission to stay as they had no willingness to “return to the bad Turk-
ish administration” (『 Σκυλεβεβ Καεκhδκδεδjβ). Representing the voice of 
their communities, as they claimed in these letters, the religious leaders, 
called müftis, expressed content with the “religious and ethnic freedom” 
in Greece and they were happy under the Greek government.103 Although 
they were not to be included in the exchange, the Muslim populations in 
the Western Thracian town of Komitini organized public protests against 
the compulsory nature of the exchange. The representatives of many vil-
lages expressed their discontent over the decision of the Greek authori-
ties and indicated they were willing to remain under the protection of 
the Greek state as long as “they are not uprooted from the land where 
they were born and the graves of their ancestors are located.”104 On sev-
eral occasions, the arriving Greek refugees and would-be Muslim refu-
gees conjoined to protest the Lausanne meetings. The People’s Committee 
(《πδkλκπβ Λακυ), which was comprised of the leading members of the local 
community in Pravia—mainly müftis and dimogerente—sent a petition 
to the consulates of England, the United States, France, Italy, Belgium, 
Romania, and Serbia to protest the Lausanne decisions.105 These were the 
refugees from Asia Minor and the local Muslims, numbering 10,000 each 
who were to be subjected to the exchange. Such appeals failed to affect 
the course of negotiations and the Exchange Convention was signed on 
January 30, 1923. 
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Chapter Four

Conclusion

Both Greeks and Turks came to Lausanne with a firm commitment to the 
idea of a compulsory exchange of their respective minorities. Where Greece 
was concerned, the ensuing socio-economic and political problems after the 
war, which were galvanized by the influx of refugees, forced the new gov-
ernment to “want a settlement at the earliest moment possible.” To this 
effect, the new government not only devised effective mechanisms to pro-
vide quick removal of the Greek populations of Asia Minor, but also estab-
lished new institutions and practices that would facilitate the settlement of 
the refugees in Greece. The stumbling block before the finalization of the 
process was the status of the Greeks of Constantinople, which conflicted 
with the plans of the contending Turks. While the Greek side was deter-
mined to exclude the Greeks of Constantinople from the exchange due to 
several major concerns, the Turkish side sought to achieve an unconditional 
exchange of all the Greeks except for some 150,000 Greeks of the Anato-
lian interior (i.e., Karamanlides). The Turkish determination was embed-
ded in the commitment to the ideals of national sovereignty, which had 
been defined in a manner that excluded all non-Muslim and non-Turkish 
elements from participation. The envisioned or “imagined’ socio-political 
future was without ‘undesirable’ elements. The situation of the Karaman-
lides was reconciled on linguistic as well as ethnic foundations, and the 
State had already taken effective steps to mould their religious leadership 
into the structure of the Turkish State apparatus. Had it not been for the 
intervention of Venizelos on December 16, the Ankara government had in 
fact already completed a major part of the work towards accomplishing 
this project. The agreement on the exemption of the Greeks of Constanti-
nople from the exchange during the same week moved the negotiations to a 
platform on which the two sides had reciprocal interests to pursue.
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As a turning point in the negotiations, the agreement on the exemp-
tion of the Greeks of Constantinople in return for the Muslim population 
of Western Thrace was achieved as much by the diplomatic skills of Veni-
zelos as by the unexpected entanglement of the Turkish view on a variety of 
issues. The persistent pondering of the Allies on the subject of an Armenian 
Homeland played the most crucial role in the reassessment and eventual 
revision of the Turkish position. The question of an Armenian homeland 
not only distanced the discussion on the minorities from the orbit of the 
Turkish argument, namely the exchange, but also affected the Turkish con-
cerns over the American factor, which was important during and after the 
conference. The majority of the conference agenda including the territorial 
issues, the Straits, and the capitulations was still pending, and the alien-
ation of the Americans from their side would certainly leave them alone in 
the negotiations. In addition, given their reserved relationship with the Brit-
ish, French and Italians, the prospects of American aid in the reconstruction 
of the country during the post-conference era were deemed rather crucial. 
By declaring their strict attachment to the principle of the National Pact 
on the minorities, which entailed their adherence to the League’s overall 
policies over the minorities, the Turks were able to appease the conference 
participants, especially the Americans on the situation of the remaining 
Armenians in Turkey. This position reduced the question of the Armenian 
Homeland to a territorial matter, which seemed less challenging to deal with 
than otherwise. By conceding to the Greek view on the status of the Greeks 
of Constantinople, the Turkish delegates were able to reset the focus of the 
discussions solely on the exchange. Thus, the reversal of the Turkish view 
on the status of the Greeks of Constantinople was a maneuver devised as a 
weapon to ward off the Allied offence on the one hand, and to cultivate the 
American position on the other issues on the other. The acceptance of the 
major demand of the Greek side prevented the negotiation of the exchange 
from reaching a deadlock and the road to the Convention was paved. The 
later stage of negotiations focused primarily on the other related aspects of 
the problem. Excepting several maneuvers by Venizelos on such issues as 
the future status of the Patriarchate in Turkey, there was minimal friction 
between the two sides.

By and large, the signing of the Convention for the population exchange 
between Turkey and Greece struck a major blow to most international trends 
that had taken shape since the beginning of the nineteenth century and had 
become more challenging in the aftermath of the Young Turk Revolution. 
First and foremost, this development made the infamous Eastern Question, 
which aimed at the disintegration of the Ottoman Empire from within, 
obsolete. Once military victory was achieved, the Turkish military leadership 



adopted a determined position so as to define the national sovereignty in a 
manner that was essentially against foreign intervention of any kind. The 
Greeks, on the other hand, having been exposed to military defeat in Asia 
Minor and having experienced the sudden disengagement of historic ties 
with the West, adopted a new policy of containment. The two sides were in 
fact going through a litmus test whereby, as one authority points out, “for 
the first time in a century they were left very much to their own devices in 
fashioning independent foreign policies.”1

Diplomatic negotiations at Lausanne for an exchange were intended 
from the beginning to canonize a de facto situation. Many refugees, who 
had moved between Turkey and Greece during the war, continued to nour-
ish hopes for repatriation during the Lausanne negotiations. In fact, such a 
development had taken place in the aftermath of WWI. Many Asia Minor 
Greeks who had moved away from the Black Sea and Aegean coasts fol-
lowing the Balkan Wars had returned to their homes. But this time, chances 
for the renewal of the situation were slim. When the Lausanne Confer-
ence opened, nearly five-sixths of all the Greeks from Anatolia and eastern 
Thrace were already in Greece, crammed into tents, army barracks, ware-
houses and theatres. The Moslem Turks of Greece, however, were, with the 
exception of those living in the borderlands, awaiting the decision of the 
treaty makers. These people inevitably “received notice to leave their homes 
and lands and the orders of transportation to unknown parts of Turkey.”2

Nansen in his opening speech over the issue of the exchange had 
remarked that “I do not wish to be understood to say that I believe that 
any treaty which may be made for the exchange of the Greek and Turkish 
minorities will give entirely satisfactory results. On the contrary, I believe 
that any exchange of populations, however well it were carried out, must 
impose very considerable hardships, perhaps very considerable impover-
ishment, upon great numbers of individual citizens of the two countries 
who are exchanged.”3 In the same speech, he also drew attention to the 
complexity of the current issue, which involved registration of the refugees, 
recording and liquidating their immovable and movable properties, as well 
as compensation for their losses. Given the difficult conditions under which 
the exchange was deemed inevitable, Nansen pointed out that these prob-
lems could be overcome. This remark was in fact the last call for a pos-
sible retreat from the plan by both sides. Nevertheless, the members of the 
Turkish and Greek diplomatic teams proceeded with the endorsement of 
the plan as they were convinced that this was the last and perhaps the only 
solution. The immediate aftermath of the Lausanne negotiations demon-
strated that most of the issues associated with the exchange were not to be 
so easily settled due to the nature of the Exchange Convention.
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Lastly, the famous question of “who initiated the exchange plan,” 
finds its answer in the postscript of the editor of the Forum to Nansen’s 
article that “This plan was not, as some have said, suggested by Dr. Nan-
sen. It is in fact a Greek and Turkish proposition. Nor is it a new plan 
foisted upon the world, but one which was discussed years ago (referring 
to the 1914 Agreement), both in Turkey and in Greece.”4 Now that both 
sides had finally accomplished their principal goal, the real litmus test was 
just about to start in the form of the implementation of the provisions of 
the Convention, which presented major potential to confirm the warning 
of the head of American Red Cross, Colonel Haskell “this [Exchange] is 
an unnatural solution and its execution will be subject to abuse and much 
graft.”5
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Chapter Five

Introduction

Οζκδ κέ 《ζζβθiμ jkβθ 《ζζΪhα, σζκδ κέ Σκτλεκδ jkάθ ΣκυλεδΪ!. . Θλβθκμ 
jβευγβεi ηΫjα jkσ ξπλδσ . . . 〉τjεκζα, hτjεκζα πκζτ, ηαγΫμ, ιiεκζθΪiδ 
β ουξά απσ kΪ ΰθυλδηα kβμ θiλΪ εδ απσ kα ξυηαkα . . . Μαμ ιiλδαυηκυθ! 
]θΪγiηα jkκτμ αέkδκυμ! ]θΪγiηα jkκτμ αέkδκυμ! ]θΪγiηα jkκτμ αέkδκυμ! 
άεπji κ ζασμ kΪ ξΫλδα jkσθ κυλαθσ, jάεπji ίκυά ηiΰΪζβ:––]θΪγiηα 
jkκτμ αέkδκυμ! Κυζέjkβεαθ σζκδ ξΪηπ, φδζκυjαθ ηαζαεπηΫθκ απσ kά ίλκξά 
ξπηα, kκ ‘kλδίαθ jkάθ εκλφά kκυ εiφαζδκυ kκυμ jkΪ ηΪΰκυζα, jkσ ζαδησ, 
Ϋjευίαθ, kσ ιαθαφδζκυjαθ.1

The signing of the Convention of the Exchange of Populations between 
Turkey and Greece at Lausanne on January 30, 1923 formalized an 
already unfolding process that transformed minorities into refugees in 
both countries. As the outcome of hasty diplomatic negotiations, the 
Convention marked for the two parties the culmination of a pre-existing 
refugee problem on the domestic scene.2 In the course of the decade that 
followed, the refugees of the Turco-Greek War, who were hailed as agents 
of national unity at the outset, began to represent a source of a multi-
faceted national challenge, never absent from the agendas of parliamen-
tary sessions and general public opinion in Greece and Turkey. After the 
abolition of the principal institution in charge of implementing the Con-
vention, namely the Mixed Commission, on December 28, 1933,3 the 
refugees on both sides, with their pending social, economic, and political 
problems, were pushed to the background of history, a development that 
found its expression in the political rhetoric of the ruling elite and the 
historical discourse of the newly fashioned national biographies of both 
countries.
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GEOGRAPHY AND DEMOGRAPHY

The Turco-Greek War of 1920–1922 not only marked the last phase of the 
historical confrontation between the two parties4 but also ended the long his-
tory of significant territorial adjustments and large-scale demographic move-
ments in the region. Where Greece was concerned, the decade of 1912 to 
1922 brought about its territorial and demographic expansion at the expense 
largely of the Ottoman Empire and, to a lesser extent, of Bulgaria. The two 
Balkan Wars (1912 and 1913) enabled her to annex the majority of Mace-
donia, and the whole of Southern Epirus and Crete.5 The population of the 
country, which stood around 2,530,000 at the beginning of the first Balkan 
War, was nearly doubled at the end of the second, reaching 4,730,000. With 
the absorption of Western Thrace by the Treaty of Neuilly on November 27, 
19196 and eastern Thrace by the defunct Treaty of Sevrès on April 10, 1920, 
the population of Greece, excluding the population of the Vilayet of Aydın 
and that of the Dodecanese Islands, which were then under Italian occupa-
tion, had reached 5,531,474 by the end of 1920. During the same period, in 
addition to a large number of Greek refugees from Bulgaria, fresh waves of 
immigrants from the Caucasus, Romania, and Russia swept into Greece, as 
well. From the Balkan Wars to the year 1920, the total number of refugees 
who arrived in Greece, was reported to be about 535,000 [Table 1].

A certain portion of the refugees from eastern Thrace and Asia Minor 
were repatriated after the Mudros Armistice, but those from the other 
regions remained largely in Greece. Therefore the above figure should be 
considered as the ceiling for the size of the refugee population in Greece 
on the eve of the Asia Minor Catastrophe. These numbers were readjusted 
during the last phase of the Turco-Greek War when nearly 900,000 Greek 

Table 1. Number of Refugees Who Arrived in Greece by Place of Origin, 1912–1920

Asia Minor 190,000

Thrace 200,000

Bulgaria and Serbia 10,000

Russia 50,000

Constantinople 40,000

Dodecanese Islands 30,000

Macedonia 15,000

Total 535,000

Source: AYE, “Facts Relating to the Refugee(s) Situation in Greece,” A/5, VI (10).



and Armenian refugees from various parts of Anatolia and eastern Thrace 
poured into the Aegean Islands and mainland Greece.

As for the Ottoman Empire, the territorial and demographic expansion 
of Greece implied for the most part a contraction on both fronts throughout 
the decade of the 1910s. Since the late nineteenth century, with the shrink-
ing borders of the Empire, there had been a continuous outpouring of refu-
gees from different sections of the formerly subject territories in the Balkans, 
and especially from Eastern Rumelian provinces (e.g., Bulgaria) due to the 
Turco-Russian War of 1877–78 and Greece following the Turco-Greek War 
of 1897.7 However, it was the Balkan Wars that dealt the major blow to the 
largest segment of Muslim populations in the Balkans, quickly turning most 
of them into refugees.8 The number of people who migrated from Western 
Thrace and Macedonia to Istanbul and Anatolia between the Balkan Wars 
and World War I (WWI) amounted to somewhere between 413,922 and 
640,000.9 It was reported by the Director of the Department of Tribes and 
Refugees, Hamid Bey, on March 12, 1917 that the number of refugees in 
the Ottoman-held areas had reached 700,000 since the outbreak of WWI.10 
Thenceforward, sporadic waves of migrants from Western Thrace and other 
parts of Greece and Bulgaria continued to bring further treks of refugees to 
Anatolia and eastern Thrace, which were what remained of the Ottoman 
Empire after WWI. In addition, Anatolia, having lost a great portion of its 
Armenian populations, witnessed a constant wave of internal migrations 
sometimes due to the war and often due to the search on the part of the 
local populations for more favorable economic conditions [Table 2]. After 
the Greek troops occupied the Vilayet of Aydın and began to take admin-
istrative and political measures for the full annexation of this area to the 
mainland, this district became yet another source of refugees for the rest of 
Anatolia proper.

Where the immediate effects of the Turco-Greek War on the human 
geography of the region, now claimed by Turkish nationalists, were 
concerned, they took the form of large-scale internal displacements rather 
than a new massive wave of refugees from outside. Approximately 900,000 
Muslim refugees and immigrants were reported to have been in motion in 
Anatolia and Istanbul around 1920. During the same period, there were 
minor migrations across the eastern borders. Some 10,000 refugees from 
Azerbaijan, for instance, migrated to the eastern provinces of Ottoman 
Anatolia in 1920. It is suggested that a total of 243,744 Muslim refugees 
came to Kars and its environs from Armenia, Georgia, and Azerbaijan.11 The 
country also provided temporary shelter to refugees from other countries. 
Following the Bolshevik Revolution, a number of White Russians, for 
example, arrived in Istanbul.12 By the time of the signing of the Convention, 
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Anatolia and Istanbul were awash with external and internal refugees. 
In the case of some 132,550 and 145,868 refugees from Macedonia and 
Western Thrace who had moved respectively to eastern Thrace and Aydın 
between 1912 and 1920, the dislocation occurred many times.13 While a 
significant segment of the population of these areas (in the case of Aydın, 
for example, nearly 80,000 people)14 migrated to other parts of Anatolia, 
64,500 Greeks, Armenians, and Circassians from the interior sections of 
Anatolia applied to the Greek High Commissioner in Izmir to be resettled 
in the Greek-administered areas.15

Greece lost all the territorial gains of the post-WWI period during its 
war with Turkey, which ended with the Mudanya Armistice of October 11, 
1922. It is reported that some 900,000 Greeks were turned into refugees in 
Anatolia and eastern Thrace during the four-month period from August 27 to 
the end of the year.16 During the initial stages of this movement, the hardships 
of the trek were further compounded by disease; a great number of Greek 
refugees perished. It is reported that “the death rate among children at first 
was as high as one in five and there was also a high mortality rate among the 
older refugees.”17 From September 1922 to July 1923, up to 70,000 Greek 
refugees died of disease and malnutrition.18 During the same period, nearly 
50,000 refugees, who had come to Greece with the first wave of refugees, 
emigrated to Egypt, France or the United States.19 After the ratification of 
the Lausanne Treaty, Greece received 192,356 more refugees from Anatolia 
from the summer of 1923 to the end of 1924. The same period also saw 
the Greek refugees emmigrating in massive numbers to countries, especially 

Table 2. Number of Muslim Refugees Who Arrived in Anatolia and Istanbul by 
Place of Origin, 1912–1920

Periods From All Territories Lost 
in the Balkan Wars

From Territories Lost to 
Greece in the Balkan Wars

1912–1913 177,352 68,947

1914–1915 120,566 53,718

1916–1917 18,912 1,252

1918–1919 22,244 6,736

1919–1920 74,848 12,536

Total 413,922 143,189

Source: Arnold J. Toynbee, The Western Question in Greece and Turkey: A Study in 
the Contact of Civilisations (Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1922) 
138.



the United States and Australia, where there were already established Greek 
communities and no restrictions on the acceptance of further immigrants. In 
1924, however, when the emigration of Greek refugees sharply increased, new 
immigration laws in the United States closed the door to Greek refugees,20 and 
the Australian government also introduced certain quotas to the admission of 
further Greek refugees.21 Thus, with the completion of the transfer of the 
remaining Greeks in Anatolia in December 192422, the population of Greece 
leveled off to somewhere between 5,500,000 and 6,000,000 with a refugee 
segment of one quarter of the total population.23 According to the 1928 
census, Greece’s population was 6,204,684, of which 1,221,849 were of 
refugee background [Table 3].

Table 3. Number of Greek Refugees by Place of Origin (1928)

Place of Origin Refugees

Asia Minor and Thrace (Including
Pontus and Constantinople)

1,104,216 (90.3%)

Bulgaria 49,027 (4%)

Russia 58,526 (4.7%)

Other Regions 10,080 (1%)

Total 1,221,849

Source: ]. ]. Παζζβμ, υζζκΰβ kπθ Κυλδπkiλπθ kαkδjkδεπθ kπθ ]πκλκjπθ kβ ]θkαζζαΰβθ 
kπθ Πζβγυjηπθ εαδ Πλκjφυΰδεπθ ]πκεαkαjkαjδθ ηikα ]θαζυjiπμ εαδ 《πiξβΰβjiπμ (Athens, 
1929) 4.

Table 4. Number of Muslim Refugees by Place of Origin

Place of Origin Refugees

Macedonia 329,098

Thrace -

Old Greece 5,910

Epirus 1,133

Crete 23,021

Nea Aigaiou 9,184

Other 19,800

Total 388,146

Source: Πiζαΰδhβμ, Πλκjφυΰδεβ 《ζζαhα,132.26
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DEFINING THE REFUGEE PROBLEM

As for reading the above geographical and demographical facts and figures 
into the post-Lausanne situation of Greece and Turkey, prominent scholars 
of the population exchange have been prompted to conclude “on the whole 
the problem of the settlement of the Moslem immigrants was much simpler 
in Turkey than the similar problem in Greece and Bulgaria”28 because “the 
larger pool of abandoned Greek farmsteads for a smaller number of settlers 
meant that these Turkish immigrants had a larger portion of land per capita 
than their Greek counterparts.”29 Based on this presumptuous opinion, the 
leading scholars of the population exchange have assumed that the problem 
of the resettlement of incoming refugees was solved automatically in Turkey 
since the lands vacated by Greek evacuees in Anatolia and eastern Thrace 
were earmarked for the incoming Muslim populations from Greece.30

This cursory reading of the official figures and a bald interpretation 
of the land/population ratio of the two countries have remained the salient 
feature of historical writings on the situation of refugees in post-Lausanne 
Turkey. As discussed briefly in the Introduction of this book, certain domes-
tic trends in Turkish historiography ranging from direct state intervention 
in the writing of the period’s history to the neglect of archival research 
had left the population exchange out of the agenda of Turkish historiog-
raphy, resulting in turn in the blind acceptance of the above views about 
the implications of this event for Turkey. All these factors have combined 

Table 5. Number of Muslim Refugees in Turkey by Years

Years Males Females Total

1921 5,488 5,591 11,079

1922 5,189 4,904 10,093

1923 25,553 25,136 50,689

1924 120,322 115,092 235,414

1925 28,353 28,170 56,523

1926 18,481 16,570 35,051

1927 15,557 16,658 32,213

1928 15,573 16,689 32,442

1929 7,485 6,989 14,454

Total 242,001 235,957 577,958

Source: İstatistik Yıllığı 1930, vol. 3, (Ankara: T.C. BaΒvekalet İstatistik Umum 
Müdürlüğü, 1930) 99.27



to constitute the conventional wisdom that the Turkish side confronted no 
serious challenge as far as the resettlement of refugees who came under the 
Exchange Convention was concerned.

We contest this conventional view concerning the Turkish case of 
resettlement on both theoretical and factual grounds.31 To begin with, all 
the well-documented cases of the massive refugee movements, including the 
Greek one, suggest that the resettlement of refugees constituted only one 
aspect of the broad refugee problem. The latter involved both micro and 
macro aspects, ranging from the transfer of the refugees to their economic 
integration into the existing national framework. At the macro level, the 
problem required wider political and economic action on the part of the 
governments to coordinate the integration of the refugees and the economic 
reconstruction of the country. Real integration could not be achieved with-
out planning and executing wide-scale development projects in agriculture, 
industry, social services and education.32

Against this background, the Turkish case requires a closer and more 
careful analysis. First, Turkey was neither politically nor economically 
united at the time and its landscape was almost entirely war-ravaged, unlike 
that of Greece. Second, the majority of the country’s financial and profes-
sional men were among the thousands of Greek and Armenian refugees, 
who had moved to Greece, and in return the country got half a million 
impoverished Muslim peasants from Greece, most of whom had left their 
agricultural implements behind. Third, and perhaps even more importantly, 
the larger refugee problem in Turkey involved not only the problems of the 
relatively small number of refugees from Macedonia, Crete, Thessaly and 
other regions of Greece who came through the Exchange Convention, but 
also those of the already existing “refugee” populations, who had come 
from multiple directions since the Balkan Wars and even before. A great 
majority of these people had been subjected to temporary settlement (İskân-
i adi or tali İskân) with a view to being repatriated to their homelands once 
these lands were recaptured and therefore not compensated properly for 
the properties they had left behind.33 In fact, an overview of the pre-Lau-
sanne refugee movements towards Anatolia shows that all the earlier ref-
ugees had been practically self-settled and widely dispersed, making their 
impact probably less dramatic than that of their counterparts in Greece and 
Bulgaria during the same period. The Ottoman government had provided 
these refugees with some emergency relief and established some primitive 
programs to support organized rural settlements and urban refugees, but 
most refugees had had to fend for themselves.34

Among the pending problems of the existing refugees in Turkey 
proper, compensation for their lost properties appeared to be the most 
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dramatic, giving them a “legitimate claim” to take advantage of any 
available opportunity to minimize their losses. Given the fact that “Turkey 
had been a country of refugees and emigrants for practically a whole 
century”35 and the decade of 1912–1922 marked the apogee of the refugee 
influx, the size of the population with its unsettled claims over abandoned 
properties must have been considerable.36 The gravity of this problem can 
be further illustrated by the fact that a rough estimate of one quarter of the 
Anatolia and Thrace total population may have undergone some form of 
refugee experience from the start of the Balkan Wars to the dawn of the 
Lausanne Conference. Not the least of the problems was that the country 
had been undergoing a major agricultural crisis prior to the arrival of some 
half a million new refugees through the Exchange Convention.37

The proportions of the refugee problem in Turkey were further accen-
tuated by certain other domestic developments. Especially since the begin-
ning of the 1920s, the population of Anatolia had entered a new phase of 
mobility, for the early years, due to the war taking place on multiple fronts, 
and for the later years, owing to the developments in the Eastern prov-
inces.38 The nascent Turkish State adopted unchanged the displacement and 
sedentarization policies of the Ottomans concerning the tribal populations 
of Eastern Anatolia, namely the Kurds, and even intensified them in the lat-
ter half of the decade. Many Kurdish groups were systematically uprooted 
for security reasons with a view to being resettled in the western and south-
ern sections of the country.39 Most of these displaced populations actually 
ended up in the western provinces of the country, bringing yet another pres-
sure on the lands and buildings abandoned by the Greeks and presumably 
earmarked for the refugees.

Furthermore, immediately upon the departure of the Greeks and 
Armenians, a large number of people, who had seen their houses burned 
(harikzedeler) during the retreat of the Greek army or had moved from 
the interior sections of Anatolia, as well as members of the Turkish army,40 
imposed themselves on the available properties in major cities. To cite 
one example, the newspapers report that following the departure of the 
Greeks and Armenians from the most populous and prosperous districts 
of KarΒıyaka and Bornova in Izmir, there was not a single house available 
for the settlement of the incoming Muslim refugees from Greece.41 The fact 
of the matter was that properties hastily and informally vacated by Greeks 
and Armenians were not reserved for those refugees from Greece, but used 
for the accommodation and settlement of all the local populations with a 
“legitimate” claim.42 Some people, for example, claimed that they could not 
secure their debts from their Greek clients; therefore, they seized the prop-
erties vacated by their debtors instead.43 In the parliamentary discussions 



a certain Ragıb Bey brought up the issue that the great number of people 
who plundered the abandoned properties belonged to the local Jewish com-
munity in Izmir.44 This view cannot be verified, but what can be verified is 
that among the plunderers were members of the local refugee resettlement 
commission, which was made up of leading local government officials such 
as “Head Treasurer of Izmir (Izmir Defterdarı), Members of the Inspection 
Commission (MüfettiΒ Komisyon Azaları) and Scribes of the Inspection 
Commission (Komisyon Katipleri).”45 But perhaps more ironically was that 
in this property rush, which continued during the implementation phase 
of the Convention, were included certain members of the Turkish Grand 
National Assembly. For instance, the Deputy of Balıkesir, Hulusi Bey, was 
accused of seizing two houses (one for each of his sons), a soap factory, and 
thousands of olive trees, all of which had been abandoned by the Greeks 
and earmarked for the incoming refugees.46

During the intensive telegram communication between the Ankara 
government and the Turkish delegation at Lausanne, it was indicated at 
some point that the precise scope of Greek refugees who had moved from 
eastern Thrace could not be determined due to the lack of registers.47 Of 
260,000 abandoned houses, 60,000 in Western Anatolia could be used for 
the resettlement of the refugees.48 On January 23, 1923, only one week 
before the signing of the Convention, it became apparent that those houses 
considered for the refugees from Greece had already been assigned to the 
Muslim refugees who had been temporarily encamped in Istanbul.49 On the 
other hand, the parliamentary proceedings reveal that the Anatolian land-
scape was concurrently undergoing an intensive struggle among members 
of local communities over the abandoned properties, during which time it 
was a common occurrence for some of the lands and buildings of the local 
populations to be taken over by other members of local communities.50 
Prompted by populist concerns, the government passed a major resolution 
in early 1923 with a view to satisfying the demands of the public: those 
who seized the abandoned properties could hold onto them in return for an 
insignificant amount of rent.51

In light of the above facts it can be said that where Turkey was 
concerned, the nature of the refugee problem involved as many qualita-
tive aspects as quantitative. And the prevalent view among the scholars 
of the population exchange that Turkey had an abundance of the dispos-
sessed property of all kinds certainly fails to take into account the deplor-
able conditions of the country at the time the Convention was signed at 
Lausanne. This view, which has thus far clouded scholarly research on the 
subject, will be completely abandoned in the near future especially when 
the newly discovered archives of the Provincial Bureaus of Village Affairs 
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(Köy Hizmetleri İl Müdürlükleri) in various cities of the country–most of 
which are now transferred to the Republican Archives in Ankara–are stud-
ied more extensively.

It was shown in Chapter Two that the rationale concerning the relation 
between the properties of the evacuees and the scope of Muslim refugees had 
surfaced originally in the speeches of Venizelos during the early phase of the 
negotiations at Lausanne when he labored to persuade the Turkish side for 
the swift settlement of the Convention. It was noted in Chapter Three that 
once the Turkish delegates consented to a draft convention,52 the quantita-
tive aspects of the population exchange became marginal in the negotiations. 
As a result, the diplomatic negotiations on the population exchange turned 
out to be limited merely to the technical principles of the process, leaving 
much room for interpretation by the governments of Turkey and Greece.

In retrospect, the success of the governments in managing the reset-
tlement of refugees hinged from the beginning on their ability to secure 
financial assistance from the major parties at Lausanne. On the Greek side, 
the representatives, who recognized the grave nature of the problem at 
the outset, immediately began to negotiate for turning the temporal relief 
activities provided by international relief organizations such as the League 
of Nations High Commission for Refugees, the American Red Cross and 
the Near East Relief into a systematic plan under a permanent organiza-
tion. Their laborious efforts bore fruit in the later stages of the Lausanne 
Conference when the Greek government and the Council of the League of 
Nations agreed upon the flotation of a loan and the establishment of an 
autonomous institution, namely the Refugee Settlement Commission. These 
developments were later interpreted by critics as infringements on national 
sovereignty and channels by which Greek economy was brought under 
heavy constraints. But to the extent that the Greek government was suc-
cessful in its resettlement and rehabilitation efforts, these attempts proved 
of vital importance.

The Turkish delegates, on the other hand, tended to move the issue 
away from the diplomatic table and make it an internal issue. In complete 
contradiction to the Greeks, the Turks, refusing even “international commis-
sions of various sorts to supervise matters as minor as the sanitary regime of 
the Straits,”53 opposed the idea of an autonomous commission that would 
supervise minority affairs. Since a commission of this kind would be apt 
to interfere in the affairs of the Turkish government, it was consequently 
quite incompatible with the national sovereignty of the country. Against the 
background of similar concerns, the Turkish side never raised the issue of 
a comprehensive loan package similar to that of Greece to be used for the 
resettlement of the refugees. As a matter of fact, an overview of the Turkish 



government’s early policies concerning the population exchange suggests 
that there were certain plans and projects at hand, the proper application 
of which would have greatly alleviated the burdens of the resettlement.54 
The ensuing developments, however, demonstrated that the authorities in 
charge implemented the population exchange in an ad hoc manner primar-
ily through trial and error. Moreover, it soon became obvious that the inven-
tories of the properties abandoned by Greeks, which had been prepared by 
the local administrations, were used as security against the war reparations 
to be demanded from Greece rather than providing the groundwork for the 
incoming refugees.55 In a nutshell, it can be argued that from the beginning 
of the transfer of the refugees to the completion of the population exchange 
in the early 1930s, refugee affairs in Turkey became an arena for misman-
agement and much graft on the part of government officials as anticipated 
by an international mediator, the head of the American Red Cross Colonel 
Haskell, who labored to undo the population exchange during and in the 
immediate aftermath of the Convention.56

Given this background, it was not so much the absence of plans and 
projects, as assumed by the traditional scholarship,57 but the lack of effec-
tive machinery to conduct and supervise the whole process that exacerbated 
the refugee problem in Turkey. By the time the population exchange nego-
tiations were completed, both governments had long been considering the 
establishment of permanent institutions and practices with which to handle 
the problems of refugees. In the midst of the catastrophic developments, 
however, neither of the two parties were sure as to the possible domestic 
mechanisms and policies that could be devised to provide for the perma-
nent settlement of the refugees “on a productive basis and in a manner that 
would provide for the cultivation of the lands left vacant by the Greek [and 
Muslim] refugees and for the replacement of the latter in productive work 
and professional occupations.”58

In Greece, the recent population exchange with Bulgaria had led to the 
creation of the Commission for Relief and Settlement of Refugees (《πδkλκπβ 
Πiλδγαζοiπμ εαδ 《υεαkαjkαjiπμ Πλκjφυΰπθ) with its center in Salonica.59 
Thus, with the help of this institution, a certain percentage of early refugees 
was immediately resettled in northern Greece before the Exchange Conven-
tion began to operate formally. During the war and its immediate after-
math, certain domestic institutions, such as the Refugee Relief Fund, and 
some international relief organizations, such as the Red Cross and the Near 
East Relief, provided the mechanism by means of which the Greek gov-
ernment brought some order to the disorganized and panic-stricken trek 
of refugees. As soon as the Convention was signed, the Greek government 
entered into negotiations with the Council of the League of Nations for 
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a refugee loan to turn the resettlement scheme into a large scale develop-
ment program. The floatation of such a loan brought with it the establish-
ment of the Refugee Settlement Commission in the later months of 1923, 
with which the Greek governments, notwithstanding the ongoing political 
turmoil, were able to implement many of the provisions stipulated by the 
Convention. The 1923–1930 period witnessed the efforts of governments 
in Greece to make a virtue out of necessity and to convert the obviously 
unavoidable tragedy of massive refugee flight into a state-directed instru-
ment for the economic development of the country. There had been, it is 
true, some serious impediments along the way particularly with regard to 
the social and economic integration of the refugees, but the presence of the 
Refugee Settlement Commission offers a piecemeal explanation as to “how 
the military defeat was transformed into a peaceful success” in the specific 
case of the rehabilitation and partial “assimilation” of the Greek refugees 
during the first decade of the population exchange.60

In Turkey, on the other hand, the only organizational structures that 
existed to deal with the resettlement and rehabilitation of refugees were 
the Ottoman refugee bureaus (muhacirin müdüriyetleri), which were either 
defunct or lacked the means for transferring the refugees, let alone system-
atically turning them into producers in a short period of time.61 That the 
new government in Ankara had virtually no institutional arrangement to 
oversee the transitive phase and regiment the implementation of the Con-
vention created a great vacuum as far as the fate of abandoned properties 
was concerned. The latter issue not only constituted a source of endless 
heated debates in the Turkish parliament but also became a popular topic 
of concern in the newspapers and journals of the period. Needless to say, it 
created a major source of discontent among the incoming refugees, as will 
be shown in the following chapters.

The discussions in the Turkish parliament focused largely on the 
establishment of a permanent institution to handle the problems of the 
existing refugees and the protection of abandoned properties rather than 
preparing the background for the effective implementation of the Conven-
tion. The Commission of Abandoned Properties (Emval-i Metruke Komi-
syonu), which was established with a view to preparing the inventories of 
the abandoned properties, turned out to be involved more with the resettle-
ment of existing refugees than its primary task.62 In the face of growing 
problems concerning the abandoned properties, the Turkish government 
experimented with two more institutional innovations. It first tried to bring 
the previously Greek administered areas or war-ravaged regions under 
the administration of a specially designed ministry, namely, the Ministry 
of Liberated Provinces (Memalik-i Müstahlasa Vekâleti). Then, it tried to 



create (as part of this ministry) temporary local bodies, namely Commis-
sions of Spoils and Social Assistance (Menhubat ve Muavenet-i İçtimaiye 
Komisyonları), to deal with the administration of the properties abandoned 
by Greeks and Armenians.63 This attempt failed as a whole. Moreover, the 
three institutions that were in charge of the execution of the Convention–
–namely the Department of Refugee Affairs in the Ministry of Finance, the 
Red Crescent (Hilal-i Ahmer), and the Association for the Protection of 
Orphans (Himaye-i Etfal Cemiyeti)––lacked coordination, as became evi-
dent in their failure to meet the urgent needs of refugees upon their arrival.

Since late 1922, the necessity of effective machinery to facilitate the 
transfer of the Muslim populations from the Greek territories had become a 
widely recognized fact among certain members of the Turkish Parliament.64 
On October 25, 1922, a deputy, Tunalı Hilmi, urged the government to 
establish such a ministry to deal with the mounting problems of existing 
refugees before the arrival of new refugees.65 When the Lausanne Confer-
ence was coming to a close, similar calls began to surface amongst various 
popular journalists of the period, both liberal and socialist. On July 3, 1923, 
Hüseyin Yalçın, drawing attention to the continuing onslaught on the aban-
doned properties, wrote that “since these properties have been earmarked 
for the refugees from Greece, they must be protected until their arrival.”66 A 
stronger statement was published on September 10, 1923 in Vazife, an unof-
ficial mouthpiece of Turkish socialists. Αefik Hüsnü wrote that “hundreds of 
reasons and motives are currently being put forward to justify the impedi-
ments in the current state of affairs, but the relaxed attitude and negligence 
in the question of population exchange can by no means be explained. We 
neither face a problem of immediate occurrence nor are we in a situation 
to waste time by further delay.”67 Ahmet Emin, on the other hand, wrote 
that a successful resettlement policy would encourage the non-exchangeable 
Turks in Western Thrace to move to Turkey and accordingly the country 
would develop demographically.68 Another recommendation came from a 
local newspaper in Izmir, namely Ahenk. The author of the article, Αevket 
Turgut, proposed that once the Ministry is created, the resettlement of the 
country should start from Edirne and the Red Crescent should immediately 
begin collecting donations to facilitate this process.69

By way of incorporating all existing Ottoman institutions concerning 
refugees, the political leadership eventually consented to the creation 
on October 13, 1923 of the Ministry of Exchange, Reconstruction and 
Resettlement (Mübadele, İmar ve İskân Vekâleti; MERR) a colossal 
bureaucratic body. The establishment of this ministry was delayed due 
to the long discussions concerning judicial and administrative principles. 
This government body, which will be discussed at length in Chapter Eight, 
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also proved abortive, and the previous methods and institutions were more 
or less restored within a short period. Against the background of all these 
developments, it seems rather timely to assert that where the Turkish stance 
on the population exchange was concerned, the objective realities of the 
situation were not taken into account, neither in the plans and projects 
prepared on this matter prior to Lausanne nor in the decision-making 
process at Lausanne.70

The troubled nature of the Turkish stance on the population 
exchange was nowhere more apparent than in its economic aspects. 
Where Greece was concerned, it has been convincingly argued that 
Venizelos considered the arrival of refugees as the opportunity to push 
forward a project of economic development.71 A similar concern was 
actually mirrored in the heated public speeches of the leaders of the new 
Turkish state who continued to uphold the rhetoric of “economic nation-
alism.” However, there was no hint in their discourse as to the ways they 
anticipated the integration of the existing and incoming refugees into the 
national economic program, the details of which had been drafted in the 
Izmir Economic Congress only a month after the Convention was signed 
at Lausanne. The press had already published articles drawing attention 
to the economic aspects of the population exchange. A local newspaper, 
Yenigün, reported on November 25, 1922, when the Lausanne talks were 
underway, that the local governor of ÇeΒme was complaining about the 
unplanned settlement of the refugees in his region since most of the refu-
gees, directed to this location by government officials, were unsuitable 
for the region’s specific conditions and uninformed about the vineyards. 
Therefore, refugees who were suitable for the region and knowledgeable 
about grapes were needed.72

Taking the above facts into consideration, the Economic Congress 
in Izmir, which focused largely on macro-economic development and 
industrialization, made specific recommendations to the government con-
cerning the settlement of the refugees. A telegram from Kazım Karabekir, 
the head of the Congress, only a few weeks after the signing of the Con-
vention, stated that incoming refugees ought to be resettled in areas in 
relation to their skills (kabiliyet), physical capacities (bünyelerine), prop-
erties (mülk), specializations (ihtisasat) and natures (mahiyyetlerine), so 
a commission should be urgently established to this effect. The Congress 
also suggested that the government should take advance measures by way 
of renting, not simply granting, the abandoned properties and lands to 
the existing populations in order to prevent the refugees from becoming 
homeless and jobless.73 In this way, it would also be possible to retain 
some funds for the refugees. As the following sections will demonstrate, 



neither the advice of the Congress nor the visibly mounting problems of 
the refugees prompted the government to take up refugee affairs in a sys-
tematic manner.

Scholars specializing in the Greek side of the population exchange 
have already illustrated the multi-faceted nature of the refugee problem in 
Greece. As the above discussion suggests, the Turkish case, with its addi-
tional disadvantages, seems to have presented more or less similar complex-
ities. Therefore, it is our contention that the refugee problem came to pose 
as much of a challenge to Turkey as it did in Greece. This might have given 
the Turkish political leadership sufficient reason to mobilize all available 
means and mechanisms to settle the problem during the rest of the 1920s 
and the first part of the following decade. In fact, on November 10, 1923, 
İsmet PaΒa himself announced in the Grand Assembly that “the exchange 
problem is a matter of life for us. It is the most urgent and greatest problem 
of our state. It is a matter that our politics cannot neglect and it has put us 
in great need and sorrow.”74 Caught between this political rhetoric and the 
irrepressible realities of the actual situation, Turkish refugees spent a whole 
decade moving from one location to another in the country. Theirs’ was a 
problem that was of interest neither to politicians nor to local populations. 
It is this very problematic situation that this portion of the book sets out to 
investigate in juxtaposition with its well-documented Greek counterpart.

THEMES, METHOD, AND SOURCES

The chapters that follow counterpoise the refugee policies of both Turkey 
and Greece and the material conditions of the population exchange with a 
view to configuring the refugee presence in both countries throughout the 
first decade of the population exchange. In Greece, where the majority of 
the refugees had already been moved during the war and in its immediate 
aftermath, the government had taken certain measures in close cooperation 
with international relief organizations to alleviate the burden of the refugees 
upon their arrival. The government of the nascent Turkish State, though 
heavily preoccupied with the problems of existing refugees,75 waited for the 
settlement of the population exchange negotiations at Lausanne to address 
the specific conditions of incoming refugees from Greece. Thus, its early 
approach to the refugee problem was characterized by a vague attitude, 
which set the tone for the later stages of the process, when the numeri-
cal scope of the displaced people grew steadily. As might be expected, the 
later stages were also dominated by the display of an indifferent attitude 
on the part of the political leadership to the incoming refugees as clearly 
manifested in the resettlement and rehabilitation policies. The properties 
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which survived the property rush were redistributed on the basis of the first 
come-first serve principal, creating a vacuum for the existing populations 
and refugees.

In complete contrast to Greece, where refugee affairs were entrusted 
to the autonomous administration of the Refugee Settlement Commission 
shortly after the ratification of the Lausanne Treaty, the Turkish govern-
ment made the refugees and all the problems connected with them the 
exclusive concern of the central authorities. Thus, a highly bureaucratic, yet 
unsystematic, approach in the form of a ministry was devised to resolve the 
refugee problem, which in turn not only accentuated the deplorable condi-
tions of the refugees but also prolonged their integration into the ongoing 
process of national reconstruction. Given this background, it would not be 
too far-fetched to argue that the problem of resettling and integrating refu-
gees in Turkey along a sound policy of economic reconstruction posed itself 
in similar, if not stronger, terms. Unlike Greece, where the problem took the 
form of transforming the refugees into economically self-supporting and 
politically well-integrated citizens, the Turkish case was characterized from 
its inception by a lack of necessary attention on the part of political author-
ities and ambiguities ranging from the transportation and settlement of the 
refugees to their integration. Moreover, the age-old practice, one that had 
doomed the Ottoman resettlement policies to failure, of settling refugees 
where there was room but not necessarily adequate resources and employ-
ment opportunities, persisted in the new Turkey.

The following chapters proceed at three levels of historical inquiry. 
Chapter Six offers an overview of the principles of the Convention, and pin-
points some of the deficiencies and flaws of the text. Chapter Seven traces 
the situation of refugees from the beginning of their trek to their landing in 
their destined countries against the background of the preparations under-
taken by the governments of Greece and Turkey. Having mapped out the 
early nature of the refugee problem in the two countries, Chapter Eight 
proceeds to examine the structure and operation of major domestic and 
foreign institutions mobilized to deal with refugee affairs. In the concluding 
chapter, a preliminary comparison and contrast of the social, political and 
economic aspects of the refugee settlement vis-à-vis the reconstruction poli-
cies of the two governments will be attempted.

In terms of the periodization of the refugee problem, we follow earlier 
studies and see it through two consecutive diplomatic phases, each play-
ing a special role in the refugee problem. The first stage refers roughly to 
the first three years, starting with the Lausanne negotiations, proceeding 
through the Ankara Convention of June 21, 1925,76 and eventually ending 
with the Athens Convention of December 1, 1926. The early stage of this 



process was characterized by the respective governments’ pragmatic inter-
pretation and application of the first three articles of the Convention on 
the one hand, and their early confrontation with the social and economic 
problems associated with the refugees on the other. This period, which also 
witnessed the transformation of the regimes to a republican form of gov-
ernment, tested the abilities of Turkish and Greek governments in carrying 
out the reconstruction of their respective countries while incorporating, in 
the form of rehabilitation and assimilation, the large masses of displaced, 
disoriented and, perhaps more importantly, unemployed individuals into 
their evolving political systems.

The first three years proved that the population exchange was not to 
be tackled easily through the articulately stated provisions of the Conven-
tion and that it was in fact a multi-faceted issue, requiring further action on 
many fronts. During this period, the most basic principles of the Conven-
tion proved to be ineffectual in addressing the actual conditions of the issue 
at stake, including the fundamental questions of who were the exchange-
ables and what terms of residence were sought. First and foremost was the 
fact that the population exchange was not limited simply to the transfer-
ring, sheltering, clothing, and feeding of the refugees. Secondly, the liquida-
tion of refugee properties and their proper indemnification had been under 
the authority of a Mixed Commission, whose work was from the begin-
ning plagued by the absence of cooperation between the governments of 
the two countries. The emergence of these facts, in turn, resulted in the 
modification of some of the earlier principles laid out in the Convention in 
regard to the governmentality of the population exchange. These facts were 
integrated into the population exchange process through several diplomatic 
documents signed in Athens and Ankara after tortuous negotiations. With 
these new documents, both governments tried to redress the deficiencies of 
the Convention, especially on issues concerning the liquidation of proper-
ties and the terms of residence (établi).

The second phase refers to the period from the signing of the Athens 
Convention in 1926 to the Ankara Agreement of June 10, 1930, which 
marked to a great extent the diplomatic completion of the population 
exchange process. During this phase, the importance of the roles of the indi-
vidual governments replaced that of diplomatic mechanisms. The Mixed 
Commission, which had already become a passive institution, was totally 
marginalized in the population exchange process and soon the major insti-
tutions devised to handle refugee affairs in both countries were abolished. 
With the Ankara Convention of 1930, both governments retained rights 
for the removal and disposal of refugees’ movable property, envisaging the 
establishment of a joint governmental agency to supervise the execution of 
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agreements, on which the two sides would enjoy equal representation. The 
last phase was characterized by the activities of the Mixed Commission on 
the perennial problems of refugees, such as liquidation and indemnification, 
caused by the deficiencies of the Convention, which ended with the signing 
of a bilateral agreement for the abolition of this institution on December 
28, 1933, due to take effect three months later.

As for the sources, we rely heavily on the documents obtained from 
the Historical Archives of the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Turk-
ish Republican Archives, proceedings of the Turkish Grand National 
Assembly, oral testimonies of Turkish and Greek refugees, secondary lit-
erature specializing in the Greek side of the events and finally local and 
national newspapers in Turkey. As was emphasized in the earlier sections of 
this book, the principal concern of the present author is to bring to light the 
previously neglected story of the Turkish refugees and make a case in the 
final analysis that their precarious situation presented a great many char-
acteristics commensurate with their Greek counterparts, whose plight has 
been covered by a large body of literature. It is our contention that only 
when the tales of Turkish refugees are incorporated into the existing story 
of the population exchange that an impartial picture of this tragic episode 
in Turkish and Greek relations can be (re)constructed, a mammoth task, 
indeed, for the accomplishment of which the current study should be con-
sidered only a preliminary step.
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Chapter Six

The Convention: 
The Beginning of the End

Turkish and Greek delegates signed “the Convention concerning the 
Exchange of Turkish nationals of the Greek orthodox religion established 
in Turkish territory and of Greek nationals of the Moslem religion estab-
lished in Greek territory” on January 30, 1923, with effect from May 1, 
1923.1 But this plan was first delayed due to the unexpected suspension 
of negotiations on February 4. After the talks were resumed on April 23, 
the anticipated duration of the conference was further extended due to the 
diplomatic maneuvering of conference participants over the issues of war 
reparations, the judicial regime for foreigners, and economic clauses. While 
the second round of the Lausanne talks was underway, both sides commis-
sioned the review and evaluation of the Convention to legal teams made 
up of internationally reputed lawyers and local legal advisors.2 Meanwhile, 
the League of Nations, having considered a proposal by the Greek Foreign 
Minister N. Politis for a loan to be used in the resettlement of the refugees, 
referred the matter to the Financial Committee of the League for evaluation 
and later established a sub-committee (known as the Greek Committee) for 
this special task.3 Thus, the study of certain legal and fiscal aspects of the 
Convention brought yet another delay.

The conference ended on July 23, 1923, but the ratification of the 
Lausanne Treaty and its annexed documents by the respective countries 
took place a month later.4 Both sides had agreed earlier that the enforce-
ment of the Convention would begin after the establishment of the Mixed 
Commission and the completion of domestic preparations necessary before 
the landing of the refugees.5 Meanwhile, the exchange of war prisoners, 
which was laid down by Article 4 of the Convention as a prerequisite to 
the beginning of the actual transfer of civilians,6 was not completed by 
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late August 1923, another development that contributed to prolonging 
the implementation of the Convention. Under these circumstances, the 
transportation of Muslim refugees from the Greek ports could not begin 
until the end of 1923, while the Turkish government did not allow for 
security reasons the immediate evacuation of the remaining Greek and 
other non-Muslim refugees from the Turkish ports. The Turkish authori-
ties made their only exception for the Greek refugees in Istanbul,7 who 
had languished in camps throughout the city. Organized and coordinated 
evacuations of the remaining populations on both sides started in late 
December 1923. The transfer of Muslim and Greek refugees was com-
plete as of December 1924.

REACTIONS: TOO LITTLE TOO LATE!

The year 1923 was in its entirety a time of uncertainty for all those whose 
fates were dependent upon the Convention. The early attempts of people to 
prevent the Greek and Turkish diplomats from signing this agreement were 
covered briefly in Chapter Three. Although these efforts yielded no results 
on the whole, collective refugee appeals to the Greek and Turkish govern-
ments as well as to the international public continued at full speed. Of these 
appeals, the most detailed one was drafted by the Central Committee of 
Constantinople Greeks (Κiθkλδεβ 《πδkλκπβ Κπθjkαθkδθκπκζiπμ) and sent 
to the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Having explained at length the 
effects of this covenant upon the future prospects of Hellenism in Istan-
bul, the Committee drew attention, on behalf of all the people––Greeks, 
other Christians, Jews, and Turks––to the pain and suffering this arrange-
ment entailed.8 Like all other calls for the reversion of the process, this 
one proved fruitless.9 Having realized that the decision for the population 
exchange was irreversible, collective pleas were abandoned in favor of per-
sonal ones. Helpless as they were, many individuals sought to justify to the 
authorities in Ankara and Athens why they should be exempted from the 
application of the Convention.

In Turkey, many individual appeals for exemption were registered 
during the first several years of the population exchange. Having reviewed 
these applications, the government seems to have stubbornly turned most 
of them down as manifested in a series of resolutions found in the Republi-
can Archives in Ankara. The only time exemptions were granted to individ-
uals was when the assistance of the applying person to the Turkish forces 
during the Turco-Greek War was documented or supported by witnesses. 
A Konstantion Portil of Söke was granted exemption for his “good deeds” 
and “service to the Turks” during the Greek occupation of this region.10 



A Perikli Efendi, doctor by profession, was excluded from the population 
exchange on the ground that “he had saved the lives of many people during 
the Greek occupation of Söke.”11 A more general reason was sometimes 
quoted as in the case of a İstamat Zihni of Bodrum, whose “service to law” 
was considered sufficient reason for exemption.12 In the case of Papa Eftim, 
once beloved figure of the Ankara government, who was included among 
the exchangeables according to the Convention, the government had to 
issue a special resolution to exempt him and his family from the popula-
tion exchange for the obvious reason that their lives would be endangered 
(duçar-ı felaket) in Greece.13 There were also cases in which people brought 
up such reasons as “training someone to take their place” that were consid-
ered unacceptable and rejected by the government.14

In addition to these cases, would-be refugees in Turkey resorted to 
other tactics to avoid the population exchange. In this regard, one of the 
major methods devised by the local Greek populations was to change their 
faith rather than their home.15 Apparently conversion took place in massive 
numbers during the Lausanne negotiations. The Ankara government 
passed a resolution through which “the applications of the non-Muslims 
to convert to Islam were halted until the agreement of peace and returning 
[of the conditions] to the normal,” referring precisely to the Lausanne 
talks over the population exchange.16 In the meantime, some non-Muslim 
women married Muslims, a development that attracted the attention of 
the Ankara government, issuing in turn another resolution prohibiting 
the official endorsement of such marriages.17 Shortly afterwards, due 
perhaps to the declining number of such marriages, the government 
revised its policy and allowed official approval of such marriages.18 Even 
so, there was apparently an increase in the number of marriages between 
exchangeable women and non-exchangeable men, which did not escape the 
attention of the government. Thus, the latter introduced another provision 
to the existing law: “the Orthodox women who were to be exempted from 
the population exchange included only those who had married the non-
exchangeable men and registered their marriage with the census bureaus 
(sicil-i nüfus) before the signing of the Convention.”19 Perhaps the only 
people who were granted temporal delay of departure were the people with 
disabilities and health problems. This decision was taken nearly two years 
after the ratification of the Convention. Thus, there is no reason to assume 
that by this date most of the disabled and sick were not included among the 
early refugee wave.20 By and large, restrictive governmental measures left 
no loophole for the evasion of the population exchange. Having exhausted 
all available options, Greek populations throughout Anatolia eventually 
had to give in to the provisions of the Convention. Those who managed to 
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escape the attention of government authorities by way of hiding and did not 
possess établi documents were to be registered as “Rum Ortodoks” (Greek 
Orthodox) at the local census bureaus and granted Turkish citizenship in 
the mid-1930s.21

When the Greeks in Turkey realized that there was no other way 
apart from selling all their belongings and leaving, they rushed to sell 
their properties at a fair price to local Muslims. Greek businessmen, as 
in the case of the Vayanos Brothers in Selçuk, hurried to obtain a copy of 
the “text of the agreement signed between Greece and Turkey regarding 
the exchange of property in Turkey and Greece.”22 In the meantime, the 
Turkish government took action on property matters and issued a series 
of resolutions concerning the sale conditions. An earlier decree that had 
temporarily prohibited the selling of properties belonging to non-Mus-
lims, with the exception of the Greeks who had come after November 30, 
1918, was modified and all non-Muslims, except Greeks, were granted the 
right to sell their immovable properties.23 This decision, which prohibited 
the Greeks from selling their immovable properties, was later repudiated 
by another decree.24 The same was true of the movable properties of the 
Greeks. Although certain orders were passed allowing Greek refugees to 
take with them all their movable property, except bulk merchandise, it was 
very difficult to enforce these orders.

As for the Muslim populations in Greece, there is little information 
available about their last minute reactions to the Convention.25 The few 
official documents located in the Historical Archives of the Ministry of For-
eign Affairs in Athens provide meager evidence to argue that the Greek 
government pursued a policy similar to that of the Turkish government 
described above.26 More concrete evidence is gleaned from oral sources. 
These sources suggest certain patterns of behavior common to Muslims 
when they were first notified by local government officials of the popula-
tion exchange decision. For example, local Muslim notables in the region of 
Florina seem to have frequented the municipal building in the city in order 
to secure permission for stay but they were turned down.27 Similarly, some 
descendants of refugees interviewed for a project speak of the laborious 
efforts of their fathers and grandfathers to stop the population exchange 
process during the 1923–1924 period.28 They seem to have been advised by 
Greek government officials to return to their homes and prepare for evacu-
ation in compliance with the terms of the Convention.

Not all of the Muslims learned of the decision for the population 
exchange from Greek authorities. Representatives of the Turkish Red 
Crescent (Hilal-i Ahmer) visited settlements with a Muslim majority and 
informed the religious leaders (müftüs) of the decision. Those who wanted 



to secretly remain could not do so because of rumors of conversion to 
Christianity.29 It should be remarked, however, that there were instances 
when local Muslim populations were forcibly evicted from their homes 
before the Convention was actually implemented. Testimonies of Turkish 
refugees reveal that the first wave of Greek refugees from Anatolia and 
eastern Thrace during the second half of 1922 was hosted, sometimes with 
the intervention of local Greek authorities and sometimes voluntarily in the 
houses of local Muslim populations. This, some Muslim refugees testify, 
played an important role in their consent to the population exchange.30 By 
and large, it can be argued on the basis of this brief discussion that the 
Turkish Muslim population did not wholeheartedly embrace the popula-
tion exchange decision as assumed by traditional scholarship.31

REPORTED FACT AND REALITY32

“As from the 1 May, 1923, there shall take place a compulsory exchange 
of Turkish nationals of the Greek orthodox religion established in Turk-
ish territory, and of Greek nationals of the Moslem religion established in 
Greek territory. These persons shall not return to live in Turkey or Greece 
respectively without the authorization of the Turkish government or of the 
Greek government respectively.”33

Thus did the first article of the Convention stipulate. As the outcome 
of hasty negotiations, the official document contained nineteen provisions, 
describing a wide range of issues from the identity of the exchangeables 
to the methods to be pursued in the liquidation of their properties. This 
document was pregnant with many complications owing to the very fact 
that while crafting the provisions, the decision-makers in Athens and 
Ankara did not take into account the actual dynamics (e.g., the situation 
of the abandoned properties, the issue of liquidation, the financial cost of 
indemnification, the confessional differences among the people subject to 
the Convention, the status of the people with Greek nationality in Turkey) 
and the possible consequences of the issues at stake. Hence, the waverings, 
inconsistencies and contradictions that went into the making of this docu-
ment proved to have the effect of obstructing the implementation of these 
provisions from the beginning, a fact that was attested to by numerous 
meetings between the Turkish and Greek diplomatic teams at various levels 
within the first decade of the Convention. Out of the deliberations and tor-
tuous discussions in these meetings, a number of new documents (e.g., the 
Conventions of Ankara and Athens) cropped up to address the deficiencies 
and flaws of the original document, brought about by the obstinate attitude 
of both sides during the negotiations in Lausanne.
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The major drawback of the Convention was related to the prin-
cipal criterion adopted by the conference in designating the minorities, 
thus the exchangeables, which was closely associated with the definition 
of national identity by the two sides. During the tireless negotiations in 
the Sub-Commission on Minorities at Lausanne, the notion of minority 
as understood by the Turks and the contending parties had shown much 
discrepancy. In referring to the minorities under question, the discourse of 
both sides reflected more the ideal notions of national identity than actual 
realities. The Greeks spoke of a combined identity of ethnicity and religion 
for the Greek minority in Turkey, while the Turks, who came to Lausanne 
with a notion of “minority” based essentially on faith, persisted in using 
religion as the primary denominator. Therefore, the Turkish diplomats, 
İsmet Pasha and Rıza Nur, used the broad term “non-Muslims” (gayri-
Müslim) to refer to the Greeks. As for the Muslim population in Greece, 
they used the term “people of Islam” (ahali-i islamiye) and “Turkish” 
(Türk) interchangeably from the beginning of the negotiations. Especially 
in the sessions of the Minority Commission, the members of the Turkish 
delegation, chiefly Rıza Nur, insisted on using the term “non-Muslims” to 
refer to the minorities.34 The same tendency was concurrently prevalent in 
the open and secret meetings of the Turkish Grand National Assembly.35 
Thus, for the Turks, the concept of minority meant non-Muslims (gayri 
Müslim) and no such criterion as race or language could be accepted to 
redefine it.36 On December 22, 1922, the Sub-Commission on Minorities 
agreed, in parallel to the view of the Turkish side, to the use of the term 
“non-Muslim” to designate the minorities in Turkey. In the meantime, 
the use of the term “Turkish Orthodox” for the Greeks living in the inte-
rior sections of Anatolia (Karamanlides) by the Turkish delegates, which 
reflected an unfolding political project in Turkey concerning the integra-
tion of these people as such within the national framework, astounded 
the conference participants, especially the Greeks.37 In the final analysis, 
the Turkish definition of minority was adopted by the conference and the 
criterion to determine whether a person was exchangeable became “one of 
religion and not race.”38

The underlying motives of the Turkish delegation for insisting on the 
use of a broad definition of the term “non-Muslim” throughout the confer-
ence appeared to have emanated from two principal concerns.39 If the first 
one was to prevent the entanglement of Muslim groups (e.g., Kurds, Cir-
cassians40 etc.) in Turkey in the discussions over the minorities and thereby 
barring the creation in the long run of national minorities out of Muslim 
populations based on ethnicity or language, the second one was to confirm 
the de facto status of the Armenians who had fled during the war, an issue 



discussed at length in Chapter Three. The adoption of this definition had 
the potential to complicate the application of the first clause of the Con-
vention as it left the identity, status and other features of the people to be 
covered by this convention ambiguous.

Contrary to the established paradigm that the Convention came to be 
implemented strictly on the basis of religion, the actual process indicates 
that both Turks and Greeks interpreted this criterion pragmatically and in 
tandem with their notions of “Turkishness” or “Greekness.” This interpreta-
tion took its toll on two groups of people: the first group of people included 
those who were ethnically of the same stock but different from the majority 
in terms of culture, language, and history; the second group consisted of 
people who were ethnically distinct but religiously associated with the target 
groups.41 Thus the largely Turkish speaking communities of Cappadocia, 
namely the Karamanlides who were referred to as the Turkish Orthodox 
throughout the Lausanne negotiations, were eventually included among the 
exchangeables, despite their considerable efforts to avoid the population 
exchange.42 These people had certain affinities of racial origin with other 
Greeks, but it would be a big mistake and a pitfall to assume that these com-
munities were alike. In fact, later developments showed that the points of 
difference between them far outnumbered the points of resemblance.43

As for the second group of people who were religiously associated 
with Greeks and Muslims and therefore unjustifiably affected by the Con-
vention, they belonged to different ethnic origins. Amongst them were the 
Armenians, Albanians, Circassians, Assyrians, and Bulgarians. There was 
another group religiously affiliated with one of the target groups, namely 
the dönme population of Salonica, who were affected by the population 
exchange. As the members of a Ladino-speaking Muslim sect, descendants 
of seventeenth century Jewish converts to Islam, these people were evicted 
by the Greek government and were entangled with the exchangeable Mus-
lims.44 During the same period, some 300 Orthodox Mesopotamians 
(Assyrians) from Baghdad and Mosul were reported to have been among 
the refugees quartered at the Camp of Makronissos in Baghdad and trans-
ferred to Greece along with the Greek refugees.45

The use of religion as the principal denominator produced further ambi-
guities, especially for two other groups, during the implementation of the 
Convention. These were the Albanian Muslims (who spoke only Albanian 
and Turkish) and the Gagavuz Turkmens, a Turkish tribe of Christian faith, 
who had settled in Thrace well before the Ottomans (who spoke only Turk-
ish). At the outset, both groups were viewed as subject to the Convention.46

The situation of the Albanians living in Greece best illustrates 
the confusion associated with the first article of the Convention. These 
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people were divided among themselves in terms of religious affiliation. 
While some of them were Muslims (belonging to various Sufi orders such 
as Bektashi), others were Christians (mainly Orthodox and Catholic).47 
While the latter were categorically exempted from the Convention, Mus-
lim Albanians, who had originally been considered exchangeable, were 
granted special status through bilateral agreements between the Greek 
and Turkish delegates during the second phase of the Lausanne meetings. 
According to Alexander Pallis, it was thanks to a special declaration made 
by one of the members of the Greek delegation, Kaklamanos (the Greek 
Minister to London), that “the compulsory exchange shall not be appli-
cable to her Moslem subjects of Albanian origin.”48 The following inci-
dent best illustrates the situation of the Albanians. On August 24, 1923, 
a delegation from Paramythia filed a complaint to the Dutch Legation in 
Athens that they had opted to stay in Greece but they had since been sub-
jected to discriminative attitude of the local Greek authorities. They were 
not granted the right to vote but were asked to report to the local mili-
tary bureau for conscription. They further explained their situation that 
when they decided to stay, they thought they could maintain their status 
as Ottoman subjects, a status conferred upon them through the Treaty of 
Athens in 1914.49

It is unknown how many Muslim Albanians were eventually relocated 
through the Convention. A. Pallis mentions that many Muslim Albanians 
had the desire to immigrate to Turkey.50 As we learn from Rıza Nur’s mem-
oirs, the Anatolian section of Istanbul, especially the districts from Erenköy 
to Kartal, which had been populated by the wealthiest of the Greek minor-
ity, was subjected to the invasion of the Albanian refugees from Janina, 
who spoke only Greek.51

A few years after the Convention was put into practice, the Albanians 
maintained their precarious situation. For example, a Turkish government 
decree dated May 6, 1925 reveals that “some 240 persons of Albanian race 
who came to Turkey together with the exchangeable people from Greece 
are allowed to move to a foreign destination of their own choice.”52 The 
great majority of Muslim Albanians who decided to stay in Greece after 
the Convention were to migrate to Turkey in the immediate aftermath of 
WWII. Most of these latecomers would be resettled in various towns of 
Bursa (especially Mudanya) in 1948.

Thus, the religious affiliation adopted as the yardstick in defining the 
status of many Greek-Orthodox Christians and Muslims failed to effec-
tively differentiate certain groups from the exchangeables. Due to the loose 
definition of the criterion, many Pomaks, who were Slavik-speaking Mus-
lim peoples,53 and Cretan Muslims, who spoke Greek but no Turkish at all, 



came to be subjected to the principles of the Convention. A Halis Turgut 
Bey in the Turkish Grand National Assembly spoke of a large group of 
non-Turkish kıptis (Roma) being resettled in Sivas.54 It was reported that a 
group of some 290 Roma families were resettled around Bursa.55

There was also some confusion regarding the situation of Bulgarians. 
In one particular case, the Turkish government ordered that the residents of 
the village of Kurfalli in the region of Çatalca who had declared that they 
were Bulgarians were suspected of being Greeks and should be investigated 
to determine if they are exchangeables.56 The Bulgarian government inter-
vened in time to exempt this community from the Convention.57

In the same vein, in Greece, a community of around one thousand 
people, consisting of the local residents of Parga and some immigrants from 
Koniçe (in the district of Çamlık) was first thought to be non-Turkish, but 
later it was discovered through the intervention of the Mixed Commission 
that they were Turkish and considered exchangeables.58 On the other hand, 
there were cases where the Turkish government allowed other refugees who 
were not eligible for resettlement to be subjected to the clauses of the Con-
vention and to resettle in Turkey. In the case of refugees from Cyprus who 
had come and resettled in Konya, the government approved their settle-
ment “in accordance with conscience” (zaruret-i vicdaniye).59

The fog and mist that shrouded “non-exchangeable” Christian com-
munities throughout the Turkish territories persisted for many years to 
come. And the term “Greek Orthodox religion” which was interpreted 
loosely as a yardstick to denote all the populations of Orthodox faith, con-
tinued to create problems as late as 1928 when local authorities referred to 
the Convention in their attempt to deport a group of Orthodox Arabs, who 
had been resettled in Mersin and the surrounding country on the basis of 
their faith.60 It was with the intervention of the Mixed Commission, which 
argued that “this problem should be settled along common-sense lines” that 
these people were spared from the Convention. The decision stated that the 
Orthodox Christians who were associated with various churches (e.g., the 
churches of Cyprus, Serbia, Romania, Albania and Bulgaria) and Patriarch-
ates other than the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate at Phanar (the Patriarch-
ates of Antioch, Jerusalem, and Alexandria) were not to be subjected to the 
Convention. This was especially important for the Greek Protestants and 
Catholics who thereby obtained the right to stay in Turkey on the condition 
that they live in Istanbul.

The second article of the Convention states that “the Greek inhabit-
ants of Constantinople” who were defined as those who were “already 
established before October 30, 1918, within the areas under the Prefec-
ture of Constantinople as defined by the law of 1912” and “the Moslem 
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inhabitants of Western Thrace” who were “established in the region to the 
east of the frontier line laid down in 1913 by the Treaty of Bucharest” 
shall not be included in the population exchange.61 This article became the 
source of a major diplomatic crisis between the two sides. What is called 
the établi problem, which first erupted in the immediate aftermath of the 
ratification of the Lausanne Treaty, was to turn into a major source of con-
flict in mid-October 1924, during which time the transfer of the refugees on 
both sides was still underway.62

As a matter of fact, the problems associated with this article had 
begun to appear shortly after the signing of the Convention, as the two 
sides sought to reduce the number of their respective minorities in the areas, 
the populations of which were excluded from the Convention.63 Upon the 
departure of the Allied forces from Istanbul, N. Politis met with Adnan Bey 
in November 1923 and expressed his concerns as to the violation of the 
Lausanne principles concerning the properties of the city’s Greek residents 
(établis). In his correspondence with the ministry’s headquarters in Athens, 
Politis mentioned that violations were continuing at full speed as a way of 
intimidating the unexchangeable Greeks and that he had received news of 
three new incidents after his meeting with Adnan Bey: “Turkish authorities 
had seized considerable stocks of tobacco that belonged to the Jordanoglou 
Brothers, the house of a Madame Papadopoulos had been requisitioned, 
and the furniture of the Hotel Pera Palace, which belonged to an exchange-
able Greek, had been sequestered on the grounds that the owner had not 
paid the taxes.”64 In response to increasing complaints, the Turkish govern-
ment ordered that the Greek Orthodox people residing within the limits of 
the Istanbul municipality and not exchangeables should be distinguished 
from the others.65 Even then, complaints continued to pour into the Mixed 
Commission.

Although a great majority of the Greek population of Istanbul has 
been residing in the European section of the city, there were many Greeks 
settled across the Bosphorus, living in the quarters from Kadıköy to Pendik. 
Prior to the Convention, the latter were major centers of Greek families 
who had also large estates in these districts. When the Turkish government 
began to resettle Muslim refugees in these locations (e.g., Pendik, Kartal, 
Maltepe),66 the Greek residents appealed to the Mixed Commission on the 
grounds that their districts were included in the prefecture of the city of 
Constantinople as defined by the Convention.67 Nevertheless, government 
officials informed them that they had to evacuate these areas by September 
15, 1924, no matter how long they had been living there. They were not 
considered “non-exchangeables.”68 Some 4500 Greeks were detained by 
the Turkish authorities and placed in camps for evacuation.



In the meantime,69 the local Turks, instigated by government authori-
ties and the press, seized the properties of some établi Greeks in the 
European sections of the city in retaliation for similar acts of the Greek 
government in Western Thrace. On behalf of these people, the Greek gov-
ernment appealed to the League of Nations on the grounds that the Turkish 
authorities were violating the principle of établi as mentioned in the Con-
vention. The explanation offered in defense by the latter was that Turkish 
law should determine who were the établis, an issue that had in fact been 
left unclear by the Convention. The Greek government argued, on the con-
trary, that there was no specific reference in the Convention to local legal 
regulations and the issue should be taken up by the League of Nations for 
re-evaluation. Thus the implementation of the Convention was plagued by 
the fact that it adopted general categories for regions (e.g., Western Thrace 
and the Prefecture of the city of Constantinople) whose populations were 
exempted from the Convention instead of specifying the names of towns, 
villages, and even quarters in these locations.

In Greece, on the other hand, the government had ordered the evacu-
ation of the Muslim populations from the border settlements, especially 
along the Maritsa River in Western Thrace. As early as the autumn of 
1922, many Muslims in Western Thrace had been forced by the incoming 
Greek refugees and the soldiers of the Fourth Army to evacuate these areas. 
Some of these people had migrated to Turkey while others moved to the 
other parts of the region. These developments continued well up to the end 
of 1923 and even afterwards. The sessions of the Turkish Grand National 
Assembly often witnessed the heated speeches of deputies who accused the 
ruling government of not taking any action on the continuing violations by 
the Greek authorities of the related article of the Convention.70 Concur-
rently, the newspapers called on the populace to organize large rallies to 
protest against the Greek “atrocities” committed against the Turks in West-
ern Thrace.71 In his speech before the Turkish Parliament on November 10, 
1923, İsmet PaΒa openly criticized the Greek government and stated in a 
threatening manner that “those who were responsible for a great number 
of damages during the War of Independence will be held accountable for 
the new incidents as well.”72 In response, the Turkish government appealed 
to British, French, and Italian authorities, saying that the Greek govern-
ment was systematically violating the principles of the Convention.

A letter sent by Adnan Bey to the Dutch Legation in Athens describes 
in detail the violations of the Convention and the Lausanne Treaty by 
the Greeks.73 As a follow-up, on November 27, 1923, the Dutch legation 
in Athens informed the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs that the Mus-
lim inhabitants of the villages, Küçükkonak (Kouchi-Konak), Çaycuma 
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(Cheich-Cuma), and Darıdere (Dari-Dere) in the region of Dimotiko were 
being pressured by local Greek bands and military forces to immigrate 
to Turkey although these people were considered “non-exchangeables” 
according to the Convention.74

It is unknown what steps the Greek government undertook, but it 
is documented that the number of Greeks in Western Thrace increased 
from 64,000 (35.6% of the region’s total population) in 1920 to 189,000 
(62.1% of the region’s total population) in 1924. Approximately 100,000 
refugees accounted for more than half of this population.75 After the Mixed 
Commission began to function, the Greek government transferred 40% 
of these refugees to other parts of the country, while allowing the perma-
nent settlement of the rest in Western Thrace after having liquidated the 
Muslim properties that they had seized. The size of the occupied Muslim 
lands declined from 100,153 stremmata (one stremma is equivalent to a 
quarter of an acre) to 22,159.76 The 1928 census shows that that there 
were 107,607 Greek refugees in Western Thrace and a total population of 
303,171 in the region.

The conflict over the situation of the Greeks of Constantinople and the 
Muslims of Western Thrace soon came to a deadlock. In 1925, the Mixed 
Commission submitted a request to the Permanent Court of International 
Justice of the League of Nations for an advisory opinion in regard to arti-
cle 2 of the Convention. On January 16, 1925, the Court was summoned 
to hear the arguments of the two parties involved.77 The question before 
the Court was “What meaning and scope should be attributed to the word 
établi in Article 2 of the Convention of Lausanne of January 30, 1923, 
regarding the exchange of Greek and Turkish populations, in regard to 
which discussions have arisen and arguments have been put forward which 
are contained in the documents communicated by the Mixed Commission? 
And what conditions must the persons who are described in Article 2 of the 
Convention of Lausanne under the name of ‘Greek inhabitants of Constan-
tinople’ fulfill in order that they may be considered as “established” and 
exempt from compulsory exchange?”78

These questions brought the two sides to the negotiating table, first 
in Ankara and then in Athens. In these meetings, both sides tried to clarify 
the content of the article and make the implementation of the other prin-
ciples of the Convention practicable. The interpretation and translation of 
the term établi by the Turkish government was a constant item on the agen-
das of these meetings.79 The two sides also convened in Ankara to work on 
these issues and the meetings revealed greater differences of opinion. After 
tortuous negotiations, the two parties reached an agreement on June 21, 
1925 and signed the Ankara Agreement, which not only affirmed the terms 



of établi in line with the Greek view but also set the guidelines for proper 
indemnification and liquidation of the properties of the établis in Istanbul 
and Western Thrace which had been seized by the two governments. How-
ever, the application of this agreement could not be carried out due to the 
stiff position of the Pangalos government in Athens. After the overthrow of 
this government, the two sides came to the negotiation table once again in 
Athens in 1926.80

The Athens Convention was signed on December 1, 1926 and stipu-
lated that the Turkish and Greek states would take the possession of the 
abandoned properties. This document granted the exchangeable persons 
with the right to file their cases with the Mixed Commission in order to 
receive compensation for the value of their properties from the respective 
governments. In Turkey, these cases seem to have produced on the whole 
no favorable consequences for the Greek claimants. A dozen of the files 
examined by the author in the Republican Archives in Ankara revealed that 
almost all the cases brought before the court of the Mixed Commission had 
been finalized, with the exception of a few cases, in favor of the Turkish 
government.81

Thus, with this new agreement, the problem of établis was for the 
time being resolved, but issues concerning the liquidation of their proper-
ties remained pending until the early 1930s when the two sides finalized the 
diplomatic phase of negotiations of the Convention for the Exchange popu-
lations. By the terms of the Ankara Convention on October 30, 1930, the 
exchange of populations was officially completed and the ownership of all 
the abandoned properties of the exchangeables and non-exchangeables was 
legally transferred to the respective governments. One of the most important 
consequences of the Ankara agreement for Greece was that many refugees 
who were disappointed by the terms of this Treaty gradually moved away 
from Venizelism to more radical political ideologies such as Communism. 
The most obvious indication of this shift appeared in the national elections 
of 1932, when the Greek Communists almost tripled their votes in certain 
locations such as Mytilene, “where half the inhabitants were refugees.”82

Another problem that stemmed from the subjective interpretation of 
this particular article was related to the status of the Greek residents of 
Istanbul who had left the city before the Convention was put into effect. 
This article stipulated that Greeks who were established in Istanbul before 
October 30, 1918 but had departed from the city since then would be 
allowed to return to their homes. It turned out that the Turkish government 
issued a resolution to the effect that passports issued by the Ottoman 
regime were to be annulled and people in possession of these passports 
were not to be permitted to return. In other words, the only Greeks who 
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could return were those who had departed after the Turkish Republic 
became established (October 29, 1923) and were in possession of Turkish 
passports. The number of Greeks who held Ottoman passports (κυζkαθδεα 
〉δαίαkδλδα) and were in Greece at the time numbered around 30,000. It 
was only after the Ankara Convention of 1930 that the properties of these 
people were considered for indemnification, but to no avail.83

Article 3 stipulated that “those Greeks and Moslems who have 
already, and since the 18th October 1912, left the territories of the Greek 
and Turkish inhabitants of which are to be respectively exchanged, shall be 
considered as included in the exchange provided in Article 1.”84 Taken as 
such, this is a clear appraisal of the fact that both governments were aware 
of the implications of leaving out the refugees who had come earlier. When 
read against the background of the fact that the great majority of the Greek 
refugees in Greece lacked their title deeds let alone proper certificates of 
exchange, we can safely assume that many locals presented themselves as 
refugees before the Mixed Commission.

In the same vein, Turkey was full of people of refugee background. 
The conditions in Turkey were perhaps more favorable for them for the 
obvious reason that the war ravaged areas had been inundated by people 
from other areas. By the time the implementation of the Convention began, 
the great majority of the existing refugees had been granted compensa-
tion for the properties they had lost before and during the Balkan Wars. In 
the region of Bursa, for example, the “ninety-three refugees,” people who 
had migrated to Anatolia from the Eastern Rumelian provinces during the 
Turco-Russian War of 1877–78 (H. 1293), and the refugees who had come 
from the eastern Anatolian provinces occupied by the Russians during 
WWI seized a great portion of the abandoned Greek and Armenian prop-
erties, and the Turkish government recognized their claims as legitimate. 
Before the transfer of Muslim refugees was completed, the Turkish govern-
ment passed a resolution stating that “if the refugees who had moved to 
Turkey before 1912 from Greece could produce a good case, they would 
be considered as beneficiaries (bona fide) of the Convention in terms of 
getting their abandoned properties, both movable and immovable, compen-
sated.”85 Although the Mixed Commission intervened to stop this process, 
it was too little too late. The great majority of existing refugees had already 
seized the opportunity to reclaim their “losses.”

As a matter of fact, the populist policies of the Turkish government 
had resulted in the promulgation of a similar resolution while the Lau-
sanne negotiations were underway. Correspondingly, many soldiers and 
government officials, along with the local populations, had already occu-
pied the great majority of Greek houses and business. The only measure 



the government took to stop this process was a resolution stipulating that 
these people had to pay a certain amount of rent until they were granted 
title deeds.86 Later on, the government enforced various legislative mea-
sures in an attempt to create order out of chaos concerning the treatment 
of abandoned properties. However, much of this emergency legislation was 
inadequate and the government tried one provisional policy after another.

While Article 4 laid out the principle concerning the status of war 
prisoners, as mentioned earlier, Article 6 described the technicalities con-
cerning the status of indicted criminals. Articles 5 and 7, on the other hand, 
ensured that there would be no reversal of the decision for the exchange as 
the people who were subjected to the Convention were to be automatically 
stripped of their nationality upon the ratification of the Convention and 
those who had left prior to the Convention were ensured of their rights in 
regards to the resettlement and liquidation processes. The fifth article was 
perhaps the only clause of the Convention that the two sides honored from 
the moment the Convention was signed. As for Articles 6 and 7, concerning 
the proper liquidation of refugee properties and the resettlement of refu-
gees, the discussion on the resettlement of the refugees later on in Chapter 
Seven will show that the reality was far from what these clauses stipulated 
and a great majority of the refugees on both sides faced severe impediments 
in obtaining the actual value of their properties through indemnification.

The most important provisions of the Convention, which are at the 
same time the most confusing, are in Articles 8 through 10, all of which deal 
with property issues. Article 8 ensures that the refugees will be allowed to 
carry all their transportable properties with them, and the remaining prop-
erties including the immovables, will be registered with the local authorities 
under the supervision of the Mixed Commission. This provision not only 
failed to specify the nature of movables but also neglected to address prop-
erly the conditions of the formerly abandoned properties. The transport 
of the annual harvest of most refugees, which included, among others, the 
tobacco stocks of the Muslim refugees from Macedonia87, the currants of 
the Greeks in the Western provinces of Turkey88, and the silk-cocoons of the 
Greeks in Anatolia, was not allowed. The Turkish government had already 
passed a resolution declaring that the sacks and boxes that contained the 
silk cocoons of the departed Greeks were to be sold and the revenues to be 
transferred to the coffers of the Ministry of Finance.89

The new protocol in 1925 also proposed additional measures to pro-
vide for the fulfillment of Article 9 in the Convention. This protocol gave 
directions concerning the liquidation of immovable properties abandoned 
by Greek and Turkish refugees in their country of origin. It prescribed, 
among other things, that a person appointed by the claimant as custodian 
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would be joined by a government official who would go to the location 
of this property and assess its value. If there was a discrepancy between 
the earlier declared value and the newly assessed one, the difference 
would be compensated by the “host” government under the supervision 
of the Mixed Commission (Derhal peΒin ve bakiyesi için hükümet obli-
gasyonu). This government “obligation” was to be fulfilled by an advance 
payment to to the claimant of 50% of the new valuation into the Ziraat 
Bankası (Turkish Agricultural Bank) and the National Bank of Greece. 
By this arrangement, it was hoped that the abandoned properties of refu-
gees which indigenous populations or the incoming refugees might have 
occupied or the government might have confiscated would be properly 
liquidated and its value paid in full to the claimant.90 The information 
available does not allow for a clear cut assessment to be made as to the 
application of this plan, but the conditions of the abandoned properties in 
Turkey, which will be examined in detail in the subsequent sections, sug-
gest that the Anatolian landscape was certainly far from making such a 
plan practicable.

Almost all the articles on the property issues are vague in the sense 
that the Mixed Commission seems to be vested with extensive authority 
in the registration and liquidation process. For the Greeks who had been 
transferred to Greece during the war, the problem was perhaps more dra-
matic, since most of them were without title deeds or other certificates of 
ownership, which were required at the time of registration with the Mixed 
Commission. The same was true for the Muslim refugees, who arrived in 
Anatolia in the last months of 1922. A Turkish member of the Mixed Com-
mission mentions in his memoirs that the valuation of properties previously 
owned by Muslims was not conducted at the point of departure but upon 
their arrival in Turkey. Moreover, most refugees filled out the documents of 
ownership (tasarruf senetleri) by themselves at the points of registration in 
Greece. Officials at the points of arrival in Turkey, however, carried out the 
valuation, and subsequently the refugees proceeded for allotment (tevfiz).91 
Whatever the size of their registered properties, the Turkish refugees faced 
a fait accompli on this issue. The government passed a resolution on Febru-
ary 13, 1924 stipulating that the exchangeables who had come before and 
will be coming in the near future will be granted 17.5% of the abandoned 
properties (emval-i metruke) declared on their documents of ownership.92 
It was later decided that this rate could be increased to 50–60% upon the 
completion of the population exchange process.93 Later on, as the official 
publications confirm the testimonies of refugees, the distribution of the 
property values did not take place during the implementation process as 
stated in the Convention.94



The people who held Greek citizenship and were not considered 
exchangeables according to the Athens Agreement also suffered from 
the ad hoc implementation of the Convention concerning the liquidation 
and indemnification of immovables. The Turkish Agricultural Bank was 
responsible for the administration of their properties and in turn exacted a 
series of taxes from them and pledged to return to the owners only a small 
amount of the actual value of these properties after the Ankara Convention 
of 1930.95

A major impediment for the refugees stemmed from the inconsisten-
cies in the taxation policies of the respective governments concerning mov-
able properties. Although the Convention ensured that the refugees could 
take with them their properties and would be exempted from various taxes, 
the actual situation soon proved the opposite. Both Turkish and Greek cus-
toms officials stationed at the points of arrival proceeded with the exaction 
of certain customs dues from the bona fide refugees. On the other hand, 
bulk merchandise could not be transported from one country to another. 
In Greece, for example, the tobacco producers in Drama and Kavala had 
four and a half million kilos of tobacco that they could not transport to 
Turkey. Realizing that these goods could be purchased at a minimum price, 
Greek merchants pressured the Greek government not to allow them to be 
transported. The Turkish government intervened through the mediation of 
Hamdi Bey, a member of the Mixed Commission in Greece, and the Minis-
try of Finance was ordered to extend one million liras to the tobacco pro-
ducers prior to their departure, purchase their stocks and transport them to 
the depots in Samsun and Izmir.96

While the Turkish authorities appealed to their Greek counterparts 
for the exemption of the goods of Muslim refugees from customs dues, 
they themselves taxed these goods (rıhtım vergisi) upon the registration of 
the refugees at the ports. A refugee from Rethymno, who brought 17 bar-
rels of ispirto (alcohol) was asked to pay the custom dues on his merchan-
dise appealed to the authorities for exemption of from payment of custom 
fees. His appeal was approved on the basis of Article 8 of the Conven-
tion.97 Available documentation also suggests that the Turkish government 
charged refugees according to the kinds of livestock they brought with 
them.98 Once the refugees arrived at the points of resettlement, local gov-
ernment officials seem to have demanded a housing tax (meskufat). The 
refugees opposed this tax and tried to evade it by moving from one loca-
tion to another.99 It is also documented that the tax officials hunted them 
wherever they went. Once the refugees decided to resettle in a certain area, 
they were asked to pay the municipal taxes in cities, and different kinds 
of taxes (köy sandığına karΒı vergi, harç etc.) in rural areas. The refugees 
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were asked to pay the taxes according to the Law of Inheritance and Trans-
fer (Veraset ve Intikal Kanunu).100 On December 9, 1931, the government 
issued a decree with a view to exempting the refugees (both exchangeables 
and non-exchangeables) from the tax on their title deeds (tapu harcından 
istismarı).101 It seems that this situation lasted until 1934 when the govern-
ment passed a resolution exempting refugees from such taxes on a one time 
basis. Another major exemption was the military services. Periodically the 
government issued resolutions exempting refugees from this obligation.

A CASE IN POINT: GREEK DEPOSITS IN FOREIGN 
BANKS IN IZMIR

Besides the movable and immovable property left behind by the panic-
stricken Greek refugees, there were considerable amounts of cash and 
money deposited with local banks in Turkey. The situation of the banks 
in Izmir provides a good case in point. The Greek community of Izmir 
was regarded as one of the most prosperous communities of the Ottoman 
Empire, and the city had many banking institutions with both domestic and 
foreign capital. Upon their recapture of Izmir, the Turkish soldiers looted 
many safes in these banks and the government confiscated the ones that 
were untouched. The government later issued a series of proclamations for 
the return of the contents of the looted safes to the Ministry of Finance. 
Some of the contents were returned to the Ministry and sealed in accor-
dance with the Law of Abandoned Properties.102

In protest of the Turkish action concerning the banks in Izmir, the 
Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs invited the governments of various states 
to intervene. After this attempt proved inconclusive, the Greek govern-
ment immediately sent separate letters to provoke action on the part of 
the British and French governments in regard to the status of all the banks, 
including the Bank of Athens, Banque d’Orient, Credit Foncier d’Algerie 
et Tunisie and the Bank of Salonica, which were said to contain the depos-
its of Greek subjects. According to the report of the Greek government 
“an approximate amount of one billion francs is deposited in these banks, 
besides considerable amounts of stocks, securities and valuables belong-
ing to Greeks or other European nationals. The Kemalist authorities have 
already issued proclamations inviting the customers of these banks to sub-
mit regular notices of their deposits which leads one to the conclusion that 
the aforesaid measure was imminent.”103 When the issue was brought to 
the attention of the Greek authorities on April 6, 1923, by a note from a 
Lancelot Oliphant, a member of the British legation in Istanbul, indicating 
that the Turkish authorities had the intention of confiscating the deposits 



of Greeks and foreigners at various banks in Smyrna, it was too little too 
late. The British High Commissioner in Constantinople, Sir H. Rumbold 
with his French and Italian colleagues had made a joint protest to Adnan 
Bey regarding this issue on March 19. Subsequently, the Allied High Com-
missioners learned that certain safes in an Italian bank in Smyrna had been 
opened and were now considering what further action to take.104 Prompted 
by the above developments, the Ottoman Bank in Istanbul seems to have 
transferred, in the meantime, a large sum of its holdings to its headquarters 
in Paris.105

A note-verbal from the Greek Legation in Paris to the French For-
eign Ministry shows that the situation had not been resolved by the end 
of 1923. Having obtained further information about the issue, the Greek 
Legation contacted the French Foreign Ministry and informed them that 
the French Banks (e.g., Credit Lyonnais, Banque Française d’Orient, Crédit 
Foncier d’Algérie et de Tunisie) in Izmir contained a considerable amount 
of valuables deposited by the Greek subjects before the evacuation of Asia 
Minor. The Legation learned from reliable sources that these valuables 
had been transferred on a warship to France before the entry of Turks to 
the city. After the Ankara government declared that these deposits were 
“frozen,” the French banks refused to return them to their Greek clients, 
thereby violating not only the Convention but also certain Articles (65 and 
66) of the Lausanne Treaty. Accordingly, the Greek authorities argued that 
now that the Mixed Commission had begun its work for the liquidation of 
the immovable and movable properties of the refugees, the French banks 
should comply with the terms of the Convention and release the deposits of 
the Greek clients.106

Although it had been agreed that five days after the signature of the 
Lausanne Treaty, the bank accounts would be freed from governmental 
control,107 it was not until June 20, 1924 that the Turkish authorities took 
any action on this matter. Then the only action taken was concerned with 
the release of the deposits of the non-exchangeable Greeks in the Bank of 
Athens. The Turkish government resolution stated that “the deposits of 
the non-exchangeables in the Bank of Athens be returned on the provision 
that the non-exchangeable Muslims in Greece would be subject to the same 
procedure.”108 A review of negotiations between the Turks and Greeks in 
Athens in 1926109 shows that this issue was included in the agenda and the 
representatives of both sides reached agreement on the principle of unfreez-
ing on a basis of equal and reciprocal compensation. The agreement granted 
the people the right to bring their cases before the Mixed Commission. The 
majority of these applications were dismissed on the grounds that there was 
not enough documentation.
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Articles 11 through 17 deal essentially with the establishment of a 
Mixed Commission and its functions in overseeing the proper execution 
of the Convention on both sides. This commission, the activities of which 
will be covered in Chapter Eight, was charged with a wide range of duties 
from the registration and valuation of movable and immovable property to 
the liquidation of these properties. The governments were ordered to work 
in close coordination with the Commission and were supposed to furnish 
it with funds whenever necessary. Article 18 of the Convention furnished 
the High Contracting Parties with the right to “introduce in their respec-
tive laws such modification as maybe necessary with a view to ensuring the 
execution of the present Convention,” a provision which left much room 
for reinterpretation.

In a speech to the Grand Assembly, in which he tried to defend the 
Convention against the rising critical voices concerning the situation of 
Western Thrace, Ismet PaΒa pointed out that “the Exchange Convention 
included all the principles that would alleviate the suffering involved in the 
transfer of the people from place to another.”110 The above survey sug-
gests that the contents of the Convention, which looked good on paper, 
primarily defined the technicalities of the population exchange. Many tech-
nical issues proved to have been poorly defined. Thus, a number of issues, 
from the description of the prefecture of the city of Istanbul to the status 
of abandoned properties, had to be clarified in the course of time. Dur-
ing bilateral talks in Athens and Ankara, certain changes were inserted to 
make the implementation of the Convention more practicable. However, 
the real concern in these negotiations was never directly related to the 
increasingly worsening plight of the refugee populations in the respective 
countries. The governments of the two states labored intensively during the 
Lausanne negotiations to alleviate their burdens. Accordingly, no measures 
were taken beforehand for the protection of the rights, property, and inter-
ests of the refugees. The legal steps to provide for the proper liquidation 
and indemnification of refugee properties were undertaken with a view to 
appeasing international public opinion. In none of these diplomatic docu-
ments was the question of political and juridical protection of the refugees 
mentioned or alluded to. For the Greek government, these steps were taken 
to ensure the inflow of foreign loans and assistance to facilitate the continu-
ing economic recovery. As for the Turkish officials, they aimed to prevent 
direct foreign involvement in the internal affairs of the country. Both sides 
accomplished their goals. In the background were the refugees whose plight 
had been growing worse since late 1922.
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Chapter Seven

The Refugee Plight

This chapter concentrates on the experiences of the Greek and Turkish ref-
ugees from their transfer to resettlement and economic integration in their 
destined countries. The movement of the refugees began with the flight 
of the Greek communities from Asia Minor during the later phases of the 
Turco-Greek War and ended with the organized evacuation of Muslim and 
Greek refugees through the hand of the Mixed Commission in the last days 
of December 1924. The displacement of such a massive number of people 
underscored the unfolding of a humanitarian crisis in both countries. The 
scope of the crisis was further exacerbated by the inability of the two gov-
ernments, along with the inefficiency of the international organizations, to 
properly address the issues of resettlement and indemnification. Further-
more, upon their arrival in their new countries, the refugees encountered 
serious discrimination and exploitation by government officials and native 
populations, hampering their integration with the physical and human envi-
ronment. All these developments constitute the episodes of a tragic saga 
that is the focus of the present chapter.

TRANSFER

Since the intensification of the war in the mid-summer of 1922, hundreds 
of thousands of Greeks from the western sections of Asia Minor had been 
continuously pouring into the Aegean Islands under Greek or Italian juris-
diction (e.g., the Dodecanese Islands), where various foreign relief agencies 
were soon to station themselves.1 While most of these refugees relied on the 
support of the charitable organizations on these islands, those who could 
pay their passage moved to mainland Greece.2 Those who safely arrived 
in Piraeus were sheltered in all the available buildings in Athens and some 
were transferred to other major cities.
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The Mudanya Armistice of October 11, 1922 sealed the fate of the 
Greek populations in eastern Thrace. Despite objections raised by the 
Greek government to the terms of the Armistice concerning the duration 
of evacuation, many of these people were removed from the region within 
a month. A great number of eastern Thracian refugees were transferred to 
Macedonian towns such as Kozani, Kastoria, Grevena, Florina, Drama, 
and Kavala where the Muslim populations were still in place.3 While some 
of these people were placed in the houses and schools of Muslims in these 
cities, others ended up in Western Thrace, where the Greek government had 
been vigorously involved in a campaign to create room for them by forcing 
the local Muslim population to leave.4

In mid-December 1922, Greeks from the Black Sea area began to 
arrive in Istanbul (then under the Allied Administration) and were placed 
in refugee camps throughout the city. In the face of escalating pressure 
from Turkish local authorities, the movement of Pontine refugees from 
places like Trabzon and Samsun gained momentum when the negotia-
tions for the population exchange were nearly complete. From Febru-
ary 1923 onwards, Greek refugees from the Aegean Islands and Istanbul 
began to arrive in mainland Greece in large numbers. By the conclusion 
of the Lausanne meetings in mid-summer, the principal Greek ports had 
already been engulfed by the influx of refugees, and Athens had become 
a refugee city.

The first group of Muslim refugees from Greece came in small num-
bers from Western Thrace to Istanbul during the last phase of the Turco-
Greek War. As soon as the war was over, they scattered throughout Anatolia 
and availed themselves of the post-war situation by joining the local popu-
lations in seizing the properties abandoned by Greeks and Armenians. The 
majority of the Muslim exchangeables in Macedonia, however, waited 
until the very last minute for the conclusion of the Lausanne talks; their 
transfer to Turkey took place long after the signing of the Lausanne Treaty. 
The refugees from Western Thrace who had already found their way to 
Anatolia prior to and during the Lausanne discussions resettled themselves 
throughout the coastal areas. Like many Greeks, they had moved by their 
own means and passed unregistered by the authorities due to the war con-
ditions. This created a serious problem during the liquidation of property 
and indemnification of refugees by respective states after the Mixed Com-
mission began to function following the ratification of the Lausanne Treaty 
in August 1923. While the number of refugees from Asia Minor, including 
Greeks and Armenians who arrived unregistered before the initial stages of 
the implementation of the Convention, were slightly more than 1,000,000, 
the number of Muslim refugees who arrived without proper papers was, 



according to İsmet PaΒa in a speech before the Grand Assembly on Novem-
ber 10, 1923, was a modest 14,000.5

The great majority of exchangeable Muslims in Greece, especially 
those gathered in Macedonian towns, and nearly the entirety of the Kara-
manlides in the central part of Turkey, however, were awaiting the conclu-
sion of negotiations at Lausanne. Although the Convention was signed in 
the latter days of January 1923, it did not kill the efforts of certain inter-
national mediators such as the head of the American Red Cross, Colonel 
Haskell, for the reversion of the process. Correspondingly, those Turk-
ish and Greek refugees who had left during the war in fact nourished the 
hope that they would be allowed to return to their homes once the war 
was over.6 The ratification of the Lausanne Treaty and the Convention by 
both sides in August proved this dream to be illusory. Although the ratifi-
cation did not necessarily mean the beginning of an organized transporta-
tion of the refugees, both governments began to take effective measures for 
the removal of the remaining populations in their territories. The majority 
of Muslim refugees in Macedonia were directed to the principal ports of 
northern Greece, namely Salonica and Kavala, while the Greek refugees in 
Asia Minor, dispersed throughout the country, were rounded up and gath-
ered by Turkish troops in major port cities such as Samsun and Mersin.7 
From this point on, the exchangeable Greeks, who were driven away from 
territories subject to the Convention, were strictly prohibited from entering 
these areas.8 The controls were so tight that the Turkish government even 
prohibited foreign ships with Greek crews from approaching these areas; 
this prohibition was repudiated by a decree on February 13, 1924.9 The 
last group of refugees who were transferred without any recourse to the 
clauses of the Convention consisted of 8,000 Muslims from Mytilene who 
were brought to Ayvalık and nearly the same number of Greeks from Sam-
sun to Salonica in October 1923.10 Organized and coordinated evacuation 
of the remaining Greek and Armenian refugees in Anatolia and nearly the 
entirety of the exchangeable Muslims in Greece started under the supervi-
sion of the Mixed Commission in December 1923. The position then was 
that approximately 200,000 Greeks (including the Pontines stranded in 
refugee camps in Istanbul) were in Turkey, awaiting evacuation, and about 
360,000 Muslims in Greece had to be brought over to Turkey.

As far as the situation of the Greek refugees was concerned, the period 
from the Mudanya Armistice through the end of the Lausanne negotiations 
was the most decisive. The Greek government, which had been vehemently 
engaged in their transferal from the Anatolian littoral since the Smyrna 
disaster, exhausted its available food stocks and money resources for the 
relief efforts. As of February 24, 1923, lack of accommodation and food 
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shortages forced the Greek government to temporarily suspend the admis-
sion of further refugees. A wave of violent epidemics seems also to have 
played a significant role in this decision.11 Many refugees who had been 
languishing in camps throughout the islands broke down under the strain 
of malaria. Similarly, the refugees who were being brought to Istanbul from 
port cities such as Samsun and Trabzon faced the most appalling conditions 
in the refugee camps in which they were literally dumped.

On March 27, 1923, the representatives of the Greek government 
in Istanbul, Pallis and Anninos, informed the Ministry of Public Health 
in Athens that the conditions were worsening every day and the director 
of the hospital, one Kontopoulos, who was dealing with the Greek refu-
gees, had died of typhus recently. They also stated that other personnel of 
the hospital had similar problems and the Greek government should take 
measures, such as establishing a new hospital with 500 beds and providing 
further funds to this cause. Based on this dispatch, the Minister of Public 
Health appealed to the League of Nations and stated that “the Greek gov-
ernment can no longer take care of the subsistence and health problems of 
the refugees without the assistance of foreign philanthropic organizations. 
The situation of the Greek refugees in Istanbul, especially those encamped 
in the barracks of Selimiye, has deteriorated to the point where epidemics 
can no longer be prevented. At least 100,000 liras are required to meet 
their subsistence needs and to establish a hospital for their growing health 
problems.”12 The available information does not offer any evidence as to 
whether or not these demands were ever met. It is reported, however, that 
of some 67,312 Greek refugees in Istanbul during the period of March 1–
22, 1923, 1,434 people were not able to keep body and soul together until 
the end of the month.13

The situation was no better in Greek port cities such as Piraeus and 
Salonica where the Greek cargo ships disembarked refugees from the islands 
and Istanbul. As Alexis Alexandris mentions, “the health hazards posed by 
these refugees are illustrated by the cargo of a ship, which arrived in the 
port of Piraeus from Samsun (Amisos) in early January 1923. Out of a total 
of 2,000 refugees 1,600 were stricken with typhus, smallpox and cholera, 
with two out of three doctors on board were seriously ill.”14 This dismal 
picture was echoed in Salonica, as reported by Henry Morgenthau, who 
was in the city at the time. Observing the situation of the refugees upon 
their landing in the port of Salonica, he wrote:

[S]even thousand people crowded in a ship that would have been taxed 
to normal capacity with two thousand. They were packed like sardines 
upon the deck, a squirming, writhing mass of human misery. They had 



been at sea for four days. There had not been space to permit them 
to lie down to sleep; there had not been no food to eat; there was no 
access to any toilet facilities. For those four days and nights many had 
stood upon the open deck, drenched by an autumn rain, pierced by the 
cold night wind, and blistered by the noonday sun. They came ashore 
in rags, hungry, sick, covered with vermin, hollow-eyed, exhaling the 
horrible odor of human filth- bowed with despair.15

It is documented that the transportation of the Greek refugees contin-
ued unceasingly under the aforementioned circumstances until the Mixed 
Commission began to operate. Although the conditions gradually improved 
in the course of time, nearly the entirety of the Greek refugees arrived in 
their new homeland under most desperate conditions, as the Greek expres-
sion goes “ηi kβθ ουξβ jkκ jkκηα.” Perhaps the only group of Greek refu-
gees evacuated in compliance with the terms of the Convention was those 
who came to Greece during the eight month period, May-December 1924. 
These included 150,000 refugees (94,000 from Asia Minor; 18,000 from 
eastern Thrace; and 38,000 from Istanbul and its environs).16

As for the Muslim refugees, with the exception of those from Western 
Thrace who were evicted from their homes by the Greek troops, they were 
boarded on ships from various ports of Greece (Candia, Hania, Kavala, 
and Salonica)17 in a less tense environment and under relatively better con-
ditions.18 This is not to suggest that their treks from their places of origin 
to these port cities took place in a peaceful manner. On the contrary, many 
Greek army irregulars as well as the newly formed bands of refugees did 
not lag behind their Turkish Muslim counterparts in Anatolia in terrorizing 
these people prior to and during their passage.

The transfer of Muslim refugees was delayed due to the prolonged 
discussions in the Turkish parliament over the question of which ships 
would be used to evacuate them from the Greek ports. The government 
organized a competition to determine the lowest bidder (münakasa) in 
which many transportation companies (interestingly enough, among them 
was a Greek Company) participated. An Italian enterprise named Lloyd 
Triestino Company made the lowest bid to win the competition.19 A deputy 
in the Turkish parliament, namely Mustafa Necati, carried the issue to the 
parliament and vehemently argued that this was against the interests of the 
Turkish nation. Further arguments were put forward in favor of the view 
that the commissioning of this task to a foreign company would result in 
the flow of the limited national resources to the foreign coffers and the job 
should be vested in a Turkish company.20 Only two weeks after the par-
liamentary discussions on this issue, the same Mustafa Necati was elected 
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as head of the newly founded Ministry of Exchange, Reconstruction and 
Resettlement (Mübadele, İmar ve İskân Vekâleti; MERR) and the result of 
the auction was repudiated in favor of a domestic freight company, namely 
the Turkish Maritime Company (Türk Vapurcular Birliği), which would 
cooperate with the Administration of Navigation (Seyr-i Sefain İdaresi). 
The most decisive role was played by the lobbying efforts of the head of 
this company, Sufizade Sudi, who also gave interviews to the leading news-
papers and journals.21 The nationalist rhetoric eventually prevailed; but the 
fact of the matter was that the majority of the 17 boats in the fleet of this 
company were either too-aged or below the capacity of the boats of the 
Lloyd Triestino Company.22 Not the least of the problems was the higher 
freight rates of the Turkish Maritime Company, which were to be paid in 
full by the refugees themselves. It was soon decided that the government 
should provide the Administration of Navigation with 600,000 liras for 
the purchase of six new ships. This they did. In the meantime, Muslims 
refugees, a great majority of whom had been housed in the staple-houses 
(for which they had to pay) in the port cities of Salonica, Kavala, Candia 
and Hania were desparately awaiting the arrival of Turkish ships. In the 
early 1930s, a critic of the Turkish government policy wrote the following 
on this matter:

The owners of ships under the foreign banner offered more favorable 
conditions for the transportation of the Exchangeable Turkish Mus-
lims. They even offered to lower the freight rate to two thirds and 
agreed to purchase coal from Turkey. However, the Turkish govern-
ment, considering the inadequacy of the ships under the Turkish ban-
ner, extended financial assistance to the Turkish ship owners. Certain 
other permissions and protections have also been provided to these 
ship owners.23

Prior to the beginning of the organized transportation, the govern-
ment in Ankara adopted certain resolutions to expedite the transfer of ref-
ugees. In this regard, certain tax exemptions were introduced. The Turkish 
boats that were to transport the refugees were exempted from the “health 
tax” (sağlık vergisi).24 The period following the arrival of first refugee boat 
was divided into segments and for each segment arrangements were made 
for evacuation by ship. This gave the Muslim refugees, especially in west-
ern Macedonian towns, some time to sell their properties and make prepa-
rations before they left their homes. The first boat departed from the port 
of Salonica on December 19, 1923. Within two weeks, about 26,691 refu-
gees were brought to Turkey from the ports of Salonica, Kavala, Candia 



and Hania. According to a national newspaper, Hâkimiyet-i Milliye, the 
number of refugees who had come to Turkey by the end of 1923 reached 
60,318.25 The ships went back and forth between port cities in Greece and 
Turkey, but there was apparently no knowledge on the part of refugees 
about the transportation arrangements. A refugee named Zehra Kosova 
says that when they were waiting their turn in Salonica, they heard that 
the people from Kavala were gathered in one ship (ReΒadiye vapuru) and 
sent directly to Samsun.26 From October 1923 through November 1924, 
the number of Muslim refugees from Greece reached 348,000. Those refu-
gees who arrived by ship numbered 279,900. The transportation condi-
tions seem to have improved in the course of time. In 1924, around 9,493 
refugees who took the boat from Salonica to Izmir are recorded to have 
brought with them their livestock such as cows, asses, oxen, camels, goats, 
sheep and even dogs.27 A certain number of refugees traveled by train or 
on foot. It was reported on March 21, 1924 that some 3,236 refugees 
from Drama traveled through Dedeağaç-Burgaz to Thrace by train.28 The 
actual working of the transfer by boat from Salonica and other port cities 
in Greece in the following months can be seen from the following table 
[Table 6]:

Table 6. Number of Muslim Refugees Transferred to Turkey by Boat, 1923–1924

Months Number of Refugees

December 26,691

January 15,117

February29 19,973

March 20,904

April30 56,979

May 42,270

June 27,673

July 30,192

August 21,065

September 4,322

December 2,935

Total 268,121

Source: Mehmet Çanlı, “Yunanistan’daki Türklerin Anadolu’ya Nakledilmesi, II,” Tarih 
ve Toplum, 130 (1994) 51–59. (Figures are based on the documents from the archives of 
the Turkish Red Crescent, file no: 252)
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Refugees from Crete are not included in this list. A report submitted 
to the president of the Mixed Commission by a member of this Commis-
sion’s office in Candia provides the following information on the transpor-
tation of Muslim refugees from the Cretan ports [Table 7].

The last ship, named Ampazia, carrying Greek refugees took off from 
Mersin on December 17, 1924, while the one carrying the Turkish refugees 
which was named Tsar Ferdinand, took off from Salonica on December 
26, 1924.31

RELIEF EFFORTS

From the very beginning, Greek political authorities tried their utmost to 
secure help and support from the international public. They pledged their 
readiness to cooperate with the League of Nations, which had already rec-
ognized the urgency of the Greek refugee problem and taken certain steps 
to alleviate their destitute conditions by mobilizing private relief agencies.32 
However, the decision for the population exchange had aroused deep appre-
hension in Western capitals. In response to this situation, many relief orga-
nizations mobilized their resources to supply food provisions and medical 
care to the Greek refugees during the early phase of their plight.

The principal organizations involved in the relief operations were 
the American Red Cross and the Near East Relief. There were also other 

Table 7. Muslim Refugees Transferred from Crete to Turkey by Boat, December 
15, 1923–March 31, 1924

Date Number of
Refugees

From-To

December 15, 1923 3,072 Candia-Mudanya

December 31, 1923 716 Hierapatra-Erdek

January 1, 1924 1,012 Candia-Mudanya

January 15, 1924 1,244 Candia-Erdek

January 21, 1924 631 Lassithie-Darıdja

February 11, 1924 3,244 Candia-Mersin

March 3, 1924 1,860 Candia-ÇeΒme (702),
Ourla (759), Izmir (399)

Total 11,779

Source: AYE, “Report to the President of the Mixed Commission, K. M. Widding, Can-
dia, April 8, 1924,” KTE/29.



private relief agencies, rendering service to the refugees throughout Anatolia 
and the neighboring Greek Islands. These organizations included, among 
others, All British Appeal, The British Red Cross Society, Save the Children 
Fund, American Women’s Hospitals, Friends of Greece, Fatherless Children 
of Greece Committee; the last two organizations were united with the Near 
East Relief.33

A critic of these relief organizations commented at the time that “a 
large proportion of the wholesale evacuation of the Christian (mostly Greek 
and Armenian) population from Turkey was unnecessary and was carried 
out under the influence of panic fostered by well-meaning but hasty for-
eign organizations prejudiced against the Turks for personal and religious 
reasons.”34 No matter what their motives were, it is certain that the early 
problems concerning the Greek refugees were alleviated to a certain extent 
by the work of these international organizations. The Near East Relief took 
urgent steps to provide relief for the refugees in the islands, especially after 
September 1922, and in Istanbul, Mersin and Samsun. In Chios and Myt-
ilene, designated as the first stopping points for the Greek soldiers and the 
panic-stricken refugees from Asia Minor, the Near East Relief secured its 
food and clothing stocks partially from the local residents of the islands 
and from its offices in Istanbul and established distribution centers that 
played a crucial role in the refugee relief.35 The first Near East Relief sup-
plies arrived on the islands from Istanbul on October 7, 1922. The Near 
East Relief Committee in Istanbul shipped 425 tons of flour within two 
weeks. Apparently 175,000 refugees benefited from the relief efforts of the 
Near East Relief and there were at the time 75,000 refugees dependent on 
its supplies.36 In the beginning, the relief operation concentrated upon the 
essential distribution of basic rations (e.g., loaves of bread, hard biscuits, 
milk, rice) in order to fend off starvation. Gradually the work in the field 
changed to a broad range of activities such as providing health services in 
hospitals and clinics. The efforts of the Near East Relief were not limited 
to the distribution of food, clothing and medicine to the refugees but also 
dissemination of information to the international public on the progress of 
the refugee relief.37 The initial success of the Near East Relief encouraged 
other organizations to start or speed up their relief work in various areas 
designated for the arrival of refugees.

Dr. Nansen, who served as the High Commissioner of the League of 
Nations for Russian refugees in Istanbul, had long been pursuing a campaign 
to draw the attention of the world to the plight of the Greek refugees by 
using the press as a means to disseminate the story of their plight. The public-
ity they received enabled him to obtain humanitarian help from private agen-
cies and individuals. As discussed earlier, the most outstanding of his early 
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achievements was to entrust foreign relief agencies with funds donated by 
many governments to the Nansen Refugee Relief Fund. It is thanks to these 
funds that organizations like the Near East Relief were able to continue 
their relief operation longer than the anticipated duration. The funds that 
were donated directly to the Greek government were sometimes not pub-
licized for fear that the relief organizations would stop their operations.38 
The evidence also suggests that the Greek government closely watched the 
relief efforts of the Italian organizations especially after a month-long occu-
pation of Corfu by Mussolini in August 1923.39 The following document 
provides a glimpse of the Greek government’s motives:

Moussolini voulant atténuer sentiment répronation universel produit 
par extorsion 50 millions de la Grèce fut une offre de dix millions en 
faveur des réfugiés. Il fallait sauf autres, ne pas oublier qu’ordre mili-
taire de Malta qu’il charge distribuer argent est un ordre catholique 
qui veut aser (?) de notre argent pour faire de la propagande italienne 
et catholique chez nous et introduire à Corfou une forme d’occupation 
morale presque aussi dangereuse que l’occupation militaire.40

After a series of letters between the General Administration of Macedonia 
in Salonica and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs from mid-summer of 1924 
to the end of the following year, the Greek government prohibited the oper-
ation of a Malta-based missionary group, called “the Knights of Melitis” 
in the region of Salonica. This was clearly the Catholic Order mentioned 
in the above telegram. The group was accused of conducting propaganda 
among the refugees on behalf of the Italian government and its activities 
were suspended.41

The relief work within the interior of Anatolia was handicapped 
because of restrictions the Ankara government placed on communication 
and transportation.42 The refugees who were gathered in Istanbul, Samsun, 
Trabzon, and Mersin and awaiting the decision from Lausanne were forced 
by the Turkish authorities to vacate these cities as soon as possible.43 The lat-
ter resorted to various measures to accomplish this.44 In the case of Istanbul, 
the most notable method was the “refusal . . . to allow any further con-
signments of food stuffs etc. intended for the refugees at Constantinople to 
be imported duty-free.”45 Hikmet Bey, who was in charge of refugee affairs, 
mentioned in his conversation with George White of the Near East Relief 
that the object of this measure was to force the removal of 21,000 refugees 
from Constantinople. The Greek representatives in Istanbul, such as Alex-
ander Pallis, asked the American government in the person of the American 
High Commissioner in Constantinople, Admiral Bristol, for help by drawing 



attention to the acute suffering of Greek refugees. He demanded support on 
their behalf and asked him to persuade the Turkish authorities to alter their 
decisions concerning the refugees on matters such as the imposition of mul-
tiple duties on foodstuffs. On the other hand, the French Government was 
pressing for the removal of Greek refugees gathered in Syrian and Lebanese 
cities. On May 31, 1923, the president of the Committee of Greek refugees 
in Aleppo cabled the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Athens that the refugees 
in Asia Minor should be prohibited from coming to Aleppo where “it has 
become impossible to admit further refugees.”46 On July 11, a letter, dis-
patched from the Greek Legation in Paris, informed the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs in Athens that the French government demanded the quick removal 
of between 1,500 and 2,000 Greek refugees in Beirut.47

Relief for Greek refugees, torn between the deteriorating situation 
in their native settlements and the pressure of local authorities in port cit-
ies, took an important turn in mid-summer of 1923 and their tragic and 
precarious condition was fully revealed. The position then was that there 
were 23,000 refugees in Istanbul; 20,000 in Black Sea Ports; 4,000 in Mer-
sin; and about 17,000 in various Syrian cities. In addition to these 64,000, 
there were approximately 150,000 refugees still in the interior of Anatolia 
ready to leave for the ports as soon as those in the ports were moved.48 The 
limited food supplies that the relief organizations had provided were by 
then exhausted, and the threat of starvation for thousands of men, women, 
and children became very real. The relief agencies, owing to diminishing 
funds and the economic problems of their own countries, gradually reduced 
their activities in the field of operation. Most of these organizations soon 
began to pull out their personnel. The American Red Cross, despite the 
persistent calls of the Greek government and its lobbyists in Washington, 
terminated its relief to Greek refugees in Istanbul on August 1, 1923.49 This 
organization had been active in the field since October 1922 and had spent 
nearly $2,605,696.09 for the relief of 500,000 to 850,000 refugees during 
its nine months of work.50 The withdrawal of the Red Cross created great 
discontent not only among the Greek authorities but also among those who 
were acting on behalf of the Greek government in the United States. A let-
ter from a Brainerd Salmon criticized the Red Cross:

No large portion of the personnel of the American Red Cross went to 
Greece out of either humanitarian motives or of love for Greece, and 
many of them have shown plainly enough by their actions that they 
were devoid of either of these sentiments. I do not want to place myself 
in the position of speaking in a criticizing manner of any American 
institution, but in several ways, the American Red Cross, in spite of 
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what they did in Greece, have complicated rather than helped the gen-
eral situation.51

On June 1, 1923, the British Red Cross informed the Greek government 
through the mediation of British authorities that it would stop its operations 
in August due to “the fact that it has been unable to collect sufficient funds to 
carry on its work any longer.”52 Furthermore, the Near East Relief revealed 
its intention to terminate its activities in September. They were unable to 
assist some 9,000 refugees from Pontus (6,000 from Samsun and 3,000 from 
Trabzon) and the food provisions for these people had to be provided by the 
Greek government.53 Although the Greek government immediately appealed 
to the Near East Relief and requested that these refugees be fed and shipped 
to Greece, where they would be granted financial aid (1.5 Turkish liras per 
head) sufficient for their survival,54 the organization did not recede from 
its early position. In the meantime, the Minister of Public Health urged the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs to persuade both relief agencies to continue their 
activities, since his ministry was not in a situation to deal with the needs of 
the refugees on its own.55 These efforts proved inconclusive. All the foreign 
relief agencies withdrew from the field by the end of the summer of 1923.

Many Greeks, who were unable to move to Greece during the Lau-
sanne negotiations or nourished hope for the reversion of the population 
exchange decision, spent almost all of 1923 in refugee camps established 
in pre-designated areas of Istanbul such as St. Stephano. Istanbul provided 
shelter not only to the outgoing Greek and Armenian refugees but also to 
those Muslim refugees from Greece who were housed temporarily before 
they were assigned to their new homes. Many Europeans and Americans 
visited the refugee camps in the city and prepared reports, based on their 
impressions. The observations of these visitors about the camps reflected for 
the most part the political stance of their governments towards Turkey and 
Greece.56 While the French often praised the Turks for their handling of the 
refugee affairs as manifested partially in those camps, the British and Ameri-
cans often expressed opposite concerns. Dr. Vidal, a representative of the 
“Corps d’Occupation Francais de Constantinople,” along with several other 
figures (Mr. Childs, Major Hobson, and Dr. Pabis), visited the refugee camp 
in St. Stephano on May 17, 1923 and wrote his observations in a report 
later submitted to the “Commission of Greek Refugees.” This report is very 
much illustrative of the French discourse skewed towards the Turkish side. 
In this camp, there were 4,000 refugees crammed in tents and barracks.

Ceux arrivant au camp sont épouille: douchés; ont leurs cheveux cou-
pés; leurs effets, leurs bagages, leur linge de corps sont désinfestés, et ils 



ne sont installés avec les autres émigrés qu’apres ces opérations. Le local 
des douches et de désinfection est à l’entrée du camp. A proximité du 
pavillon de désinfection est une infirmerie pour malades ordinaires, les 
malades contagieux ne sont pas gardés au camp et sont évacués immé-
diatement sur l’hôpital grec de Yedikule . . . [L]e autorités turques y 
donnent sous réserve un concours très effectif, et on a l’impression qu’il 
est dirigé avec fermeté et intelligence.57

The refugee camps, praised by the French authorities, were provid-
ing shelter mainly to the Pontines and Karamanlides. On April 28, 1923, a 
group of around 400 Karamanli women and children from Kayseri, Nigde 
and Konya with recourse to the reinstated law of “freedom of travel” took 
the train and arrived in Haydarpasha.58 Immediately upon the arrival of 
those refugees whose adult male members had been left behind, the Turkish 
authorities detained them and herded them to refugee camps. The condi-
tions in these camps were far from the picture drawn above, as alluded to 
many times in Pallis’ correspondence with the Greek government and the 
Allied representatives.59 The efforts of Pallis to improve the situation in the 
camps through the hand of the High Commissioner in Istanbul proved fruit-
less.60 The plight of the Greek refugees in these camps dragged on almost to 
the end of the year. The organized evacuation of these people began under 
the supervision of the Mixed Commission in December 1923 and contin-
ued unceasingly until the end of the next year.

As for the Muslim refugees, the initial phase of their plight remains 
for the most part a mystery due to the absence of related documentation 
and especially owing to the policy of the archives of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs in Ankara, which is still closed to researchers. The oral evidence on 
hand does not suggest any involvement of foreign organizations in the relief 
of Muslim refugees in Greece.61 When they began to arrive in large num-
bers in Turkey, it is clear that there was no foreign relief agency active in 
the field of operation. Those who were involved in the relief of Greek and 
Armenian refugees had already ceased their operations. The reserved posi-
tion of the Turkish government on the issue of foreign involvement in the 
country’s internal affairs, which had found its most concrete manifestation 
during the Lausanne negotiations, offers an explanation for the absence of 
any foreign relief organization assisting Muslim refugees at any point in 
their plight. This is an issue that will certainly become elucidated once the 
archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is open to researchers.

The relief of Muslim refugees, at the points of departure and arrival, 
was provided by the Turkish Red Crescent (Hilal-i Ahmer), the archives of 
which is currently located in Ankara but came too late to the attention of the 
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author.62 Official sources reveal that the Turkish government signed a pro-
tocol with the Red Crescent on September 5, 1923 with a view to extending 
relief to Muslim refugees in Greece. With a budget of 616,857 liras at its 
disposal, this institution set out to respond to the food and medical needs 
of the refugees.63 The first team of the Red Crescent departed from Istanbul 
to Salonica on October 18, 1923. Concomitantly, a telegram by A. Anni-
nos, a member of the Greek legation in Istanbul, was dispatched to inform 
the authorities in Athens that “among the 18 people sent to Salonica in 
order to assist the refugees were included some agents who were coming to 
communicate with the Muslims in Western Thrace.”64 The Ministry of For-
eign Affairs transmitted the information to the General Administration of 
Macedonia in Salonica asking it to take the necessary measures for the pre-
vention of such contacts.65 The nature of these measures cannot be traced 
through the available documents. It is known, however, that the first team 
of the Red Crescent was followed by other groups, dispatched to various 
Greek cities (e.g., Candia, Hania, Salonica, Kavala, Kayalar, Kozani, and 
Drama). These teams apparently set up medical stations at points of depar-
ture and assisted the local branches of the Mixed Commission in registering 
the refugees. The most important tasks of the Red Crescent were the reg-
istration of refugees arriving in Turkish ports, recording their health con-
ditions, and temporarily detaining them in the quarantine stations. Once 
released, the refugees, who had been greeted with music and an air of offi-
cial celebration in these ports, were taken on ships to the designated ports 
where they were literally left at the mercy of the local government officials 
who distributed them in an arbitrary fashion throughout the country.

RESETTLEMENT

One of the principal tenets of the literature on the population exchange 
is the portentous space devoted to the documentation and analysis of the 
resettlement program in Greece with special emphasis on the activities of 
the Greek Refugee Settlement Commission, which came as part of the loan 
package negotiated at Lausanne. This literature has doggedly argued that 
given the enormity of the refugee influx and the economic and political 
instability of the country, the resettlement of refugees was on the whole 
a success story as the great portion of the destitute refugees was not only 
resettled but also turned into producers in the short run. The literature 
also holds that the success of the resettlement program under the aegis of 
the Refugee Settlement Commission brought in turn the integration of the 
refugees within the national framework. Although recent scholarship has 
brought under question the validity of this success paradigm by looking 



at the social and economic ramifications of the resettlement and integra-
tion from the point of view of the refugees, the fact that the resettlement of 
such a massive displaced population, notwithstanding certain impediments 
it created for the refugees, was carried out resourcefully by the Refugee 
Settlement Commission remains uncontested.

As far as the Turkish side of the resettlement story is concerned, the 
general literature on the population exchange has ignored it, based on the 
assumption that refugees posed no significant challenge to Turkey, as they 
were resettled in the abandoned homes of Greeks and Armenians and were 
granted cultivable fields which existed in abundance throughout Turkey 
proper. The historical and historiographical aspects of this discussion have 
already been laid out in Chapter Five. Against this background, we firstly 
probe into the objective conditions against which the resettlement of the 
refugees was carried out in Turkey with a view to arguing that the above-
stated conventional view suffers from a chronic misconception of the Turk-
ish side of the refugee problem and resettlement in the immediate aftermath 
of the population exchange. Secondly, we review the highlights of the pro-
cess by which the refugees were resettled in Greece with a special reference 
to the factors that impaired or fostered this process.

Before the Lausanne Conference was convened, preparations had 
been made by the Ankara government to take stock of the social, economic 
and sanitary conditions of the country, and many reports had already been 
completed for the internal sections of Anatolia.66 It was decided in Ankara 
on November 12, 1922 that “eight scientific committees (fen heyetleri) 
were to be established during a period of three years to prepare the maps 
and plans for resettlement and reconstruction of the areas recaptured from 
the Greek army.”67 Such plans were made for various parts of Anatolia 
but not for eastern Thrace, where skirmishes between the Turkish troops 
and Greek irregulars were continuing.68 As for the administration of refu-
gee affairs, the government tended to adopt with certain modifications the 
existing Ottoman legislative documents, such as the Regulations for the 
Resettlement of Refugees (İskân-i Muhacirin Nizamnamesi), and the Otto-
man institutions such as the Refugee Directory (Muhacirin Müdüriyyeti) 
and its local organs, placed within the structure of the Ministry of Health 
and Social Assistance (Sıhhiye ve Muavenet-ı İçtimaiye Vekâleti).69 After the 
Convention was signed and more concrete information about the numerical 
scope of the refugees was obtained, the Turkish government was compelled 
to take up the refugee problem and the resettlement issue more seriously, to 
the effect of which it formulated a number of protocols and established a 
number of institutions, soon to be brought under the Ministry of Exchange, 
Reconstruction and Resettlement (Mübadele, İmar ve İskân Vekâleti). The 
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ever-deteriorating situation of the abandoned properties also played a sig-
nificant role in these developments.

On July 17, 1923, only one week before the conclusion of the Laus-
anne Conference, the first comprehensive protocol “Regulations Prepared 
by Way of Amendment in Conformity with the High Decision of the Com-
mittee of Ministers (Encümen-i Vükela Karar-ı Aliyesine Tevfiken Tadilen 
Tanzim Olunan Talimatname), which consisted of thirty-two articles cate-
gorized under several headings, was issued.70 This official document defined 
the terms and conditions for the reception of refugees and their transfer to 
the locations of resettlement (Mübadeleten Türkiye Hududlarına Gelecek 
Ahalinin Suret-i Kabulleri ve Menatik-i İskâniyelerine Suret-i Sevkleri) as 
well as the duties of commissions in charge and other administrative matters 
(Komisyonlar ve Malumat-ı İdariye). The document also alluded to certain 
conditions, such as the attributes of refugees, namely, their climatic charac-
teristics, professional specializations and skills (gelecek ahalinin yaΒadıkları 
iklim, ma’luf oldukları san’at ve meziyetleri ve her türdeki kabiliyet), to be 
taken into account during the resettlement. Although the protocol hinted 
at many institutional and practical measures for the implementation of the 
Convention, it generally offered no clues as to how the attributes of refu-
gees would be incorporated into the resettlement project. Furthermore, the 
Resettlement Scheme (İskân Cetveli),71 which was annexed to this docu-
ment, does not have any indication that the architects of the plan had paid 
attention to the aforementioned attributes of refugees [Table 8].

Despite the warnings of contemporary prominent journalists, the 
recommendations of the Economic Congress (İktisat Kongresi), and the 
instructions included in the protocol, the government authorities classified 
the refugees according to their places of origin and divided them into three 
broad categories: 1) tobacconists (tütüncü), 2) agriculturalists (çiftçi), and 
3) grape-growers and dealers in olives (bağcı ve zeytinci). In other words, 
instead of classifying the refugees according to their urban or rural origins, 
as was the case in Greece, the Turkish government, by adopting broad cate-
gories, considered most refugees as being of rural background and involved 
exclusively with agricultural pursuits. While many Muslim refugees were 
affiliated with various sectors of agriculture, the government did not take 
into account the fact that each category also consisted of people who spe-
cialized in a particular aspect of agricultural economy such as manufactur-
ing, commerce etc.

Moreover, the category of agriculturalists (çiftçi) comprised both 
people who held large estates and often lived in cities as absentee land-
lords (usually engaged with credit) and others who lived either as share-
croppers (rençber) or ordinary peasants (köylü) with a small plot of land 



Table 8. Resettlement Scheme (İskan Cetveli)

Places of 
Origin

Tütüncü 
(Tobacconists)

Çiftçi 
(Agri-

culturalists)

Bağcı-
Zeytinci 
(Grape-
growers

 and Dealers 
in Olives

Total Regions of 
Resettlement

Drama and 
Kavala

30,000 30,000 Samsun

Seres 20,000 15,000 5,000 40,000 Adana

Kozani, 
Nasiliç, 
Kesriye, 
Grevena

2,500 15,000 5,000 22,500 Malatya

Kayalar, 
Vudine, 
Katrin, 
Alasony, 
Langada, 
Demirci

3,500 25,000 15,000 43,500 Amasya, 
Tokat, 
Sivas

Drama, 
Kavala, 
Salonica

4,000 20,000 40,000 64,000 Manisa,
Izmir, 
MenteΒe, 
Denizli

Kesendi, 
Sarisa, 
Avrathi, 
Nevroko

20,000 55,000 15,000 90,000 Çatalca, 
Tekirdağ

Preveze, 
Janina

15,000 40,000 55,000 Antalya, 
Silifke

Mytilene, 
Crete and 
Others

30,000 20,000 50,000 Ayvalık, 
Edremid, 
Mersin, 
Adalar

Total 95,000 200,000 100,000 395,000

Source: İskân Tarihçesi, (Istanbul: Hamit Matbaası, 1932) 18.
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and a pair of oxen. Similarly, people who were referred to as “dealers in 
olives” (zeytinci) included people specializing in the cultivation of olives, 
merchants, and manufacturers who were engaged in the production of olive 
oil, soap and other olive-related products. Certain individuals might have 
fulfilled all these tasks, but the assumption that all the people listed under 
the same category were similar in socio-economic terms or of similar social 
status indicates nothing but the blatant indifference of the Turkish govern-
ment to the actual dynamics of the question at stake.

This issue becomes even more complicated in light of the informa-
tion that the documents for the refugees had not been properly and truth-
fully prepared by the Mixed Commission. A deputy in the Turkish Grand 
National Assembly later testified to this fact in his speech: “The Commit-
tees of the Mixed Commission asked the refugees to write the movable and 
immovable properties that they were to abandon on a piece of paper and 
have it sealed by the Commission. As a result of this arbitrary behavior, 
many refugees came to Turkey with documents in their possession, the gen-
uineness of which should be doubted.”72 Last but not least, the most dra-
matic fact was that all the refugees, regardless of their background, were 
entitled to 17.5% of the value of their abandoned properties upon their 
arrival in Turkey.

The most critical voice drawing attention to this problem came from 
a non-governmental refugee organization, namely the Resettlement Assis-
tance Association (İskân Teavün Cemiyeti), which, having reviewed the 
government’s resettlement scheme, drafted its own plan on the basis of the 
refugees’ backgrounds. Their proposed plan divided the refugees into the 
two broad categories, urban and rural; while the former included the mer-
chants (eΒraf), manufacturers (esnaf), and urban workers (iΒçiler), the latter 
consisted of villagers (köylüler) and farmers (çiftçiler), and those involved 
with animal husbandry. The plan of the Association also contained certain 
information as to the magnitude of the refugee populations in each cat-
egory. The following table is derived from the narrative plan and shows 
roughly the resettlement scheme proposed by this organization [Table 9].

According to the Association, refugees from Salonica were largely of 
urban background and therefore should be considered for resettlement in 
highly urbanized areas in Anatolia and Thrace. Similarly, refugees from 
Seres and Drama contained a good number of urban refugees, while those 
from Manastır were largely of agricultural background. Against the back-
drop of these facts, the Association also pointed to the deficiency of the 
government’s resettlement scheme on the grounds that it showed the num-
ber of tobacconist refugees lower than that of the people engaged in viti-
culture and olive-growing. The resettlement scheme showed the number of 



refugees from Janina and Preveze as 55,000 and the total number of refu-
gees considered tobacconists as 95,000. The contention of the Association 
was that there were only 6,000 people in these locations. Also the total 
number of tobacconist refugees far exceeded the given figure of 200,000. In 
their view, the resettlement scheme of the government required substantial 
revision before it could be adopted for implementation.73

The government turned a resolutely deaf ear to the recommendations 
and warnings of organizations and individuals. It began to transfer the ref-
ugees according to its own plans, which became sanctioned with the estab-
lishment of the Ministry of Exchange, Reconstruction and Resettlement.74 
The Ministry adopted the already drafted plan as its own.75 In compliance 
with the adopted regulations, the refugees were shipped to the ports nearest 
to the regions specified for them on the resettlement scheme.

The steps followed in the reception of the refugees can be traced 
through various registers found in the Archives of the Village Bureau in 
Samsun. The collection contains more than 40 registers. Of these registers, 
the most important ones are undoubtedly the Principal Registers of Refugees 
(Muhacir Kaydına Mahsus Esas Defter)––which include information about 

Table 9. Resettlement of Muslim Refugees According to Place of Origin

Places of Origin Number of Refugees Places of Resettlement

Drama and Serez 200,000 40,000: Edirne

60,000: Samsun and Bafra

70,000: Manisa, Akhisar, 
Muğla, Milas, KuΒadası, 
Torbalı, Söke, ÖdemiΒ, 
Izmir

Salonica 130,000 40,000: Bursa

50,000: Izmir, Bergama, 
AlaΒehir, Nazilli, Isparta, 
Burdur 

40,000: Izmir, Çatalca, 
Istanbul

Manastır 150,000 150,000: Amasya, Tokat 

Total 480,000 450,000

Source: İskan ve Teavün Cemiyeti, Umumi Kongre Mübadele Encümeni Mazbatası, 
İskân ve Teavün Cemiyeti Mübadele Rehberi, Izmir: Ahenk Matbaası, 1339 [1923].
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the refugees such as their names, ages, places of origin, dates of arrival, 
professional specializations, and the place of resettlement. These registers 
have been organized according to the years the refugees arrived. Another 
group of registers consists of multiple volumes of Granted Property 
(Tevzi Defteri) which contain detailed information about the properties 
distributed to the refugees. These registers do not provide any information 
as to whether or not the refugees eventually retained ownership of these 
properties. Such information can be found in another group of registers 
called Registers of Allotment Decisions (Tefviz Karar Defteri). Perhaps the 
last group of registers that should be mentioned is the Registers of Greek 
Buildings (Rum Bina Defteri). Some of these registers were also called the 
Registers of Greek Abandoned Properties (Rum Emval-i Metruke Defteri). 
These registers show the names of these buildings’ former Greek owners, 
their addresses, detailed descriptions of each building as well as the names 
of the Muslim refugees to whom they were granted. Due to the physical 
conditions of these registers, the present author was not able to make 
extensive use of these sources but a Samsun-based scholar has made a 
preliminary attempt in this direction.76

A few words are in order about the most striking features of these 
sources. The most interesting, in this respect, is the organization of the Reg-
isters of Allotment Decisions. A cursory view reveals that among the refu-
gees who registered for the allotment of abandoned property were many 
refugees who had come after the Balkan Wars, but were recorded together 
with the refugees who were subject to the Convention. Tülay Alim-Baran 
notes the same tendency in similar sources in the Provincial Bureau of Vil-
lage Affairs in Izmir.77 Another observation that sheds light on the nature of 
the Turkish policy of resettlement concerns the Principal Registers of Refu-
gees. The official procedure shows that the government took into consid-
eration the professional qualifications of refugees once these people arrived 
at their destinations rather than at their points of departure. This caused a 
major problem for the newcomers. Despite the fact that there were many 
refugees who declared that they used to practice a craft in their former loca-
tions, they were directed to the countryside due to the absence of proper 
premises for practicing such pursuits. These problems, among many others, 
certainly determined the success of the resettlement program. At this point 
it can only be suggested that the Turkish case of resettlement was character-
ized from the beginning by an arbitrariness in conduct and the absence of a 
coordinated plan for the economic integration of refugees.

The above point can be substantiated by examining the process by which 
the refugees were registered in Samsun. When refugees arrived at the local 
offices of the the Ministry of Exchange, Reconstruction and Resettlement 



(Mübadele, İmar ve İskân Vekâleti; MERR), they held either a certificate of 
ownership (tasarruf senedi) issued by the office of the Mixed Commission 
in the location from which they originated, or, if they lacked such a cer-
tificate, an official document for the liquidation of property (tasfiye taleb-
namesi), which they secured from the offices of the Mixed Commission in 
Istanbul. The former document, the accuracy of which had been subjected 
to much criticism by the press and certain deputies in Parliament, contained 
a detailed statement about the number of dependent individuals in the fam-
ily and the size of the property the family left behind. When the head of a 
family proceeded to the office of the MERR, he would submit his certificate 
together with his title deed to the Value Assessment Commission (Takdir 
Kıymet Komisyonu) which then carried out the valuation of the abandoned 
properties. Then he was forwarded to another commission (Tefviz Komi-
syonu), which assigned him abandoned Greek properties matching in value 
17.5% (raised to 20% in 1924) of the properties that he had left behind.78

Refugees who were considered for resettlement in a different area were 
subjected to a random selection through a lottery in the MERR office. As in 
the case of 80 families from Kavala, they were selected by a lottery and sent 
to Tokat.79 If it was decided to resettle a refugee in the city where the regis-
tration took place, the officials decided on the basis of submitted documents 
whether the refugee was to be resettled in the urban center or directed to the 
surrounding countryside. On the basis of these certificates, the head of each 
refugee family, if considered for resettlement in an urban center, was granted 
housing and business premises abandoned by the Greeks. If the family was 
considered for resettlement in a rural area, the officials assigned to it aban-
doned fields. In some instances, refugees were assigned housing and business 
premises in the city as well as agricultural fields.

The duration of this process (tefviz) varied from region to region. A 
refugee named Zehra Kosova, for example, states that the official process 
was completed in Samsun within two to six days. Her recollections also 
provide a glimpse of the problems involved in the process of allotment. 
Coming from a family specializing in tobacco cultivation, she says, “my 
father was granted two fields and a vineyard. But we were unable to sow 
(ekip-biçmek) the fields. Because half of the vine stock was of black grapes 
(kara üzüm) while the other half was of golden red grapes.”80

The real problem started when the refugees began to claim the lands 
and buildings to which they had been assigned. Here the problem was not 
so much the incompatibility of the refugees’ attributes with the kinds of 
fields and buildings they were assigned as with the conditions in which these 
properties were found. Many urban refugees, especially in cities such as 
Izmir and Samsun, found their assigned homes either occupied by the local 
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populations or in the most dismal of conditions. The former not only led 
to a continuous friction between the refugees and natives but also created 
many homeless refugees, who waived their rights to the given properties by 
moving to a different area where they had to rent homes.81 In the case of 
Izmir, as late as 1928 to 1930, there were many refugees who declared that 
they were staying as guests in the houses of their relatives or paying rent for 
their houses.82 As for the latter situation, the government had no program 
to extend loans to the refugees for the repair of these houses. The following 
examples, which were mentioned only in one of the sessions of the Grand 
National Assembly, are selected, among many others, to illustrate the vari-
ous difficulties experienced by the refugees during the resettlement process.

In Kayseri, for example, the refugees who were brought to this loca-
tion consisted mainly of agriculturalists, and they were granted houses and 
business premises but no fields for cultivation. Those who had brought 
their livestock (e.g., cows and mules) were sharing these houses with their 
animals. Certain deputies argued vehemently in the Grand National Assem-
bly that Kayseri required refugees of urban background who were familiar 
with commerce.83

The frequent movement of refugees from one place to another led 
some deputies in the Grand National Assembly to liken them to dominoes 
(dama taΒı). A group of refugees who came from the villages of Dospat and 
Zagos were first sent to Balıkesir for resettlement, then they were distrib-
uted to Akçaabat, Αiran, and Kelkit. For the third time they were trans-
ferred to İnebolu and some of them unpacked on the way in Kastamonu. A 
few others from this group eventually ended up in Keskin.84

Refugees who were sent to Çirkince, near Ephesus, for resettlement 
found all the properties assigned to them already occupied. They asked to 
be transferred to another location.85 In the same fashion, refugees who were 
sent to Gürün, near Malatya, found no land suitable for agriculture and 
asked for relocation to a different area. The government interpreted this as 
a violation of the official order and cut off their provisions. According to a 
deputy, “they were crammed into the old government building in the town 
and condemned to starvation and misery.”86

Resettlement was less of a problem when politicians acted on behalf 
of the refugees. Rıza Nur made a case in the National Assembly that the 
refugees to be resettled in the region of Sinop had to be either tobacco 
growers or fishermen.87 In the same vein, Celal Bayar also intervened to 
change the status of a group of refugees who had come from Mytilene to 
Ayvalık, from temporary settlement (İskân-i adi) to permanent settlement 
(İskân-ı kati) without notifying government officials.88 Lastly, it should be 
also mentioned that certain people who had come from Greece long before 



the Convention and had not been able to liquidate their properties, tried 
to solve their problem by using their government connections. A certain 
Ahmed Bey, who had served as the governor of Sivas, sent a letter to a 
minister in the cabinet stating that he owned large tracts of land in Salonica 
but he was unable to receive any compensation for them from the Greek 
government. In Izmir, he had recently seized a flour mill formerly owned 
by a Greek family, namely, Tozanoglou, and asked whether he would be 
able to register this property as the compensation for his lost properties in 
Salonica. The government discussed the matter and approved his request 
before the population exchange negotiations were over.89

The most significant problem that hampered the proper resettlement 
of incoming refugees was the state of abandoned properties. As was covered 
briefly at the outset of Chapter Five, the problems associated with the occu-
pation of abandoned properties by the local populations constituted one of 
the much debated issues of the contemporary press. Many houses and busi-
ness premises abandoned by Greeks and Armenians and earmarked for the 
refugees had been occupied by a diverse group of people prior to the arrival 
of the newcomers. In the case of Izmir, for example, those who seized the 
abandoned Greek properties included the people who suffered from the 
great fire in Izmir (harikzedeler), the people (felaketzedeler) who moved 
to Izmir from previously Greek-occupied territories (e.g., Aydın, AlaΒehir, 
Manisa, Salihli, Kasaba, and Nazilli), the people who had fled from the 
Russian occupation (vilayet-i Βarkiyye muhacirleri) during WWI and army 
officials, soldiers and state servants.90

Also there was the group of non-exchangeables (gayri mübadiller), 
refugees from Western Thrace or other places in the Balkans who had come 
during the war and imposed themselves on the abandoned properties. This 
situation constituted a stumbling block in the face of the efficient function-
ing of property assignments to incoming refugees.91 The government tried 
to institute a special commission, made up of representatives of the Health 
and Social Ministry and the Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs, 
in order to look after the problems of the people who were categorically 
labeled as “harikzedeler” or “felaketzedeler.”92

This decision was taken in early August 1923 but newspapers con-
tinued to report similar incidents more intensively thereafter. The Grand 
Assembly passed a law requiring everyone to reside for at least five years 
in their designated location in order to be eligible to move to a different 
location.93 These efforts seem to have failed on the whole owing to the fact 
that the government, instead of anticipating developments and preparing a 
constructive scheme for channeling the refugees, persisted in satisfying the 
demands of the existing populations from the very beginning.94
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Without any doubt, the indifferent attitude on the part of local gov-
ernment authorities towards the incoming refugees accentuated the ten-
dency among the local populations to seize abandoned properties.95 While 
the government took certain legal steps such as the Expropriation Law 
(İstimlak Kanunu) to regulate, among other things, the transfer of full own-
ership of the abandoned properties to the State, it also asked the occupiers 
to relinquish the buildings and suspended all the procedures of settlement 
and property allotment on October 4, 1922.96 Moreover, the properties 
that had earlier been left to the administration of the Ministry of Finance 
and abandoned by the Greeks and Armenians97 were now entrusted to gov-
ernment officials.

These developments not only failed to remedy the situation but actu-
ally accentuated it. The newspaper Tanin reported on November 1922 
that a Hulusi Efendi, a vice police chief in the district of KarataΒ, who was 
appointed to supervise and oversee the abandoned properties, had been 
involved in a great fraud. The officials found in his house abandoned goods 
valued at 26,000 lira, and he was exiled to interior Anatolia.98 The same 
day, another newspaper reported that “officials of low ranking were behav-
ing as they wished without taking into account the misery and suffering of 
the needy.” According to the paper, “this behavior emanated from the very 
fact that the officials did not grasp the nature of the new administrative 
system. If officials have the understanding that they represent a government 
of the people, neither would such confusions be faced nor would the people 
be nagging the government offices, and come face to face with the legacy 
of the old regime. These affairs should be entrusted to the people who are 
specialized in them.”99

The grave nature of the problem was pronounced in the Grand 
National Assembly, and it was acknowledged that there was extensive 
theft of abandoned properties and that all the schemes failed to be realized 
owing mainly to the fact that those who did it were actually state officials 
themselves.100 Whether the government ever succeeded in stopping the offi-
cials from seizing abandoned properties is hard to say.101 But this tendency 
on the part of local notables continued at full speed. The leading local 
newspaper of Izmir, Ahenk, reported on August 30, 1923 that “some of the 
abandoned property in Izmir was occupied unnecessarily (fuzulen iΒgal) by 
people who were natives of Izmir and owned large properties and wealth or 
power (aslen Izmirli ve mesken ve akar veya iktidar sahibi), who in fact had 
occupied one house for each member of the household.”102

An investigation of the issue was apparently launched and the govern-
ment tried to evict the occupiers and demanded a lump sum rent for the period 
of their occupation.103 Despite all the investigations and other measures, the 



general situation in Izmir deteriorated from day to day, the local adminis-
tration became paralyzed and government offices ceased to function, which 
made the city the most popular area for illegal settlement.104 The newspa-
per Ahenk reported again on October 14, 1923 that some of the people 
who had illegally occupied abandoned houses actually began to rent them 
out.105 The housing crisis reached enormous dimensions. The rents nearly 
quadrupled, jumping from 400 to 1,500 liras.106

The tenants who were distressed by the developments had formerly 
organized themselves into an association, namely the Association for the 
Protection of Tenants (Müstecerin Müdafaa Cemiyeti), to defend their 
rights and pressure the government into issuing laws to regulate the rent 
conditions.107 The government not only ignored such calls but also abol-
ished the Law of Habitation (Sükna/Sekene Kanunu), which could have 
prevented rent hikes if properly implemented.108 Moreover, the government 
policy to evacuate the refugees from the houses they had occupied and to 
auction them for rent was postponed, thanks to the intervention of certain 
politicians.109 A year later, the situation was the same and such laws had 
not been issued.110 There were many individuals who had occupied more 
than one house.111 The original plan of the government was to resettle 
well above 50,000 refugees in Izmir. The survey of the National Statistical 
Office in 1930 shows that there were 32,000 people of refugee background 
in Izmir and its environs.112

One of the ways in which the Turkish government tried to address 
the influx of refugees was by the adoption of a program for creating new 
villages. This program operated on the principle that “the proportion of 
refugees, settled in a town or village, whose language and traditions are 
of a race other than Turkish will not exceed 20 per cent.”113 The Otto-
man governments had also tried to solve the settlement problem of refu-
gees by the creation of new villages (numune köyler) during the previous 
decade (1910s).114 The new government decided to construct houses for the 
refugees on its own account (emanet).115 The Minister of Exchange, Recon-
struction and Resettlement, Necati Bey, proposed to the Grand Assembly 
the construction of 42 villages: 15 in the region of Samsun and 27 in the 
rest of the country. Although the government adopted his proposal, finan-
cial resources were not sufficient to construct that many villages.116 The 
total number of villages built throughout the country was limited to 14. 
The distribution of these villages was as follows: 2 each in Samsun, Izmir, 
and Bursa, and 1 each in İzmit, Adana, and Antalya. Each village consisted 
of 50 houses and a mosque.117 Even then, the contract for the construc-
tion of villages (e.g., Ökse, Çırakman, Canik, Asarağac, Örnek) had to be 
extended due to insufficient funds.118 As the campaign for the construction 
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of new villages failed, the government resorted to a new housing project, 
called “economic houses” (iktisadi evler) in the villages. Through this proj-
ect, an attempt was made to build compact buildings that contained mul-
tiple homes. But the evidence suggests that this project was limited to only 
a few locations and could not be extended nationwide.119

A final word is in order concerning the relations between refugees and 
locals. The fact that there was a limit to the number of refugees that would 
be absorbed into a particular location not only failed to mitigate local oppo-
sition but was also a determinant in producing tension between locals and 
newcomers. Samsun provides a good case in point. Here great strife occurred 
between the local populations and incoming refugees as soon as the lat-
ter began to arrive in great numbers. Local government officials in the city 
established an association called “Union of Natives and Refugees” (Yerli ve 
Muhacir Birliği) to end the friction but it failed.120 There is ample evidence 
showing that the tension between the refugees and locals in this area con-
tinued well into the later years of the 1930s. To cite one example, as late 
as 1937, a refugee petitioned the government that he was unable to obtain 
the title deed to the field that he had been granted through the Convention. 
He explained that certain people from the local populations had been per-
sistently claiming that this field belonged to them and they even took their 
case to the Council of State (Αuray-ı Devlet).121 How this case was resolved 
is unknown to the present author. There are many documents of similar 
content available in the Republic Archives dated from the 1930s.122

In light of the above discussion, it can be argued that the Turkish case 
of resettlement was plagued from the beginning by the populist policies of 
the ruling government and the absence of a genuine interest on the part of 
the political authority in the plight of the refugees. While the populist poli-
cies created a major vacuum for the fate of the abandoned properties pre-
sumably earmarked for the refugees on the one hand, the arbitrary attitude 
of the government officials towards the resettlement of refugees engendered 
a situation hardly conducive to transforming the refugees into economically 
self-sufficient citizens on the other. These two facts prompt us to conclude 
that the ruling elite tended to move beyond the Exchange as quickly as pos-
sible and concentrate its efforts on the draconian task of building the new 
State, the first major step of which, the declaration of the Republic, had been 
taken only a few weeks before the actual transfer of the refugees began.

Insofar as the Greek side of the resettlement is concerned, the story of 
Greek refugees is well documented and has been examined in great deal by 
two separate scholarly traditions. On the one hand, a descriptive tradition, 
dominated by the writings of people affiliated with the Refugee Settlement 
Commission (RSC)123 and those of the representatives of Greek nationalist 



scholarship,124 has addressed the subject with emphasis on the role of their 
adopted unit of analysis, that is, the League of Nations and the Greek State. 
This genre has been characterized on the one hand by a tendency to depict 
the whole process of resettlement as a success story without alluding to 
the predicaments experienced by the refugees. On the other hand, a critical 
scholarship, started recently amongst political scientists, economic histori-
ans and anthropologists, has examined resettlement and integration from 
the viewpoint of the refugees with an emphasis on the short-term and long-
term political, social, and economic ramifications of these processes. Cast-
ing serious doubts on the success paradigm of mainstream scholarship, the 
research of representatives of the latter tradition offers significant insights 
into the early years of resettlement and related problems of refugees based 
on previously neglected oral sources and certain national and local archival 
collections in Greece.125

Anastasia Karakasidou’s research, for example, sheds significant light 
on the fate of Muslim properties in Greek Macedonia in the immediate 
aftermath of the Convention. The movable and immovable properties pre-
viously owned by the Muslims in this region apparently witnessed develop-
ments commensurate with the Greek abandoned properties in Anatolia.126 
Upon the departure of Muslims from the region, local powerful notables 
(tsorbadjides) and other members of the local communities, rich and 
poor alike, seized their fields and buildings. These properties could only 
be expropriated by the government in the late 1920s with a view to being 
redistributed to the refugees.127

Thus, the occupation of abandoned properties by local populations, 
especially in the northern sections of the country, obstructed at the outset the 
implementation of resettlement programs in these areas. Another factor that 
played a significant role in this respect was, as argued by Elisabeth Konto-
giorgi, the “delays in the departure of Muslims from most villages of Mace-
donia and Crete [which] worsened the problem of the shortage of land.”128 
As it was shown above, the transfer of a great majority of Muslims took place 
in the first half of 1924. Conventional wisdom suggests, however, that delays 
in the departure of the Muslims might have prevented the local populations 
from “squatting” on more lands than they had already occupied illegally.129

Not much is known about the fate of homes and commercial prop-
erties of Muslims in cities with substantial Muslim communities such as 
Florina, Drama, Salonica and Kavala.130 Limited information about the 
conditions of Greek refugees during the first years of their arrival, however, 
is available in the accounts of the foreign observers of the situation.

It is established that the RSC was not able to start its permanent settle-
ment projects in most places until the summer of 1924 owing to the delays 
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in the placement of land and funds at the disposal of this institution.131 
Once launched, the implementation of urban and rural resettlement projects 
through the offices of this institution took several years in some locations 
and longer in others.132 Until then, most refugees remained encamped on 
the fringes of big port cities such as Piraeus, Athens, Patras, and Salonica. 
Mears reports that “at Salonika, abandoned army barracks a hundred feet 
long were each used by twenty or more families.”133 On account of the 
housing shortage, conditions in most of the industrial buildings had become 
desolate. As Mears vividly describes, “many bakeries and chocolate facto-
ries, for instance, are located in basements with bare ground for floor, and 
the work tables upon which food is made in the daytime are used as beds 
by the employees at night.”134 The same was true of Piraeus,135 Athens, 
and Patras. 136 As Hirschon documents, in the case of Kokkina, the hous-
ing projects took many years to complete and many refugees spent the first 
years of their arrival sheltered in the warehouses and basements of factories 
in Piraeus.137 An actual observer of the situation mentions that “in the two 
years after their arrival in Greece, the refugees have been living . . . in 
the suburbs and in the country districts they have maintained a fox-like 
existence in tents, wooden barracks, shelters of twigs or of turfs, even in 
caves.”138 The gravity of this situation is attested to by the fact that when 
the transfer of Greek refugees was completed in late 1924, the population 
of Athens had more than doubled, jumping from 300,000 to 700,000, and 
Salonica’s population had risen from 174,000 to 334,000.

Under these circumstances, turning the refugees into self-sufficient 
and productive individuals was probably less of a concern––both for the 
Greek government and the RSC––than providing necessary shelter and sus-
tenance for the survival of these people. The early phase of resettlement, 
following this line of logic, resulted in the progress of permanent settlement 
in urban areas at a slower pace. 139 In rural areas of northern Greece, the 
resettlement of which constituted a priority for the Greek government and 
the RSC due to the strategic and economic importance of these areas, the 
work proceeded at a much quicker pace.140

Even then, the refugees seem to have been irked by the progress of the 
resettlement work. Accordingly, organizations representing the refugees, 
particularly those in northern Greece urged the government to speed up 
the process of land distribution and resettlement as well as to facilitate the 
work of the RSC. As the research of Kontogiorgi documents, these organi-
zations “sent telegrams to the Prime Minister, the Mixed Commission for 
the Exchange of Populations and the Assembly, protesting against, first, the 
order to prohibit agricultural resettlement before the appraisal of the value 
of Muslim properties by the Mixed Commission and second, the delay in 



the departure of Muslims.”141 During the first three years after the Con-
vention was signed, the number of refugees permanently resettled in rural 
sections of Greek Macedonia numbered nearly half of the total refugee 
population of 550,635. The number of urban refugees remained at a low 
level of 72, 230.142

A general assessment of the resettlement work carried out by the RSC 
will be provided in Chapter Eight. It is important, however, to pinpoint two 
areas in which the resettlement related experiences of the refugees comple-
mented their predicaments during the uprooting and impaired their integra-
tion within the wider Greek society. Here the research of two prominent 
scholars, Reneé Hirschon and George Mavrogordatos, should be appraised 
for addressing the issue effectively at both the factual and analytical level. 
While Hirschon was concerned with the process by which the refugees, spe-
cifically urban ones, developed a separate identity from the larger Greek 
society, Mavrogordatos sought to chart the dynamics of the process by 
which the political behavior of the refugees was shaped and came to play 
an arbiter role in Greek political life during the interwar period.

Having conducted her fieldwork in an urban refugee community in 
Kokkinia, Piraeus, Hirschon shows that the impediments associated with 
the resettlement and housing projects contributed to the creation of physi-
cal and mental barriers between refugees and natives. The continued expo-
sure of the former to the physical and economic hardships (e.g., housing 
and employment constraints) within contained spaces brought about a 
growing attachment to their cultural heritage, which they considered on the 
whole superior to the one that surrounded them.143 Her contention is that 
the rural-bias of the resettlement projects144 was one among many other 
factors that played a significant role in prolonging the plight of urban refu-
gees, contributing in turn to their social segregation and the development 
of a sense of identity separate from that of the larger Greek society. These 
two developments combined to affect the political orientation of refugees 
in the years to come, a subject that constitutes the focus of George Mavro-
gordatos.145 Mavrogordatos, who examined the conditions of refugees in 
terms of economic deprivation, downward social mobility, status depriva-
tion, and discrimination, considers the resettlement, more specifically, the 
land, as a major and permanent source of conflict between the natives and 
refugees, especially in the rural areas of northern Greece. He states:

The implementation of the land reform and the massive departure of 
exchanged Turks and Bulgarians released enormous amounts of vacant 
agricultural land, which the local peasants expected to get and which 
they often seized without waiting. Native expectations were brutally 
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frustrated when rural refugee settlement perforce received first priority 
with respect to this land. The whole process should be seen in the con-
text of poor records, inadequate control by the authorities, great haste, 
and concomitantly great confusion. Evictions, quarrels over disputed 
land, and the manifest native aspiration to drive the refugees away 
and seize their fields produced continuous clashes in the countryside, 
throughout the interwar period.146

The author makes a similar argument for the urban areas as a setting 
that witnessed significant rivalries between natives and refugees over prop-
erties.147 This factor, among many other problems of social and economic 
nature, caused the economic deprivation of refugees, rural and urban alike, 
and determined the orientation of their political behaviors. In the face of 
emergent reactionary attitude on the part of the natives (politically repre-
sented in the Antivenizelist Populist Party) towards the refugees, the latter, 
guided largely by refugee associations, threw their support on Venizelism 
and remained loyal to its cause until the early years of the 1930s. Later a 
growing alienation of the refugees from Venizelism was observed in reaction 
to the rapprochement with Turkey, which was sanctioned by the Ankara 
Convention of 1930, ending the hopes of the refugees for compensation for 
the actual values of their properties. In his assessment of the consequences 
of this Convention, Mavrogordatos states: “The property of exchanged 
Turks . . . to be used expressly for the settlement of the refugees, never 
adequately benefited them, because of its disastrous mismanagement and 
its extremely slow and unprofitable liquidation, a problem which has con-
tinued well into the postwar period.”148

Undoubtedly, the predicaments involved in the reception and accom-
modation of Greek refugees, as documented by the above-mentioned 
scholars, shed significant doubt on the success paradigm championed by 
mainstream scholarship on the resettlement and integration of refugees. But 
it should be noted that, including the most ardent critics of the subject, all 
the scholars of the population exchange invariably underline the impor-
tance of the presence of the RSC as a factor that not only prevented such 
a high number of refugees from becoming entrenched in “chaos, extreme 
physical hardship and staggering mortality” for a longer period, but also 
anticipated a wholesale national reconstruction for a country that had been 
politically and economically in disarray for more than a decade.149

In the final analysis, as far as the resettlement dimension of the 
population exchange was concerned, it is quite clear that the resettlement 
of nearly one and a half million refugees was a challenge of immense of 
proportions to Greece, the engagement with which was naturally bound to 



create many problems for the refugees. Here, the presence of the RSC was 
a factor that prevented these problems reaching a point of disarray, leading 
ultimately to national disaster. The RSC, the presence of which was linked 
to foreign loans, helped the refugees voice their concerns more effectively. 
Perhaps, more importantly, it enabled these concerns to be given a fair 
consideration during the process of resettlement. While the refugees in 
Turkey seemed not to pose as much of a challenge quantitatively, the above 
discussion reveals that the adoption by the Turkish government authorities 
of a blatantly indifferent attitude toward the whole question of resettlement 
was bound to create a problem of immense proportions from the very 
outset. Their belated realization of the gravity of the problem could not save 
the plight of the refugees from turning into an epic tragedy commensurate 
with that of their Greek counterparts due to the fact that their capabilities 
and efforts were overwhelmed by the realities of the situation.

Unlike their Greek counterparts, the refugees in Turkey had no insti-
tutional agency to appeal to when government officials overlooked their 
problems. Given these conditions, when the transfer of refugees from 
Greece was halfway complete and the resettlement of arrivals began to pose 
significant challenges, the leading politicians in Turkey were still using the 
“repatriation” discourse as part of their political rhetoric. This discourse, 
which found its best expression in one of the speeches of İsmet PaΒa to the 
refugees in Manisa, is indicative of the indifferent attitude on the part of 
the Turkish government to the plight of the refugees.

There is no doubt that the country is in dire need and suffering. Never-
theless, it is our responsibility to make the newcomers not feel strangers 
to this environment and give them utmost assistance. We encourage the 
desires of our friends abroad who want to come to their motherland. 
The empty building is doomed to perish and [therefore] it will be filled. 
We will do all in our capacity and use all means in our power to bring 
to our country all our citizens and brothers abroad in addition to the 
refugees who are coming now.150

What is perhaps more interesting in this regard, despite all kinds of prob-
lems associated with the refugees, the country continued to receive further 
floods of refugees from various countries in the Balkans during the latter 
part of 1920s and the entire decade of the 1930s.
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Chapter Eight

Regimenting the Exchange: 
Institutions

Upon the signing of the Lausanne Treaty, several institutions were created 
at national and international levels to implement the clauses of the Con-
vention as well as to manage the whole process of implementation. The 
Mixed Commission (Muhtelit Mübadele Komisyonu/『 Μδεkβ 《πδkλκπβ) 
which was established according to Article 11 of the Exchange Conven-
tion began to function nearly one month after the ratification of the Lau-
sanne Treaty by the parliaments of Turkey and Greece. Of the 19 articles 
in the Convention, Articles 11 to 17 deal specifically with the organiza-
tion and functions of the Mixed Commission. Two domestic institutions 
specializing in refugee affairs, namely the Refugee Settlement Commission 
(from now on RSC) (《πδkλκπβ ]πκεαkαjkαjiπμ Πλκjφυΰπθ) in Greece and 
the Ministry of Exchange, Reconstruction, and Resettlement (from now on 
MERR) (Mübadele, İmar ve İskân Vekâleti) in Turkey were established in 
the last months of 1923. Undoubtedly, the successful progress of the regi-
mentation of the population exchange hinged on the level of coordination 
between these three institutions. However, an overview of their foundation 
principles and early operations shows that each institution was exclusively 
concerned with its specifically designed duties and, even in cases where 
their obligations overlapped, there was a lack of cooperation between 
them, a significant factor that hampered the efficient regimentation of the 
population exchange process and prolonged the transfer and resettlement 
of the refugees.

The Mixed Commission was established with a view to providing the 
proper registration and evacuation of the refugees as well as the arbitration 
of the differences between the two governments that might arise during 
the implementation of the Convention. The Convention authorized the 
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Mixed Commission to intervene when it deemed necessary and create sub-
commissions at the expense of the country where the sub-commission was 
established. The RSC and the Turkish Ministry of Exchange, Reconstruction 
and Resettlement were responsible for refugee-related matters, especially 
concerning resettlement, in their respective countries. The RSC and the 
MERR differed from one another in terms of judicial status. The former, 
whose presence was linked to a series of agreements between Greece and the 
League of Nations for a broad financial loan scheme, was intended mainly 
as autonomous machinery and had more responsibilities towards the League 
of Nations than to the Greek government. Its operation was contingent 
on the floatation of financial loans and the constant reassessments of the 
League. Thus, it was in fact more of an international agency than a national 
one. In complete contradistinction to the RSC, the MERR was established 
as a strictly governmental organization with a view to taking over the 
responsibilities of all the existing refugee-related institutions in Turkey. With 
limited funds at its disposal, the MERR was charged with a wide range of 
responsibilities from the transfer and provisioning of the refugees to their 
resettlement. Unlike the RSC, which continued its operation for nearly a 
decade, the MERR had a very short lifespan due to its inability to cope 
with a challenge of such nature and magnitude as well as certain political 
reasons to be covered below. What follows is a very brief description and 
discussion of the operations of these institutions from the moment of their 
inception to their abolition.

THE MIXED COMMISSION

The continued factional deadlock amongst the Greek and Turkish lead-
ers in the immediate aftermath of the Convention increased the role of 
the League of Nations and placed it in a predominant position as regards 
the whole conflict. At the center of this conflict stood the Mixed Com-
mission, which had been constituted on September 17, 1923 with a view 
to arbitrating the implementation of the Convention and supervising the 
liquidation of movable and immovable properties of the refugees as well 
as the indemnification of the latter.1 The Commission consisted of four 
members from Greece2 and four from Turkey.3 There were also three 
members representing countries that had not participated in WWI.4 It 
had two separate bodies stationed in Istanbul and Salonica. Although the 
Turkish side insisted on designating Salonica as the seat of the Commis-
sion, the Council of the League of Nations selected Athens as the location 
where the principal offices of the Commission were situated.5 The first 
meeting of the Commission took place in Athens on October 8, 1923. 



Due to increasing pressure from the Turks, the seat of the Commission 
was moved from Athens to Istanbul after the meeting on June 21, 1924.6

As the principal agency responsible for settling all questions concern-
ing the population exchange, the Mixed Commission was furnished with 
full authority to deal with a set of administrative, legislative, and judicial 
matters.7 The principal administrative function of this Commission was 
related to the transfer of both Greek and Muslim populations, who had not 
yet been removed from the territories of Turkey and Greece. Although the 
Commission was furnished with full responsibility to conduct the transfer 
of the refugees, the fact that it had undertaken no preparatory work to 
this effect caused long delays in transferring the majority of the refugees 
from one country to the other. The transfer of Greek refugees, gathered in 
principal Turkish port cities, as well as Muslim refugees, already congre-
gated in Greek port cities, started in mid-December under the supervision 
of the Mixed Commission. Later on, the Commission extended its field of 
operation to the interior sections of both countries. For example, roughly 
half of the 3,000 Greek refugees who had come to Ankara from Akdaḡ, 
Keskin, Haymana and Yozgat and were being pressured by local Turkish 
authorities were to be evacuated with the direct intervention of the Mixed 
Commission.8 The work of the Commission also included collecting and 
transporting to Turkey the official Ottoman archives and registers from all 
parts of Greece, especially Crete.9 There is also evidence that the Commis-
sion was involved in the same task for the archives of the Greek institutions 
in Istanbul and other parts of Turkey. For example, the Metropolitan of 
Kayseri, Yervasios, managed to salvage from destruction the library hold-
ings of several churches and monasteries and transferred them through the 
mediation of the Mixed Commission to Greece to be added in due course 
to the collections of the Byzantine Museum and the Benaki Museum in 
Athens.10 However, not all the Greek libraries and archives were as for-
tunate. In the case of the library and archives of the Literary Society of 
Constantinople, for instance, the official Turkish documents suggest that 
the Turkish authorities transferred them from Istanbul to a local library 
in Ankara.11 The whereabouts of these library and archival collections are 
presently unknown.

The most important obligations of the Mixed Commission were in the 
realms of legislative and judicial affairs such as the appraisal of immovable 
and movable properties, the determination of the methods of appraisal and 
the adoption of measures required by the Convention. In order to address 
these issues, the Commission created at the outset three sub-commissions in 
Athens.12 The first one was intended for the determination of the methods of 
the population exchange while the second was established for the adoption 
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of the bases for the liquidation of refugee properties. The last one aimed to 
study the measures to be taken in each country for putting the legislation 
in harmony with the Convention. Later on, several other sub-commissions 
were created to address the financial and juristic matters.13 All these 
institutions remained in operation until July 1928. They were abolished 
because of increasing expenditures in maintaining the Commission; their 
duties were transferred to certain bureaus at the seat of the Commission. 
A compilation of documents in Turkish offers detailed information about 
the organizational aspects of the Mixed Commission and the functions of 
each sub-commission.14 The following is a brief discussion of the issues that 
have been hardly mentioned in the population exchange literature.

As part of its judicial task, the Commission was involved in deter-
mining who would be exempt from the population exchange.15 The 
thorniest question in this regard was related to the situation of the Alba-
nians. Earlier, when the Albanian government expressed its concerns as to 
the situation of the Albanians in Greece and Turkey, the President of the 
Section of Minorities in Lausanne had given assurances to the Albanian 
representative, Mehdi Frashëri, that the Albanian minorities in these two 
countries, regardless of their religious beliefs, were certainly exempted 
from the population exchange.16 On August 6, 1923, Venizelos himself 
sent a letter to the Secretary of the League of Nations stating that the 
Greek government had no desire to force the Albanian Muslims to leave 
the country.17

Although the Greek representatives gave yet another set of assurances 
at a meeting of the sub-commission of Epirus (Epir Tali Komisyonu) on 
June 17, 1924,18 certain developments proved the opposite to be true. Five 
thousand Albanian Muslims from the district of Chamouria in Epirus, for 
example, were considered for exchange with the same number of Greeks 
who had already been removed from Istanbul. The Albanian government 
appealed to the Mixed Commission to stop the violation of the Convention 
by the Greeks. The Albanian representatives, Mehdi Frashëri and Viscount 
Ishii, presented detailed reports at the Council of League of Nations dur-
ing the first weeks of December 1925.19 An investigation was launched and 
the Mixed Commission was asked to present its views before the Council. 
After the Mixed Commission conducted proper investigations, the issue 
was resolved in favor of the Albanian government the following year.20 
Similarly, in 1928, when the Turkish government attempted to deport a 
group of Orthodox Arabs from Mersin on account of their exchangeability, 
the Commission intervened to stop the process.21 As mentioned previously, 
there were a few minor cases of similar nature where the Commission acted 
on behalf of the people concerned. But on the whole, Commission members 



seem to have adopted a passive attitude on issues concerning individual 
cases of this sort and complied with the decisions of their respective govern-
ments regarding this matter.

The Commission started to fulfill its primary responsibilities when 
the differences of opinion between the Turkish and Greek members sur-
faced and the two governments began to accuse each other of violating the 
principles of the Convention. The most important of these disputes had 
to do with the situation of the Greeks of Constantinople and the Muslims 
of Western Thrace. While the Greeks accused the Turks of not observing 
the second article of the Convention concerning the Greek inhabitants of 
Constantinople, the Turks, referring to the same article, held the Greeks 
accountable for using excessive force to expel the Muslims of Western 
Thrace from their lands. This dispute focused for the most part on the situ-
ation of the Greeks of Constantinople and took the form of a chronic con-
flict over the établi problem between the Greek and Turkish members of 
the Mixed Commission.22

Having failed to reconcile the differences of opinion between the two 
sides, which focused on the real “intentions” of the Greeks pertaining to 
their presence in Istanbul on October 18, 1918 and thereafter, the neutral 
members of the Commission took the matter to the Permanent Court of 
International Justice in the Hague. The proceedings of the Court concerning 
this matter have been extensively quoted in the literature on the population 
exchange.23 What is important for the purpose of the current discussion is 
that the Mixed Commission, having adopted the proposal of the Court, 
issued a decision in which the principal criteria for exempting the Greeks 
of Constantinople and the Muslims of Western Thrace were established. 
According to this decision, which was taken on March 19, 1927, all Greeks, 
regardless of their intentions, who were present in the city on October 18, 
1918 and at the time (March 19, 1927) the decision was taken, were con-
sidered not subject to the Convention.

Correspondingly, the Muslim Turkish populations of Western Thrace 
were to be subjected to the same principles. The Mixed Commission was 
supposed to observe that both governments comply with this decision. 
Although the Commission established a sub-commission to this end, the 
ultimate decisions seem to have rested for the most part with the govern-
ments. The arbitrary conduct of this decision by the Turkish government 
can be seen in the numbers of Greeks whose exchangeability had been 
established and who were transferred from Constantinople to Greece from 
January 1, 1924 to December 31, 1928. Their numbers reached 99,730.24 
Analogously, the number of Muslims who moved from Western Thrace to 
Turkey steadily increased during the period concerned.25
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Yet another example of the incompetence of the Mixed Commission 
can be seen in its decisions concerning the applications of the Greeks of 
Constantinople for compensation for their properties or restitution. Of 
those applicants, the great majority consisted of people who had left the 
city either of their own will or had been forced to leave the city by the Turk-
ish local authorities (e.g., governors etc.) on the grounds that they had been 
collaborating with the Greek occupation forces. Considered “fugitives” 
(fuyard), many of these people submitted their claims to the local branches 
of the Mixed Commission with files that contained the notarized copies of 
title deeds for their properties. These files were sent to the Sub-Commission 
of the Mixed Commission in Istanbul for evaluation. The following table is 
excerpted from a list of decisions taken by the office of the Mixed Commis-
sion in Istanbul [Table 10]. As the obtained results show, these applications 
were on the whole rejected.

As for the question of the liquidation and indemnification of proper-
ties of the exchangeable Greeks and Muslims, the issue was discussed at 

Table 10. A Sample List of Decisions of the Mixed Commission

No. de 
la requite

Date 
d’en-
registr.

Objet Démarches 
faites

Date Résultat 
obtenu

2443 5/1/25 Hadji-Ilia Tocouroglou, 
propriétaire de 3 magasins 
et 3 maisons à Kadikeuy nous 
informe qu’il a reçu ordre 
d’évacuer ses immeubles

Vali de
Stamboul

7/1/25 nul

1855 Oct. 8 Stavro et Hellène Palandjo-
glou demandent restitution de 
leurs immeubles saisis, consi-
dérés comme bien abandonnés

Vali de 
Stamboul

9/12/24 nul

673 Avr. 22 Saisie de la maison de 
Hadjétoglou, sise à Scutari
et considérée comme bien 
abandonné

Verbale-
ment par 
Riza 
Bey

– nul

3046 
2508

Janv. 9

Janv. 15

Yordan Didonakis, muni 
d’une fische rouge de notre 
S.C. nous informe que les 
autorités de Scutari ont 
requsitionné sa maison et y 
ont installé de réfugiés turcs

Au Vali de 
Stamboul 
Lettre de 
rappel

19/2/25 –
(nul)

Source: AYE, 1925, A.A.K./3.



length in Chapter Six. The evidence suggests that neither side honored the 
related articles of the Convention.26 The fact that the appraisal of the prop-
erties and the transfer of populations had not taken place concomitantly, 
especially in the case of the Greeks, prevented the proper valuation and 
liquidation of these properties by the Mixed Commission.27 Considered 
against the background of the fate of the abandoned properties belonging 
to the Greeks in Turkey, the preposterousness of such a task becomes evi-
dent. As for the properties of the Muslims, a certain portion of which had 
been exposed to a similar kismet, the Mixed Commission failed to arbi-
trate the differences between the Turks and Greeks. The Turks persisted in 
the view that the properties (especially immovables) of Muslims outnum-
bered those of Greeks. Where the method of appraisal was concerned, they 
refrained from adopting an individual appraisal of the properties of refu-
gees.28 The latter view was in fact in line with that of the Greek side for 
the obvious reason that its ongoing land reform and the resettlement of 
Greek refugees by the RSC would certainly be obstructed, should they have 
observed a systematic individual appraisal of the Muslim properties. Due to 
the reciprocating interests of the two parties, this whole question could not 
be addressed until the early 1930s.

In the meantime, the Turkish and Greek government representatives 
convened to discuss this matter several times in Ankara and Athens under 
the aegis of the Mixed Commission. At these meetings, however, the discus-
sions concerning property issues focused largely on the related problems 
of the non-exchangeables (établis). In the Ankara Convention of June 21, 
1925, both sides sanctioned the decision. They agreed, after tortuous nego-
tiations and deliberations, that Greek and Muslim refugees who had moved 
from Istanbul and Western Thrace respectively prior to Lausanne were to 
be entitled to compensation for the unregistered movable and immovable 
property which they had left behind.29 In the face of ongoing violations, the 
same issue was made part of the agenda of a new meeting in Athens and was 
concluded with the Convention of Athens in which the early decision was 
reinstated.30 The Mixed Commission failed to bring about an agreement 
between the two sides on a method for the valuation of properties includ-
ing the properties of the non-exchangeables,31 and on a plan to indemnify 
the refugees. Thus, the two governments agreed that the only solution to 
indemnification was by direct negotiation to the effect of which they met in 
Ankara and signed a convention on June 10, 1930.

With this agreement, a general balancing of property claims was made 
and all refugee properties were transferred to the ownership of the respec-
tive governments.32 The governments, in turn, issued bonds to the refugees 
for partial indemnification of the certified value of their properties. From 
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June 10, 1930 until its official abolition on October 19, 1934, the Com-
mission focused its work on the individual cases of refugees, a development 
that turned this institution into a channel whereby refugee complaints were 
forwarded to the respective governments.33 My many years of research on 
the subject in Turkey and Greece have not revealed a single case where 
a refugee, Greek or Turkish, received an actual cash payment on account 
of his or her abandoned property. All the bonds issued to this effect by 
the Turkish and Greek governments remained in the hands of refugees as 
concrete proof and a reminder of the injustices they faced during the imple-
mentation of the Convention.

In light of the above discussion, it can be said that the only accomplish-
ment of the Commission took place at the outset in regards to the issue of 
evacuating the remaining Greeks and Turks from their respective countries. 
A partial success was achieved in clarifying the situation of certain commu-
nities, such as the Albanian Muslims, with respect to the Convention. Other 
than that, the Commission did very little until its abolition in 1934.

REFUGEE SETTLEMENT COMMISSION

As was discussed at length above, the relief of incoming refugees in Greece 
was provided through coordinated action between the Greek government 
and many international relief agencies from the end of the Turco-Greek 
War to mid-1923. The Greek government, which had been unremittingly 
engaged with the transfer and relief of refugees since the latter part of 1922, 
soon found itself overwhelmed by the ever-increasing number of refugees. In 
early 1923, when the Lausanne negotiations over the population exchange 
were in progress, Greek representatives in the Council of the League of 
Nations appealed to the Council for a loan and asked for its “moral and 
technical support.”34 In response, the Council referred the matter to the 
Financial Committee which, in return, sent two representatives to Athens; 
the first one to look into the material securities that Greece could offer for 
a loan and the second to inspect the conditions for the resettlement of the 
refugees. On July 9, 1923, the Financial Committee of the League approved 
a comprehensive resettlement plan that included the provision of “financial 
resources to be supplied by a loan and the execution of the [resettlement] 
scheme to be entrusted to the Refugee Settlement Commission (RSC).”35 
This plan was sanctioned by a protocol between the Council of the League 
of Nations and the Greek government on September 29, 1923 in Geneva. 
With this agreement, the League of Nations took full charge of the resettle-
ment and stood as the guarantor of loans contracted from foreign agencies 
for this purpose.



The establishment of the RSC signified the transfer of emergency relief 
work conducted by international relief organizations, like the American Red 
Cross and the Near East Relief, from a temporary to permanent base.36 As 
a matter of fact, most of these organizations stopped their operations as 
soon as the agreement between the Council and the Greek authorities was 
reached in July 1923. The Commission not only assumed the groundwork of 
the international organizations but also took over the responsibilities, and in 
some cases the staff, of Greek official institutions, such as the Refugee Assis-
tance Fund and the Directorate of Colonization of Macedonia,37 which were 
engaged in the relief and resettlement of refugees. In this regard, the pending 
settlement of refugees who had come from Bulgaria through the Treaty of 
Neuilly (1919) and those who had arrived from Russia before 1922 was also 
inherited by the RSC.

The RSC was officially established in November, 1923 and provided 
with full legal capacity to formulate and oversee the settlement program. 
Having taken up the responsibility to resettle all the refugees, including 
those from Bulgaria and Russia, it began its work with the clarification of 
the objective conditions that would hinder or facilitate its operation, espe-
cially in the rural sections of northern Greece. In this respect, the Commis-
sion sought to secure from the Greek government, in concordance with the 
Geneva Protocol, a sizeable amount of land in this region for the settlement 
of refugees. The work of the Commission was in fact greatly enhanced at the 
outset by the cooperation of the Greek government, particularly in regards 
to the issue of land. With its commitment to a comprehensive land reform, 
the Greek government adopted a stiff position on the remaining large estates 
of Muslim notables and the departing Bulgarians, as well as on the holdings 
of the Monasteries of Mount Athos, breaking up the latter into small hold-
ings for peasants, whether natives or refugees.38 Although a great portion 
of these lands wound up in the hands of native peasants,39 the government 
granted the RSC all rights of ownership to 500,000 hectares of cultivatable 
and uncultivatable land, especially in the northern parts of the country, with 
a view to being used only for the resettlement of the refugees.40 As some 
historians argued later, the resettlement program of the RSC was designed 
to run as a long-term project for economic development particularly of the 
rural sections of Greek Macedonia and Western Thrace,41 which in turn 
would bring political stability to these regions where skirmishes between 
Greek villagers and Bulgarian comitadjis were frequent, especially along the 
bordering settlements.42 Insofar as the settlement of refugees in urban areas 
was concerned, the RSC and the Greek government focused their attention 
on Piraeus, Athens and Salonica where they carried out limited work of con-
struction and promoted small-scale businesses among the refugees.43
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Unlike the rural settlement scheme, the progress of urban settlement 
projects was strictly contingent upon incoming foreign loans, the use of 
which was subject to rigid principles of the protocols signed between the 
Greek government and the Council of the League of Nations.44 The rural 
bias of the RSC’s work, coupled with the tumultuous negotiations over for-
eign loans, caused the slow progress of urban resettlement which in turn 
pushed many refugees of urban background into rural areas45, a process 
which was to be reversed later when the Great Depression shook the yoke 
of the Greek economy, not to mention the whole world economy, at the 
turn of the decade.

The flotation of loans abroad was a conditio sine qua non to the exe-
cution of the resettlement scheme. From the beginning, the Council of the 
League of Nations had several reservations about extending guarantees to 
the Greek government for loans. If the first one was the near bankrupt state 
of the country’s economy, the second had to do with the fear that the Greek 
government would divert the funds for military purposes. The placement of 
funds at the disposal of the RSC ensured creditors that the loans would not 
be used for purposes–including charity and temporary relief—not autho-
rized by the RSC. Therefore, while drafting the terms of the protocol for the 
establishment of the RSC, the Council paid particular attention to the fact 
that the Greek government would have no right to either supervise or inter-
fere with the operation of this institution, even in cases where the activities 
of the Commission were considered inappropriate or inadequate.46 In other 
words, the establishment of such an institution signified that the practical 
administration of refugee resettlement was to take place independent, as 
underlined by John Campbell, “of the defective machinery of [the] Greek 
government.”47 It is against the backdrop of such concerns that the League 
of Nations appointed a non-Greek as chairman of the Commission and a 
member from its own ranks as vice-chairman in addition to a few Greek 
members to be appointed by the Greek government.48

Special mention should be made here of Henry Morgenthau, the first 
president of the RSC, whose skillful loan diplomacy greatly enhanced the 
work of the Commission from the very beginning. As soon as he entered 
office, he launched negotiations with various European governments and 
banking institutions for loans to finance the work of the RSC. However, 
due to the absence of a stable government in Greece, his early attempts 
to this end were met with little success.49 Morgenthau was convinced that 
“it was necessary to obtain about eight million pounds to solve the whole 
problem. With that sum, the whole question could be settled within two 
years, and that [he] considered it highly probable that at the expiration 
of that period, Greece would be self-supporting.”50 Having conducted and 



eventually secured on behalf of the Greek government two consecutive 
loans of one million pounds each (August 1923 and May 1924) in England, 
Morgenthau eventually managed to secure a guarantee from the Council 
of the League of Nations to raise a loan of up to ten million pounds on 
September 12, 1924, which was then added to the Protocol and Statutes of 
the Greek RSC of September 29, 1923.51 This was followed by a series of 
agreements between the Greek government and several financial agencies 
in London and New York. In due course, Greece secured a loan of 12,300 
million pounds (10 million pounds in net amount) to be placed at the dis-
posal of the RSC:

[S]olely for permanent and productive uses as provided in the Protocol, 
and none of it from temporary charity or temporary relief. These mon-
eys must be used to restore the refugees to self-support and economic 
usefulness. They must provide farmers with seed, plows, and work 
animals, so that Greece might become productive. They must provide 
artisans with tools, industrial enterprises with equipment, and work-
ing people with permanent homes. These uses of money would restore 
Greece to a permanent earning power that would be a blessing to the 
refugees and that would provide funds to repay the loan.52

Further details on these loans will be provided in the last pages of 
the present chapter. It is important, however, to underline here the role 
that Venizelos played in Morgenthau’s loan diplomacy. Venizelos, who 
had directed the pre-Lausanne diplomatic negotiations of Greece behind 
the scenes, adopted a similar diplomatic role in securing foreign assistance. 
Morgenthau, who met with Venizelos on multiple occasions in Paris, makes 
it clear in a private letter to his family, dated November 17, 1923, “Veni-
zelos realizes that Greece must cater to [the] “Big Powers” so that she can 
have a successful bond issue, which would enable her to solve her refugee 
problem.”53

It was not only in matters concerning foreign loans but also in 
formulating and conducting the resettlement projects of the RSC that 
Venizelos worked closely with Morgenthau. The latter kept a close eye on the 
progress of refugee resettlement in Salonica upon the recommendations of 
Venizelos and even at some point went to see the Vardar and Struma valleys 
which “Venizelos thought should be drained and cured of malaria, thereby 
redeeming hundreds of thousands of acres which are now uncultivated.”54 
The cooperation between Morgenthau and Venizelos, especially during the 
period of the American diplomat’s presidency of the RSC from September 
1923 to December 1924, which overlapped with Venizelos’ short-term 
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government in January 1924, was crucial to the initial organization of the 
RSC and its later operations.

Another factor of similar importance to the functioning of the RSC 
was its relations with the Greek government. Although the general work 
of this institution was greatly enhanced by the cooperation of the Greek 
government, especially through the Land Distribution Program (〉δαθκηβ),55 
the friction between the two parties was also a common occurrence. This 
tension stemmed primarily from the greater autonomy of the RSC and its 
persistent desire to safeguard its total independence. Disputes arose espe-
cially over the administration of the funds allocated for the resettlement 
of refugees. While the RSC tended to fully control the administration of 
incoming loans, the Greek government persisted in claiming that “the funds 
of the Commission were funds of the government” therefore should be sub-
jected to the close supervision of the former.56 Such disputes became most 
overtly pronounced during the conclusion of large-scale housing contracts 
involving the expenditure of these funds.57 The controversy took the form 
of accusations by local Greek government officials directed at the field 
administrators, who were mainly Greeks. The latter were accused of cor-
ruption and many failings. Whether such accusations were prompted by 
the influence of private persons on ministers and high officials to obtain 
concessions and agreements in the housing projects cannot be verified on 
the basis of available documents. But the summer of 1925 attested to the 
proliferation of such attacks against the RSC on the ground that the Greek 
officials of the RSC had favored some of the contracting companies. What 
was then called the “Malama Affair,” which almost brought to an end the 
RSC’s operations, provides a good case in point.

Konstantinos Malamas, a private contractor, was hired to build a 
housing project of 3500–5000 houses for the refugees in Salonica. The 
houses built by this company became a major source of complaint among 
the refugees due to the inferior construction and the absence of basic sani-
tary facilities.58 In response to complaints from the refugees, an inspector 
was immediately dispatched to oversee the situation in the mid-summer 
of 1925. Having conducted interviews with the refugees59 the inspector 
reported that the project was useless in its entirety and that Malamas appar-
ently obtained this contract through his connections in the RSC. The Presi-
dent of the Military Council, Pangalos, sent a telegraph to the Governor 
General of Salonica, stating that “this affair is related to the high interests 
of the state and the refugees. If there are any criminals, they will certainly 
be mercilessly punished by the application of very severe penalties which 
will be decided by pertinent decrees.”60 Some individuals and a high-rank-
ing official of the RSC, namely Karamanos, who mediated between 《kαδλδα 



Μαζαηα 《ηηαθκυβζ and the RSC, were accused of bypassing the auction 
process and granting the contract to Malamas.

Four functionaries of the RSC, including Karamanos, were detained 
in August 1925 on charges of misuse and misappropriation of state funds 
allocated for the resettlement of the refugees. Two Greek members of the 
RSC subsequently resigned. The RSC raised the issue with the Council of 
the League of Nations, where the chairman of the RSC argued that such 
charges were motivated by the influence of people who were uncomfortable 
with the autonomous position of the RSC. After long discussions and delib-
erations, the Council not only issued a decision in favor of the RSC but also 
affirmed the autonomous status of this institution.61 Thus the issue, which 
was covered widely in the leading newspapers of Europe at the time,62 was 
finally settled by the Council of the League of Nations.63 Eventually, two 
of the four detainees were acquitted and the other two were arrested. The 
most important result of this incident was that the work of the RSC was 
suspended for the period of the dispute and the vigor and dynamism that 
had characterized its resettlement efforts until then was replaced by caution 
and lethargy, causing, in turn, the slow progress of the resettlement process.

Despite accusations of fraud and cheating in the housing proj-
ects, the RSC had succeeded in settling 622,865 refugees (550,635 rural; 
72,230 urban) by the middle of 1926.64 The following year, it reported that 
175,000 houses for the refugees had already been built or repaired and that 
it was planning to build an additional 42,000 houses although there was 
urgent need of almost 100,000 more in 1927. From 1928 to 1929, the RSC 
planned to build 3,398 additional rural dwellings for refugees mostly in 
Macedonia and 1,235 urban dwellings in 28 different cities and towns. By 
1929, the RSC had succeeded in settling over half a million refugees pri-
marily in the northern sections of the country.

The plight of the refugees could have plunged Greece into both 
political and economic chaos. This was prevented by the RSC and the 
methods it used to resettle the refugees. For the purpose of the current 
discussion, suffice it to mention the three major principles that underlined 
the workings of this institution during the process of resettlement. The 
first was the arrangement of the resettlement of refugees according to their 
urban and rural backgrounds;65 the second was the resettlement of refugees 
from the same place of origin in the same area;66 and the third was allowing 
the refugees “to establish themselves in three different communities on a 
trial basis before they were required to make a decision on where to settle 
permanently.”67 These three principles, which were absent in the Turkish 
case of resettlement, enabled at least a certain percentage of refugees to 
establish themselves in areas that suited their attributes. The first two 
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were particularly important in terms of enabling the refugees to implant 
their communal organizations in various parts of Greece. Here the RSC’s 
recognition of the powerful bond of religious association among the 
refugees, which was certainly existent among the Muslim refugees but 
ignored, played a significant role. As many studies have pointed out, many 
refugees, soon after their arrival, sought to locate their village priest before 
searching for their relatives. As Mears states, “many of the new towns in 
Macedonia, Thessaly, and Crete [became] merely transplanted replicas of 
the old Turkish communities, bearing the same name, and fathered by the 
same priest whom they had in Turkey.”68

The farming villages of Asia Minor successfully reactivated their tradi-
tional dynamics and, preserving their old village name, came to reconstitute 
viable communities in a short period of time. In the same vein, refugees of 
urban background, who were resettled in the outskirts of Athens, renamed 
their districts such as Philadelphia (Akhisar), Nea Smyrni (Izmir) and 
Nea Amissos (Samsun). The same story holds true for northern Greece.69 
A glance at the map of Greece and more specifically the plans of Athens 
and Salonica suffices to confirm the point that Greece was, toponymically 
speaking, on the way to becoming a copy of Asia Minor.

The resettlement efforts of the RSC, when considered simply as the 
physical accommodation of the refugees, were a success story since the 
RSC managed to construct many settlement areas and resettle nearly the 
entirety of the refugee populations within a period of seven years. Nonethe-
less, it would be wrong to assume that the RSC achieved complete success 
in turning the refugees into producers during this period. By the time the 
first signs of the Great Depression appeared, these people had not yet built 
a foundation of human and material resources with which they could face 
the economic crisis. Many refugees in the countryside, who were unable 
to pay their remittances, began to migrate to the towns to “work as labor-
ers, or if they were lucky, to set up a shop with the money they had gained 
from selling off land and farming equipment.”70 As the depression hit the 
urban centers, natives and the great majority of refugees, whether rural or 
urban, bowed to the price fluctuations and declining demand. Perhaps the 
most severely affected in this environment were the self-employed traders, 
peddlers and shopkeepers. Many in this group were refugees from Asia 
Minor, whose hopes for compensation for their abandoned properties were 
dashed with the conclusion of the Ankara Convention with Turkey. The 
signing of the Ankara Convention coincided with the abolition of the RSC 
and, thereafter, the Greek Ministry of Agriculture and the new Agricultural 
Bank took over its functions. The pending problems of the refugees became 
henceforward responsibility solely of the Greek government.71



MINISTRY OF EXCHANGE, RECONSTRUCTION AND 
RESETTLEMENT

The new Turkish state adopted without much modification most of the 
Ottoman institutions and practices that had been created in order to handle 
the refugee problem, which had existed since the last decades of the nine-
teenth century.72 After the establishment of the provisional government in 
Ankara in 1920, the political leadership brought all these institutions and 
practices under a general directorate (Muhacirin Müdüriyeti) as a branch of 
the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare (Sıhhıye ve Muavenet-i İçtimaiye 
Vekâleti).73 With the ratification of the Lausanne Treaty in August 1923, 
refugee affairs were entrusted to this general directorate that was to imple-
ment the provisions of the Convention through district refugee depart-
ments in all the major provincial centers.74 However, before this directorate 
embarked on the creation of its offices, it was abolished, and a detailed 
plan was submitted by 134 deputies to the Turkish Grand National Assem-
bly, envisaging the formation of a special ministry to administer and coor-
dinate the transfer and relief of refugees, while entrusting provisioning and 
health-related services to the Red Crescent.75

The Ministry of Exchange, Reconstruction and Resettlement (Müb-
adele, İmar ve İskân Vekâleti), a highly bureaucratic body, was created on 
October 13, 1923 and the Law of Exchange, Reconstruction and Resettle-
ment (Mübadele İmar and İskân Kanunu), which outlined the program of 
the ministry, was adopted by the Grand National Assembly on November 8, 
1923.76 The new ministry was charged with the transfer, shelter, provision-
ing, and resettlement of all existing and incoming refugees and other issues 
pertinent to the refugee problem, including the reconstruction of the coun-
try.77 With a budget of 6,095,183 liras at its disposal,78 the ministry initi-
ated the establishment of local branches, called Commissions of Exchange, 
Reconstruction and Resettlement (Mübadele, İmar ve İskân Komisyonları). 
Each commission consisted of five officials: the highest administrative offi-
cial (governor or kaymakam) to chair the commission, two officials to be 
appointed directly from the center and the other two to be appointed by the 
local administration.79

As soon as the decision to establish the ministry was made, certain 
newspapers drew attention to the belated realization of such a necessity by 
the government and stated that “while the refugees were flooding in bulk 
numbers, we do not believe that this ministry which will reconstitute itself, 
establish its machinery, elect its officials and organize its offices will suc-
ceed in dealing with such thorny and complicated issues as resettlement and 
reconstruction.”80 Other papers, however, published articles in support of 
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the decision to establish such a ministry.81 Amidst this controversy, Mustafa 
Necati [Uğural] Bey82 was appointed as the first minister. He stayed in this 
position for four and a half months. Mustafa Celal [Bayar] Bey succeeded 
him, but held this office for only a few months (March 06, 1924—July 
07,1924).83 The last minister was Refet [Canıtez] Bey, whose term (July 
07,1924—November 05,1924) witnessed the most heated debates about 
the poor performance of the ministry. At some point, the minister himself 
acknowledged the inefficiency of the work the ministry undertook. Refet 
Bey testified in one of his speeches before the Grand National Assembly 
that the frequent replacement of ministers certainly hampered the efficient 
working of this ministry.84

In October 1924, the deputy of MenteΒe, Esat Bey, posed a ques-
tion to the presidency of the Grand National Assembly on three major 
issues regarding the handling of the refugee affairs. These issues were: 
how many refugees have already arrived? how many of the refugees have 
already been resettled? and how much and in which regions has reconstruc-
tion been undertaken?85 These questions, which were obviously intended 
to intimidate the government, were warded off by feeble explanations. In 
yet another session of Parliament, an Ali Αuuri Bey stated that the MERR 
had been involved more with the provisioning of local populations than in 
dealing with the resettlement of the “guests” (refugees).86 Certain deputies 
argued that the MERR had been sending officials to regions that were not 
included in the resettlement plans and where there were, in fact, no refu-
gees. In their view, the ministry had turned into a nursing home (Vekâlet 
darülacezedir).87 As for the Red Crescent, which had been designated as 
the operational body of the MERR, the argument was that it was operat-
ing only in certain locations and where it was most needed; it had failed to 
establish its offices, and many refugees died of diseases.88

Attacks on the MERR intensified during the latter part of 1924. 
Abuses and misuses of authority associated with local branches of the min-
istry, especially in cities like Izmir and Samsun, were all too common a 
news item to contemporaries.89 Government officials in charge of the dis-
tribution of abandoned properties, whether movable or immovable, were 
accused of favoritism, fraud, and embezzlement, which in turn contributed 
to the growing discontent among the refugees.90 Especially in Izmir, the 
dimensions of the corruption can be traced through the press as well as 
through government orders that were issued one after another. There, the 
incoming refugees had found most of the houses assigned to them already 
occupied.91 This discontent among the refugees sometimes manifested itself 
in acts of violence directed at officials in the short run92 and, as will be 
discussed later, in the long run it was transformed into political opposi-



tion that found its expression in the quick rise of an opposition party, Free 
Republican Party (Serbest Cumhuriyet Fırkası), within the first decade of 
the population exchange.

During the first year of its existence, the MERR seems to have devoted 
most of its efforts and resources to the transfer of refugees at the expense 
of many other issues such as the control of abandoned properties and the 
proper allocation of these properties. As for the resettlement of the new-
comers, the lack of coordination between the different government institu-
tions made it quite difficult for the ministry to engage in prolonged, large 
scale operations that required planning, precision, and above all money. 
The problems associated with the working of the MERR provided certain 
members of the Grand National Assembly with ammunition to attack the 
government. A foreign observer of the situation, who was in Istanbul at 
the time, namely Maxwell H.H. Macartney, states that “as the immediate 
peril of war was over, the unity of front was quickly broken and an attack 
was launched against the cabinet. This attack took mainly the form of an 
onslaught upon the Ministry of Exchange and Reconstruction, and it was 
apparently regarded as a piece of superior parliamentary tactics that Ismet 
Pasha diverted the opposition from a series of attacks piecemeal against 
certain of the more unpopular ministries.”93

When the MERR became the focus of attacks in Parliament,94 the gov-
ernment resolved the problem by abolishing the whole institution, which 
had turned out to be a clerical rather than an executive body. It was abol-
ished through a government resolution on November 3, 1924, and its func-
tions were transferred to a directorate (İskân Umum Müdürlüğü) within the 
Ministry of Interior.95 With the abolition of the MERR, the refugees gradu-
ally disappeared from the agenda of the Grand National Assembly and also 
as a subject of discussion in national newspapers. In 1930, the directorate 
was abolished and a small office was established under the General Direc-
torate of Population Affairs (Nüfus İΒleri Genel Müdürlüğü).96 On Febru-
ary 1, 1931, the Turkish government issued a resolution for the abolition of 
all the practices concerning the exchange of populations and property allot-
ment (mübadele ve tevfiz muamelerinin intacı ve kati tasfiyesi).97 There-
after, the government forwarded the petitions of refugees to the relevant 
ministries while certain refugees tried to use, without success, the mediation 
of the nearly defunct Mixed Commission to solve their problems.98

THE ISSUE OF FOREIGN LOANS

Preparing for war, waging it, and salvaging the resulting human and prop-
erty wreckage absorbed an undue proportion of the available wealth of 
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both the Ottoman Empire and Greece for a full decade. After the Balkan 
Wars, Greece faced its financial burdens by obtaining international loans 
and by issuing an abnormal amount of paper money, thus reducing the 
exchange value of the drachma and increasing the cost of living. Although 
Greece incurred little external debt after 1914, the internal debt of the 
country had increased enormously. The external debt of Greece at the end 
of 1923 was 1,641,407,532 drachmas ($316,792,000), while the internal 
debt amounted to about 2,863,000 gold drachmas plus 7,715,683,000 
paper drachmas.99 Under these circumstances, the economy of Greece was 
certainly not capable of handling, let alone absorbing, such vast numbers of 
penniless and destitute refugees. 100

It was against this background that the Greek representatives in Lau-
sanne, who recognized the heavy costs of both short-term and long-term 
resettlement, set out to secure a loan to facilitate the resettlement of the refu-
gees as soon as the Convention was signed.101 After long negotiations and 
inspections, and on condition that it would be used for the resettlement of 
refugees, Greece was granted a guarantee for the flotation of a loan by virtue 
of the Geneva Protocols, the related decisions of the League of Nations of 
September 29, 1923 and September 19, 1924, and the resolutions of the Hel-
lenic Constituent Assembly of June 7, 1924 and October 24, 1924.102 In this 
context, Greece secured a loan, which was called the “Seven Per Cent Greek 
Government Refugee Loan,” amounting to 12,300,000 pounds to be distrib-
uted as follows: 7,500,00 pounds in London by English banks; 2,3000,000 
pounds in New York by American banks; 2,500,000 pounds in Greece by 
Greek banks. A net amount of 10,000,000 pounds was immediately avail-
able.103 As was previously mentioned, this loan played a crucial role in facili-
tating the work of the RSC and financing its large-scale resettlement projects.

Be that as it may, whether this loan was designated for humanitarian 
purposes has long been debated among Greek scholars.104 That it was 
secured at an extremely high interest rate has prompted certain scholars 
to argue that this loan brought about the increasing domination of the 
Greek economy by foreign interests.105 As early as 1929, criticizing the 
unfavorable terms of the loan, Stephen Ladas argued that Greece could 
have probably raised such a loan without the assistance of the League of 
Nations.106 A relatively more recent study lists the concerns of the League 
of Nations behind its agreement to such a large loan. According to this list, 
the loan was floated with a view to putting an end to a potential ethnic 
conflict in the region by providing for the permanent settlement of the 
displaced populations. It is also stated that had Greece been left on its own, 
it would have faced a great economic disaster thereby endangering the 
prospects of a stable and lasting peace in the Balkans.107 In this regard, the 



Communists were prepared to take advantage of the vacuum. In the final 
analysis, this loan prevented Greece from plunging into further social and 
economic chaos while allowing Britain and the United States to establish 
their commercial interests in the area.108

Much like Greece, Bulgaria, which was also involved with large-
scale refugee resettlement at the time, secured a loan of 3,325,000 pounds 
through the League of Nations for the purpose of resettling incoming refu-
gees from Greece and Turkey. As for the Turkish side of the story, the ques-
tion of foreign aid in the form of direct assistance or financial borrowing 
remains an enigma. The principal tendency among scholars of the early 
Republic is that the Turkish political leadership refrained from seeking for-
eign aid as it would run contrary to its fundamental principle of absolute 
independence.109

The new Turkish state inherited the legacy of the Ottoman Empire in 
the realms of financial capitulations and foreign debts. The newly estab-
lished revolutionary government succeeded in defraying some of the debts 
in Lausanne but failed in most of its attempts to secure foreign aid or loans. 
Two missions which went to Paris and London in the aftermath of the Lau-
sanne Conference to negotiate a loan were unsuccessful and Hamdullah 
Suphi, the Minister of Finance, reported in January 1924 that “there was 
very little chance of securing any loan either in Europe or in the United 
States, but that a substantial loan might be secured in South America, pro-
vided Turkey was willing to pay from 18 to 20% interest.”110

In light of this information, Robert Gates, the former president of 
Robert College, argued at the time that no one considered the new state 
“economically viable” and that western public opinion was not convinced 
that Kemalist Turkey was a lasting phenomenon. The kinds of contacts 
Turkey established with the European states for a loan for the resettlement 
of refugees cannot be elucidated at least until the archives of the Turkish 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs are open to researchers. However, it is known 
that the estimated cost of the refugee settlement was about 20,000,000 liras 
for the year 1923 and that the government earmarked only 6,000,000 liras 
for such a draconian task. It may be concluded that the Turkish state relied 
solely on its own sources for the resettlement of refugees.111 Under these 
conditions, having recognized the urgency of the situation, Mustafa Kemal 
issued a public proclamation in late 1923 calling on Muslim populations 
of the world to aid their Muslim brethren in Turkey. Having described the 
details of the situation, Mustafa Kemal stated in a highly religious tone,

It is a great challenge to enable our Muslim brothers to reach the Turk-
ish land, give an end to the suffering and misery of our brothers who 
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have families like we do and whose total numbers exceed 600,000. 
Brothers! Whatever means the Turkish government has at its disposal, 
these means are not sufficient enough. Anatolia proper, upon which the 
Greeks landed during the war, has been destroyed. The lands of our 
brothers, who have been victimized by the Greek passion of crime, have 
turned into ruins. Our brothers in religion! In order to reconstruct these 
places, to resettle these locations with the Muslims under the Greek 
administration who have to be urgently recovered from the deprivation 
and misery which they have suffered, to give bread to 600,000 people, 
the Turks appeal to the generosity of the world of Islam not to allow 
their brothers to perish owing to misery.112

This proclamation was followed by the dispatch of representatives of the 
Turkish Red Crescent to the capitals of various East Asian states in order 
to secure assistance for the refugees. The evidence suggests that the limited 
assistance that came from these locations was mainly in the form of food 
and clothes rather than money, which was certainly more needed than any-
thing else at the time.

From the foregoing discussion on the institutional mechanisms 
involved in the implementation of the Convention, it can be concluded that 
the institutional arrangements at national and international levels were 
hardly conducive to the execution of the agreement. Where the Mixed Com-
mission was concerned, this institution focused a major part of its work 
on registering refugees and issuing certificates verifying their refugee status. 
When the question of établis brought the process of population exchange 
nearly to a halt during late 1923, the Commission refocused its work on 
the resolution of this issue to the neglect of many other issues. Moreover, 
the Commission’s decisions concerning such issues as the proper liquidation 
or restitution of the properties of non-exchangeable Greeks and Turks, who 
had vacated their settlements prior to the Convention, remained bound for 
the most part by the views of the respective governments. The Commission 
seems to have conducted no proper investigation of such issues. As many 
students of the population exchange argued later on, the Mixed Commis-
sion was, on the whole, a failure.

A similar story applied to the MERR. Its failure manifested itself 
concretely in its abolition within the first two years of its existence. This 
ministry envisaged at the outset an institutional set-up that required the 
integration of numerous existing refugee-related institutions and the estab-
lishment of new offices in the capital city and provinces. The prolongation 
of the structuring process, combined with the inefficiency of the officials 
and the absence of coordination between various institutions, resulted in 



the ad hoc implementation of the Convention and related official plans and 
projects for resettlement.

The RSC, on the other hand, whose work was plagued at the outset 
by the inability of the Greek government to expropriate large estates and 
to put them at the disposal of this institution, manipulated––thanks to the 
terms of the financial agreements––the support of the Greek government 
and succeeded in fully controlling the resettlement project. Although its 
work was occasionally handicapped by differences of opinion within the 
Greek government and the pressure from the refugees, the RSC managed 
to resettle nearly the entirety of the Greek refugees, rural and urban alike, 
before its abolition in 1930. Thus, the RSC appears to have been the only 
success story, albeit an ambiguous one, as far as the regimentation of the 
population exchange was concerned. It is this ambiguous success that has 
prompted many students of the population exchange to consider this event 
as a full-fledged success story and recite it as a precedent-setting event for 
resolving future conflicts of a similar nature.
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Chapter Nine

Conclusion

The Convention of the Exchange of Populations was adopted with a view 
to removing minorities from their native lands with no concern on the part 
of the decision-makers as to the practical implications of such an arrange-
ment. During the population exchange negotiations in Lausanne and their 
immediate aftermath, the efforts of the minority populations on both sides 
to evade the exchange proved unsuccessful on the whole. While it is true 
that a great number of Greeks in Asia Minor had already fled to Greece 
during the war, given the conditions under which they left their homes, 
these people were probably less concerned with the outcome of the diplo-
matic negotiations at Lausanne than with developing survival strategies or 
finding a way to move to the mainland. The importance of the population 
exchange negotiations was greater especially for the remaining Greeks and 
Muslims who had been either crammed in major port cities or stuck in the 
interior sections of Turkey and Greece, nourishing hopes for the reversal 
of the process; they were disillusioned with the final decision at Lausanne. 
Once the Convention was signed, the absence of concrete institutional and 
practical measures to provide for the transfer, relief and resettlement of the 
refugees enhanced the uncertainty of the situation and further contributed 
to the plight of the people subject to the agreement. Complicating this situ-
ation was also the vague language of the Convention that was used by the 
respective governments concerned with entangling “unwanted” minority 
groups, such as the Albanians in Greece and the Armenians and Assyrians 
in Turkey, with this agreement. Thus, this hastily formulated and adopted 
historical document not only engendered a difficult situation for the minor-
ity populations whose fates were at stake but also for the people who had 
no known relation to the decade-long military conflict that came to an end 
with the formulation and adoption of such a radical solution.
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The majority of the Greek refugees, who had been uprooted from 
various parts of Asia Minor during the war, spent the whole year in refu-
gee camps on the islands off the coast of Asia Minor and on the edges of 
major Greek cities. Many of those who lacked minimum means of sub-
sistence remained dependent on relief agencies stationed in these locations 
where many perished owing to bad sanitary conditions. The conditions of 
reception and accommodation were certainly not better for the Greek refu-
gees who were transferred according to the terms of the Convention. They 
too ended up in refugee camps on the outskirts of major Greek port cit-
ies where they were to stay for many months to come. As for the Muslim 
refugees, the great majority of whom had not yet been removed from their 
settlements when the Convention was signed, they were, relatively speak-
ing, in a better situation as their transfer took place in accordance with 
the conditions prescribed by the Convention. Although their transfer was 
delayed due to prolonged transportation arrangements, the Turkish govern-
ment eventually adopted a systematic program to provide for the efficient 
removal of these people from their locations. However, unlike the Greek 
refugees, whose relief was provided by a number of foreign agencies, the 
Muslim refugees were left for the most part on their own in meeting their 
basic needs. The Turkish Red Crescent, the only institutional arrangement 
in charge of Muslim refugee relief, was impeded in its effort by the lim-
ited funds at its disposal. Within a year, the remaining Greek and Muslim 
minority populations were uprooted from their respective home countries 
with a view to being resettled in their new countries.

The conditions of Greek refugees, whose plight was initially charac-
terized by the most appalling war conditions, gradually improved during 
the process of resettlement due to the presence of an efficient institutional 
mechanism, namely the Refugee Settlement Commission. The pressure of 
this international institution on the Greek government for the reclamation 
of Muslim properties seized by the native populations and the implementa-
tion of the Land Redistribution Program combined with incoming foreign 
loans to facilitate the resettlement of Greek refugees. However, in the face 
of political instability in the country, the RSC acted in haste and prioritized 
the resettlement of refugees in a way that paid little attention to the social 
and economic aspects of the resettlement process. The ways in which the 
refugees were resettled both in urban and rural areas brought about their 
social isolation from established Greek society, a factor that would contrib-
ute to the growing hostilities between the natives and refugees.

The Muslim refugees, on the other hand, were greeted upon arrival in 
the ports with an air of official celebration but were soon left at the mercy 
of the age-old refugee bureaus which had recently been brought under the 



umbrella of a colossal administrative structure, namely, the Ministry of 
Exchange, Reconstruction and Resettlement. The continued onslaught by 
the local populations and, in some cases, by the government itself upon 
the abandoned properties of the Greeks, which had been presumably ear-
marked for the refugees, created an environment inconvenient for the 
implementation of the terms of the Convention, not to mention those of the 
plans and projects designed to resettle the refugee populations. Unlike the 
Greek case in which the enormity of the task in resettling the refugees by 
the RSC was caused primarily by the sheer size of the refugee population, 
the work of the MERR was plagued at the outset by the indifference of the 
Turkish government and later on by its inability to bring under control the 
abandoned properties upon which all the resettlement plans and projects 
were based. The Mixed Commission, in the meantime, failed to address the 
question of liquidating the properties left behind by the refugees and did 
not cooperate with Turkey and Greece for the proper indemnification of 
the refugees. All in all, the implementation of the Convention in Greece and 
Turkey did not take place in the manner anticipated by the decision-makers 
in Lausanne. Accordingly, the refugee problem in both cases turned out to 
be not really one problem, but literally scores of problems, each one having 
an importance and urgency of its own.

Nowhere was the inefficiency of the Convention more visibly marked 
than in the economic realm. During the opening speech of the discussions of 
the population exchange at Lausanne, Nansen had remarked that “such an 
exchange will provide Turkey immediately and in the best possible condi-
tions with the population necessary to continue the exploitation of the cul-
tivated lands which the departed Greek populations have abandoned.”1 He 
continued, “the departure from Greece of its Muslem citizens would create 
the possibility of rendering self-supporting a great portion of the refugees 
now concentrated in the towns and in different parts of Greece.”2 When 
the implementation of the Convention began, it became apparent that the 
majority of these lands had already been occupied by the local populations 
in both countries and the produce to benefit the displaced populations had 
already been harvested by the native populations in Greece and confiscated 
by the government in Turkey. The Muslim refugees were left for the most 
part with houses that had been destroyed and fields that had been burned. 
The immediate aftermath of the Convention was thus disastrous for both 
the Greek and Muslim refugees who were directed to these fields, which 
proved that the causation of Nansen was only a rhetorical device to facili-
tate the progress of the decision-making process.

Thanks to incoming foreign loans in the following years, the RSC 
took preliminary steps to turn the refugees in urban and rural areas into 
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self-sufficient individuals by extending to them various kinds of loans. But 
the rural bias of this institution prevented a great number of refugees in 
urban areas from permanently resettling in these areas and caused them to 
move in bulk numbers to rural areas, a process soon to be reversed due to 
the changing world economic conjuncture. Many Greek refugees who went 
to the countryside with a view to benefiting from the Land Redistribution 
Program returned, in the face of diminishing future prospects, to the major 
Greek cities, becoming lumpen-proletariat or, at best, a source of cheap 
labor. The refugees who had been resettled originally in the rural sections of 
northern Greece seemed at the beginning to have benefited from the work of 
the RSC. The high interest rates on their debts (for housing) and their failure 
to pay their remittances gradually brought about their destitution as well.

In the meantime, diplomatic negotiations on the liquidation of the 
properties of these people in their country of origin proceeded at a slow 
pace, turning gradually into a zero sum game in which the governments of 
the two countries eventually agreed to waive the rights of the refugees to 
their properties. This development perhaps struck more dramatically the 
Muslim refugees, whose resettlement was subjected to the arbitrary poli-
cies of the government and undertaken with no recourse to a systematic 
economic plan or program. Many of the Muslim refugees who had secured 
a house and perhaps a plot of land waived their rights to their abandoned 
properties in Greece. In the final analysis, the Convention, which converted 
nearly two million people from minorities into refugees, scarcely turned 
these people into economically self-supporting individuals, as the decision-
makers had anticipated, and numerous problems, mainly of socio-economic 
nature, cropped up and thwarted their integration into their new countries.

As for the social aspects of the exchange of populations in Greece 
and Turkey, at the beginning of the process there were no sharp social 
differences distinguishing the refugees from the native inhabitants of the 
areas where they were resettled. But the conflicting interests over the 
(re)allocation of limited resources soon led to the resurfacing of differences. 
Recent anthropological and political research in Greece on this particular 
issue has demonstrated that these differences between the local Greek pop-
ulation and incoming refugees took the form of social and cultural griev-
ances. In the same vein, in Turkey, the limited information at our disposal 
reveals that the local populations received incoming refugees with much 
contempt and resentment especially in areas where the abandoned prop-
erties of the departed Greeks and Muslims were in abundance. The oral 
evidence suggests that the natives ridiculed their language, attire, and man-
ners, and subjected the newcomers to a certain degree of discrimination. 
Under these circumstances, the predicaments of orientation and adaptation 



which originated as much from the refugees themselves as from the native 
residents of the areas where the former were resettled brought about the 
socio-economic marginalization of the refugee populations both in Greece 
and Turkey.

The misery and poverty that became so familiar to them from the early 
days of their arrival prevented Greek and Muslim refugees from nurturing 
the will to partake in the social and economic lives of their new countries. 
Accordingly, the refugees did not feel at home within the first decade of the 
population exchange and the majority of these people, whether Greeks or 
Turks, entertained hopes of returning to their former homes.3 In the case 
of the Greeks, their hope of repatriation became manifested concretely in 
their petitions to the RSC in which they repeatedly brought up the ques-
tion of “whether they would be permitted to reestablish themselves in their 
native soil.”4 As for the refugees in Turkey, the situation was apparently 
not much different, an issue that has only recently been documented on the 
basis of oral evidence.5 Many Muslim refugees who were unable to obtain 
a piece of property and a suitable job or failed to adapt to the physical 
conditions of their new environment continued to frequent the local gov-
ernment offices in vain. The political leadership, preoccupied with a struc-
tural reform program, ignored such material problems of the refugees and 
even took measures to prevent them from organizing themselves in cultural 
associations where they could take refuge and redress piecemeal their psy-
chological problems.6

Given this background, the political behavior and orientation of the 
refugees emerges as a crucial variable in the post-Lausanne era in Turkey 
and Greece, both of which experienced significant developments in their 
political systems after the population exchange. Both countries witnessed 
the transformation of their political regimes from a monarchy to a repub-
lic. The historical details of this process in which refugees came to play a 
significant role have been the subject of numerous studies in Greece. These 
studies have also addressed refugee participation in mass politics with due 
attention paid to the social and economic grievances between natives and 
refugees. As for Turkey, the political history of the Early Republican period 
has been one of the most studied subjects of modern Turkish history, but 
the refugees have been categorically left outside the scope of this historiog-
raphy. The absence of relevant documentation, among other factors, has 
certainly prevented scholars from incorporating the refugees into the pic-
ture. But recently, some information obtained from local newspapers and 
oral sources has revealed that the refugees were also involved in politics 
upon their arrival and even came to play a significant role in the politi-
cal life of the country during the late 1920s. The following discussion is 
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intended to counterpoise the participation of refugees in the political life of 
Greece and Turkey for the period 1923–1933.

The refugees in Greece were involved with politics from the very 
beginning and their arrival significantly changed the political complexion 
of the country. Here, two major facts determined the political orientation 
of the refugees. If the first one was their resentment towards the political 
leadership, that is, the monarchy, the second was their uncourteous recep-
tion by the native populations, which soon led to an all-out conflict that 
manifested itself in the cultural, economic, and social realms. As Camp-
bell and Sherrard argue, the great majority of refugees were convinced that 
King Constantine and the Populists were responsible for uprooting them 
from their homelands and their destitute situation since their landing in 
Greece.7 Thus, most refugees supported Venizelos and his Liberal Party and 
hence Republicanism at least until the early 1930s when the Venizelist-Lib-
eral policies succumbed to the effects of the Great Depression.8 During this 
period, interrupted by several military coups, the refugees who succeeded in 
forming powerful pressure groups, thanks to the preservation of their com-
munal ties, appeared as arbiters not only in the declaration of the Republic 
but also in the triumph of the Venizelist Liberal Party over the conservative 
Populist Party in several nationwide elections. In the short run, this sup-
port was recompensed in the form of benefits from the land redistribution 
program together with foreign loans9. When the Greek economy suffered 
a major setback in the late 1920s and the refugees were impeded by fiscal 
burdens, their support for Venizelos began to falter especially during the 
1928–1932 period. In the general election of August 1928, the Venizelists 
received an overwhelming majority of the refugee votes despite their failure 
to cope with the effects of the Depression. The prime motive behind this 
support had, however, less to do with sympathy towards Venizelos than 
with the fear that the overtly anti-refugee Populist Party would have an 
opportunity to reclaim power.

Where the refugees were concerned, the only significant alternative 
political movement to the Liberal Party of Venizelos was the Greek Com-
munist Party (KKE). From the very beginning, the refugees were exposed 
to the activities of the Greek Communists, who at the time focused their 
attention on the urban areas. As Angelos Elefantis points out, the Commu-
nists failed to attract a larger group of adherents, especially among the refu-
gees, to their cause at the beginning due largely to the internal dissension 
within the Party.10 The painstaking process that the refugees underwent 
during the first several years of the resettlement resulted in the drawing of 
a certain segment of the refugee electorate in rural sections of Greece to the 
KKE. Despite the overtly anti-Communist attitude of the official state, the 



KKE succeeded in organizing itself in the refugee communities, especially in 
northern Greece. The tobacco fields provided the KKE with a large number 
of the supporters because the tobacco sector was the most underpaid sector 
and most suitable for organized reaction due to the nature of the work. The 
elections of 1926 introduced ten Communist deputies to the Greek Parlia-
ment, eight of whom were from refugee-dominated provinces.11

It would be wrong to assume, however, that the KKE established a solid 
stronghold among the refugees during the decade of the 1920s. According 
to Philip Carabott, “the adoption of a slogan for an independent Macedo-
nia and Thrace in late 1924 severely damaged the KKE’s public image and 
hindered its influence in inter-war politics and was largely responsible for 
the introduction of emergency legislative measure (Ιhπθυηκ)—apart from 
claiming heavy casualties among its members.”12 A significant portion 
of the refugee electorate remained voters for the bourgeois parties of the 
Liberals and Republicans throughout the 1920s. It was only after 1930, 
when Venizelos adopted a more peaceful stance (rapprochement) towards 
Turkey and agreed to a diplomatic document transferring the rights of the 
refugees to their properties to the Turkish government, the refugee vote 
changed direction, largely towards the leftist track represented by the KKE, 
and to a limited extent, to the Populist Party which by then had begun to 
stand for the right of refugees to compensation. After the anti-Venizelists 
came to power in 1933, they adopted a hostile attitude toward the refugees 
especially in northern Greece, culminating in an open war against them 
after 1935.

Where the Turkish case is concerned, the political realm was under 
the monopoly of a single party that did not allow any alternative politi-
cal movement to emerge and flourish. When the Convention was signed in 
Lausanne, the character of the Turkish regime was still blurry. According 
to Henry Morgenthau, who was carried away at the time by the intensive 
relations between Turkey and the Soviet Union, it appeared to be of a leftist 
orientation.13 Be that as it may, once the Republic was declared, the rul-
ing elite set out to carry on with a “national project” that aimed to mold 
the country’s population, whether natives or refugees, into a socio-politi-
cal framework that would support the ideals of the new nation-state. The 
implementation of this project took the form of (re)constructing a national 
identity based on a sense of territorial belonging rather than regional, com-
munal, religious, linguistic, ethnic, or class affiliations. In this respect, the 
political leadership tended to pursue from the beginning a deliberate policy 
to suppress tendencies with a potential to threaten this project. Where the 
refugees were concerned, the leadership did not to allow those from the 
same place of origin to be resettled in the same area.14
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Unlike the Greek refugees, the resettlement pattern of refugees in 
Turkey could not mirror their communal ties. Had it been otherwise, the 
refugees might have been able to act collectively in the face of rising pre-
dicaments. In times when the refugees felt the need to join forces and orga-
nize themselves into certain institutions15, the government suppressed these 
tendencies either by restricting them from doing so from the beginning or 
by banishing them later when their voices became associated with opposi-
tion to the policies of the government. The Minister of Interior, Recep Bey, 
who also served as the acting minister of the MERR, made it clear in a 
speech to the Grand National Assembly on November 5, 1924 that “the 
organizations established by the refugees have been involved with political 
activities that harmed the image of the government and caused the rise of 
an anti-government sentiment throughout the country. These organizations 
have all been banned and abolished by the local government offices while 
their leaders have been forwarded to the pertinent courts.”16 He concluded 
his speech by remarking that he had “already prepared a document to 
totally ban such tendencies which aim [at] nothing but the polarization of 
the country.”17 Given the fact that the political elite in the country was not 
concerned with the electoral constituency, the refugees, much like the great 
majority of the population, were to remain passive observers of the political 
life in the so-called National Assembly for a long time to come. As a matter 
of fact, my own research over the years has not uncovered any traces of a 
politically active refugee organization in Turkey from 1924 to 1933.

Thus, in complete contradistinction to Greece, the political framework 
in Turkey, dominated by the Republican People’s Party, did not permit the 
establishment of opposition parties, with the exception of the short-lived 
Progressive Republican Party (Terakkiperver Cumhuriyet Fırkası) in 1924–
25,18 and all channels for political representation (including the MERR) were 
closed to incoming refugees. This policy prevented the refugees from carry-
ing their discontent onto the political platform. The very scanty information 
on hand suggests that some of the labor-intensive agricultural sectors, such 
as tobacco production, witnessed growing organizational efforts on the part 
of agricultural and factory workers of refugee background to join various 
unions in cities such as Samsun, where a sizeable refugee population existed. 
In this city, the great majority of refugees had come from northern Greece 
and more specifically from Kavala, where strikes and organized labor pro-
tests had been a common occurrence during the 1910s. Here, refugees seem 
to have led tobacco workers in the unionization movement.

However, collective attempts among the workers seem to have been 
prompted not so much by political concerns as by certain practical rea-
sons, such as low wages and unfavorable working conditions. For example, 



Zehra Kosova, a veteran socialist, mentions that after a tobacco-process-
ing factory in Samsun was shut down by the government, the workers 
(most of whom were from Kavala) appealed to the local administration 
for the resumption of tobacco labor in Tokat. On another occasion, the 
tobacco workers went on strike due to low wages. Kosova also mentions 
that “the factory was closed for two days and the third day the overseer 
went to the coffeehouse frequented primarily by refugees and offered the 
workers a wage of 15 kurush per day. The workers accepted this offer and 
resumed work.”19

The active involvement of the refugees in politics began with the estab-
lishment of the Free Republican Party (Serbest Cumhuriyet Fırkası; FRP) in 
the early months of 1930. The discussions at the time about the foundation 
of the FRP can be found in many publications,20 but these studies hardly 
touch upon the composition of the populace that supported this party. A 
recent study argues that the FRP received mass support, especially in areas 
where the majority of the population was of refugee background.21 This is 
not at all surprising as many refugees were still frequenting the doors of 
local government offices for the definite title deeds to their properties. Those 
who had secured title deeds faced significant challenges posed, if not by the 
worsening economic conditions, by the claims of the local populations.22

Around the turn of the decade, many refugees who were hit hard by 
the Great Depression and still lacked the title deeds to their lands expressed 
their resentment by registering in the lists of the local branches of the FRP.23 
Among them were many peasants, whether of refugee background or oth-
erwise, whose credit applications had been turned down by the state-owned 
Agricultural Bank (Ziraat Bankası) and who began to feel that the gov-
ernment had abandoned them. Needless to say, western Anatolia became 
the stronghold of the party, especially Izmir where the party branches were 
opened one after another in the districts of KarΒıyaka, Bornova, Seydiköy, 
Değirmendere, and Cumaovası.24

Public discontent with the policies of the ruling government was 
echoed particularly in the speeches of Fethi Okyar, the founder of the FRP. 
When he arrived in Izmir before the municipal elections of September 1930, 
the people received him in large numbers with slogans like “Kahrolsun 
mutemetler, yaΒasın serbest ülke!” (To hell with the officials, long live the 
free country!).25 The FRP participated in the municipal elections of 1930 in 
37 provinces and emerged victorious in three major cities with large refu-
gee populations, namely, Izmir, Aydın and Samsun.26 In addition, the FRP 
triumphed in the refugee-settled regions of Thrace and Marmara. But much 
like the earlier PRP, the FRP, turned out to be an abortive development as 
it was closed down by the orders “from above.” The seed of opposition 
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implanted in the country’s population, especially among the refugees, resur-
faced in the course of time as the Turkish experience with multi-party sys-
tem was reinstituted in late 1946. The majority of agricultural producers, 
among whom were people of refugee background, supported the Demo-
cratic Party.27

In the final analysis, it is our contention that the Exchange Conven-
tion was equally a landmark event in the modern histories of Turkey and 
Greece. As an arrangement that was unplanned on the part of political 
leadership, unwanted on the part of minorities, and merely tolerated on 
the part of the League of Nations, this diplomatic agreement, which was 
unprecedented in terms of its compulsory character, sanctioned the uproot-
ing of nearly two million people from their native lands. The inefficiency of 
the hastily formulated and adopted diplomatic document was bound to cre-
ate numerous predicaments that would impede the processes of reception, 
resettlement, rehabilitation, and integration of these people in their receiv-
ing states and societies during the post-Lausanne era. In Greece, the relative 
flexibility of the political system enabled the refugees to voice their con-
cerns more effectively and negotiate the terms of their integration into the 
national framework. In Turkey, the fact that the populism of the Republican 
People’s Party was embedded in the rationale of “for the people” and never 
“by the people” turned the refugees into a silent crowd to be integrated 
into the system according to the terms of the political leadership.28 It is this 
particular fact that suppressed the voices of Muslim refugees in Turkey and 
distinguished their trajectory from that of their counterparts in Greece.
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Epilogue

From the moment it was signed at Lausanne on January 30, 1923, the 
Convention concerning the Exchange of Greek and Turkish Populations 
has been the subject of much rhetorical explanation and misinterpreta-
tion. Characterized primarily by the disregard of the actual effects of this 
arrangement upon the people and the absence or on-behalf representa-
tion of the Turkish component in the whole discussion, these tendencies 
generated a conventional view of this event that is blatantly unbalanced 
if not altogether misrepresentative. As was discussed in the opening sec-
tions of this book, these tendencies were associated largely with two 
distinct strands of scholarship that appropriated this historical event in 
accordance with their driving motives. On the one hand, a policy-oriented 
scholarship that emerged and flourished in Europe and the United States 
during the inter-war era attempted to sanction the exchange of popula-
tions as an instrument for solving inter-state disputes and settling minority 
problems under the aegis of an international organization (i.e., the League 
of Nations). On the other hand, a highly politicized, not to say mark-
edly nationalistic-minded, Greek scholarship hastened to read this tragic 
occurrence into the existing narrative of the Greek nation. Whereas these 
two strings of thought remolded the subject into their working agendas 
and engendered the conventional view of this event, the nascent Turkish 
national historiography indifferently left the subject outside the scope of 
the newly written biography of the Turkish nation-state. The conspicu-
ous absence of the subject in the general framework of Turkish national 
history should also be interpreted as yet another form of representation, 
especially in view of the recently emerged interest, both popular and aca-
demic, in the subject.1 These observations upon the representation of the 
Exchange in various scholarly traditions provided the historiographical 
background against which this book was conceived and the established 
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view of this event was exposed to a critical assessment on factual and 
theoretical grounds.

The principal point of convergence in the international and Greek 
scholarly traditions has been the tendency to represent the Turco-Greek 
Exchange of Populations as an abstraction in which this event is treated 
simply as a reported fact with little or no concern on the part of scholars 
with its actual ramifications on the ground. As early as the first decade of 
the Exchange, international students of the subject vehemently argued that 
such an agreement enabled the principal parties, namely Turkey and Greece, 
to settle their grievances by way of eradicating their respective minorities as 
a major potential for conflict. The removal of the minority populations on 
both sides not only drastically improved the conditions of national security 
but also brought about the ethnic homogenization of the countries con-
cerned. These two goals were then deemed crucial to the fulfillment of a 
universal objective, namely the promotion of the nation-state as the ulti-
mate unit of political organization. Furthermore, in the attainment of these 
goals, these studies tended to emphasize the role of the international com-
munity, represented then by the supranational organization of the League 
of Nations, and neglect the role of the Turkish and Greek states.

The direct involvement of the League of Nations in the regimenta-
tion of the Exchange through a Mixed Commission, and the resettlement 
of the Greek refugees through the establishment of an autonomous institu-
tion, namely, the Greek Refugee Commission, and the floatation of various 
foreign loans to finance the large-scale resettlement projects of the Greek 
state were all underlined with a view to serving two major purposes. If the 
first one was to depict the Turco-Greek Exchange with an emphasis on its 
compulsory character and provisions of resettlement as a workable solu-
tion to be applied to minority problems elsewhere, the second had to do 
with the forging of a history to sanctify the emergence of an international 
refugee regime.

The first goal was served several times during the interwar period. 
The method of exchange, as internationally sanctioned by the success story 
of the Turco-Greek experience, was adopted as a legitimate instrument to 
get rid of unwanted minorities and achieve ethnic homogeneity either by 
political regimes that had severed their ties with the international commu-
nity or by political organizations such as the Zionist Jewish Agency that 
attempted to consolidate the territorial and demographic foundations of a 
National Jewish Home. Ironically, in none of these cases did the League of 
Nations or its refugee-related body seem to have been directly involved. It 
was only at the end of WWII that the peacemakers at Postdam cast their 
eyes back to the successful (i.e., internationally sanctioned) precedents of 



‘ethnic unmixing’ and applied their derivatives upon the war-torn sections 
of Europe, more particularly the formerly German-occupied areas.

Although ethnic motives behind territorial disputes were replaced 
by ideological ones during the post-WWII era, international scholarship 
retained the Turco-Greek Exchange of Populations in its agenda and con-
tinued to quote it as a successful precedent for settling territorial conflicts 
involving minority problems. The most influential text on the Turco-Greek 
Exchange of Populations, Pentzopoulos’ dissertation2, was written in the 
early 1960s, when a border crisis involving minority problems emerged 
between Greece and Yugoslavia, on the one hand, while the Turco-Greek 
dispute over the island of Cyprus gained a serious dimension, on the other.

Fortunately, neither of the above crises necessitated the implementa-
tion of large-scale population displacements through the exchange. Nor did 
any other dispute of the next three decades, perhaps with the exception of 
the Turco-Greek agreement on the divided Cyprus, furnish the decision-
makers with the grounds to appeal to such a solution with appalling con-
sequences for the people. The vigorous debut of the subject in the agenda 
of world diplomacy, however, took place in the early 1990s when ideologi-
cal friction was substituted once again by ethnic and religious cleavages à 
la mode Européenne in the Balkans and the Middle East. Then the suc-
cess paradigm associated with the Turco-Greek experience and identified 
by the term the “Lausanne principle” resurfaced in the political rhetoric 
and the discourse of policy-oriented scholarships. Strangely enough, the 
international community, represented by the post-WWII organizations of 
the United Nations and its refugee-related body, UNHCR, which had once 
championed the option of exchange as a viable policy to handle ethnic or 
religious conflicts, now moved on to condemn such practices.3

Although the resistance of the international community to partition 
and ethnic unmixing, especially in Croatia, Bosnia, and Kosova, took its 
toll on tens of thousands of people, the decisive stand taken by the inter-
national community has prevented the return of the exchange as a legit-
imate instrument to redress conflicts of ethnic and religious nature. One 
may argue that the adoption of such a measure might have prevented mass 
killings and deportations in the Balkans, (in the Caucasus, for that mat-
ter) and, more specifically, it might have saved the lives of 7000 Muslims 
near the town of Srebrenica in July 1995 or thwarted the human and mate-
rial losses of hundreds of Serbs who were driven from their homes during 
two days of rioting in Kosova in spring 2004. That might have been the 
case. But one should never forget that the temptation of using a legitimate 
instrument, such as the Turco-Greek Exchange Convention, to get rid of 
unwanted peoples is an integral part of the mental make-up of many policy 
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makers around the globe. After all what the Turkish and Greek diplomats 
did at Lausanne under international tutelage was to opt for the easy way 
out and solve an intractable dispute over territory by partitioning the dis-
puted area and compelling everybody on the “wrong side” of the newly 
drawn line to move, until boundaries and ethnic groups coincided perfectly. 
Only a simple glance at the unfolding of the events in different regions of 
the world from Kashmir to Palestine and the Caucasus to Sri Lanka, not to 
mention Modern Turkey, would suffice to show that such an instrument 
has already much appeal to power-mongers, be they military or civilian.

As the recent history of the Balkans shows, the reaffirmation of the 
principles of the Helsinki agreements is an imperative: that countries must 
respect the human and cultural rights of their citizens, including minorities; 
and at the same time states must respect each other’s borders or at least 
avoid imposing boundary changes by force. Accordingly the decision-mak-
ers should dispel the phantom of the Turco-Greek Exchange Convention 
once and for all.4 This is at least what many scholars, studying the past 
occurrences of ethnic conflicts and refugee generating phenomena, have 
been laboring to attain by drawing their attention away from the interests 
of the nation-state (e.g., security) to the human rights dimension of such 
historical occurrences.5 It would not be wrong to state that thanks to the 
arduous efforts of these scholars, earlier tendency to abstract the Turco-
Greek Exchange of Populations from its actual context and portray it as a 
diplomatic instrument has been recently replaced by a more realistic con-
ception of this phenomenon. Admittedly, there is a long way to go before 
this notion becomes firmly entrenched in international scholarship. That 
aspiration is probably more applicable to the representation of this event at 
domestic level.

From the moment of its signature, the representation of the Exchange 
in the Greek scholarship has been the subject of a double-edged interpreta-
tion. While its occurrence was considered as a tragedy to be endured by 
the Greek society, the successful handling of this draconian challenge by 
the Greek state was regarded as a testimony to the vitality of Greek state-
craft. The tragic dimension of the story was effectively incorporated into 
the political rhetoric and historical discourse with a view to being “remem-
bered” in pertinence to the ideological goals of the political leadership. 
More often than not, it was the success paradigm attributed to the role of 
the Greek state in the handling of such a huge influx of refugees in a short 
period of time that became largely identified with the Exchange in histori-
cal writings.

Under the dictating effects of these tendencies, the study of the 
Exchange with its causes and consequences has been the subject of much 



distortion. Where the genesis of this phenomenon was concerned, it was res-
onated as the inevitable outcome of a failed military campaign, namely the 
Asia Minor Catastrophe, due mainly to the withdrawal of the Great Pow-
ers’ support, with no reference to the irredentist and expansionist ambitions 
of Greek political leadership behind this assault. A compulsory exchange of 
populations was dictated by the Turks and accepted by the Greeks at Lau-
sanne since such an agreement befitted the then prevalent conditions, not 
to mention the long-term interests of the Greek state. After all, this deci-
sion meant but the formalization of a de facto situation. A great number 
of Greek populations in Anatolia and eastern Thrace had moved to Greece 
during the last stages of the war (especially during the Turkish recapture of 
Izmir) and the Turkish nationalists under the leadership of Mustafa Kemal 
would not permit the repatriation of displaced Greek populations.

This verdict of the Exchange deliberately neglects to recount the 
Greek position at Lausanne which, as Chapter Two of this study showed, 
was characterized from the very outset by a tendency to conclude a com-
pulsory agreement owing to certain concerns of Greek political leadership 
over domestic and foreign affairs of the country. Some of those concerns 
were certainly embedded in the consequences of the recently concluded 
war with Turkey. They also included, among others, the urgency of the 
long-neglected economic and social problems of the country as well as the 
ever-growing schism between the Venizelists (Liberals) and anti-Venizelists 
(Royalists) on the political arena, not to mention the increasing leverage 
of the communists. Furthermore, as Petropoulos has effectively argued, 
the political leadership had realized the long-term importance of foreign 
assistance to be secured for the resettlement of refugees.6 Such a financial 
scheme could be used as part of a broader project to reconstruct economi-
cally and demographically the war-torn country.

At a more specific level and closely linked with the consequences of 
the war, there were certain “accomplished facts” from the Greek point of 
view that laid down the foundations of a compulsory exchange. Of those 
facts, the irreversible character of the efforts of the Greek government to 
evacuate the Greek populations from Anatolia and eastern Thrace prior to 
and during the Lausanne negotiations should be given a fair consideration. 
By the time the Lausanne talks began, most of the Greek populations had 
already been removed from their locations and some of them had even been 
herded to the heavily Muslim-populated northern sections of the country 
for resettlement. Given the conditions under which these people left their 
homes, the option of repatriation, so emphasized by the traditional scholar-
ship, was merely a rhetorical device used by the Greek diplomats to increase 
their negotiating strength at Lausanne.
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The Greek position at Lausanne should also be evaluated against 
the backdrop of the activities of the Greek populations, whether natives 
or refugees, and the army towards the Muslim populations and proper-
ties in northern Greece, including Western Thrace, during the period of 
the Lausanne negotiations. As recent research has ably demonstrated, the 
conditions of Muslim populations and properties in these regions certainly 
did not lag behind those of their Greek counterparts in Turkey during the 
war and after. The last critical point on the representation of the role of 
the Greek decision-makers at Lausanne is related with the entanglement 
of Karamanlides, the last group of Greeks to be evacuated from Turkey, in 
the whole scheme of the Exchange. Even a cursory reading of the Lausanne 
minutes suffices to show that the Turkish diplomats were inclined to leave 
this community of nearly 200,000 people out of an exchange agreement. It 
was with the intervention of the head of Greek plenipotentiaries, namely 
Venizelos, that the Karamanlides were incorporated, first into the draft 
treaty and then in the final agreement.

The representation of the Exchange in Greek scholarship is even more 
problematic in explaining the aftermath of the phenomenon. It is doggedly 
argued that the execution of the Exchange Convention was carried out suc-
cessfully by the Greek state. Although refugees suffered numerous predic-
aments along the way, the long-term advantages of such an arrangement 
were praised to have far outweighed its short-term disadvantages. After 
all, such an arrangement brought in its wake the safety of the northern 
borders of the country, on the one hand, and accounted for its ethnic and 
national homogenization, on the other. Furthermore, the refugee input into 
the Greek economy in the form of industrial workforce and the expansion 
of the domestic market was coupled with foreign loans floated at the time 
to boost the country’s economy. Thus, in the final analysis, the standard 
Greek explanation on the consequences of the Exchange reciprocated that 
of the international scholarship on the subject.

Needless to say, the emphasis of domestic scholarship on various 
aspects of the event showed some slight variations. In this regard, certain 
scholars of refugee backgrounds moved the attention away from the virtues 
of the Greek state to the contributions of refugees to the wholesale recon-
struction and economic development of Greece. Others of anti-Western 
opinion focused their attention on the genesis of the Exchange and accused 
the Great Powers of withdrawing their support during the war with Turkey 
and even lending support to the latter, causing the Greeks to lose the war, 
thus paving the way to the Exchange. Notwithstanding these slight differ-
ences in opinion, the double-edged tendency to identify the source of the 
Exchange with the Turkish political leadership as well as to underscore in a 



highly selective fashion the consequences of this event for the Greek state, 
society, and economy held its sway over eighty years of Greek historiogra-
phy on the Exchange.

In recent years, the topic of the Exchange, like many other subjects 
of modern Greek history, has taken its share from the emerging revisionist 
trends in Greek historiography. The biases and deficiencies in the con-
ventional representation of the Exchange by mainstream Greek scholar-
ship have been promptly attacked and in some cases significantly revised 
by new waves of scholarship. Several scholars have dealt with the con-
sequences of the Exchange upon the political, social and economic con-
ditions in Greece and, more particularly, concerned themselves with the 
people, namely the refugees, whose lives were radically altered due to this 
event. They have documented and analyzed the life-worlds of refugees 
and amply demonstrated that a major segment of refugee populations was 
hardly integrated to the established Greek society and the quandary of 
refugees lasted in the face of native reactions at least until the aftermath 
of WWII (i.e., the Civil War), if not later. As for the contributions of refu-
gees to the economic development of the country, it was argued that many 
refugees became a source of cheap labor to be widely exploited upon their 
arrival by the industrialists and even by the Greek state. The resettlement 
projects, highly appraised by international and national scholarships, not 
only failed to accommodate most of the Greek refugees according to their 
social and economic traits but also came to foster their differences with 
the larger Greek society. These settlements, both urban and rural, quickly 
turned into isolated locations where a great portion of the refugees failed 
to relate themselves to the rest of Greek society and economy. These cir-
cumstances led to the social and economic marginalization of most refu-
gees, a process to be precipitated further under the effects of the Great 
Depression. In addition, certain scholars have also demonstrated that 
there were major differences amongst the refugees themselves that was 
reflected in the political process during the inter-war era and even during 
the Greek Civil War.7

With all the points recounted above, the revisionist scholarship modi-
fied the standardized account of the Exchange and its consequences upon 
Greece. The twin myths of ethnic and national homogeneity, which had 
dominated the existing Greek view of the Exchange, have thus come under 
severe criticism and revision. Despite all these developments, however, it 
would be wrong to conclude that the conventional view of the Exchange 
has been totally discredited in Greece. Like many other historical events of 
modern Greek history, which have been politicized through the combined 
efforts of politicians and historians, the unbalanced representation of the 
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Exchange continues to dominate many historical writings and its political 
and national use to vilify Turkey remains in effect.

In the midst of an utterly generalizing international scholarship and 
highly involved and parochialist Greek domestic scholarship, the Turkish 
dimension of the Exchange has been rendered nearly obsolete in the con-
ventional narratives of the subject. This monolithic tendency was buttressed 
from the very outset by the indifferent approach of the Turkish national 
historiography to the event. Like many historical developments behind the 
making of the Turkish nation-state, the Exchange could not secure itself a 
place in the newly written biography of the Turkish nation. The new politi-
cal leadership tended to “forget” many historical occurrences that they con-
sidered irrelevant or potentially threatening to their national project. The 
adoption of religion as the principal criterion for the exchange might have 
been considered quite incompatible with the secular vision of the politi-
cal leadership. In addition, the differences between the incoming refugees 
and the native populations were not so easily reconcilable given the fact 
that religion–upheld as a unifying device during the war—was discredited 
as a baseline for national unity. Perhaps more importantly, the revolution-
ary leadership adopted a commanding attitude on the ‘imagination’ and 
imposition of a national identity that would unify the populations on the 
basis of common ethnicity and territorial belonging. These concerns fig-
ured prominently in the identity politics of the ruling elite and underscored 
the template of national history. Needless to say, such concerns brought 
about the exclusion of historical occurrences, such as the Exchange, from 
the newly reconstructed “History of the Turkish Revolution.” The silence 
of the Turkish historiography on the Exchange has in turn contributed to 
the reinforcement of the unbalanced representation of this event recounted 
above, in which the Turkish role in the decision-making process as well as 
the implementation of the Exchange Convention, more particularly in the 
resettlement of the incoming refugees, have been subjected to overt general-
izations and unfounded assumptions.

Regrettably, the recently emerged domestic interest in the Exchange 
that attempted to document and examine the Turkish side of the decision-
making process and the state of Turkish refugees has tended to adopt the 
traditional views of the subject.8 As far as the decision making process goes, 
Turkish scholars have reciprocated the mainstream Greek view and taken 
pride in the imposition of such an arrangement upon Greece or depicted 
this arrangement, in line with the conventional view of this event, as a way 
to prevent the involvement of the ‘foreign finger’ in the internal affairs of 
Turkey. The very nationalism of Turkish political leadership, held account-
able for the creation of conditions that necessitated the adoption of the 



Exchange, turned into a source of pride. These scholars amply brought to 
the fore the Greek motives behind the expansion into and annexation of 
certain parts of Anatolia and the atrocities committed by the Greek army 
but deliberately ruled out the reciprocating tendencies on the part of Turk-
ish leadership and populations towards the native Greek populations of 
Anatolia and Thrace.

This study has not been concerned so much with these highly politi-
cized issues as they require a more in-depth analysis of the social, economic, 
political and military conditions of the respective geographies and the con-
tents of the respective ideologies prior to the Lausanne Peace Settlement. It 
has been generally argued, however, that the century-long Greek national-
ism took on a new, this time, irredentist turn after the Balkan Wars. On 
the other hand, the full-fledged demise of Ottomanism in the wake of the 
Balkan Wars paved the way for the genesis of Turkish nationalism. These 
two competing nationalisms inadvertently nurtured one another over the 
following decade. As the respective minorities were effectively integrated 
with the nationalist agendas on both sides, the fate of these populations 
was made strictly contingent upon the working-out of the rivalry between 
these two nationalisms. It is true that the realization of the Exchange Proj-
ect owes much to the mediation of the Great Powers and such a develop-
ment was part and parcel of a long historical process on a world scale, 
namely the ascendancy of nationalism and the nation-state. However, the 
creation of the conditions behind this project cannot be fully understood 
without a thorough and unbiased examination of the agendas and activities 
of the Greek and Turkish nationalisms.

Nowhere has the conventional representation of the Exchange been 
more problematic than in the assessment of the consequences of this event 
for the Turkish refugees and the role attributed to the Turkish state in the 
resettlement of the displaced populations. In the absence of a related-Turk-
ish historiography and in the light of the quantitative dimensions of this 
event, the resettlement of Turkish refugees was considered to have posed, 
on the whole, no challenge to the Turkish side as the abandoned properties 
of the Greeks and other minorities were supposed to have been sufficient 
for the resettlement of a relatively small number of incoming Turkish refu-
gees. This assumption has been effectively integrated into the success para-
digm associated with the aftermath of the Exchange. We contended this 
particular dimension of the success paradigm and showed that the Turkish 
political leadership addressed the question from the very beginning in an 
ad hoc manner, and the arbitrary policies of the ruling government on the 
abandoned properties and the resettlement of refugees caused the Turkish 
refugees to experience enormous difficulties. Therefore, the explanation for 
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the omission of the Exchange from the general framework of Turkish offi-
cial history should not only be sought in the identity politics of the nascent 
Turkish state but also in the concrete historical developments surrounding 
the implementation of the Exchange Convention in Turkey. This major cor-
rection to the conventional view of the Exchange as a successful undertaking 
complements the emergent critical view of this event in Greek scholarship. 
Undoubtedly, the grounding in general historiography of a more realistic 
conception of this event along the above lines hinges on the deconstruction 
of the underlying motives behind the representation of the Exchange as an 
abstract phenomenon. Perhaps only when the Exchange is viewed not only 
as a reported fact but also as a multi-faceted historical reality, diplomats as 
“the predilect agents of history”9 will not turn a resolutely deaf ear to the 
voices of the displaced.
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Notes

NOTES TO THE NOTE ON DATES

1. Greece officially shifted from the Julian calendar to the Gregorian calendar 
on March 1, 1923. For a brief overview of the political debate on the calen-
dar shift in Greece see, ]ζεβμ Ρβΰκμ, 『 〈’ 《ζζβθδεβ 〉βµκελαkδα, 1924–1935, 
Κκδθπθδεiμ 〉δαjkαjiδμ kβμ Πκζδkδεβμ 《εβθβμ, 2nd Edition, (Athens: Θ《Μ《ΛΙΟ, 
1992) 215–216.

2. The Ottoman Empire integrated the monthly aspects of the Gregorian 
(Miladi) calendar to the fiscal calendar on February 13, 1917 to take effect 
on March 1, 1917 while the new Turkish state fully adopted the Gregorian 
system on December 26, 1925 to be implemented from January 1, 1926.

3. Two reference works were used throughout this study for conversion 
between various calendar systems in Ottoman and Turkish documents: 
Faik ReΒit Unat, Hicri Tarihleri Miladi Tarihe Çevirme Kılavuzu (Ankara: 
Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi, 1988); Gazi Ahmet PaΒa, Takvimü’s Sinin, 
eds. Y. Dağlı and H. Pehlivanlı (Ankara: Genelkurmay BaΒkanlığı, 1993) 
(originally published in 1331 [1915])

NOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION

1. This date must have been written according to the ‘old’ (i.e., Julian) calen-
dar, which corresponds in the ‘new’ (i.e., Gregorian) calendar to September 
03, 1922, a Sunday. This date also coincides with the military developments 
that led to the recapture of Izmir by the Turkish forces. See Gotthard Jae-
schke, Türk KurtuluΒ SavaΒı Kronolojisi, Mondros’tan Mudanya’ya Kadar 
(30 Ekim 1918–11 Ekim 1922) (Ankara: T.T.K. Basımevi, 1989) 190–192.

2. This incident is reconstructed on the basis of data from my interviews with 
local villagers in and around Izmir. Those which were particularly valuable 
were my interviews with the old time residents of the villages within the 
municipal borders of Menemen and Yeni Foça. I visited the Archives of 
the Center for Asia Minor Studies in Athens to crosscheck the information 
about this specific incident. But this location, which contains thousands of 



files of interviews conducted with people from almost all the settlements 
in Asia Minor, did not have any file under the heading of Κκαµίiρζβ. See 
the catalogue of the Center’s archival collections, Κiθkλκ Μδελαjδαkδεπθ 
πκυhπθ, Ο Σiζiυkαδκμ 《ζζβθδjµκμ kβμ Μδελαμ ]jδαμ, 《εγijβ kκυ 《λΰκυ kκυ 
Κiθkλκυ Μδελαjδαkδεπθ πκυhπθ (1930–1973), Καkαζκΰκμ (Athens: 《εhκjiδμ 
kκυ Κiθkλκυ Μδελαjδαkδεπθ πκυhπθ, 1974). The only information con-
cerning this small village is found in the Historical Archives of the Greek 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (from now on AYE which stands for Ιjkκλδεκ 
]λξiδκ kκυ Τπκυλΰiδκυ 《ιπkiλδεπθ kβμ 《ζζαhαμ), 1925-B/40, I. See the 
table “kαkδjkδεκμ Πδθαι kπθ 《εεζβjδπθ εαδ ξκζπθ kβμ 《παλξδαμ 《φijκυ 
《ιβΰµiθκμ iε kπθ µiξλδ kκυ 《kκυμ 1914.” In this table, the population of the 
village is given as 145 before the year 1914.

3. The tellers of the latter story were two sisters who have been living together 
since they moved to Turkey with their family due to the population 
exchange. Both were school age at the time of the Exchange. They both 
died shortly after my interview. The narration of their experiences exempli-
fies at its best the endurance of historical memory and the length of time 
which individuals associate themselves with events which occurred during 
their childhood. In this specific case, the duration covers approximately 
70 years. See Tamara Hareven, “The Search for Generational Memory,” 
in Oral History, An Interdisciplinary Anthology, eds. David K. Dunaway 
and Willa K. Baum, 2nd Edition (Walnut Creek, London and New Delhi: 
Altamira Press, 1996) 241–256.

4. For a comprehensive survey of the political developments in the Balkans 
during the first decades of the century, see Lord Courtney Penwith, Nation-
alism and War in the Near East (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1915) 251–291; 
R. W. Seton-Watson, The Rise of Nationality in the Balkans (New York: 
E. Dutton and Company, 1918) passim. Fikret Adanır gives a summary of 
the nationalist movements in the Balkans with emphasis on the role of the 
élites in his “The Macedonians in the Ottoman Empire, 1878–1912,” in 
The Formation of National Elites: Comparative Studies on Governments 
and Non-Dominant Ethnic Groups in Europe, 1850–1940, ed. A. Kap-
peler (in collaboration with F. Adanır and Alan O’Day), vol. 6 (Dartmouth: 
New York University Press) 161–191, especially 170–181.

5. A. A. Pallis, “The Exchange of Populations in the Balkans,” The Nineteenth 
Century and After, 47:576 (February 1925) 2. For the broader implica-
tions of this policy upon the Ottoman minorities, especially Armenians, see 
Fikret Adanır and Hilmar Kaiser, “Migration, Deportation, and Nation-
Building: The Case of the Ottoman Empire,” in Migrations et Migrants 
dans une Perspective Historique. Permanences et Innovations, ed. René 
Leboutte (Brussels: Peter Lang, 2000) passim.

6. Enver PaΒa openly said this to Henry Wood, staff correspondent for the 
United Press Association in Istanbul. “When Turkey last September abol-
ished the capitulations which had been imposed on her for years past prin-
cipally by the very powers who say that they are now fighting to establish 
an independent government for each people, we were for the first time in 
years in complete control of the administration of our own affairs and our 
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own government. It is as much for that independence as it is for our con-
tinued existence as a nation that we are now fighting and shall continue 
fighting to the end. We want a Turkish Empire for the Turks and by the 
Turks [my italics]. That is our idea of independence.” “Interview With His 
Excellency, Enver Pasha, Minister of War and Vice-Generallissime of the 
Ottoman Army and Navy,” The Library of Congress, the Papers of Henry 
Morgenthau, Reel 39/41, 3.

7. Ahmed Emin [Yalman], Turkey in the World War (New Haven: Yale Uni-
versity Press, 1930) 189–193. Hüseyin Cahit [Yalçın], Siyasal Anılar (Istan-
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NOTES TO CHAPTER SIX
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His Majesty’s Stationary Office, 1923).
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NOTES TO CHAPTER SEVEN

1. On the plight of the Greek populations in Izmir and its environs, cer-
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Smith, Ionian Vision: Greece in Asia Minor, 1919–1922 (London: Allen 
Lane, 1973); Bilge Umar, Izmir’de Yunanlıların Son Günleri (Ankara: Bilgi 
Yayınevi, 1974) 257–334; Marjorie Housepian Dobkin, Smyrna 1922: 
The Destruction of a City (New York: Newmark Press, 1998) (first edition 
appeared in 1972). The last two books, in particular, contain much imagi-
nary material and therefore should be used with caution.

2. It was not until September 26, 1922 that the refugees and Greek soldiers 
were allowed to land, for political reasons, at the ports of “Old Greece” 
(Λδηαθδα kβμ Παζαδαμ 《ζζαhαμ). The Revolutionary government of Plasti-
ras and Gonatas repudiated this order. See ]λikβμ Σκυθkα-Φiλΰαhβ, Σκ 
Πλκjφυΰδεκ 〉αθiδκ kκυ 1924, (Salonica: Παλαkβλβkβμ, 1986) 25.
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Interview with Zeliha Bilge, Izmir, October 21, 1994. Also Tesal, Selanik’ten 
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came before and after Lausanne believed that this was a temporary solu-
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NOTES TO CHAPTER EIGHT

1. The general literature on population transfers often confuses this institu-
tion with the Greek RSC. See, for example, Marrus, The Unwanted, 104–
106. In other studies, this institution is not even included in the discussion 
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